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SUMMARY
Design is the process by which solutions get developed to solve social challenges, and
its products can be seen across our world from toothbrushes to computers to spaceships.
Conceptual design is an early phase of design where an initial candidate solution gets
developed. Analogical design is a form of design where knowledge from some known
source case is transferred into the design solution, leveraging knowledge not directly related
to solving the problem at hand. Biologically inspired design is a real-world form of
analogical design where source cases come from nature.
In all of this, there is a need for design revision. The output (the candidate design
solution) likely begins in an imperfect state and needs to be revised to ensure it properly
and completely solves the design problem. Additionally, the designer’s understanding
of any source cases or prior solutions used could also exist in an imperfect state and
should too be revised since they are used in reasoning. Thus, any flaws in this knowledge
could negatively impact the process and/or outcome. This is especially important in an
interdisciplinary context like biologically inspired design where a given design practitioner
may have expertise in only some of the involved domains.
To support design revision, this dissertation presents an AI agent that can help a design
practitioner engage with a process of incremental design revision. In this hypothesized,
iterative process, a practitioner externalizes their knowledge of a design concept in a func-
tional model, gives this model to the AI agent that evaluates the model, and then receives
feedback from the agent. The practitioner can then decide to revise their model based on
this feedback, and then can restart the cycle or conclude it.
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Specifically, this dissertation addresses the task of model evaluation to support incre-
mental design revision in the context of the conceptual phase of biologically inspired design.
It presents the Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) AI agent, a
computational approach to evaluate the candidate design, biological source cases, and prior
designs in this context. More precisely, DESC evaluates functional model articulations
of these concepts in the form of Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) models. These
functional models act as proxies for the designer’s understanding or vision of the modeled
designs.
DESCdoes its evaluation through two techniques: Simulation andComparison. Simula-
tion evaluates the behaviors (processes or mechanisms) and functions (intended or perceived
purposes) of a model by simulating the behaviors and determining if those results conflict
with claims made in the model. This checks the internal consistency of the model–the
extent to which the model’s parts agree with each other–for the language rules understood
by the simulator. Comparison evaluates the complete model (i.e., the structure submodel,
the behaviors, and the functions) by comparing it to another model of the same topic and
identifying differences, which are potential areas of misunderstanding or misrepresentation.
This checks the external consistency of the model–the extent to which it accurately repre-
sents a concept in the world or (in the case of the candidate design) a proposed vision. As
part of the Comparison technique, this dissertation also explores a novel analogical mapping
algorithm called Compositional Mapping for matching elements between two models.
This dissertation evaluates DESC in two ways. First, experimentation was done in the
form of a computational ablation-like study to illustrate DESC’s ability to evaluate models
using Simulation and Comparison. The results support the hypotheses that these techniques
can evaluate the internal and external consistency of models and that the SBF* modeling
language has syntax and semantics that support automated simulation. This computational
experimentation also partially supported Compositional Mapping’s advantage over a more
conventional approach to mapping models for the purposes of Comparison.
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The second form of evaluation was a pilot study with human participants that tested
the usefulness of DESC in helping humans construct better models and improve their un-
derstanding of a design concept thematically related to biologically inspired design. In
other words, it explored at a high level to what extent DESC can support the hypothesized
incremental design revision cycle. The results of this study partially supported the hypoth-
esis that DESC can support incremental design revision, showing that participants with
DESC tend to produce superior models compared to those without it. However, this did not
translate to improved understanding.
To recap, this dissertation presents an AI agent called Design Evaluation through Sim-
ulation and Comparison (DESC) for evaluating designs in the form of SBF* functional
models, contextualized in a hypothesized incremental design revision process in the con-
ceptual design phase of biologically inspired design. Evaluation of this AI agent supports
that it can indeed evaluate models and partially supports its usefulness in supporting incre-
mental design revision, with analysis that suggests people with an implementation of DESC
produce better models than those without it. The overall evaluation of DESC through the
computational experimentation and the usefulness study presents promising results towards




This dissertation focuses on incremental design revision in the context of the conceptual
phase of biologically inspired design. Design is a common human reasoning activity where
an individual or team develops a solution, typically an artifact, to resolve some problem or
challenge. The products of design can be seen everywhere in human experience from one’s
toothbrush to spaceships. Given its significance, supporting design is inherently motivating.
Analogical design is a kind of design that transfers knowledge from a known source
case (or cases) to the design solution, typically without directly using the source case as a
solution. Biologically inspired design (BID) is a kind of analogical design where practi-
tioners1 take inspiration from nature to address their design challenges, producing creative
and, sometimes, sustainable design solutions. This paradigm enables novel approaches
to challenging design problems, leveraging the natural world as a library of source cases.
BID is thus a socially meaningful endeavor that represents a real-world context for studying
design.
Finally, conceptual design is the process by which a practitioner defines the set of
functions (or goals) that are needed to resolve the design problem and develops the structures
that will achieve those functions, leading to a candidate design. In so doing, the practitioner
also may engage with knowledge of prior designs and, in the case of BID, biological source
cases. For simplicity, each of the candidate design, a prior design, or a biological source
case will here be generically referred to as a design.
Practitioners reason using internal models of these designs. The accuracy of these
models is important for the success of the process. The candidate design is the output of
1The word practitioner is used in this dissertation as a synonym for designer or modeler to reduce the
overuse of design/model terms.
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conceptual design, and getting it correct builds a strong foundation for future stages. The
prior designs and source cases are inputs to the process. Prior designs may be directly
used in solving the design challenge, or they may form the starting point by which, through
analogy, the practitioner derives (either all of part of) the candidate design. Knowledge
is transferred by analogy from the biological source case and used in the development of
the candidate design. Thus, the accuracy of one’s knowledge of the biological system is
important, and zooming out, the accuracy of these three types of designs will impact the
process.
Vattam et al. [161] motivate some of this context. Regarding the need to develop one’s
understanding of a biological source: “Developing a biologically inspired design solution
involves retrieving a suitable biological system, understanding how that system works to a
sufficient degree of depth, extracting mechanisms and principles associated with that system
into a solution-neutral form, and applying those mechanisms and principles in the target
domain of engineering” (emphasis added). They also identify an example that shows the
consequence of not knowing enough about the source. In a design case studied in this
work, the authors imply that at least part of the reason the design team did not choose to use
mangrove roots as their biological source case was because “[n]ot enough was known about
mangrove roots.” How might this design have gone had the authors a tool that could help
them incrementally revise their knowledge? Finally, the authors also provide motivation
for evaluating the candidate design. They describe how the same design team went to an
expert for feedback on their conceptual design. The authors write, “[t]he expert suggested
that their initial design would not work,” highlighting, in the language of this dissertation,
that the candidate design was imperfect according to this expert.
Assume that a practitioner’s internal model of a design is imperfect, perhaps due to mis-
conceptions or lack of understanding. Imperfect knowledge is plausible in the biologically
inspired design context because of its interdisciplinary nature. Although a given practitioner
may have expertise across all the domains engaged by a design challenge, it is possible that
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a practitioner may be an expert in biology but not in engineering, or vice versa. Thus, a
practitioner may have inaccurate knowledge of the biological source case (biology) or a
prior design (engineering). Regarding the candidate design, the practitioner’s knowledge
may be imperfect because the concept is still in development (e.g., the candidate design is
in its early stages). An imperfect model implies there could exist a better model. Given
the need for design accuracy, one goal then is to revise the design towards increasingly
better models. If transitioning from the initial model of the design to the final version is a
journey rather than a single step, the process of achieving this change can be thought of as
a sequence of incremental design revisions.
This dissertation also introduces the complementary goal to develop an artificial in-
telligence (AI) agent that supports designers. Such an agent, an artificial teammate so to
speak, could help the human practitioner do incremental design revision in a systematic and
repeatable manner, both of which are enabled because the agent can address revising in a
deliberate way that is executed the same each time.
This thinking raises two questions:
1. What does it mean for one version of a design to be better than another? An-
swering this question operationalizes what is meant by revising and guides how one
should effect desirable change in internal design models.
2. How might an AI agent support systematic and repeatable incremental design
revision? Answering this question is the thrust of this dissertation.
In answering how to support incremental design revision, a strategy was devised that
the AI agent would take as input an articulation of the practitioner’s internal design model
and produce as output a set of potential issues that the practitioner should investigate. This
feedback from the agent provokes incremental design revision and creates a hypothesized
cycle: (1) practitioner updates (or creates the initial version of) their internal design model,
(2) the AI agent evaluates an externalization of that model, (3) the practitioner reflects
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on the evaluation feedback, and then the cycle repeats if desired. Figure 1.1 depicts this
hypothesized process.
Such a high-level strategy raises a third question to be answered.
Figure 1.1: Hypothesized process of incremental design revision supported by an AI agent
3. What form should the practitioner’s externalized design model take to be given
as input to the AI agent? Answering this question is necessary to develop the AI
agent in detail.
All three of these questions relate to each other. Question 1 sets up the goal for the agent
in question 2 to support, and question 3 describes what knowledge the agent will have with
which to work. Thinking in the reverse direction as well, the answer to question 1 must,
practically-speaking, be addressable through computational support, and the knowledge
from question 3 needs to facilitate the reasoning strategies taken by the AI agent. As
such, one must answer these three questions simultaneously to achieve the desired harmony
among them.
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In this dissertation, a design version is better than another version if it has superior
internal and external consistency. Internal consistency is meant as the extent to which
aspects of the model agree with each other. External consistency is meant as the extent to
which the model accurately represents (relative to the purpose of the model) the modeled
concept as it is in the world. For candidate designs, which have no real world counterpart,
external consistency instead is meant as the extent to which the model aligns with those of
the practitioner’s teammates or any external representation of the design (assuming either
exist). In summary, internal consistency is an inward-looking notion of alignment, whereas
external consistency is outward-looking.
Given this answer, an AI agent can support incremental design revision by checking for
and reporting on potential issues related to internal and external consistency for a given
design. To do so, the agent reasons about the practitioner’s design model, which is assumed
to be articulated in some externalized form to be fed as input to the AI agent. What might
that form take? Prior work advocates for function to be addressed during the conceptual
design stage, so this dissertation builds on this and operationalizes the externalized form
as a functional model. In particular, this dissertation assumes that the external model will
describe a function to structure mapping with behaviors, or process descriptions, used to
explain how the structures achieve the functions.
Given this knowledge representation, the question of how the AI agent will check for
internal and external consistency issues can be answered concretely. Regarding internal
consistency, the agent will check that the functions are achieved by the structures through
the behaviors as claimed. Assume that the behaviors are themselves explicitly stated (as
opposed to being implied through structural relations). The agent will also check that
these behaviors proceed as claimed. The agent will do all of this through simulating, or
executing, the behaviors in the input model and leveraging those results to check the function
and behavioral claims.
Simulation is used to computationally check for internal consistency. In a general sense,
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checking for internal consistency is a hard problem because one needs to determine how
to automatically reason across complex models to identify internal consistency issues. It
is also a design challenge that involves considering the relationship between the reasoning
strategy and the representation over which it operates. In a specific sense, simulation itself
brings related challenges. For example, qualitative reasoning is a desirable style of reasoning
in the conceptual design stage due to not requiring precise quantitative knowledge. How
should this reasoning be represented in the modeling language? How should the simulator
process qualitative equations? These technical questions needed to be answered to enable
internal consistency checking through simulation, and the relationship between knowledge
representation and reasoning strategies shownby this example is emblematic of the challenge
in internal consistency checking.
Regarding external consistency, the agent will check that the functions, structures, and
behaviors of the input model accurately reflect the modeled concept or, for the candidate
design, the modeled concept as envisioned. It will do so by analogically comparing the
input model against an alternative model of the same concept. Where does the alternative
model come from? It could have been automatically generated from a trusted source like
an academic paper, or it might come from a teammate if in the context of collaborative
design. In the case of interdisciplinary teams, a teammate may have a greater expertise on
the topic than the practitioner, thus allowing the teammate’s model to act as an authoritative
source. Although it does not address the authority of a teammate’s internal understanding,
[64]’s example of an instance of cognitive dissonance between design team members in an
education context demonstrates the plausibility that two members on a BID team may hold
different internal understandings of knowledge in this context. The alternative model need
not be considered anything as authoritative as ground truth. In all circumstances (regardless
of the authority of the alternative model), identified differences act as triggers for further
investigation because they may represent misconceptions or incomplete knowledge in the
practitioner and/or the author of the alternative model.
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Computationally checking for external consistency is a hard problem because one does
not know how or to what extent the input model to the AI agent will differ from the
modeled concept (or envisioning). Narrowing the problem to model-to-model comparison
simplifies this to the ontology of the modeling language. That is, one can now enumerate
the finite ways in which differences might arise (e.g., different components or different state
conditions). However, it remains unknown which of these differences will manifest and
to what extent. This is a challenge because difference detection should only identify valid
(i.e., salient and actual) differences, for producing false positives reduces the efficacy of the
approach since practitioners must then sift through potentially erroneous results.
Finally, in light of the above discussion, one can refine and restate the role of biologically
inspired design (BID) in this dissertation. One, BID serves as a real-world, socially
meaningful context for research into design and analogy. Two, BID motivates the content
of knowledge: biological and technological (engineering) systems. Three, BID as design
practice (and a focus on conceptual design as the specific phase of this practice)motivates the
representation of knowledge: functional models. Four, that BID engages interdisciplinary
knowledge motivates checking the accuracy of practitioner’s knowledge since it is possible
that practitioners are not experts in biology or engineering. Note that regarding this point:
although the DESC AI agent focuses on model evaluation, these models are intended to be
representations of a practitioner’s internal understanding of the concepts. Thus, DESC is
really evaluating the practitioner’s knowledge, not just evaluating models. Five, lastly and
related to the previous point, if BID occurs in a collaborative design context, the potential for
teammates to exist (which is admittedly possible in any design context) and to have different
expertise as the point-of-view practitioner (e.g., it is possible that the practitioner is an
engineer and a teammate is a biologist, which is related to BID’s interdiscplinary nature)
affords alternative models on the same topic that are potentially more authoritative than the
practitioner’s, which in turn improves the plausibility of DESC’s Comparison technique.
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1.1 Thesis Statement
The preceding discussion builds towards the thesis statement of this dissertation, which is
as follows:
The conceptual phase of biologically inspired design entails incremental de-
sign revisions across multiple knowledge entities. An AI agent may support
systematic and repeatable incremental design revision by checking the internal
and external consistency of functional models of candidate designs as well as
biological source cases and prior designs.
1.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses
The research questions and hypotheses of this dissertation are formalized, concise versions
of the discussion at the beginning of this chapter. One can also think of these questions as
themselves design questions since they relate to the development of an AI agent.
The first research question represents the high-level goal of this work. It is the same as
the second question in the beginning part of this chapter.
• Research Question 1. How might an AI agent support systematic and repeatable
incremental design revision?
Hypothesis 1. It may do so through checking the internal and external consistency
of design models.
The second research question drills down into the first half of Hypothesis 1, relating to
internal consistency checking. Its hypothesis is broken down into two parts. The first part,
2.1, refers to the process by which the AI agent will check for internal consistency. The
second part, 2.2, refers to the representation of the content over which the agent will operate
to do so.
• Research Question 2. How might an AI Agent check a design model for internal
consistency?
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Hypothesis 2.1. It may do so by simulating the model and using the results to check
the process and functional claims made by the model. The Simulation technique of
DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2.2. The SBF* functional modeling language provides the syntax and
semantics needed for automated simulation.
The third research question connects with the second half of Hypothesis 1, relating
to external consistency checking. Since the method of comparison does not require any
particular knowledge content (although it does assume structured knowledge as with the
rest of this dissertation), only the process part of the answer is given an explicit hypothesis.
• Research Question 3. How might an AI agent check a design model for external
consistency?
Hypothesis 3. It may do so by analogically comparing a given model against an-
other model of the same design, where differences represent potential issues. The
Comparison technique of DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3 raises the question of how to map two models, which is given an explicit
research question in number 4, below. The hypothesis to this research question proposes a
novel analogical mapping technique. Note that another analogical mapping technique could
also satisfy this research question, so implicit in Hypothesis 4 is that this is an exploratory
attempt to develop a better technique than a method without its ideas.
• Research Question 4. Analogical comparison implies mapping. How might an AI
agent map two models?
Hypothesis 4. It may do so by decomposing the mapping task, solving the subtasks,
and using solutions from earlier subtasks to constrain and inform solutions to future
subtasks. Compositional Mapping illustrates this hypothesis.
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1.3 Supporting Incremental Design Revision with an AI Agent
The core contribution of this dissertation is the development of an AI agent that will take
an external model of a design, evaluate it in terms of its internal and external consistency,
and produce feedback for the practitioner in the service of supporting incremental design
revision. This is represented as step 2 in Figure 1.1. It is shown in slightly more detail as
an isolated, high-level process in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: High-level process of the Design Evaluation through Simulation and Compar-
ison (DESC) AI agent
Doing so raises three questions. First, how should the input design model be represented
and (zooming ahead for a moment) how should the alternative design model used for
Comparison be represented? Second, how should the AI agent evaluate or check the
input model for internal and external consistency issues? Third, what should the outputted
results look like? This dissertation focuses on the first two questions and leaves refining an
answer to the third question for future work. The next sections will briefly discuss how this
dissertation addresses the first two questions after first developing a running example.
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1.3.1 Running Example
It is helpful to ground the following discussion in a concrete example so that not all
topics need to be exclusively discussed in the abstract. Thus, consider a facet of the
biologically inspired design case described by McKeag [100]. Here, Shinkansen Train
designers/engineers were tasked with developing a faster train to meet a specified goal: “get
a passenger from Shin-Osaka to Hakata station at Fukuoka in under 2 hours and 20 minutes”
[100, p. 18]. This would require their train to reach near 350kph. They were able to build
a fast enough train, but their new train grew in noise with its speed, and they needed to be
considerate of noise standards. Reducing the train’s noise thus became a design problem.
One way in which the train produced noise was through an aerodynamic phenomenon.
The train’s pantographs (linkages at the top of the train) created vortices in air (turbulence)
that in turn created sound. Figure 1.3 depicts an example of a train pantograph. (This
example is actually the completed “Winggraph” that was developed as the design solution
for the case currently being discussed.)
Figure 1.3: Anexample of a train’s pantograph: the completed “Winggraph” design solution
for the Shinkansen Train example case. Adapted from [100]
In addition to applying non-analogical engineering practices, designers resolved this
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problem by inspiration from the way owl wings help an owl reduce sound while flying. The
fimbriae, a set of serrations on the leading edge of owl wings, generate small vortices in
the air that produce less sound than larger vortices. Figure 1.4 depicts these serrations and
shows how air flows over them.
Figure 1.4: Serrations (consisting of fimbriae) on owl feathers, including (in top picture)
air flow across the feather. Images are adapted from [100]
In turn, the Shinkansen Train designers developed a small vortex generator (structures
applied to the redesigned pantographs) to create the same effect and help resolve this design
challenge. Figure 1.5 shows this small vortex generator (the small triangular pieces). This
plus othermodifications led to the “Winggraph” depicted in Figure 1.3, which helped resolve
the noise problem for the train.
Figure 1.6 depicts this case in terms applicable to DESC, with pointers to the twomodels
(using the code names given in Appendix D) developed for this dissertation that address
the associated knowledge entities. Although the design process ran to completion and
thus extended past the conceptual design stage (and it is unclear at what stage the various
knowledge entities appeared), this dissertation frames it in the context of conceptual design
as if it hypothetically existed in that stage for the sake of an example. The noisy Shinkansen
train acts as the prior design. A correct and complete understanding of how this train
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Figure 1.5: Small vortex generator (the triangles) that was developed to partially address
the aerodynamic noise issue. Adapted from [100]
works (especially as it relates to creating noise) is important to the design process, for
the designers need to modify the train in the proper ways to actually solve their problem.
Specific to the situation described above, the designers need to know how the train creates
aerodynamic sound and (eventually) the role that the train’s pantographs play in that process.
A misunderstanding here might cause designers to make changes to parts of the train that
are actually irrelevant (or less important) to aerodynamic sound creation.
The owl wing (or, rather, the way in which the owl wing produces low sound for the
in-flight owl) is the source case used by the design process. A correct and complete
understanding of this system is also important because it will be used to infer a solution.
The Owl Wing model developed for this dissertation is representative of a simple version
of this topic.
Finally, the redesigned train (or, rather, a hypothetical version of this in the conceptual
design phase) is the candidate design. It is important to evaluate this design to ensure that
the problem is actually solved as expected. The Train model developed for this dissertation
is representative of a simple version of this topic.
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Prior Design: The noisy Shinkansen train. (Not modeled by this dissertation.)
Source Case: The way the owl wing enables low-sound during flight. Modeled in this
dissertation by the Owl Wing model.
Candidate Design: The (hypothetical) conceptual design phase version of themodified
train with a small vortex generator. Modeled in this dissertation by the Train
model.
Figure 1.6: Shinkansen train case of biologically inspired design, derived from [100],
broken into and characterized as knowledge entities relevant to DESC
1.3.2 Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*)
The first question in the high-level design evaluation process is: how should the input design
model be represented and how should the alternative design model used for Comparison
be represented? In response, this dissertation assumes that designs (which includes source
cases, prior designs, and candidate designs) are articulated in a version of the Structure-
Behavior-Function (SBF) modeling language that is called Structure-Behavior-Function
Star (SBF*). SBF [65] is a structured, functional model representation. It represents a
concept in terms of its physical structure, its behaviors (or mechanisms), and its functions,
which are its designed or (especially when considering natural systems) perceived purposes.
Whyuse SBF*? First, it is a functionalmodel, and these are appropriate in the conceptual
design stage because according to [112] this stage involves working with functions and
thus a modeling language that captures functions aligns with this thinking. Second, it
is a member of the SBF family of languages, and prior research [162] has demonstrated
that versions of the SBF language can capture biological and technological systems, can
be automatically retrieved in the BID context [160, 172], and can be used in automated
analogical design [66] of technological systems, so such amodeling language is plausible for
articulating the concepts in the biologically inspired design context and for reasoning over
them by a computer. Third, SBF* as a specific language that aligns with this dissertation
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is appropriate because SBF* adds syntax and semantics to enable automated simulation,
making it appropriate for the kind of reasoning done by the DESC AI agent for its internal
consistency evaluation technique.
An SBF* model has the following parts. The structure submodel of an SBF* model
describes a design’s components, their attributes, and any connections between them. Figure
1.7 depicts two snippets from the structure submodel of the aforementioned Owl Wing
model. The Owl Wing model contains the component Owl with two attributes, Moving and
NoiseCreated. (Connecting points are ignored in this dissertation for simplicity.) The
model also contains a connection between the owl’s Wing and the main Owl structure called
WingIsPartOfAnOwl.
Owl i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Moving of t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e , d e s c r i b e d as
" Fa l s e , True "
I t has an a t t r i b u t e No i s eC r e a t ed o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Very_Low , Low , Medium , High "
Wing . C1 i s Pa r tO f Owl . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n named
WingIsPartOfAnOwl
Figure 1.7: Snippets from the structure submodel of the Owl Wing model
The functions of a design describe its purposes or goals, either those intended by the
designer or (especially in case of a biological system) those that are ascribed to it. A
function optionally declares a representative verb to describe it, and it contains a set of
conditions that it guarantees will be true in the world at its completion. These are called
the function’s provides conditions. Each function also points to a behavior that achieves
it. Figure 1.8 depicts the function OwlFliesSilently from the Owl Wing model. This
function ascribes flying silently as the purpose of the owl. The function’s provides condition
says that the amount of NoiseCreated by the Owlwill be Very_Low, fitting with the notion
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of flying silently. (Admittedly, that it produces some noise is somewhat dissonant with the
function name.)
Ow l F l i e s S i l e n t l y i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed = "Very_Low"
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Ow l F l i e s S i l e n t l yB e h a v i o r
Figure 1.8: Function from the Owl Wing model
Zooming out of this single function, Figure 1.9 diagrammatically presents the func-
tional decomposition of the Owl Wing model. White boxes represent the functions; each
box declares the function’s name and set of provides conditions. Black rounded boxes
represent behaviors, which achieve functions. Arrows are drawn from functions to their
associated behaviors and from behaviors to functions to represent function-subfunction
relationships with mediating behaviors. One reads this diagram from the top to bottom, so
OwlFliesSilently is the topmost function.
Figure 1.9: Functional decomposition for the Owl Wing model
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The behaviors describe the processes or mechanisms the system undergoes. Each
behavior provides a causal description in the form of a state-transition diagram. Each state
defines a set of conditions in the world that are true at a moment in time. Transitions
between states are annotated with explanations for why and how the system moves from
one state to the next, sometimes describing how attribute values change between states.
Among other things, an explanation can point to a function for why its transition happens.
Since all functions point to an achieving behavior and since a behavior can point to one or
more functions in its transition annotations, such relationships form a function-subfunction
decomposition of the design.
Figure 1.10 depicts a snippet from theOwlWingmodel’sOwlFliesSilentlyBehavior
behavior, which is the behavior that achieves the aforementioned OwlFliesSilently func-
tion. This snippet describes the owl initially still in the state StartState then deciding to
move, which causes air to move past it (transition T1), resulting in state State2.
1.3.3 AI Agent: Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC)
The second question in the high-level process of design evaluation is: how should the AI
agent evaluate or check the input model for internal and external consistency issues? In
response, this dissertation presents an AI agent to evaluate functional models of designs
called Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC). DESC encapsulates
Hypotheses 2.1 (and 2.2 by virtue of it motivating and leveraging features of SBF*) and 3.
As suggested by the name, DESC contains two parts: Simulation and Comparison.
These two independent techniques provide complementary means to evaluate a functional
model of a design. The first evaluates the internal consistency of a model by detecting
modeling issues through simulation. The second evaluates the external consistency of a
model by comparing it against another model (specifically another SBF* model) of the
same topic. Detailed descriptions of these techniques are given in Chapter 4.
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Ow l F l i e s S i l e n t l yB e h a v i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Owl . Moving = " F a l s e "
and Ai r . MovingPastOwl = " F a l s e "
and Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed = " Zero "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t S t a t e t o S t a t e 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e x t e r n a l s t im u l u s named OwlDecidesToFly , d e s c r i b e d as
" eq : Owl . Moving i s e qu a l t o Owl . Moving . True "
and t h e e q u a t i o n AirMovesPastOwlEQ , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Ai r
. MovingPastOwl i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o Owl . Moving :
A f t e r − Owl . Moving : Be fo r e "
)
S t a t e 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Owl . Moving = " True "
and Air . MovingPastOwl = " True "
)
Figure 1.10: Snippet of a behavior from the Owl Wing model
1.3.3.1 Simulation Technique of DESC
The Simulation technique of DESC embodies Hypothesis 2.1 and, through using the mod-
eling features, addresses 2.2. Assume that a practitioner articulates their understanding of a
design through a functional model that contains descriptions of the functions of the design
along with the processes (behaviors) that achieve those functions. Hypothesis 2.1 proposes
that a computer can by check for the internal consistency of a model by simulating the model
and using the results to check the process and functional claims made by the model. This in
turn necessitates the hypothesis that the modeling language used has syntax and semantics
for automated simulation (Hypothesis 2.2), which is achieved by using SBF* models.
Figure 1.11 depicts the high-level process of Simulation. Simulation accepts an input
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SBF* model in step 1. As the output of this step, Simulation produces an inferred behavior
for each input behavior, which differs in that all states except for those that begin the
behaviors have their inputted conditions replaced by conditions inferred during simulation.
In step 2, Simulation compares the states in the inferred behaviors against the input SBF*
model’s behaviors and determines any inconsistencies between the two, which are reported
in the results of Simulation. In step 3, Simulation compares the output of the inferred
behaviors against the functions in the input SBF* model to determine the extent to which
those behaviors produce output consistent with the functions. Issues here are also added to
the results. In the operational implementation of Simulation created for this dissertation,
the final form of these results take the form of, essentially, a human-readable list of issues.
Figure 1.11: Overview of DESC’s Simulation technique
Figure 1.12 depicts an example snippet of Simulation’s output that contains its feedback.
This output has been formatted for this document but is similar in appearance to the literal
output. These results were created during one of the Computational Experimentation trials
(see below), involving a version of the Owl Wing model with an intentionally incorrect
equation in one of its behaviors and involving the Simulation technique with all of its
features enabled2
2To be precise in terms of that experiment, this is trial 2 with the Complete configuration of Simulation
and the Wrong Equation configuration of the Owl Wing model.
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I ran a simulation to verify your functions and behaviors. Below, I point out any issues
that I identified with them.
Behaviors
• For OwlFliesSilentlyBehavior:
– For state State2:
∗ You said Air.MovingPastOwl = True. I think that it should be False.
Figure 1.12: Feedback part of Simulation’s output for an ablated version of the Owl Wing
model
1.3.3.2 Comparison Technique of DESC
The Comparison technique of DESC embodies Hypothesis 3. Assume that the practitioner
articulates their understanding of a design through a structured representation. Specifically,
this dissertation assumes a SBF*model. Hypothesis 3 proposes that a computer can evaluate
the external consistency of this model by analogically comparing a it against another model
of the same design, where differences represent potential issues.
The other, alternative model could come from a design teammate, a knowledgebase, or
an oracle. Note that the othermodel does not need to be considered ground truth, so to speak,
for the Comparison technique. If the alternative model is more likely to be correct (e.g.,
consider: the topic is a biological system, the practitioner is an engineer, and the alternative
model comes from a biologist teammate) then raised differences are likely problems with
the practitioner’s model. If the alternative model is less likely to be correct, (e.g., consider
the previous situation but the expertise roles were reversed) then raised differences are likely
problems with the alternative model. It could also be the case that neither model should
be assumed more correct than the other (e.g., perhaps both teammates are novices in the
domain).
In all of these cases, the appropriate response to identified differences is to use them
as triggers for further investigation. They highlight areas of concern that may represent
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misconceptions or incomplete knowledge, and since neither model is viewed as ground
truth, the problemmay lie in either (or both!) models. Differences may also reflect different
modeling decisions and thus not necessarily require reconciliation. Comparison’s utility
is in raising possibilities to be deliberately addressed by the practitioner and any involved
teammates.
Figure 1.13 depicts the overall process of Comparison. An Input SBF* model and an
Alternative SBF* model are accepted as input. In step 1, Comparison aligns the models
(a.k.a., maps them) using some mapping algorithm. In step 2, it leverages that mapping to
detect differences between them.
Figure 1.13: Overview of DESC’s Comparison technique
With this process comes another question: how should one align (or map) two functional
models to facilitate difference detection? Hypothesis 4 proposes that an AI agent may do
mapping by decomposing the mapping task, solving the subtasks, and using solutions from
earlier subtasks to constrain and inform solutions to future subtasks, which is embodied by
the novel mapping technique Compositional Mapping.
Compositional Mapping decomposes the alignment task into a series of subproblems,
each corresponding to a logical partition of the knowledge representation. For example, in
SBF*, the partitions created for this dissertation were the structure submodel, the behaviors
(as a submodel), a behavior, a state, a transition, the functions (as a submodel), and a func-
tion. Compositional Mapping solves the subproblems in a defined sequence, propagating
prior subproblem solutions as constraints to guide and constrain future subproblem solving.
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Implicit in Hypothesis 4 is the belief that it will be superior to a technique missing these
ideas, which is represented in this dissertation by a technique called Uniform Mapping
that leverages prior work to apply a more conventional, Structure-Mapping Engine [44]
approach to mapping two SBF* models.
Figures 1.14 and 1.15 depict example snippets of Comparison’s outputs that show its
feedback. This output has been formatted for the document but is similar in appearance to the
literal output. These results were created during one of the Computational Experimentation
trials (see below), involving the Train model, where one of the two Train models used for
comparison had one of its subfunctions and associated subbehaviors integrated into their
superfunction and superbehavior, respectively and where the Comparison technique was
using Compositional Mapping3. The Train model–which models the candidate design of
the running example–is used here for an example instead of the Owl Wing model because
the OwlWingmodel’s Comparison results for the Computational Experimentation all found
no differences.
1.3.4 Situating DESC in Processes
Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) is an AI agent to aid design
evaluation, intended to support an incremental design revising process. The prior sections
describe how DESCworks at a high-level, mostly decontextualized from broader situations.
This section addresses that gap by speculating where one might situate DESC within a
generic conceptual design process, within two biologically inspired design processes, and
within an abstract analogical reasoning process.
1.3.4.1 Within Conceptual Design
Pahl & Beitz [112] describe a multi-stage, generic design process. The main phases of this
process along with their inputs and outputs are depicted in Figure 1.16. This dissertation
3To be precise in terms of that experiment, this is trial 5 with the Compositional Mapping (with interaction)
configuration of Comparison and the Behavior/Function Reorganization configuration of the Train model.
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I compared your model against one from my knowledgebase. Below, I point out
differences between the two of them. When looking to make changes to your model
based on this information, please note that my model may not necessarily be correct.
Differences in Behaviors
• I matched your behavior TrainGeneratesAerodynamicNoiseBehavior to my be-
havior TrainGeneratesAerodynamicNoiseBehavior.
– I matched your state StartState to my state StartState.
∗ I did not find a match for your condition Train.EngineThrottle = Off.
– I did not find a match for your state Sub_TrainThrottleIsOn.
– I did not find a match for your transition Sub_T1.
– I matched your transition Sub_T2 to my transition T1.
∗ I did not find a match for your explanation E1 of type Equation
with description "eq: Train.Accelerating is directly proportional to
Train.EngineThrottle:Before".
∗ I did not find a match for your explanation E2 of type Equa-
tion with description "eq: Train.Velocity is directly proportional to
Train.Accelerating:After".
∗ I did not find a match for my explanation EngineCausesTrainToAccel-
erate of type Function.
• I did not find a match for my behavior EngineCausesTrainToAccelerateBehavior.
Figure 1.14: Feedback part of Comparison’s output (part 1) for a modified version of the
Train model
scopes its work on the conceptual design phase of this process, annotated in the figure.
In conceptual design, one develops the functions required to solve the design problem,
develops an initial structure of the design solution, and outputs a candidate design. How
would DESC be situated within the conceptual design process?
Figure 1.17 depicts Pahl & Peitz’s [112] conceptual design process, annotated with
where DESC might apply. This boils down to two fundamental spaces. First, DESC
could be used to evaluate any retrieved existing solutions (prior designs) during the phases
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Differences in Functions
• I matched your function TrainGeneratesAerodynamicNoise to my function Train-
GeneratesAerodynamicNoise.
– I did not find a match for your condition Train.Accelerating = On.
• I did not find a match for my function EngineCausesTrainToAccelerate.
Figure 1.15: Feedback part of Comparison’s output (part 2) for a modified version of the
Train model
Figure 1.16: Generic design process annotated with the scope of this dissertation. Contents
in this figure are derived from [112, p. 130]. Shaded boxes represent main phases in the
process. Smaller unshaded boxes represent input/output. Dashed boxes reflect the input
and output of the total design process
where one is developing the function structures, retrieving these solutions, and developing
the design’s structures. Both Simulation and Comparison would be equally useful here.
The practitioner could use DESC to incrementally refine their knowledge of these prior
designs. Second, DESC could be used to evaluate the candidate design (what [112] terms
the “principle solution”) before moving on to the next stage in the design process, preventing
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wasted work due to repairs or backtracking. Again, this could be part of an incremental or
formative process, supporting the refinement of the candidate design over time.
Figure 1.17: Generic conceptual design process annotated with where to apply DESC.
Contents in this figure are derived from [112, p. 160]. Shaded boxes represent process
steps. Smaller unshaded boxes represent input/output
1.3.4.2 Within Biologically Inspired Design
The previous section situated DESC in an abstract conceptual design process. This section
switches to the more concrete biologically inspired design process. Vattam et al. [161]
discuss processes and tasks that student designers underwent in a biologically inspired
design course. Where might DESC be situated, at a high level, in the problem-driven and
solution-driven processes mentioned in this article?
To paraphrase their description of the problem-driven process and group it into three
phases (it is normally six): (1) identify, define, and biologize a problem; (2) retrieve and
define biological solutions; and (3) extract and apply abstracted mechanisms to define a
trial design solution. If a deficient technological solution is part of the problem defined in
part (1), one could use DESC during this phase to evaluate this aspect of the problem and
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incrementally refine knowledge of that solution. This could reduce the chance of issues
that might impact later phases, such as retrieving biological solutions or defining a trial
design solution. Phase (2) also presents an opportunity to use DESC, for one could use the
techniques to evaluate one’s understanding of the retrieved and defined biological solutions
and to incrementally refine that understanding. Issues arising from this application could
lead to changes that prevent issues caused by transferring misconceptions into the trial
design, or they could even lead to rejecting a retrieved biological solution if the changes
lead to realizing the biological solution is not as apt to the design problem as once believed.
Finally, DESC could also be used in phase (3) to check the trial design. Again, this could be
also applied in an incremental fashion rather than viewing it as a one-shot activity. If this
is a truly novel design, it is unlikely that an alternative model would exist for comparison,
but (i) Simulation could still be ran to evaluate the trial design and (ii) design teammates
could each construct their own models of the trial design, enabling Comparison to reveal
any dissonance amongst how team members conceptualize the design.
Next is the solution-driven process. The authors provide a simple description of the
process: “In contrast, in the solution-driven approach... designers began with a biological
source of interest. They understood (or researched) this source to a sufficient depth to
support extraction of deep principles from the source. This was followed by finding human
problems to which the principle could be applied. Finally, they applied the principle to
find a design solution to the identified problem” [161, pp. 469-470]. At an abstract level,
this roughly corresponds to stages (2), (1), and then (3) of the above three-phase version of
their problem-driven process ([161]’s version of the solution-driven process is itself seven
phases), except that designers begin with a biological solution and retrieve a relevant design
problem.
DESC could still apply to all three phases of the process. Regarding the first phase, one
should still evaluate the biological solution and refine one’s knowledge, although without
notions of aptness. Developing one’s understanding of the biological solution is perhaps
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more important in this process because issues could effectwhat design problems get retrieved
in addition to impacting the design solution. Regarding the second phase, one should still
evaluate and refine the part of the design problem that contains a deficient technological
solution (if it contains such a thing), for how one understands the design problem impacts
how one will try to solve it. Here, like in the previous process’ second phase, revisions
to one’s understanding of the design problem may lead to rethinking its aptness. Finally,
DESC in the last phase applies the same as in the problem-driven process.
This quick analysis of where to situate DESC within two biologically inspired de-
sign processes illustrates that design evaluation (and the associated incremental revising it
affords) may play a valuable role throughout biologically inspired design.
1.3.4.3 Within Analogical Reasoning
Biologically inspired design is an instance of analogical design, which includes analogical
reasoning. Zooming out to an abstract analogical reasoning process, where would DESC
apply? Consider a hypothetical four-stage analogical reasoning process containing the
stages (1) retrieval, (2) mapping, (3) transfer, and (4) evaluation. This process, depicted in
Figure 1.18, is more or less a hybrid of those described by [43] and [76]. The process starts
by assuming that the reasoner (i.e., the agent conducting the analogical reasoning episode)
has a Target concept in mind, which is that concept about which the reasoner wants to
infer knowledge. In the retrieval stage, the reasoner finds a Source concept from which to
transfer knowledge for inferencing. In the mapping stage, the retrieved Source concept is
mapped to (a.k.a., aligned with) the Target concept. This matches elements in the Target
concept to the Source concept. In the transfer step, the generated mapping is leveraged to
transfer new information into the Target concept. This is analogical inferencing. Finally, in
the evaluation stage, the modified Target concept is evaluated.
One might situate DESC at multiple places in this process, represented by the lettered
circles in Figure 1.18. First, for the sake of argument, make the simplifying assumption
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Figure 1.18: A 4-Stage analogical reasoning process. Shaded boxes represent process
stages. Circles represent where one could apply DESC
here that all concepts are represented as SBF* models. One could use DESC before the
retrieval stage begins, represented by circle A in the figure. Here, one should evaluate the
Target concept and all potential Source concepts, and this can be done in an incremental
manner until the reasoner is satisfied by their understanding of all the concepts that will
potentially be used. Doing this before retrieval is important because any issues in the Target
and Source concepts could impact retrieval, resulting in a suboptimal Source concept being
retrieved. It is also interesting to note that evaluating the Target concept at this stage may
eliminate the need for analogical reasoning if an appropriate Alternative concept exists, for
perhaps the reasoner could garner all the needed new knowledge about the Target concept
from comparison alone4.
One could also use DESC during the retrieval stage. This is represented by circle B
in the figure. Here, one should evaluate Source concepts as they are retrieved. In doing
so, the reasoner could both repair Source concepts as needed and also develop a notion
of confidence in each Source concept relative to the issues identified and the amount of
incremental revising the reasoner wishes (or has the time and energy) to do. This could be
used as a metric to help decide which Source concept to take forward into the next stage of
reasoning.
One could use DESC after the retrieval stage but before the mapping stage, represented
by circle C in the figure. Here, one should evaluate both the Target and Source concepts,
repairing them (perhaps incrementally) as needed. This is important because uncaught
4Although this is perhaps a circular argument given that the Comparison technique involves analogical
mapping.
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issues could impact the mapping and transfer stages of analogical reasoning, potentially
leading to an erroneous modified Target concept as output.
Finally, one could use DESC during the evaluation stage. During this stage, DESC
could be used to evaluate themodified Target concept (something unavailable at the previous
locations), potentially leading to the reasoner repairing that concept (perhaps incrementally)
or conducting additional iterations of one or more steps of the analogical reasoning process.
If Source and Target concepts were not yet evaluated, the reasoner could also evaluate them
at this point. If issues are discovered, the reasoner could conduct incremental revising of
those concepts then step back to repeat the mapping and transfer stages. Alternatively,
discovered issues could simply alert the reasoner that the modified Target concept may be
erroneous, so the reasoner should go forward with a skeptical eye when using it in the future.
1.4 Assumptions & Limitations
This section describes the top-level assumptions made by this dissertation and a set of the
dissertation’s limitations. The set of assumptions are as follows:
• Assumption: Each design is articulated as a syntactically well-formed (although
may contain semantic errors) Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) model. SBF*
models are sophisticated structured knowledge representations that require some
degree of familiarity and require time to construct. That said, as functional repre-
sentations they are within the domain of plausibility for the conceptual design stage
targeted by this dissertation.
• Assumption: The Simulation technique of DESC assumes the input SBF* model has
behaviors, simulation-capable explanations, that there are no loops in the function
decomposition, and that the modeler articulated their behavior state conditions along
the lines assumed by implicit value forwarding (i.e., missing attribute values mean
unchanging values). All of these assumptions hold in the six models constructed for
this dissertation, demonstrating that one can produce models with them.
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• Assumption: The Comparison technique of DESC assumes the existence of a re-
trieved, alternativemodel of the designmodel given as input for the technique to work.
It furthermore assumes that, if the two models share they same terminology, they are
literally referring to the same concepts with these terms. The alternative model could
come from a knowledgebase of designs, it could come from a design teammate, or (if
only considering DESC in a controlled, experimental setting like in this dissertation)
it could come from some oracle. Regarding the design teammate being a source
for alternative models, this is particularly appropriate in the interdisciplinary context
of biologically inspired design where certain members of the design team may be
experts in one field (e.g., biology) and not in another field also relevant to the design
challenge (e.g., an engineering discipline). Retrieval of the SBF-family of models
has been shown possible in prior works (e.g., [160, 172]).
These three assumptions relate to knowledge conditions in the sense that they are
about the knowledge constructed/retrieved for and used by DESC. First, are SBF* models
themselves reasonable? As a kind of functional model, SBF* models align with the context
of conceptual design in which this dissertation is situated, for conceptual design entails
creating a functional decomposition and so function is meaningful in this context. Thus,
models that emphasize function, such as SBF*, should be reasonable for this context.
Second, is it reasonable to expect SBF* models to be constructed? This question
can be broken into two parts. Part one, is it reasonable to expect a practitioner and
their teammates to have the competency to construct SBF* models? Constructing these
models is admittedly a non-trivial skill, but their existence in this dissertation suggests it
is nevertheless possible to gain that skill. Furthermore, the modeling interface developed
for the Usefulness Study explored how one might scaffold model-building (e.g., using
an interface that consists of forms and buttons rather than writing in a formal language),
suggesting that user interface/interaction work could be done to support model construction.
In this spirit, such competency (with or without being aided by scaffolds) is reasonable in
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the long term.
Part two, is it reasonable to expect practitioners and their teammates to make the time to
build SBF*models? Without knowing the specifics of a design team’s working conditions it
is difficult to answer such a question in any concrete sense, and this dissertation is admittedly
limited in not situating itself directly in a design context (see the second limitation below).
That said, two points can be made. First, the Comparison technique can theoretically be
applied to models of various degrees of completeness (e.g., only functions; only structure
submodels; partially defined behaviors), so only the desired amount of modeling could be
done to leverage it. Second, one assumes that time is made for activities deemed valuable.
If practitioners find the incremental model revision process that is facilitated by DESC to
be useful in their workflow, it follows that they would then make time for constructing and
refining the models needed to work with it.
An additional knowledge condition relates to the time and effort it takes for the prac-
titioner to process the feedback given to them by DESC. This topic, while important for
making DESC useful, is not addressed by this dissertation and remains a topic for future
work to consider.
In addition to assumptions, the following are a set of limitations that constrain this
dissertation:
• Limitation: The DESC AI agent developed for this dissertation focuses on a single
functional modeling representation, SBF*. This means that any generalization to
other functional model representations or other kinds of representations requires
rethinking/adaptation of the approaches in DESC. That said, the general idea of
simulation-based evaluation (if not in this exact form) has been shown to be a plausible
approach to evaluation in prior works, and the use of comparison for evaluation could
be quickly adapted to other structured representations–even Compositional Mapping
only requires the ability to logically partition a knowledge representation.
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• Limitation: The two experiments (see below) are conducted outside of a design
context. Thus, the findings of this dissertation are limited in that they cannot claim
direct impact on a design process (biologically inspired design or otherwise). A clear
area for future work to strengthen this research would be to explore the use of DESC
within an explicit design context as part of future work.
• Limitation: The Usefulness Study (see below) was conducted with a very small
sample size for pragmatic reasons. This limits the ability to draw strong conclusions
from the findings. It would strengthen the work to conduct the study with a larger
sample size to determine what findings represent legitimate, statistically significant
patterns.
• Limitation: Although most of the models constructed by this dissertation were
derived from real-world cases of entities thematically or directly related to biologically
inspired design, the dissertation author was either solely or collaboratively involved
in constructing all of them, which inserts bias and, for those models where the author
(neither a biologist nor a domain expert) solely constructed the model, inserts error
and lack of detail. Future work that conducts deep analysis on models constructed
entirely by others (especially if those others are domain experts) would also strengthen
this work.
• Limitation: Alongside the prior limitation, the set of model differences and problems
described in Chapter 4 are the product of speculative thinking given an understanding
of SBF*models. Theymay not be complete or pragmatic. Futurework that looked at a
representative sample of designer-constructed models to derive empirically-grounded
taxonomies of model differences and problems would better inform areas to address
with model evaluation.
• Limitation: TheUsefulness Study’s analysis does not occur on a fine-grained enough
level to directly inspect any potential incremental model revising that occurred during
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external model building, so one can only speculate about the results’ relationship to
incremental model revision from a higher level.
• Limitation: Straddling the line between an assumption and a limitation is DESC’s
tacit assumption that behaviors in SBF* models consist of a linear sequence of states
connected by transitions where a given state has at most one incoming and one
outgoing transition. Although not experimentally tested, consideration of DESC’s
two techniques suggests that the Comparison technique would be capable of handling
nonlinear behaviors. However, Simulation has technical and theoretical limitations
that prevent it from doing so. A more nuanced view of this limitation with respect to
Simulation is discussed in the Conclusions chapter (Chapter 7) along with ideas for
how one might enhance SBF* (and implicitly also Simulation’s reasoning) to handle
nonlinear behaviors.
1.5 Scope: Knowledge, Task, and Domain
This section frames the scope of this dissertation: the knowledge it operates over, the task
it addresses, and the domain in which it is contextualized. This dissertation operates over
knowledge in the form of well-formed SBF* models, where well-formed here means that
they are assumed to be complete in terms of having a structure, behaviors, and functions;
they are syntactically correct (with one exception); and they do not contain the simulation-
breaking error of a loop in the function decomposition. These models could in theory be
on any topic that an SBF* model can reasonably represent. This work demonstrates a range
of such topics. The six example models (including the synthetic model) created for this
dissertation are of technological systems, biological systems, and one physical phenomenon.
Zooming out fromSBF*models, while the implementation of theComparison technique
of DESC is certainly tied to SBF* models, Comparison at a theory level should be capable
of handling structured representations in general, assuming that the strategy is adapted to
reason about the mapping between two representations and the output is similarly modified.
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Focusing on the two mapping algorithms that were developed for Comparison: Uniform
Mapping, for example, is a wrapper around the Structure-Mapping Engine [44], which
operates over what are essentially semantic networks (a generic structured representation).
Compositional Mapping is itself a meta-framework that can use any mapping technique as
subalgorithms (e.g., a set of Structure-Mapping Engine instances), making it adaptable to
different knowledge representations and thus requiring only that constraints can usefully
be propagated between partitions and (for it to differ from Uniform Mapping) for the
representation to be logically capable of being partitioned. Interestingly, one could even
imagine Compositional Mapping operating over a multi-modal representation, dividing (for
example) a structured part, image part, and natural language part into separate partitions
with their own subalgorithms. The challenges here would be how to pass constraints
between these partitions and how to reason about and represent the results.
The Simulation technique, on the other hand, is closely tied to SBF* models because,
even at the theory level, it assumes certain features in the representation such as state-
transition diagrams and functions. That said, prior research that uses simulation to evaluate
knowledge shows that the general notion of using simulation for evaluation is amenable to
other knowledge representations besides specifically SBF* models.
Specifically, this dissertation addresses the task of evaluation in the broader task
context of conceptual design for the purposes of enabling incremental design revision.
This follows from the evaluation of functional models (plausibly constructed during the
conceptual design stage) and the intent to evaluate the candidate design, prior designs,
and source cases (plausible knowledge entities in this phase) with the implicit goal that this
evaluationwill lead to bettermodels and, in so doing, hopefully better internal understanding
on the part of the practitioner. That said, Compositional Mapping is potentially applicable
to the abstract, analogical reasoning task of mapping two knowledge representations since
it need not be attached to the Comparison technique (that is, to evaluation).
This dissertation targets the domain of biologically inspired design. The models
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tested (except for the synthetic model) are thematically plausible in this domain as are the
knowledge entities (candidate design, prior designs, and source cases) targeted by DESC.
However, even assuming that all of DESC is tied strictly to SBF* models, one could
conceivably broaden the scope to design writ large because SBF* models can generally
model technological systems. This dissertation also demonstrates that SBF* models can
capture biological systems, so one could also argue that this dissertation is broadly applicable
to biology. That said, further research is needed to qualify/verify these claims and to
determine what areas of design and biology are amenable to SBF* modeling (since it is
unlikely that all areas are) and would benefit from the evaluation support provided by DESC.
1.6 Evaluation
Two studies were conducted in this dissertation to evaluate the Design Evaluation through
Simulation and Comparision (DESC) AI agent and, in turn, test the hypotheses of this
dissertation. One of these studies was a computational, ablation-like study referred to
herein as the Computational Experimentation. The purpose of this experimentation was
to test DESC’s ability to evaluate models for internal and external consistency issues.
Recall that evaluating external models relates back to the broader picture of supporting
incremental design revision, as these external models (in that broader context) act as proxies
for the internal models held by practitioners. The Computational Experimentation evaluated
Hypotheses 2.1, 2.3, 3, and 4. In so doing, the Computational Experimentation also
evaluates part of Hypothesis 1 indirectly.
The other evaluation done for this dissertation was a controlled, pilot study with human
participants referred to herein as the Usefulness Study. The purpose of this study was to
test if an implementation of DESC could help participants develop better models and better
understanding of the modeling topics compared to those without DESC. In so doing, this
work explored Hypothesis 1 by looking at DESC in an external model-building context.
Each of these two evaluation studies will be discussed in turn.
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1.6.1 Computational Experimentation
The Computational Experimentation worked as follows. A series of trials were conducted–
one set for the Simulation technique and one for the Comparison technique. In each trial, a
technique implementation ran against one (for Simulation) or two (for Comparison) SBF*
models given as input. The results (one dependent variable) were converted to human
readable form and collected for analysis. The run times– plus notes taken when working
with interaction– were also captured (the second dependent variable). The trials were
manipulated through several independent variables: (i) which model was used, (ii) what
was the configuration of the model, and (ii) what was the configuration of the technique.
For that Comparison trials, one of the two models was always in the Original (unchanged)
configuration and both models had the same topic (i.e., were derived from the same model),
so (ii) refers to the configuration of the second model, which could have also been the
Original configuration.
Six different models were used in the Computational Experimentation. They are code-
named Train, Owl Wing, Synthetic Car, Medical Patch, Electric Toothbrush, and Friction
Drag. One model (Owl Wing) refers to a biological system, one (Friction Drag) refers to
a physical phenomenon related to a biological system, three (Train, Medical Patch, and
Electric Toothbrush) refer to technological systems, and one (Synthetic Car) is a synthetic
model involving a technological system. All six of the Original configurations of these
models along with short descriptions of what each represents can be found in Appendix D.
For Simulation trials, all model configurations besides the Original configuration reflect
possible modeling mistakes. These were as follows: putting the wrong attribute value in
a state condition, putting the wrong attribute value in a function provides condition, and
writing a bad equation. For Comparison, all model configurations besides the original con-
figuration reflect different ways to represent the design. These were as follows: use different
terminology, combine two components and their attributes into a single component, and
integrate a subfunction and subfunction’s behavior into the superfunction and its behavior.
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Technique configurations generally represent, conceptually if not literally, ablated or
non-ablated versions of the techniques. Each ablated version of Simulation is missing one
of its major features, where the non-ablated (Complete) version has all of these features
enabled. Comparison configurations differ in which mapping technique is used. It has two
configurations for Compositional Mapping and one configuration using Uniform Mapping.
AlthoughUniformMapping is not technically an ablated version ofCompositionalMapping,
it acts as such because it is missing the major theoretical ideas of problem decomposition
and constraint propagation that underlie Compositional Mapping. The two versions of
Compositional Mapping differ in that one uses some subalgorithms that potentially allow
for user interaction, whereas the other configuration does not ever allow user interaction.
Instead of being viewed as another ablated configuration, the non-interactive version of
CompositionalMapping exists to reduce confusion about the running time of Compositional
Mapping due to time spent in interaction.
1.6.1.1 Results
For Simulation technique trials, the output was inspected to determine if the technique
found the complete set of valid model issues (if there were any) and if it found any invalid
issues. A valid issue is a Simulation-detectable modeling mistake based on manual analysis
of the configured model (i.e., the version of the model in the given trial) informed by
foreknowledge that the Original configuration of the model (i.e., the version of the model
with any intentional alternations) is error-free. An invalid issue is any identified issue not
in the set of valid issues.
The Simulation results support Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 in showing that this technique
can evaluate a functional model of a design through simulation-based reasoning, using
a knowledge representation (SBF*) with syntax and semantics that support automated
simulation. Only the Complete technique configuration (which had all of the major features
of the Simulation technique enabled) always found all valid issues (if any) and never
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found any invalid issues across the full set of model configurations. The other technique
configurations (each of which were missing one of the features) did not achieve this level of
success across all of their trials, and two of the three other configurations had at least one
trial where they ran into an error that prevented Simulation from running to completion.
For each Comparison technique trial, the output was inspected to determine if the
technique identified any invalid differences between the two models given as input to the
trial. One model, call it Model A, was always in the Original configuration, and the other,
call it Model B, was in some selected model configuration. This model configuration could
have also been the Original configuration (representing an identity comparison). The two
models were always configurations from the same modeling topic.
The differences detected by Comparison were considered valid if they were directly
related (i.e., involve the model elements) that were changed due to the model configuration
or would be changed if they are in the model that was always the Original configuration
(model A). Any identified difference that involves only model elements not in this category
were considered invalid. The idea here was to get a baseline, objective performancemeasure
for a technique configuration’s success. A fundamental level of operation is for the technique
not to identify any invalid differences (as defined above) since doing so necessarily reflects
a mistake.
The results of Comparison trials show, first, that all technique configurations do rea-
sonably well. Across the full set of eight trials, no invalid differences were detected by
any technique configuration on five of them. On the three remaining trials, only a small
number of invalid differences were detected relative to the size of the models. These results
support Hypothesis 3 that Comparison can evaluate functional models of design through
comparison-based reasoning. Second, consider Compositional Mapping (with interactive
subalgorithms and without) versus its conceptually ablated counterpart Uniform Mapping.
Compositional Mapping produced marginally superior results: it bested Uniform Mapping
on two trials whereas Uniform Mapping only beat Compositional Mapping on one trial.
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These results, along with the general finding that all technique configurations did reasonably
well, partially support Hypothesis 4 that Compositional Mapping can be used to map two
functional models for the purposes of comparison and (implicitly) that it is superior to a
mapping technique without its core ideas.
Given that Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, and 3 were supported and Hypothesis 4 was partially
supported, the Computational Experimentation supports Hypothesis 1 in that it showed
evidence that DESC can evaluate the internal and external consistency (via Simulation and
Comparison, respectively) of design models. This is an important part of the hypothesized
incremental design revising cycle to which the DESC AI agent contributes.
Finally, running times were also recorded for the trials of the Computational Experi-
mentation, with time spent in interactive prompts (for the Comparison trials that involved
Compositional Mapping with interactive moments) excluded from these totals. Although
only an informal view of the performance of DESC, the running times were sufficiently
brief on non-exceptional computer hardware (a personal laptop) to suggest that DESC is
feasible for use as a design support tool.
1.6.2 Usefulness Study
The purpose of the Usefulness Study was to see if an implementation of the Design Eval-
uation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) technique would usefully help human
participants construct better models and improve their understandings of the topics being
modeled. In so doing, this experiment explored the extent to which (Hypothesis 1) an AI
agent can support systematic and repeatable incremental design revision through checking
internal and external consistency.
The Usefulness Study worked as follows. Participants were assigned to one of two
modeling topics, either theTechnological condition (an electric toothbrush) or theBiological
condition (friction drag, which is a physical phenomenon related in its source materials to
a biological system). Participants were also either in the Experimental condition (they had
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access to an implementation of DESC during modeling) or the Control condition (they did
not have this access). These two assignments reflect the independent variables of this study.
Participants were asked to build part of an SBF* model of their modeling topic, and they
were also asked (among other things) to articulate their understanding of the topic before
and after model-building. These reflect the major dependent variables of this experiment.
Both external models and conceptual understanding (via written articulation) were tested.
To support the implementation of the Comparison technique, an alternative model was
needed to compare against the participants’ models for each of the two topics modeled. Gold
standard models of these topics were developed in collaboration with two domain experts
(one per modeling topic). These gold standard models were also used in the analysis of this
experiment to help determine how good a participant-constructed model was.
1.6.2.1 Results
Models produced by participants were analyzed to determine if Experimental condition par-
ticipants (those who had access to the DESC implementation) would produce better models
than Control condition participants (who did not). To answer this question, the definition of
a superior model was operationalized using multiple perspectives, such that model analysis
took multiple perspectives. It looked at things like the size of the model (larger is better) and
the similarity of the participant’s model to the relevant gold standard model (more similar
is better). The analysis showed that Experimental condition-produced models tended to be
superior to Control condition ones across the set of analysis operationalizations.
Survey data was also analyzed. Some of this data yielded useful insights to improve
the modeling interface used by participants and to improve the implementation of DESC.
The surveys also acted as a pre-test and post-test. Here, the results were mixed. When
participants self-evaluated their understanding of the model topic on a scale, Experimental
condition participants saw larger pre-test to post-test growth than Control condition par-
ticipants. However, participants were also asked to articulate their understanding of the
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modeling topic, and here, Control condition participants saw larger growth.
Overall, these findings partially supported Hypothesis 1 regarding DESC’s ability
to support incremental design revision. While participants with access to the DESC im-
plementation seemed to produce superior models compared to those without access, this
did not translate into improved understanding. A larger, refined study would be useful
to determine the extent to which the small sample size of the Usefulness Study translates
into a reliable pattern of behavior, and it would allow for improvements to DESC and the
modeling interface that may positively improve DESC’s impact. The analyzed results only
capture the end of the modeling and understanding process (sometimes in comparison with
the beginning), so any incremental changes along the way are unfortunately missed. Thus,
one must conceptually view the experiment as a single instance of the incremental design
revision cycle. A refined study would conduct analysis throughout the process to inspect
things at a greater level of detail.
1.7 Conclusions
This section briefly recaps the extent to which the hypotheses and thesis statement were
supported by this dissertation. It also summarizes key contributions made by this disserta-
tion. Contributions are defined into two categories: theoretical and technical. Theoretical
contributions are those that contribute ideas in the target domains, whereas technical ones
contribute artifacts.
1.7.1 Reflection on Hypotheses and Thesis Statement
Below lists the extent to which the hypotheses to the research questions in this dissertation
were supported by the two evaluation studies previously described. All hypotheses were
at least partially supported. Note that the specifics of why each hypothesis is supported
is described more in the previous two sections on the Computational Experimentation and
Usefulness Study.
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• Research Question 1. How might an AI agent support systematic and repeatable
incremental design revision?
Hypothesis 1. It may do so through checking the internal and external consistency
of design models.
– While not perfect, this hypothesis is supported through both the Computational
Experimentation and the Usefulness Study. The Computational Experimenta-
tion (see responses to Research Questions 2 and 3) demonstrated that an AI
agent is capable of checking the internal and external consistency of external-
ized design models. While not directly observing the hypothesized incremental
design revision cycle and instead looking at the outcome of a modeling session,
the Usefulness Study provides preliminary evidence that the presence of such an
AI agent can support production of superior external design models. However,
the Usefulness Study did not show that this led to better internal models, so
more work is needed to improve how the DESC AI agent supports incremental
design revision.
• Research Question 2. How might an AI Agent check a design model for internal
consistency?
Hypothesis 2.1. It may do so by simulating the model and using the results to check
the process and functional claims made by the model. The Simulation technique of
DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2.2. The SBF* functional modeling language provides the syntax and
semantics needed for automated simulation.
– Both hypotheses were supported by the Computational Experimentation, which
demonstrated that the Simulation technique of DESC was capable of success-
fully addressing a set of model ablations relating to internal consistency issues
using simulation. For Hypothesis 2.2, it is noted that the Simulation technique’s
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automated simulation approach operates over the SBF* knowledge representa-
tion.
• Research Question 3. How might an AI agent check a design model for external
consistency?
Hypothesis 3. It may do so by analogically comparing a given model against an-
other model of the same design, where differences represent potential issues. The
Comparison technique of DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
– Supported by the Computational Experimentation, which demonstrated that
the Comparison technique of DESC was reasonably capable of not identifying
invalid differences when comparing two models. This is a baseline capability
for external consistency checking by analogical comparison.
• Research Question 4. Analogical comparison implies mapping. How might an AI
agent map two models?
Hypothesis 4. It may do so by decomposing the mapping task, solving the subtasks,
and using solutions from earlier subtasks to constrain and inform solutions to future
subtasks. Compositional Mapping illustrates this hypothesis.
– Partially supported by the Computational Experimentation, which demon-
strated that Compositional Mapping was a decent mapping technique and was
slightly superior for the purposes of Comparison when compared to a more
conventional analogical mapping technique illustrated by Uniform Mapping.
The thesis statement for this dissertation is as follows: “The conceptual phase of
biologically inspired design entails incremental design revisions across multiple knowledge
entities. An AI agent may support systematic and repeatable incremental design revision
by checking the internal and external consistency of functional models of candidate designs
as well as biological source cases and prior designs.” This thesis statement is supported
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by this dissertation in two ways. First, the Computational Experimentation illustrates
that an AI agent can check the internal and external consistency of candidate designs as
well as biological source cases and prior designs. Second, the Usefulness Study provides
preliminary evidence that access to such an AI agent may lead to superior external models
of topics thematically related to biological and technological designs although this did not
appear to translate to superior internal models. Thus, while DESC was not completely
successful at supporting incremental design revision, it did produce promising results.
1.7.2 Theoretical Contributions
The theoretical contributions of this dissertation get to how it conceptually breaks new,
valuable ground in related fields.
Biologically inspired design (BID) may engage knowledge of biological source cases,
prior designs, and candidate designs (and possibly others not covered here). Each of these
may contain errors. In the related conceptual design, case-based design, and analogical
design fields, DESC is the first work, based on those closely surveyed, that evaluates all
three of these kinds of knowledge.
In the BID field itself, DESC contributes to a small body of research on computational
evaluation, with only two other existing computational (or computationally-informed) tools
in this area based on a recent survey. DESC well suited to this domain and novel relative
to its peers by uniquely evaluating (in addition to the candidate design) the prior designs
and biological source cases used in designing, given that the interdisciplinarity of this field
means a designer may not have expertise in one (engineering) or the other (biology).
DESC is the first work in design critics among those closely surveyed to explore both the
source case and prior design in addition to the candidate design and to do both simulation
and comparison approaches together. The design critics surveyed typically used rules for
their evaluation, although one also used comparison in a way similar to DESC.
Regarding using simulation to verify models, the surveyed prior works typically use
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qualitative reasoning (although other works may use quantitative reasoning or combine
quantitative and qualitative reasoning). This makes sense for early stages of understanding,
but quantitative knowledge might also be useful as understanding grows. It would be
helpful to evaluate that as well because that quantitative knowledge could also have issues.
DESC supports both qualitative and quantitative knowledge and reasoning, which facilitates
both the early stages of knowledge development (qualitative) and allows for intermixing or
adding/replacing more detailed information (quantitative).
Existing work surveyed in this area tends to generate results for the complete model (or
for the entirety of what part was simulated). This could become difficult to digest as models
grows. Although DESC’s internal simulation reasoning may incorporate multiple parts of
the model, it organizes and presents the results on a per-function and per-behavior basis,
which should help practitioners focus when cognitively processing results and is helped if
they address issues from the lowest level behaviors and upward.
This dissertation also presents Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*), a version of the
Structure-Behavior-Function modeling language that was co-developed by the dissertation
author. SBF* adds syntax and semantics to SBF (and via the reasoning algorithms enacted
by DESC) to support automated simulation. The experimentation and model-building done
herein illustrates the languageâĂŹs usability and representational capabilities.
This dissertation also contributes a method to computationally map two concepts. Com-
positional Mapping is novel compared to the closely surveyed techniques by decomposing
the mapping problem into a series of subproblems to be solved in a coordinated (through
constraints) fashion and where subproblem solvers can be tailored to the associated rep-
resentation partition. Additionally, in developing the Uniform Mapping approach, this
dissertation tacitly explores the utility of the Structure-Mapping Engine prior work (via
Case Mapper’s implementation) at mapping two SBF* models.
Overall, DESC is unique amongst all surveyed works in its combination of what it
evaluates and how it evaluates them. No closely surveyed prior work evaluates all of
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the biological source case, prior designs, and candidate design using both simulation and
comparison.
1.7.3 Technical Contributions
The technical contributions of this dissertation reflect produced artifacts. The contributions
can be mostly divided along two categories: DESC and SBF*.
This dissertation contributes an operational implementation of the AI agent DESC
(Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison), which facilitated this current
research work and could support future work as well. The Simulation and Comparison
techniques (and supporting code) process Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) models
and produce human-readable output. Compositional Mapping and Uniform Mapping ap-
proaches are interchangeable parts of this implementation. As part of the implementation,
an automated interface was developed on DESC’s side to interact with CaseMapper’s server
interface.
Regarding SBF*, the dissertation author co-developed a formal language definition for
this modeling language. This facilitates reproduction of this work and the language’s use
in other work. Six illustrative models in this formal language were also developed or co-
developed. These may be used as examples in future work. A language definition used to
represent parts of SBF* models in Case Mapper was also developed. It may aid future work
where the Structure-Mapping Engine is used to map SBF* models.
Finally, combining these two categories, an operational web application for constructing
SBF* models and getting feedback on them from DESC was developed for the Usefulness
Study. This could support future experimentation and it could be refined and enhanced to
test DESC and/or SBF* in, e.g., design contexts.
1.8 Structure of this Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows.
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Chapter 2: This chapter contextualizes this dissertation in related fields through discussing
prior works in those fields.
Chapter 3: This chapter addresses the question of what is the knowledge representation
for design models given as input to the Design Evaluation through Simulation and
Comparison (DESC) AI agent and used for alternative models. It describes the
specific instance of the Structure-Behavior-Function (SBF) modeling language used
in this dissertation, which is called Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*). SBF*
acts as the knowledge representation that DESC operates over, and the models used
in this dissertation are thus constructed in this language.
Chapter 4: This chapter addresses the question of how an AI agent checks external design
models for internal and external consistency. It describes the Design Evaluation
through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) AI agent. Within this chapter, the two
techniques of DESC, Simulation and Comparison, are described in detail.
Chapter 5: This chapter describes the Computational Experimentation that was conducted
to test DESC’s ability to evaluate the internal and external consistency of designs.
Chapter 6: This chapter describes the Usefulness Study, a controlled, pilot experiment
conducted with human participants to test whether an implementation of DESC can
improve a person’s ability to constructmodels and understand the topic beingmodeled,
exploring DESC’s usefulness in the hypothesized incremental design revision cycle.
Chapter 7: This chapter reflects on the extent to which this dissertation’s hypotheses and
thesis statement are supported by the results of the Computational Experimenta-
tion and Usefulness Study. It also details the contributions of this dissertation and
speculates about potential future work.
This dissertation also contains a set of appendices that represent supporting materials
and explanations outside of the main research narrative. They are as follows.
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Appendix A: This appendix presents the formal SBF* language definition. This language
underpins the models in Appendix D.
Appendix B: This appendix presents the SBF* language definition for use with the Case
Mapper external technology, which was used to apply an instance of the Structure-
Mapping Engine during the mapping phase of DESC’s Comparison technique. This
language defines how to represent SBF* models when interfacing with Case Mapper.
Appendix C: This appendix presents recreations of the surveys and other materials used
in the Usefulness Study along with descriptions of the source materials given to
participants.
Appendix D: This appendix presents the SBF* models used in both the Computational
Experimentation (in their Original configurations) and the Usefulness Study. Among
that set, with their names slightly changed, are also the models used as the gold
standard models and the model used during training in the Usefulness Study5.
5Due to organization issues, it is possible that these models differ from those in the Usefulness Study, but




This chapter contextualizes the Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison
(DESC) AI agent in prior, relevant research. In addition to presenting some high level
sampling from related fields, this chapter also presents closer comparisons with a sample
of relevant works. This chapter touches on how DESC differs from these works in terms of
either taking a different perspective on how to do evaluation, on what to evaluate, or on both,
thus illustratingDESC’s novelty in various fields. These closer comparisons tend to focus on
computational works explicitly about evaluation or that contain evaluation aspects. Fields
covered are conceptual design, case-based and analogical design, biologically inspired
design, analogical reasoning (in the abstract), functional modeling, and design critics. It
also touches on SBF modeling, and it looks at prior computational work in analogical
mapping, which is relevant to Compositional Mapping. At the end, a few other related
fields are also covered.
2.1 Conceptual Design
Design as an activity involves developing a solution, typically an artifact, to a design
problem. [46] surveyed methodology and design theory in mechanical design. [23], which
proposed a “task structure” for this field, is an example of prior research in the domain.
Other prior works in design: [40] brought together the fields of design and AI. [139] related
AI to “design synthesis.” [151] included a retrospective and discussion the future of AI in
computer-aided design via “intelligent CAD.” [143] is an example of computational work
in design about resolving bugs in electrical design. [103]’s BOGART in the VEXED editor
conducted partially automated circuit design and redesign by replaying a design decision
history. [17] is about how to build “knowledge-based expert systems” to do “routine
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design”. [141] set up a relationship between a human and machine in design, with the
human making decisions about control that the machine enacts. [97] relates to this thesis in
that they developed a sort of automated incremental design revision system in the context
of elevator design. [140] developed a means to automatically generate new designs from
a sketch of a mechanical device. [41, 81] conducted work related to design databases,
[146] described a design repository, and [104] described a modeling language for use in
design databases. [33] described a “concurrent engineering infrastructure” called PACT
that contains technologies to support design. The paper discussed initial experimentation
on “distributed simulation” and “incremental redesign.” [47]’s work, which includes the
development of a conceptual framework, is on supporting design team collaboration when
there are communication challenges through developing design environments. [73] looked
at analogy use for problem evolution, with a case study from biologically inspired design
where they inspected “the evolution of an ill-defined design problem from inception to
conceptual design.”
More in the realm of social science research, [1] conducted a study to look at how novice
and expert designers operate, and [19] also looked at this dichotomy but in terms of how it
relates to “visual analogy.” [102] looked at the difference in design knowledge representation
between freshman engineering students and senior engineering students. [4] studied how
a designer uses mental imagery. [145] looked at how sketches are conceptualized in
architectural design. [144] developed a scheme for analyzing cognition in design, and they
used it to a investigate an architect’s cognitive interaction with their sketches. [13] did two
studies. One looked at “the role of analogical in creativity” (specifically at a more narrowly
defined aspect of it), and the other looked a topic related to designers of different expertise
levels. [32] discussed how to teach/improve design-related skills. [79] investigated design
fixation. [111] developed a model of re-representation in design. [165] looked at how
and when an engineer deviated from their plan during a functional specification task and
proposed an explanatory framework for this behavior. [87] conducted protocol studies of
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designers and identified four cognitive strategies that they use. [152] looked at the impact
on idea generation by when one receives information and how similar that information is
to the design problem. Although not specifically in the field of design, [99] looked at the
performance of different kinds of “colocated new product development (NPD) teams.” This
work relates to collaboration, which is a relevant topic in design.
Conceptual design [112] is an early stage of the design process where one initially de-
velops a solution to the design problem. As examples of work in this field: [92] developed
a tool to support problem formulation in this stage. [169] developed a behavioral represen-
tation and associated computer program implementation to support conceptual design. [2]
used machine learning to learn design rules for conceptual design. [68] developed software
to map symbolic descriptions to descriptions in geometry. Although not about conceptual
design, [135] also took a machine learning perspective on design, developing a formalism,
as they call it, that answers learning questions such as how and when learning occurs.
The Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC)AI agent for design
evaluation targets the conceptual phase of design. The following discussion samples the
evaluation aspects of some computational works in conceptual design to contextualize
DESC in terms of prior work. Table 2.1 presents a high-level summary of the surveyed
works relative to DESC.
Klenk et al.’s [85] work combined qualitative simulation with Modelica models of
designs, verifying functional requirements against simulation results drawn from topologies.
While not specifically targeting conceptual design, Klenk et al. targeted an “early” stage of
design that occurs before detailed design, hence their classification here. DESC also uses
simulation to evaluate designs, but this is done as part of a two-part process that also uses
model comparison to get a different perspective on evaluation so that issues that may have
been missed using simulation alone can also be caught.
Komoto & Tomiyama [86] developed the SA-CAD system to support systems archi-
tecting for multidisciplinary systems. SA-CAD enables a system architect to develop an
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Table 2.1: Comparison between DESC and conceptual design works
Research Work Evaluation Target Evaluation Method(s)
Klenk et al. [85] Candidate design Qualitative simulation
Komoto &
Tomiyama [86]





Candidate design Difference detection sup-
ported by qualitative rea-
soning




Candidate design Qualitative simulation





SA-model consisting of a metamodel (a Function-Behavior-Structure model) and a param-
eter network (a detailed view of the behavior and structure). The system architect can also
develop geometric and temporal models of the design. Evaluation occurs in two places in
this work. First, the metamodel is an FBS model that can be evaluated through qualitative
simulation or “Physical Feature-Based Reasoning”, which seems to be inferencing using
knowledgebase entries. Second and more the work’s thrust, the system can automatically
compare spatial and temporal relations in the metamodel against those in the geometric and
process models, respectively; guarding against inconsistencies created by (perhaps) people
in different disciplines. Komoto & Tomiyama’s work is similar to DESC in the use of both
simulation and comparison approaches for evaluation. That said, the specific methods for
conducting these techniques differ between the two works (e.g., DESC does quantitative
and qualitative simulation whereas SA-CAD does only qualitative; DESC does compari-
son between two models of the same type using analogical mapping whereas SA-CAD’s
comparison is between models of different types by analyzing values communicated to a
third type of representation). Further, DESC evaluates the prior design, source case, and
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candidate design whereas SA-CAD only explicitly targets what this dissertation terms the
candidate design, which is somewhat expected given that this work is not contextualized
in case-based or analogical design. This is nevertheless a gap in research left open by
this work. Komoto & Tomiyama’s use of knowledgebase entries to support inferencing for
evaluation is not comparable to anything in DESC.
D’Amelio et al. [35] provided a computational mechanism to verify Function-Behavior-
State models (see [155]) in the context of conceptual design (or, at least, an early stage of
design). Specifically, they used qualitative reasoning to infer the extent to which a design
(either a redesign or an integration ofmodules) produces unpredicted behaviors or is missing
predicted behaviors. This brings awareness to the designer and allows them to determine
if these behaviors are undesirable and thus should be fixed. Although D’Amelio et al.’s
contrast filteringmethod (that compares between an old design and a newdesign) doesmodel
comparison like DESC’s Comparison technique, there is a subtle difference in meaning.
DESC compares two models that are supposed to be of the same topic, so differences
detected by DESC suggest that one of the models is in error and should be corrected to align
with the other model. D’Amelio et al.’s comparison is between two known-different topics
(an old design and a new design), so unpredicted differences here represent consequences
of that known difference that may need to be addressed without implying that one should
necessarily revert the new design to the old design, for presumably the new design exists
for some purpose. Given this difference between the comparison approaches and given
D’Amelio et al. not having anything like DESC’s Simulation technique, one concludes that
the kinds of errors searched for by [35] and those by DESC are different: D’Amelio et al.
looked for issues due to redesign or integration, whereas DESC looks for issues that they
would not catch: errors in understanding and representation.
Chin & Wong [29] developed the EIMPPLAN system to automate the conceptual
design stage in the domain of plastic injection molding. Their goal was to address all
stages of the conceptual design process in this domain. Specifically, in this work, they
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discussed the implemented EIMPPLAN-1 system that addressed (with user input/feedback)
material selection and mold design feature generation. It is unclear exactly how the authors
circumscribe the evaluation aspects of their work, so for the sake of discussion, twomethods
are identified here: (1) heuristic scoring such as defining features of materials as “SU
(superior), SA (satisfactory)” etc. and using these scores for selection and ranking, and (2)
direct human user feedback. Both of these approaches differ from how DESC evaluates
designs, and so DESC thus takes a different perspective on evaluation.
Finally, Umeda et al. [154] developed the Function-Behavior-State Modeler or FBS
Modeler to support conceptual design by enabling users to develop FBS diagrams. Once
the model has been built, the FBS Modeler can evaluate the model through qualitative
simulation of the model’s behavior (which also can be considered as using the functions
since functions add physical phenomena to the behavior), identifying physical phenomena
that do not occur in the simulation, any unexpected phenomena that did occur, and any
modeled functions that cannot be realized. In this way, Umeda et al. evaluated both the
behavior and functional aspects of their models through simulation, similar in intent (if not
execution) to the Simulation technique of DESC. That said, DESC’s Comparison technique
takes a novel perspective to evaluation relative to this work.
2.2 Case-Based Design / Analogical Design
Case-Based Design is a design process whereby one retrieves and (if necessary) adapt-
s/repairs a prior solution to solve (or support solving) a current design problem. [171]
proposed behaviors in design for case-based reasoning to support. It also proposes exten-
sions on the case-based reasoning framework and an in-development architecture they are
using for experimentation. [94] presented a survey of Case-Based Design computational
works (including commentary on how they perform evaluation). [62] also surveyed this
field, including challenges posed by design to case-based reasoning (the broader term for
this reasoning paradigm). [93] is an in-depth look into the topic. [95] surveyed works
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of case-based reasoning applied to design. [56] also related case-based reasoning to de-
sign. [180] developed a system that, although they speak in terms of analogy, resembles
case-based reasoning to aid structural design. [51] also developed a case-based system to
support design. It included the ability to automatically store solutions as cases and the abil-
ity to retrieve them. [77] used constraints to support case adaptation in case-based design.
[91] interestingly used a genetic algorithm seeded by past cases to generate designs. [37]
addressed case adaptation using ideas from genetic algorithms; their case-based reasoning
work is relevant here because they apply it to the domain of layout design. [138] discussed
using multiple cases in hierarchical case-based reasoning in the context of plant-control
software design. [16, 136, 137] are additional example works on case-based reasoning in
or applied to design.
Analogical design is a related process, defined here as using knowledge extracted from
one or more source cases (perhaps in abstracted form) to develop the design solution rather
than using the source case(s) directly. [10] explored automated retrieval in this context. [90]
conducted an experiment to better understand aspects of design and analogy. [36] developed
a computer program that models human experimental participants doing analogical design.
[58] presented a small survey of the field, including a AI perspective. [159] discussed the
interaction between problem decomposition and analogical transfer in design that leads to
the generation of compound solutions. [22] looked at the relationship between modality,
commonness, and distance on ideationwhen using analogies. [34] investigated the influence
of analogical thinking on idea generation. [31], although not specifically about analogical
design per se, studied the functions of analogy in design.
Being contextualized in biologically inspired design (itself a kind of analogical design),
DESC is clearly related to the field of analogical design. DESC is also related to Case-
Based Design both because case-based reasoning is a similar field to analogical reasoning
(and the relationship should hold when adapted to design) and because DESC can evaluate
any prior solutions that a designer may incorporate into their design process, which may
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have arrived due to a case retrieval-like process. Cased-Based Design is also an example
field where computational tools have been developed to support practitioners. A sample of
computational works with evaluation aspects in these fields is surveyed here to contextualize
DESC in terms of prior work. Table 2.2 presents a high-level summary of the surveyed
works relative to DESC.
Goel & Bhatta [66] presented a theory of analogical design called model-based analogy
or MBA. In MBA, design patterns in the form of generic teleological mechanisms or
GTMs are extracted from behavior-function models (a subset of their version of Structure-
Behavior-Function (SBF) models) through a difference-comparison process. These GTMs
become abstract source cases that are retrieved and transferred during reasoning to transform
retrieved, insufficient, prior designs into candidate designs. Goel & Bhatta’s work applied
qualitative simulation to evaluate the candidate designs in a process that sounds similar
(tracing the behavior) to the Simulation technique of DESC but is not well elaborated in this
article. One could also view how MBA checks if the function of the retrieved prior design
matches the desired function as a form of evaluation, but this is a stretch because MBA is
not evaluating if the retrieved prior design actually does achieve its function. DESC differs
from MBA in its approach to evaluation by additionally conducting comparison-based
evaluation and by targeting the prior design and source case in addition to the candidate
design, two knowledge entities that could also contain issues due to misunderstanding or
lack of understanding.
Goel et al. [67] developed a case-based design system called Kritik2. ([63] also
discusses this system specifically in the context of model-based diagnosing for adaptive
design and redesign.) Kritik2 leveraged cases in the form of SBF models for its reasoning
process, whose goal is to find a solution to some design challenge represented as a desired
function. Evaluation comes into play when the system attempts to repair a retrieved design.
Kritik2 will attempt to apply a repair strategy and then will evaluate the model by simulating
(how is unclear) the effected behavior and determining if the behavior achieves the desired
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function. DESC differs from Kritik2 by also doing comparison-based evaluation to take a
different perspective on evaluation and by evaluating the source case and prior design in
addition to the candidate design.
Pearce et al. [114] described their system called Archie that supports designers in
architectural design by enabling them to retrieve office building design cases, propose
designs, and critique designs. The office building design cases in Archie are represented by
a large number of possible features. Archie facilitated design critiquing (interpreted here as
a synonymous activity to evaluation) by letting users select domain models (and presumably
view them, although the paper also says these models were not viewable) and allowing users
to comment on cases. Archie also facilitated design critiquing by automatically classifying
a candidate design and showing similarly-classified cases to users, which one supposes in
turn enables them to judge the proposed design by analogy to the retrieved cases. DESC
differs from Archie by evaluating the prior design and source case in addition to (like
Archie) what this dissertation terms the candidate design. DESC and Archie have very
different evaluation strategies. Archie facilitated user feedback on designs by providing a
means for comments, by (maybe) showing the users domain models, and by automatically
retrieving similar cases that the user can use for critiquing by analogy (i.e., the goodness of
a retrieved case transfers to the candidate design). Conversely, DESC uses simulation and
model comparison approaches to evaluation, with model comparison in DESC being an
apples-to-apples comparison between two models of the same topic to discover differences.
DESC also evaluates the source case and prior design, which are not evaluated in this work.
Barber et al. [8] developed the AskJef system to support software engineers in design-
ing interfaces. AskJef facilitated case-based design by allowing users to search for (via
a problem specification) examples of past interface designs. Cases are evaluated through
whether they are positive or negative examples of guidelines or (although it is not stated
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as such in the article) prototypical errors. This is a form of heuristic or rule-based evalu-
ation. These examples play the role of prior designs1 in the taxonomy established in this
dissertation. Thus, DESC differs from AskJef both in its approach to evaluation (simulation
and comparison instead of heuristics) and in what it evaluates (additionally evaluating the
candidate design).
Table 2.2: Comparison between DESC and analogical / case-based design works
Research Work Evaluation Target Evaluation Method(s)
Goel & Bhatta
[66]
Candidate design Qualitative simulation
Goel et al. [67] Candidate design Simulation
Barber et al. [8] Prior design Heuristics
Pearce et al. [114] Candidate design Facilitates user feedback





2.3 Biologically Inspired Design
Biologically inspired design (BID), biomimicry [9], or bionics [89] is (essentially) a design
process whereby solutions are generated by taking inspiration from natural systems. In
other words, BID is analogical design where source cases come from nature. For example,
McKeag [100] described how a train was redesigned to reduce the noise it made by inspi-
ration from both the skull of a kingfisher and the way owls fly silently (this is the source
for the example in Chapter 1). DESC is contextualized in biologically inspired design to
ground it in a real-world design process.
Prior research (see [7, 61] for collections of works) has analyzed/studied/reviewed
BID and related topics [3, 15, 72, 88, 96, 133, 156, 158, 167], explored it pedagogically
1Whether to refer to the example cases in AskJef as prior designs or source cases should not be taken here
as a strong commitment. The point being made is that AskJef evaluates something other than the candidate
design.
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[18, 178, 177], developed techniques and approaches to support BID practitioners [20, 21,
28, 30, 39, 107, 105, 106, 124], or worked tomake existing techniques relevant to the domain
[163] or used to study this domain [164]. [132] combined functional modeling with this
field. [49] is yet another kind of work related to this discipline. Fish looked at drag reduction
mechanisms in nature in comparison to those in engineering. In [50], Fish et al. highlight
humpback whale flipper tubercles as bio-inspiration for wing-like designs. [11] explored
biological phenomena and their applications. [109] is an example of biologically inspired
design: the authors developed a server allocation algorithm by looking at honey bee forager
allocation. As another example, [147] discussed a “biologically inspired mathematical
model” of “adaptive network formation.” [98] discussed a “hydrogel-capped hair sensory
system” that was inspired by biology. [55]’s work included, among other things, a look
at the current state of the field and speculated on how it might address a set of societal
challenges. [127] studied transfer in biologically inspired design. Their work included a
representation that they felt could be useful for “modeling complex biological systems and
their functionality.”
Based on a review of 43 tools made for biologically inspired design [168], BID only
has two prior works on evaluation: [71, 170]. (Although, in a contradiction, [168] also
seems to suggest there is only one.) T-charts [71] enabled analogy evaluation (meaning the
aptness of a biological source) by having users align a biological source against the design
problem across four conceptual categories called a Four-Box specification. T-Charts are
not automated, but Helms’ work comes from a computational perspective. After filling out
the T-chart, the designer determines the extent to which the contents of the two sides of the
T-chart are similar to each other.
A high-level comparison between Helms’ work and DESC appears in Table 2.3. DESC
differs in two importantways from thiswork. First, DESC is a (mostly) automated technique,
whereas a T-chart, while useful, is a manual tool. This matters because DESC (except for
the human interaction component) can facilitate repeatable, consistent evaluation through
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automation. Second, DESC evaluates the biological source case, prior design (if it exists),
and candidate design. T-charts evaluate the relationship (or mapping) between the design
problem and the biological source case. Given this last point, DESC and T-charts could be
complementary approaches because they do not overlap.
The biotransferability framework developed in [170] is a computational work on eval-
uation for biologically inspired design that calculates confidence in whether a potential
biological analog is a high, medium, and low transferability risk. Humans create scores for
a given source against a set of heuristics such as how mature is knowledge of the source’s
field (factoring in how much does the rater know) and if the solution is based on extraction
of principles or simply transferring what the source already does. The technology devel-
oped by the authors then automatically calculates confidence scores for each of the three
categories. People can then use these results to decide whether to prune away potential
sources. DESC takes a very different approach to evaluation than does [170]. Rather than
using heuristic measures to calculate confidence values, DESC evaluates a design using
simulation and model comparison. Williams et al. is fundamentally about evaluating the
mapping of the biological analog, so its focus differs from DESC that targets the biological
source cases, prior designs, and candidate design. That said, this work does look at evalu-
ation from a different perspective and thus would likely catch different issues than DESC.
Thus, like with [71], DESC is complementary to [170] and the two could be used together
to broaden one’s evaluation perspective.
Zooming out, the rarity of computational work explicitly on evaluation in this domain
suggests that it is ripe for research in this area to both understand how to do evaluation in
biologically inspired design and to develop tools for doing so.
2.4 Analogical Reasoning
Analogical reasoning is the process by which one infers knowledge about a concept (the
target) by comparison to another, typically better known, concept (the source). Analogical
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Table 2.3: Comparison between DESC and biologically inspired design works related to
computational (or computationally-informed) evaluation
Research Work Evaluation Target Evaluation Method(s)
Helms [71] Mapping between design
problem and source case
Manual comparison
Williams [170] Mapping between design
problem and source case
Computed score fromman-
ual heuristics





reasoning relates to this dissertation through being a more abstract form of the process un-
derlying analogical design. [75] discussed a theory of analogy in human thought applicable
to multiple domains. [121] studied the use of analogies in an education setting. [166]
described two different uses of analogy in design. [5] also studied use of analogies (in
addition to “mental simulation”) in design. [148] conducted analogical retrieval through
constraint satisfaction. [175] used constraint satisfaction for retrieval and mapping in analo-
gies involving visual knowledge. [53] presented a two-stage process (non-structural then
structural) for retrieval in analogical reasoning. [142] discussed multiple aspects of analog-
ical reasoning, including analogical reasoning’s relationship to “general intelligence.” [69]
looked at children’s ability to solve analogies earlier than previously supposed by presenting
problems with causal relations that they could understand. As an example of analogical
reasoning outside of design, one can consider [128]’s work. This work was on generational
experience, but it raises an interesting point that one’s experience of this kind effected which
historical analog among two was selected as most relevant to compare with the Iraq war,
which in turn related to whether one supported (or not) that war.
Forbus et al.’s [52] Support metric evaluated analogical inferences. Support asks,
“How much structural support does an analogical inference derive from the mapping that
generated it?” Support is a calculated value that is used to judge the analogy. Forbus
et al. presented another metric called Extrapolation, which also evaluated the analogy’s
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inferences. Extrapolation asks, “How far does an analogical inference go beyond the
support lent by the mapping?” Like Support, Extrapolation is a calculated value that is used
to evaluate the analogy.
In the same work, Forbus et al. also discussed representing analogical inferences as
propositions so that they can be used by other reasoningmechanisms. In the cited work, they
appear to use this capability in an evaluative role when discussing an example where they
analyze an inference through a “qualitative physics system” and discover a contradiction.
The authors also discussed an example that involves pruning a set of analogies based on if
the inference(s) generated by that analogy are relevant to the goal of the analogical reasoning
process. If this approach is intended to transfer to other situations, this is another case of
evaluation in analogical reasoning.
Falkenhainer’s [43] work evaluated the result of analogical reasoning. Falkenhainer
describes evaluation through mechanisms that he terms “Consistency Verification” and
“Empirical Verification.” In this work, one role played by analogical reasoning is to
generate a new model about a domain, with heat flow given as the example. Consistency
Verification entails comparing the new model against observations. Empirical Verification
is only speculated, and it is to be ran on models that are consistent. With Empirical
Verification, Falkenhainer proposed to run experiments to evaluate the new model.
When viewed as a computational theory for evaluation in analogical reasoning, DESC
is similar to Falkenhainer’s [43] work in that it uses simulation to evaluate the concept
generated by analogical reasoning. However, DESC’s Simulation technique supports both
quantitative equations and functional reasoning in addition to qualitative reasoning, and the
Simulation technique does not need ground truth to provide evaluation feedback. Looking at
the Comparison technique, one could view the alternative model (that which gets compared
against) as a proxy for ground truth (although it need not be), but here the comparison
is done between the models, not involving the simulation output as it is in Falkenhainer’s
work.
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DESC does not have any overlap with Forbus et al.’s [52] work since it does not look at
individual inferences and chooses a different perspective on evaluation (identifying issues)
compared to their approach using numerical measures. The two works thus would be good
complements given their lack of overlap.
Similarly (but from the other side of the coin), DESC uniquely evaluates the reasoner’s
understanding of the source and target concepts, whereas the prior works tend to focus on the
outcome of the reasoning process: the entire produced concept or the individual inferences.
Although the outcome is indeed important and is also covered by DESC, evaluation of
the source and target concepts is vital for knowledge-based analogical reasoning since the
process uses these concepts and may thus produce errors or otherwise negatively influence
the outcome if they are erroneous or incomplete. That said, DESC does not evaluate the
mapping between the source and target concepts or look at the analogy overall, topics
suggested by [44] (see below).
Table 2.4 summarizes some of the above discussion and compares DESC, at a high
level, to the two sampled prior works.
Table 2.4: Comparison between DESC and analogical reasoning works
Research Work Evaluation Target Evaluation Method(s)
Forbus et al. [52] Analogical inferences Heuristic measures; com-
pared to goals
Falkenhainer [43] Result concept Qualitative simulation
DESC Result concept (Candidate
design); Source case; Tar-




Finally, the following article is given as an honorable mention. Although their article is
mostly about the mapping phase of analogical reasoning, Falkenhainer et al. [44] presented
three kinds of evaluation criteria. The below quote refers to a stage of analogical reasoning.
“(3) Evaluation and use: Estimate the ’quality’ of the match. Three kinds of
criteria are involved... The structural criteria include the number of similarities
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and differences, the degree of structural similarity involved, and the amount
and type of new knowledge the analogy provides via the candidate inferences.
The second criterion concerns the validity of the match and the inferences it
sanctions. The inferences must be checked against current world knowledge
to ensure that the analogy at least makes sense, and may require additional
inferential work to refine the results. The third criterion is relevance, i.e.,
whether or not the analogy is useful to the reasoner’s current purposes.” [44,
p. 4, emphasis theirs]
These guidelines appear to focus both on analogical inferences and the goal of the
analogy. Evaluating the analogy with respect to the reasoner’s goals (also mentioned
in [52]) would make for useful complement to DESC especially given the design context.
However, one could viewDESC evaluating the extent towhich the behaviors of the candidate
design produce output consistent with its functions as evaluating with respect to goals since
fulfillment of the design’s functions is a meaningful part of design.
2.5 Functional Modeling
The prior sections in this survey focused on processes. Here, the discussion centers around
content. Functional models or functional representations are a type of knowledge rep-
resentation that emphasize function as an important aspect of the topic being modeled.
Note that [26] viewed “functional representation” (which is perhaps a more technical term
than what is meant by functional representations, plural) as a separate yet complementary
thread of research from “functional modeling.” As examples of work in this area: [83]
developed a framework to capture and share functional knowledge, including in the form
of functional models among other knowledge types, in conceptual design. [115] devel-
oped a functional representation and corresponding computer program that includes the
device’s environment in the model. [120] looked at hierarchies of functional abstractions
and how they relate to design and elsewhere. [129] explored reasoning with a functional
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representation. [27, 25] discussed the FR functional representation, with the first citation
including discussion of its limitations and the second including discussion of its applica-
tions, including the potential for “forward simulation.” [24] is also about FR; it is a ten-year
retrospective that includes discussion of the representation’s applications. [153] discussed
the FBS (Function-Behaviour-State) diagram, another modeling framework that includes
function. [57] is another work in the field and has a different functional representation.
[179] developed a functional modeling approach to determine what behavior modules are
shared and unique among a product family. [108] added a grammar to represent signals
in the Functional Basis representation. Although slightly off-topic, [84] did an interesting
work where they automatically identify function information from behavior and connection
information.
One way prior researchers have pursued evaluation of functional models (where here
functional models is construed as models where function is a meaningful part of the
representation, regardless of if the authors themselves term their work as such) is through
qualitative simulation. Price [116] used “functional labels” to analyze the results of a
qualitative simulation derived from a component model in terms of these functions as a
means to simplify and organize the output to human reasoners. While Price’s work does
not provide an account for design verification per se, it does analyze a model to analyze
failures and sneak circuits (where something gets triggered unexpectedly) which is at least
thematically similar to evaluation. Iwasaki et al. [78] verified functions by simulating a
component model with additional behavioral pieces and comparing resultant trajectories
against a function description that includes behavioral descriptions. (As an aside, [80]
facilitated evaluation through automated simulations without using a functional model,
illustrating that other knowledge representations can also be used with this approach.)
DESC’s Simulation technique differs from thesemethods in two significantways. First, it
preserves the hierarchical nature of SBF* models by independently performing a simulation
and evaluation pass for each function-behavior pairing in a model. Other models may have
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abstraction built in (Price’s [116] “[e]ncapsulate complex behavior within a component” or
their use of function labels to simplify the output; Iwasaki et al.’s [78] model fragments), but
their simulations and thus verifications produce results for the entire model in one chunk or
otherwise, like with [78], are producing output for a specific aspect of themodel. Simulation
enables individual verifications to stay focused on one function or one behavior at a time
even if the functional decomposition is very large while not requiring that a user scope the
verification themselves. This automatic focusing should make results to handle compared
to those that produce output for the entire model. Additionally, DESC is a step towards the
“[m]ulti-level modelling” mentioned by Price et al. [117] as necessary to achieve future
targets for qualitative reasoning.
Second, DESC leverages the same causal process representation (state diagrams, a.k.a.,
behaviors) in SBF* for both reasoning and representing simulation results, whereas other
work uses representations for reasoning (e.g., component models or model fragments) that
differ from the state-based representations in their simulation results. From the perspective
of SBF* modeling, DESC thus does not require modelers to learn a new representation
for reasoning since it leverages aspects of the models that are already part of the SBF*
models being built–with the exceptions that modelers will need to learn equation syntax and
simulation semantics (although the latter should be generally intuitive relative to modeling
expectations). Additionally, that the verification results are couched in terms of the already-
modeled elements (i.e., as issues in state conditions and function provides conditions)
should lessen the cognitive burden relative to other systems because users do not need to
learn a second representation to interpret the results as they would if one built a component
model and then interpreted state-based representation results.
DESC also differs from [78, 116] by incorporating functions into the simulation. They
impact the simulation process by acting as pointers to subbehaviors rather than just being
used in evaluation/output. This empowers the simulator to use existing structural aspects
of the model (i.e., the functional decomposition) in its reasoning, which should also, in the
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context of SBF* models, be similar to the way human modelers think about what the model
is saying.
Finally, note that neither of these works conduct evaluation similar to the Comparison
technique of DESC. DESC thus fills a gap in checking the accuracy and completeness (for
its purpose) of the model relative to what is being modeled. Simulation-based methods
appear to typically, tacitly assume that the models are already correct since they themselves
do not know about the real world (i.e,. they need some connection to the ground truth,
such as via a human reasoner, to break this assumption). Given that humans may hold
incorrect/incomplete understandings of concepts in the world, this is an assumption worth
checking.
Table 2.5 summarizes the evaluation target and methods for [78, 116] and places them
in comparison with the answers for DESC.
Table 2.5: Comparison between DESC and functional modeling works
Research Work Evaluation Target Evaluation Method(s)
Price [116] Candidate design Qualitative simulation us-
ing function labels
Iwasaki et al. [78] Candidate design Qualitative simulation
compared to detailed
function structures






Another field related to this dissertation is that of design critics. As an example, although it
is not explicitly called out as a design critic per se, [122] developed a design environment for
software architecture that includes critiquing as part of it. [134] discussed lessons learned
from what they deem an incorrect approach to critiquing that involves “batch, after-task,
debiasing of experts.” They also advise about a better approach along with identifying
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“research needs” to improve future design critics in design support environments.
Fischer et al. [48], Bonnardel & Sumner [14], and Oh et al. [110] represent three
example works from this domain that will be considered here in detail.
Fischer et al.’s [48] work on the HYDRA system in architectural (kitchen) design was
a production-based system embedded in design software. Which production rules applied
(i.e., which ones could fire if applicable) in a given design situation was decided by the
perspective taken by the designer, the problem specification, or if it was a general design
rule, with the former deciding factors taking priority over the latter.
Bonnardel & Sumner’s [14] work was in the domain of automated voice dialog sys-
tems. This work studied how designers of different domain experience levels responded to
feedback and interacted with the design critics, finding for example, that active critics were
beneficial to all experience levels.
Oh et al.’s [110] work was in the domain of flat-pack furniture design. Their critic
system also uses rules (although they use constraint terminology) to provide feedback to
designers within a design environment. Oh et al. developed a system that tailors the kind
of feedback (e.g., evaluative versus providing an example) and modality of feedback (e.g.,
text versus visual) to the model it has of the student designer using the system.
DESC differs from these three prior works in design critics in two ways: the analysis
method and the target of analysis. Regarding the analysis method, the design critics in the
prior work were largely driven by rules. DESC does not use rules; instead, its critiques
designs through simulation and comparison approaches. Simulation is thus novel in this
domain relative to these three sample works, thus exploring a novel means by which to
generate critiques. Regarding Comparison, one notable exception to the use of rules in
the prior works is the comparison approach in [14]. Here, the user’s design is compared
against similar designs to check consistency. This comparison approach is not described
in enough detail for more detailed analysis, but conceptually, DESC’s approach is similar.
Despite conceptually similar approaches, DESC’s use of comparison for critiquing (see
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below) differs in targeting design concepts other than the candidate design.
DESC also differs in the target of its analysis. Like the prior research, DESC targets
the candidate design for critiquing. However, DESC also uniquely targets the designer’s
understanding of the source case (biological source of inspiration) and any used prior
designs. In doing so, DESC expands the scope of design critics, relative to the three
example works, to also consider other aspects of the design process beyond the design
under construction. This should help prevent any errors in reasoning that result from
misunderstanding of misrepresenting these two knowledge sources. At a theoretical level,
it raises the question of what aspects of design an automated design critic should address,
arguing that there is value to look beyond the candidate design.
Table 2.6 summarizes the above three related works and compares DESC to them, all at
a high level.
Table 2.6: Comparison between DESC and design critic works
Research Work Evaluation Target Evaluation Method(s)
Oh et al. [110] Candidate design Rules
Bonnardel &
Sumner [14]
Candidate design Rules; Comparison
Fischer et al. [48] Candidate design Rules






DESC specifically operates over Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) functional mod-
els. SBF* models were co-developed by the dissertation author as an iteration of the
Structure-Behavior-Function (SBF) family of models [65, 59]. SBF models have shown
their capability in representing biological and technological systems [162] and usefulness in
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reasoning tasks in the BID domain (e.g., [160, 172]), in analogical design [66], and to sup-
port case adaptation for innovative design [45]. They were also involved [157] in a system
to help middle school students develop understanding of complex systems. Another prior
work with SBF models is [60], where they were used to explain designs of devices. This
occurred in the context of work that involved a computer system that addresses explanation
by visually representing its reasoning and the design episode’s result.
Through SBF*, this dissertation extends SBF modeling (mostly using [65] as a bench-
mark) by establishing syntax and semantics related to automated simulation. These ex-
tensions are presented in detail in Chapter 3 to keep them in context with the language
definition.
2.8 Analogical Mapping
The next field discussed in this chapter concerns computational work on analogicalmapping.
Recall that analogical reasoning involves comparing a target concept against a source
concept to make inferences about the target concept. To do this comparison, one must align,
or map, the elements of the two concepts to knowwhat elements in the source concept match
what elements in the target and vice versa. Mapping is that task: matching elements between
the source and target concepts. This alignment drives further reasoning (e.g., unmapped
elements in the source can be transferred to the target as inferences). Analogical mapping
relates to this dissertation because it explores a novel computational technique for doing so
via Compositional Mapping. As an example of work in this field, [82] developed a unified
framework for three computational models of analogical mapping and ran experiments to
compare psychological performance against that of themodels. [42] presented a “distributed
model of analogical mapping” that worked on distributed representations. [123] looked at
the relationship between similarity, mapping, and problem solving by analogy.
Here, three example mapping strategies are compared against Compositional Mapping.
Table 2.7 summarizes the comparison between these strategies andCompositionalMapping.
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One technique for analogical mapping is called the Structure-Mapping Engine (SME)
[44], which essentially applies heuristic measures over a semantic network representation.
Structure-Mapping prefers matches that involve higher-order (relationships between rela-
tionships, etc.) elements, it matches on relationships rather than superficial details, and it
enforces a one-to-one mapping. Another technique for analogical mapping is called ACME
[76], which is a connectionist approach. ACME represents the two concepts in a spreading
activation network and decides which elements to map based on activation level after the
network has settled.
Compositional Mapping differs from these prior works in two fundamental ways. First,
both the Structure-Mapping Engine and ACME attempt to map both the source and target
concepts all at once, whereas Compositional Mapping decomposes the mapping task into
a series of sub-tasks, each mapping a logical partition of both concepts (according to
boundaries in their knowledge representations). This simplifies the mapping problem by
making each a smaller sup-problem (except in a rare edge case), which may lead to better
solutions andmore efficient reasoning. Second, prior work uses a singlemapping algorithm,
whichmakes sense given theymap themodels all at once. However, CompositionalMapping
allows a different mapping algorithm per logical partition type. This in turn allows the
implementor of a system using Compositional Mapping to optimize mapping algorithms
at the partition level, which should lead to better solutions and may lead to more efficient
reasoning if (for example) the complexity of the reasoning strategy can be made simpler
for less complex partitions without compromising solution quality. Interestingly, because
these subalgorithms are not themselves highly constrained by Compositional Mapping,
the aforementioned SME and ACME approaches could actually themselves be used as
subalgorithms.
[176] describe compositional analogy, which contains amulti-levelmapping and transfer
method in the domain of 2D line-drawings of physical artifacts (designs). Given a target that
consists of a drawing and given a source that consists of a drawing and a structure (symbolic)
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model, their work first maps at the level of lines and intersections in the drawings to transfer
information about shapes. It then maps at the level of basic and complex shapes (learned
from the previous step) to transfer symbolic information about the structure (components
and relations).
Initially, Yaner & Goel’s compositional analogy seems similar to Compositional Map-
ping (whose similar name is only coincidental) in that both address mapping in a decom-
posed manner–that is, in steps. However, deeper inspection reveals that the two methods are
actually quite different in their approach. Compositional analogy is more akin to a series
of (two) analogical reasoning episodes, with the transfer results of the first episode (at the
line and intersection level) driving the second episode (at the shape level). Compositional
Mapping, on the other hand, operates within the same reasoning episode, using mapping,
but not transfer, results from previous steps to support future steps. Any transfer would
occur after Compositional Mapping completes–although note that transfer in not explored
in this dissertation.
In Table 2.7 compositional analogy is thus referred to as “Decomposed (Iterative)” in the
third column because (as interpreted) it consists of two iterations of analogical reasoning,
whereas Compositional Mapping is referred to as “Decomposed (Non-iterative)” because
it all occurs before analogical transfer.
Table 2.7: Comparison between Compositional Mapping and analogical mapping works


















2.9 Other Related Fields
This section briefly looks at a few other fields that are related to this dissertation.
Unit testing is a method for evaluating software implementations. [126] used a focus
group and a survey to (among other things) define the practice. They write, “[t]he ques-
tionnaire confirmed that respondents considered unit tests to be technical tests focused on
the systemâĂŹs smallest units.” As another example of work in this field, [150] discussed
parameterizing unit tests and automation that can leverage such a notion.
At first glance, unit testing seems aligned with the DESC AI agent, particularly with the
Simulation technique. For example, one could consider individual functions or behaviors as
units of the bigger SBF*model. Simulation evaluates each independently although function
evaluation involves behaviors and behavior simulation recursively simulations lower-level
behaviors through subfunctions, breaking this boundary somewhat. However, a critical
difference in purpose exists between DESC and unit testing: DESC exists to support the
conceptual stage whereas unit testing operates over implementation details. Thus, the way
one thinks of testing results may be different. For example, a flaw during conceptual design
may lead to picking a different biological source case altogether whereas an implementation
flaw is more likely to just imply fixing the immediate issue. Thus, DESC differentiates itself
from unit testing.
Graph matching (or the problem of subgraph isomorphism) is another related field.
The problem addressed by graph matching is to determine if a pattern in one graph exists in
another graph. [54] defined the graph matching problem along with various considerations
such as matching on structure versus semantics, and it presents a survey of work in this area.
[131] discussed searching in trees and graphs, the latter at least one could view as applying
the graph matching problem to search and thus an example of work in this field. The
Structure-Mapping Engine (SME) [44] and analogical mapping in general can be viewed
as an analogical reasoning lens on graph matching between two concepts, with SME taking
a heuristic-based approach.
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The Comparison technique of DESC is essentially posing the graph matching problem
between twoSBF*models of designs and reporting on differenceswhen the twodo notmatch
perfectly. Compositional Mapping can be thought of as a meta-strategy that (via the user of
CompositionalMapping defining the partitions) uses the rich SBF* semantics to decompose
a large graphmatching problem into a set of smaller ones, with each type of smaller problem
addressable by its own locally optimized graph matching algorithm. Although this thesis
does not delve into any potential overlap or contribution of graph matching and DESC (via
Comparison) for scope reasons, it would be interesting as future work to explore that field
(a) to determine if Compositional Mapping could usefully contribute ideas to the field, (b)
to compare Compositional Mapping’s performance with existing approaches, and/or (c) to
get inspiration for partition mapping solvers to use within Compositional Mapping.
The goal behind automated or automatic programming is to automatically go from a
specification to an implementation. [6], as part of its discussion, characterized an extended
version of this problem as being of three parts: improving what can be automatically
compiled and creating specification languages to leverage that, developing an interactive
bridge to go from a desired specification language to what can be automatically compiled,
and developing a desired specification language. [113] represents a work in this field. They
developed a method for automated programming that can go from specification to the final
software product.
A connection can be made between automated programming and DESC’s ability to
execute, so to speak, a design model for simulation. That is, an SBF* model of a design
is a form of a high-level specification for that design (at least when discussing a prior
design or a candidate design), and applying the Simulation technique to such a model
takes this specification, applies a strict semantics to it (e.g., how to interpret an equation
on an explanation), and generates inferred behaviors. That said, the output of DESC’s
Simulation technique is not an implementation of the design nor a step on the way towards
it. Rather, the output could be instead viewed as an alternative specification that was
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generated by inspecting parts of the original specification (e.g., the Start state conditions,
the transitions, and the transition explanations) and ignoring others (e.g., the non-Start
state conditions). This alternative specification is compared against the original to check
its internal consistency. That said, a potential connection between DESC and automated
programming does raise an interesting idea for future work. Assume that more detailed
models are created in later phases of the design process. Perhaps one form of evaluation
could be to see if one could trace from the conceptual design (the candidate design) to these
more detailed design models, which are themselves closer to the final implementation of
the design. How one would do this is unclear and needs more thought, but being able (or
not!) to explain or justify how one goes from an earlier version to a later version seems




THE STRUCTURE-BEHAVIOR-FUNCTION STAR MODELING
LANGUAGE
This chapter discusses the knowledge representation for design models given as input to
DESC. It addresses the question: given that DESC seeks to evaluate the internal and external
consistency of designs, what form should the models given as input take? Additionally,
what form should the alternative models used to check external consistency take? These
questions relate to the input model and alternative model portions of Figure 3.1, which
depicts a high-level view of the DESCmodel evaluation process that serves the broader goal
of incremental design revision. The answer to these questions: each design is articulated
as an SBF* model. This chapter explains what such models are.
Figure 3.1: High-level process of design evaluation by DESC. This chapter addresses how
input and alternative models are represented
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The designs to be evaluated by the Design Evaluation through Simulation and Compari-
son (DESC) AI agent are represented in the Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) func-
tional modeling language. SBF* is a version of the Structure-Behavior-Function modeling
family of languages (e.g., [65]) that (in addition to being its own iteration of the language)
has syntax and semantics to enable simulation capabilities. This chapter describes the SBF*
language to help build the foundation for future discussion of the particular SBF* models
used in this dissertation and of reasoning over models in this language. Extensions of SBF
modeling enacted by SBF* are discussed at the end of the chapter.
SBF* acts as the representation for all models in all reasoning in this dissertation. That
said, this dissertation does not actively use everything within SBF*. Thus, this chapter
focuses only on those aspects that are utilized and, for brevity, ignores those that are not
used or do not get used in a meaningful sense (e.g., connecting points on components).
Why use SBF* models? [112]’s description of conceptual design includes how practi-
tioners should functionally decompose their design problem and then resolve these functions
with design solutions. Thus, function is important in the conceptual stage of design, which
is the stage targeted by this dissertation. SBF*models are a kind of functional model, which
are models that give importance to function. Why use a functional model? Functional mod-
els (broadly speaking) and SBF* (specifically) align well with [112]’s characterization of
how this design stage should proceed because of their emphasis on function. Function is
explicitly represented in SBF*. Moreover, SBF* models describe how the system achieves
its functions through behaviors. Moving back to the question of why use SBF* models,
the family of SBF models has previously shown to be useful in computational reasoning
tasks (e.g., [66]) and in supporting the field of biologically inspired design (e.g., [160]).
While SBF* is not the same as the version of SBF in these prior works (itself a good thing
because SBF* adds syntax and semantics for simulation that supports this dissertation), it is
nevertheless in the same family and thus these works motivate its use in this dissertation’s
chosen biologically inspired design context.
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All that said, it is important to note that SBF*models here are intended to be articulations
of a design practitioner’s internal (cognitive) understanding or vision of what is being
modeled. Although the DESC AI agent is literally evaluating models and helping the
practitioner to repair them, this is not the ultimate goal. Conceptually, DESC is really
evaluating the practitioner’s internal model of the design that is being articulated in the
external model, and the goal is for both that internal model and the external SBF* model to
be revised based on DESC’s feedback.
A concrete example runs through this chapter to help explain the language: the Owl
Wing model, which is one of the models developed for this dissertation (see Appendix D).
This model was mentioned in Chapter 1 as part of the biologically inspired design example
with the Train model. To briefly recap, the way an owl is able to fly quietly in the air
inspired Shinkansen train employees to develop a small vortex generator to attach to the
linkages (the pantographs) on their train. This helped to reduce the aerodynamic sound
made by pantographs as the train moves. The small vortex generator mimics the mechanism
by which owls fly quietly, which is depicted in the Owl Wing model. This model describes
how the fimbriae on an owl’s wings, which form the serrations on the edges of owl wings,
enable it to fly while only making very low noise. Figure 3.2 shows another look at fimbriae
in addition to the figures in Chapter 1. These serrations achieve this outcome by breaking
up the air into microturbulences. These small vortices make only little noise.
3.1 High-level Description
The Structure-Behavior-Functionmodeling language is best thought of as a family of similar
representations. The representation in this dissertation, SBF*, is also part of the SBF family.
This version was initially co-developed in the Design and Intelligence Lab and has been
since revised mostly to improve human readability and writability This revised version is
presented herein, and the complete formal definition of the language is in Appendix A.
The Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) modeling language describes physical
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Figure 3.2: Fimbriae on the leading edge of barn owl primary feathers. Adapted from [149]
systems (as situated in this dissertation), such as technological devices or biological or-
ganisms. Conceptually, it breaks a system down into three submodels that align with the
three parts of the language’s name: the system’s structure, functions, and behaviors. We
can also say that these submodels describe the system’s parts, objectives, and mechanisms,
respectively.
The behaviors of a system describe how it achieves its functions. A behavior can
point to a subfunction that helps in the process. In doing so, this forms a function-
subfunction relation, with the superfunction being the function achieved by the behavior in
question and the subfunction being the function that the behavior points to. If one were to
combine the total set of function-subfunction relations in a model, this forms the functional
decomposition of the model, displaying how all of its objectives (functions) relate to each
other hierarchically.
The functional decomposition of the OwlWing model is visualized in Figure 3.3. White
boxes are functions and the black circles represent associated behaviors. One can see that
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a function-subfunction relationship between OwlFliesSilently and
FimbriaeBreakDownAir ismediated by the behavior of the former. High level descriptions
of the functions are provided when discussing the functions submodel below.
Figure 3.3: Functional decomposition of the Owl Wing model with associated behaviors
3.2 The Structure Submodel
The structure submodel describes the parts of the system and how they connect to each
other. The structure submodel consists of components (Owl and Air) and their attributes
(Moving, NoiseCreated, MovingPastOwl, and TurbulenceSize). A component has a
name, possibly a textual description, and zero to many attributes. An attribute has a name,
and it has a type of either Quantitative (meaning its values are numerical), Qualitative
(its values come from a defined quantity space), or Descriptive (its values are any text
string). An attribute may also have a text description, which should define the quantity
space of that attribute if it is of the Qualitative type but in other contexts is only for
human readers. A quantity space is an ordered sequence of terms that each represent a
quantity on a spectrum. See the section in Chapter 4 on DESC’s Simulation technique for
particulars of quantity spaces in SBF*.
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For an example of these modeling elements, consider the model snippet in Figure 3.4
from the Owl Wing model in the text syntax for SBF*. It shows the component Owl and
its two attributes Moving and NoiseCreated, both of Qualitative type with their own
quantity spaces. (See note below about the connecting point.)
Owl i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Moving of t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e , d e s c r i b e d as
" Fa l s e , True "
I t has an a t t r i b u t e No i s eC r e a t ed o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Very_Low , Low , Medium , High "
Figure 3.4: Structure submodel snippet of a component from the Owl Wing model
This submodel also contains connections. A connection has a name and possibly a
textual description. A connection declares that two components are connected to each other
by some relation and at connecting points of those components. Although models in this
dissertation use connecting points to connect two components, connecting points are all
given the same placeholder name (C1) for simplicity and so will not be mentioned further.
For an example of a connection, consider the model snippet in Figure 3.5 from the Owl
Wing model. This depicts a connection named WingIsPartOfAnOwl, which describes
how a Wing and Owl are connected through a PartOf mechanism.
Wing . C1 i s Pa r tO f Owl . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n named
WingIsPartOfAnOwl
Figure 3.5: Structure submodel snippet of a connection from the Owl Wing model
Figure 3.6 depicts diagrammatically the complete structure submodel for the Owl Wing
model. Rounded boxes represent the components, and they contain the component’s at-
tributes. Edges represent connections, and they are annotated with connecting points (not
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covered here), the name of the connection, and the connection’s mechanism. The structure
submodel of this model depicts an Owl with wings, and wings with serrations. Alongside
this is the component of Air, which (although not depicted as a connection) the owl moves
through.
Figure 3.6: Structure submodel of the Owl Wing model
3.3 The Functions
This submodel captures a set of functions, each describing either the intended or perceived
purpose of the system or some subsystem. A function consists of a name, an optional
textual description, an optional verb that abstracts what it does to a single word, and
a pointer to the behavior that achieves the function. A function also consists of a set
of provides conditions1, which stipulate values of component attributes (each written as
Component.Attribute) that should be true at the completion of the function. A function
also contains requires conditions, which stipulate values of component attributes that should
be true at the beginning of the function. However, this feature of SBF* modeling is never
1Technically, a function contains a single provides condition that itself contains one to many primitive con-
ditions. This dissertation document simplifies the language in SBF* modeling for conciseness by essentially
merging the two layers together and referring to each primitive condition as an individual provides condition
amongst a set of provides conditions. No precision is lost by doing so, and all conditions in functions and
states in SBF* models follow a similar convention in this dissertation document.
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reasoned with in this dissertation and so is ignored.
Consider the function OwlFliesSilently from the Owl Wing model, depicted in
Figure 3.7. This function is achieved by the behavior named OwlFliesSilentyBehavior.
This function ascribes flying silently as the purpose of the owl, which makes sense in the
context that the system inspired a means by which engineers reduced the noise made by
their train. The provides condition of this function says that the amount of NoiseCreated
by the Owl will be Very_Low, fitting with the notion of flying silently. (Admittedly, that it
produces some noise is dissonant with the function name.)
Ow l F l i e s S i l e n t l y i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed = "Very_Low"
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Ow l F l i e s S i l e n t l yB e h a v i o r
Figure 3.7: Function from the Owl Wing model
Figure 3.8 presents a more detailed version of Figure 3.3 that includes both the provides
conditions for the two functions in the Owl Wing model and the names of the behaviors that
achieve the functions. White boxes represent functions and rounded black boxes represent
the associated behaviors. The top-level function OwlFliesSilently defines making very
low noise as a function of the owl. Inspecting the behavior associated with this function,
one sees that this function is in the context of the owl moving and air moving past the
owl. This function has a subfunction, FimbriaeBreakDownAir. This function says that
the owl also has the function of creating micro-sized turbulence in the air. Inspecting its
associated behavior, one sees that the modeler decided that the PartOf connection between
the serrations and owl’s wing is responsible for moving the turbulence size towards the
Micro value when air is moving past the owl.
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Figure 3.8: More detailed functional decomposition of the Owl Wing model
3.4 The Behaviors
This submodel captures a set of behaviors, each describing the process by which the system
fulfills a given function. A behavior has a name, an optional textual description, and zero to
many states and transitions. Consider the behavior in Figure 3.9 from the Owl Wing model,
OwlFliesSilentlyBehavior. This behavior describes (a) the owl initially still then (b)
the owl deciding to move, which causes air to move past it. Next, (c) the owl’s fimbriae
break down the air into micro turbulences, which create very low noise.
Figure 3.10 depicts this behavior diagrammatically to aid in understanding. Boxes
represent states and arrows represent transitions between the states. The behavior should be
read as beginning from StartState and completing at StopState as it does in the textual
representation.
For completeness, below also see the diagrammatic (Figure 3.11) and textual (Figure
3.12) versions of the FimbriaeBreakDownAirBehavior behavior. Like before, the boxes
in the figure represent states and the arrows between the boxes represents the transition.
A behavior has zero to many states, such as StartState in the example behavior.
Conceptually, a state describes the values of component attributes at a moment in time. A
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Ow l F l i e s S i l e n t l yB e h a v i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Owl . Moving = " F a l s e "
and Ai r . MovingPastOwl = " F a l s e "
and Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed = " Zero "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t S t a t e t o S t a t e 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e x t e r n a l s t im u l u s named OwlDecidesToFly , d e s c r i b e d as "
eq : Owl . Moving i s e qu a l t o Owl . Moving . True "
and t h e e q u a t i o n AirMovesPastOwlEQ , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Ai r .
MovingPastOwl i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o Owl . Moving :
A f t e r − Owl . Moving : Be fo r e "
)
S t a t e 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Owl . Moving = " True "
and Air . MovingPastOwl = " True "
)
T2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 2 t o S t o p S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e f u n c t i o n FimbriaeBreakDownAir
and t h e e q u a t i o n Turbu l enceCause sNo i se , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed i s e qu a l t o Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e : A f t e r "
)
S t o p S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed = "Very_Low"
)
Figure 3.9: A behavior from the Owl Wing model
state consists of a name, an optional textual description, and optional flags to declare if it is
a start or stop state. A start state (such as StartState in the example) is a state that begins
the sequence of states in the behavior. The stop state (StopState in the example) is a
state that ends it. The absence of such flags implicitly declares that the state is intermediate
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Figure 3.10: Diagram of the OwlFliesSilently behavior in the Owl Wing model
Figure 3.11: Diagram of the FimbriaeBreakDownAir behavior in the Owl Wing model
(State2 in the example), which means it occurs somewhere in the middle of the sequence
of states.
For simplicity, this dissertation assumes that behaviors consist of a linear sequence of
states with exactly one start state, exactly one stop state, at most one incoming transition per
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Fimbr iaeBreakDownAirBehav ior i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . MovingPastOwl = " True "
and Air . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e = " Zero "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t S t a t e t o S t o p S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e c o nn e c t i o n OwlWingHasSer ra t ions , d e s c r i b e d as "
eq : Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l
t o Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e . Micro − Air . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e :
Be fo r e "
)
S t o p S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e = "Micro "
)
Figure 3.12: Another behavior from the Owl Wing model
state, and at most one outgoing transition per state. See discussion in Chapter 7 about the
extent to which DESC might handle behaviors that violate this assumption (e.g., non-linear
behaviors).
A state also consists of zero to many conditions. A condition defines the value of a com-
ponent’s attribute (written as Component.Attribute) at the moment of time represented
by the state it is in, and the set of them in a state forms a conjunction. That is, all of them
are true. For example, in StartState, we see that the Moving attribute of Owl is False,
meaning that the owl begins this behavior not moving.
Additionally, when reading a behavior in an SBF* model, an important modeling
assumption should be noted. If a component attribute in a previous state does not appear in
a subsequent state, this implies that the component attribute’s value holds from what it was
defined as most recently. This assumption resolves the Frame Problem [130] for behaviors
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such that we assume only those component attributes explicitly mentioned have changed
between states. (That said, one may still enumerate component attributes with values that
remain the same relative to their previous appearance if one so chooses.) Beyond helping
the readability of SBF* models by simplifying them, this assumption becomes important
when simulating models, where it is formalized as Implicit Value Forwarding (see Chapter
4).
A behavior also has zero to many transitions. Whereas a state describes a moment in
time, a transition describes how or why the system moves from one state to the next. A
transition has a name (technically, this is optional); it has an optional textual description;
and it points to the state preceding it and to the state following it. For example, the
transition named T1 in the example OwlFliesSilentlyBehavior behavior has no textual
description and says that it goes from the state StartState to the state State2.
A transition also consists of zero to many explanations2. Explanations come in many
types, but they all serve the same purpose: describing how or why one or more compo-
nent attribute values change in the transition between states. For example, consider the
explanations in transition T2 in the example OwlFliesSilentlyBehavior behavior. The
first explanation is of type function, meaning that the behavior executes the subfunction
FimbriaeBreakDownAir of the system when it moves from state State2 to StopState.
Conceptually, this subfunction refers to how the serrations in owl wings produce microtur-
bulences in air. In practice, we see that this results in the TurbulenceSize of Air being
set to Micro. The second explanation is called TurbulenceCausesNoise and is of type
equation. This explanation relates the amount of noise created by the owl to the size of
turbulences that it creates.
2Explanations are also simplified linguistically in this dissertation like conditions are. A transition
technically contains an optional explanation which itself contains one to many primitive explanations. Here,
a primitive explanation is instead referred to as an explanation in a set of explanations.
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3.5 Extensions of Structure-Behavior-Function Modeling in SBF*
The SBF* language is, intentionally or not, conceptually similar to the version of SBF
presented in [65]. This dissertation extends the SBF language (mostly considering how
it differs from that version, but also in a general sense) in a few ways that, in addition to
generallymaking the languagemore precisely defined, add syntax and semantics to facilitate
automated simulation, addressing Hypothesis 2.2. This section surveys major ways that
SBF* extends SBF. Note that some aspects, such as quantity spaces, are tightly connected
to the Simulation technique of DESC and are only touched upon in this section. Chapter 4
describes their use in more detail.
SBF* extends SBF modeling in several ways. Table 3.1 summarizes the extensions and
is followed by a more thorough walkthrough.
Table 3.1: SBF* extensions on SBF
Model Element Description
Component attribute Defined Quantitative, Qualitative,and Descriptive types
Component attribute Quantity space syntax and semanticsfor Qualitative type
Behavior explanation Attribute value semantics forfunction-type explanations
Behavior explanation Formal Equation syntax and semanticsfor non-function-type explanations
Behavior Formalizing meaning of missing attributevalues in states
In the structure submodel, SBF* extends the language in twoways. First, all attributes are
typed as either Quantitative, Qualitative, or Descriptive, and each of these types
connotes different expectations about the values assignable to that attribute. Quantitative
attribute values should be numbers; Qualitative attribute values should correspond to
words or phrases that exist within a defined quantity space; Descriptive attribute values
should be textual. Second, if an attribute is Qualitative, its textual description carries
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a particular meaning. The attribute’s description should hold its quantity space, and this
quantity space is used in the Simulation technique of DESC to reason about the values of
the attribute.
In a behavior, SBF* extends the language in three ways that are both related to transition
explanations. First, SBF* precisely defines the semantics of a function explanation relative
to the attribute value state changes it causes (attributes in the function’s provides condition
plus any attributes whose values changed). Second, SBF* defines a syntax and semantics for
quantitative, qualitative, and descriptive equations in all other explanation types, overloading
the textual description for those types to reason about equations when the particular trigger
is present to do so. Function explanation and equation reasoning are covered in detail
in Chapter 4. Third, SBF* formalizes the modeling assumption that unspecified attribute
values in successive states implies that the most recently defined value holds.
3.6 Summary
To summarize, a Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) model of a system describes
its structure, functions, and behaviors. The structure submodel of a system describes its
component parts, their attributes, and any connections that exist between those components.
The functions of a system describe either its intended or perceived purposes. Each function
is achieved in the system by a behavior. Behaviors are presented as state-transition diagrams.
They depict how the component attribute values of the system change through time along
with how and why this change occurs.
It is important to note the interconnectivity of the model elements within SBF*. First,
components and attributes that appear in the structure submodel can also reappear within the
behaviors and functions. This conceptually links all three submodels in the sense that they
are all talking about the same physical parts of the system when the same component and
attribute names are used. Second, functions can appear as subfunction explanations in tran-
sitions in behaviors. This allows one to compose a functional decomposition of the system
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through these subfunction explanations and, if the tree goes deeper than one level, mediating
behaviors. In the Owl Wing example, the behavior of the function OwlFliesSilently
makes a subfunction call to FimbriaeBreakDownAir. Thus, FimbriaeBreakDownAir is
a subfunction of OwlFliesSilently.
This chapter has shown examples from the Owl Wing model in both the textual (formal)
representation of SBF*models and in more visual diagrammatic form. The implementation
of DESC created for this dissertation ingests models in the textual representation form. The




DESIGN EVALUATION THROUGH SIMULATION AND
COMPARISON
This chapter discusses the two techniques, Simulation and Comparison, enacted by the AI
agent called DESC, for Design Evaluation by Simulation and Comparison. In so doing,
this chapter provides a detailed answer to the question: how might an AI agent support
incremental design revision? The answer: it may do so by (mostly) automatically checking
for internal consistency and external consistency issues. Figure 4.1 depicts a high-level
process for how DESC, via its two techniques, will take an external design model as
input, reason about internal consistency (via Simulation) and external consistency (via
Comparison) and produce feedback for a practitioner as output.
Figure 4.1: High-level process of design evaluation by DESC. This chapter addresses
how the internal consistency checking (Simulation) and external consistency checking
(Comparison) techniques work
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This chapter presents detailed descriptions of the Simulation and Comparison tech-
niques. Further, this chapter also describes this dissertation’s novel analogical mapping
algorithm Compositional Mapping that is used within the Comparison technique as well
the Uniform Mapping algorithm that is intended to represent a more conventional ap-
proach. This chapter is written with the assumption that readers are already familiar with
the Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) functional modeling language, covered in
Chapter 3. However the syntax and semantics of equations in transition explanations are
discussed exclusively in this chapter because they are tightly coupled to Simulation.
Note that process diagrams, pseudocode, narrative descriptions, etc. present an ideal-
ized and sometimes simplified view of the actual processes and representations developed
to implement DESC’s techniques. They are intended as detailed technical descriptions and
capture the essential ideas of DESC, but the precise implementation created for this disser-
tation may not align exactly1, so they (the pseudocode especially) should not be interpreted
as actual code or computer architecture except when specifically discussing the technical
architecture.
This chapter is broken down into the following sections. First, it provides a high-level
description of DESC. Then each of the two parts of DESC: Simulation then Comparison
(including its two mapping algorithms) are given a section for detailed discussion.
4.1 Overview
The Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) AI agent addresses
how an AI agent will check for internal and external consistency to support incremental
design revision. This encapsulates the Hypotheses for Research Questions 2 and 3 in this
dissertation. Recall:
• Research Question 2. How might an AI Agent check a design model for internal
1For example: the current implementation of the Simulation technique has complexity to enable multiple
trajectories due to ambiguous qualitative equations. This was never fully explored and so was scoped out of
this dissertation, and thus it is entirely ignored in the following descriptions.
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consistency?
Hypothesis 2.1. It may do so by simulating the model and using the results to check
the process and functional claims made by the model. The Simulation technique of
DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2.2. The SBF* functional modeling language provides the syntax and
semantics needed for automated simulation.
• Research Question 3. How might an AI agent check a design model for external
consistency?
Hypothesis 3. It may do so by analogically comparing a given model against an-
other model of the same design, where differences represent potential issues. The
Comparison technique of DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
Accordingly, DESC presents two techniques for evaluating articulations of designs
in a functional model representation schema. DESC assumes these representations are
in the Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) modeling language. These models are
externalizations of a reasoner’s internal, perhaps cognitive (if human), understanding or
envisioning of the designs. Any issues detected in the models may thus reflect issues in the
reasoner’s internal understanding or envisioning of the design that need to be repaired or
rethought.
DESC is a package for two techniques. The techniques are independent of each other
in their operation, but they are conceptually complementary with different purposes and
approaches to evaluation. Oneway to think about their purposes is along the lines of internal
and external consistency checking.
Internal consistency, an inward-looking form of evaluation, is meant as the extent to
which aspects of the model agree with each other. For instance, each function has a set
of provides conditions that it claims will be true at its completion. Internal consistency
might ask, “does the behavior associated with this function produce output that is consistent
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with these provides conditions?” If this is not the case, there exists an internal consistency
issue in the model. The Simulation technique of DESC (Section 4.4) evaluates the internal
consistency of a model.
External consistency, an outward-looking form of evaluation, is meant as the extent to
which the model accurately represents the modeled concept as it is in the world, relative
to the purpose of the model. For candidate designs, which have no real-world counterpart,
external consistency instead is meant as the extent to which the model aligns with those of
the practitioner’s teammates or any external representation of the design (assuming either
exist). For instance, external consistency might ask, “does the practitioner’s model have
the same set of components in its structure submodel as a teammate’s model?” If it does
not, this difference indicates a potential external consistency issue in one or both of the two
models that should be further investigated. The assumption of which model is likely at fault
depends on if either model is authoritative relative to the other. The Comparison technique
of DESC (Section 4.5) evaluates the external consistency of a model.
Another lens with which to view DESC’s techniques is in terms of verification and
validation. The Simulation technique verifies and validates models given to it. The meaning
of verification here is adapted from Boehm’s [12] informal definition in the context of
software: “Am I building the product right?” In the context of designs, this dissertation
operationalizes verification as evaluating the design in terms of the syntax and semantics
(the rules and the meaning, respectively) of the representational language in which it is
expressed. Specifically, the Simulation technique directly targets the semantics. Simulation
does so by checking to what extent a model’s behaviors are internally coherent.
Simulation also validates designs. The meaning of validation here is adapted from
Boehm’s [12] informal definition in the context of software: “Am I building the right
product?” Simulation does validation by checking to what extent the behaviors produce
the output expected by their associated functions. In other words, does the design actually
achieve its functions? Simulation thus achieves verification and validation by simulating the
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behaviors of the given model and comparing the results of that simulation (state conditions)
against conditions given by the modeler in the behavior and in the functions’ requires
conditions.
The Comparison technique also validates designs, where validation is operationalized
as how accurately (relative to the purpose of the model) the design model depicts the design
being articulated. This applies to design concepts that already exist in the world or for which
there somehow exist multiple models (e.g., a candidate design that has been independently
modeled by two or more teammates). Comparison achieves validation by comparing a
given design model against another model of the same design concept, which provides a
different perspective on the concept. Any differences detected represent potential issues to
be further investigated.
4.2 Running Example: Medical Patch
To ground discussion on DESC, this chapter uses a model of a (biologically inspired)
technology design as a running example: the Medical Patch model. [101] describes the
lab of Dr. Jeffrey Karp, who’s group works in the field of invasive surgery. As McKeag
colorfully puts it, “Jeffrey Karp has been on a quest to find a better way to stick material onto
things that are wet and gooey and move around” [101, p. 20]. Karp’s team of engineers
searches for natural systems that will help them find the best wound closing and tissue
repairing solutions.
TheMedical Patch model is derived from one such solution briefly described in [101]: a
medical adhesive path whose adherence mechanism is inspired by the spiny headed worm.
This worm adheres to its host by inserting a part of its body into the host and expanding it,
using friction to hold itself in place. This “friction fitting” is depicted in Figure 4.2.
Karp and team developed a medical patch by inspiration to this worm. An array of
microneedles in a patch are inserted. Once done, they their tips swell to create fiction and
hold the patch in place. This is similar to how the worms hang on. This bioinspired medical
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Figure 4.2: The SpinyHeadedWorm expands part of its body to adhere by friction. Adapted
from [101]
patch’s adhesion strength is 3.5 times greater than that of staples that are typically used in
skin grafting. It has other benefits too, such as a reduced infection risk compared to staples
and the ability to deliver drugs.
The Medical Patch model attempts to describe this solution. It describes, in its top-level
behavior, a patch being inserted, the conical tips of the microneedle array in the patch
expanding, and the patch resisting an applied pull force because of the friction created by
the expanded tips. The textual form of this model can be viewed in Appendix D under the
same name. The below figures are diagrammatic recreations to aid in understanding.
Figure 4.3 depicts the structure submodel of the Medical Patch. This submodel contains
5 components (rounded boxes), 6 connections (edges), and 8 attributes (bullets inside the
components). The attributes are a mixture of Quantitative and Qualitative types. The
quantity spaces, from lowest to highest quantity, for the Qualitative-type attributes are given
in parentheses after the type.
Figure 4.4 depicts the functional decomposition of the Medical Patch model. There are
3 functions (white boxes), each with an associated behavior (black boxes). The function
PatchResistsPullout is a superfunction to TipsSwell and
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Figure 4.3: Structure submodel for the Medical Patch model
TipsResistPulloutBehavior. Within each function box is that function’s set of pro-
vides conditions (bullets), each using the <Component>.<Attribute> = <Value> con-
struction. Each of these functions has only a single provides condition.
Figure 4.4: Functional decomposition for the Medical Patch model
Figure 4.5 depicts the PatchResistsPullout behavior. The behavior describes how
the patch becomes attached, the tips swell, some force pulls on the patch, but it stays attached
because the tips resist the patch being pulled out. This behavior contains 5 states (boxes),
4 transitions (edges), 13 state conditions (bullets in states), and 6 transition explanations
(bullets next to transitions). Note that equations are not shown in this behavior diagram for
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visual simplicity.
Figure 4.5: PatchResistsPullout behavior for the Medical Patch model. Equations are
not shown for simplicity
4.3 Technical Architecture
An operational computer program was implemented in Java for each of the two techniques
of DESC. The end of each section on Simulation and Comparison briefly discusses the final
version of that implementation’s technical architecture. Although each share some common
architectural elements, the technique implementations are largely separate from each other
(as they are at a theoretical level).
The architecture is presented at a high level of detail such that small technical things,
such as the specific data structures used and utility algorithms, are ignored in favor of
the important, logical content and processes. Additional implementation details, such as
the harnesses created to run the Computational Experimentation (see Chapter 5), are also
scoped out unless necessary.
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4.4 Simulation Technique
Simulation is one of DESC’s two techniques. It addresses the following research question,
and it directly addresses Hypothesis 2.1. Additionally, through motivating and leveraging
features of SBF* (see Chapter 3) to facilitate its automated simulation-based reasoning
strategy, it thus also indirectly addresses Hypothesis 2.2.
• Research Question 2. How might an AI Agent check a design model for internal
consistency?
Hypothesis 2.1. It may do so by simulating the model and using the results to check
the process and functional claims made by the model. The Simulation technique of
DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2.2. The SBF* functional modeling language provides the syntax and
semantics needed for automated simulation.
In essence, Simulation hypothesizes that one can evaluate the internal consistency of
a functional model by simulating it and then reflecting on the simulation results to check
claimsmade by the representation. This technique assumes that the idea of simulationmakes
sense given the knowledge representation. In this dissertation, Simulation is thus grounded
in such a representation: the SBF* functional modeling language. SBF* models have
behavioral descriptions that describe processes undergone by the concept being modeled.
The descriptions of Simulation in the remainder of this chapter are also grounded in this
language, but the broader theory of evaluation through simulation can transcend this single
language, as evidenced, in the general sense, by related works in Chapter 2 that also use
simulation for evaluation.
The following sections go into detail about how Simulation reasons about SBF* models
and evaluates them. The high level process of Simulation is depicted in Figure 4.6. Given
an input SBF*model, (step 1) Simulation will simulate each behavior in the set of behaviors
for that model according to the reasoning strategies described below. This will result in
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a set of inferred behaviors (note that the term generated is used in this dissertation as a
synonym for inferred in the context of Simulation) with non-start-state conditions filled in
with simulation-generated state conditions. Then, to do behavioral evaluation, Simulation
(step 2) compares the simulation results (the generated behaviors) against the input SBF*
model and determines any inconsistencies between the two as results. Simulation also
(step 3) compares the simulation results against the functions in the input SBF* model to
determine the extent to which those behaviors produce output expected by the functions.
Issues here are also added to the results.
Figure 4.6: Overview of DESC’s Simulation technique
The sections below provide detailed explanations of how Simulation actually simulates
the behaviors and compares the outcomes of simulation to produce the final output. Al-
gorithm descriptions are kept at a logical level because the exact technical specifics (such
as what function calls are made and what data structures are used) are unnecessary to
understand the technique and are implementation details. Also, the ending stage where
Simulation’s output is converted from an internal representation to human-readable form is
also skipped because this too is an implementation detail.
4.4.1 Assumptions
Simulation makes the following assumptions regarding input given to it. The first is that the
input knowledge will be represented as an SBF* model. One could expand this to be any
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structured representation with state transition diagrams that have the features (state con-
ditions, explanations on transitions, equations in explanations, and function explanations)
needed to simulate them according to the strategies given for Simulation. Function evalu-
ation requires that functions exist and have provides conditions and pointers to behaviors
(state diagrams) that achieve them. Zooming further out beyond these knowledge repre-
sentation expectations would require changing the Simulation specifics described here. For
example, perhaps one can no longer evaluation functions because there are no functions.
However, the general idea of reflecting on the results of a simulation to evaluate the knowl-
edge representation continues to make sense at an abstract level as long as simulation of the
knowledge representation (or some part of it) also continues to make sense conceptually.
The second assumption made by Simulation is that the input representations are syn-
tactically well-formed (i.e., without errors according to the rules of the representational
language). If, for example an equation were not well-formed, then Simulation may either
fail to resolve it, run into an error while resolving it, or may solve it incorrectly due to
confusion.
Along similar lines, Simulation assumes that models do not contain any loops in their
functional decompositions. A loop exists if a single function simultaneously holds sub-
function and superfunction relationships (either directly or through one or more levels of
indirection) to another function. Such situations cause reasoning through functions expla-
nations in Simulation to enter an infinite looping state, meaning that the simulation will
never end (or, practically, will eventually hit an error state).
Finally, the Implicit Value Forwarding feature of Simulation exists because of an as-
sumption made about the state transition diagrams (behaviors). That is, when a previously
defined attribute value in a state condition is not articulated in a future state condition,
one assumes that the value continues unchanged. If this assumption is violated, one must
consider what to do about Implicit Value Forwarding, perhaps ablating it from Simulation
or modifying it to meet the new interpretation for missing previous attribute values in states.
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4.4.2 Simulating Behaviors
To simulate a behavior, Simulation infers the attributes and values for the subsequent states
of a behavior given the conditions (attribute values) in the Start state of that behavior.
Figure 4.7 depicts a more detailed process account of behavioral simulation (step 1 above)
in pseudocode. This is the top-level description with more details to be provided later in
this section.
Input: a set of Input behaviors IB
Output: a set of generated behaviors GB
Process:
For each IBi in IB
1. Create a copy of IBi without state conditions except for those in the Start states,
call this GBi. GBi is a generated behavior in GB
2. Put the Start state in GBi in a stack
3. While the stack is not empty
(a) Pop the top of the stack. Call this the Before state
(b) For each outgoing transition T from the Before state (in GBi)
i. Let the terminating state of T be the After state
ii. Process the (Before state, T, After state) triple (see Figure 4.10)
iii. Place the After state on the stack
Figure 4.7: Pseudocode for behavioral simulation in the Simulation technique
To simulate a behavior, Simulation first makes a copy of the input behavior and wipes
out all state conditions except those in the start state. To help visualize this, the first row
of Figure 4.8 depicts the TipsResistPulloutBehavior behavior of the Medical Patch
model with its transition explanations and state names hidden. The leftmost state is the start
state and the behavior proceeds from left to right. The second row depicts the behavior
again, but all of its states except the Start state have their conditions removed.
Simulation then iteratively traverses outwards, simulating all outgoing transitions that it
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Figure 4.8: Simplified depiction of the TipsResistPulloutBehavior behavior of the
Medical Patch model. The Top row is the behavior as written in the Original configuration
of the model. The middle row is the behavior with its non-Start state conditions removed.
The third row is a hypothetical version of the behavior only for illustrative purposes. It
illustrates conditions added to those states as if Simulation had processed the behavior
encounters until it no longer has any transitions to process. The third (bottom) row of Figure
4.8 depicts what this might look like, with the behavior now having all of it conditions filled
in. Note that the filled in conditions here are hypothetical and only for the sake of example;
they are not the product of actually running Simulation on this behavior.
Recall that a transition in a behavior describes the transformation of one state (here
called the Before state) to another state (the After state), and a transition is annotated
with zero or more of what are called explanations in the SBF* language. Each explanation
clarifies why or how the system moves from the Before state to the After state. From
the perspective of the simulator, an explanation may describe the upcoming value of an
attribute, or it may point to a subfunction that in turn will likely set one or more attribute
values.
Figure 4.9 visualizes Simulation processing a Before to After state pair. The top part
depicts this in the abstract. Given a Before state with conditions, Simulation determines
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the conditions in an After state. The bottom imagines this (in a simplified form) for a pair
of states in the TipsResistPulloutBehavior behavior of the Medical Patch model. The
conditions in the left-most state are the same hypothetical ones from the previous figure.
Figure 4.9: (Top) Abstract visualization of Simulation’s goal of inferring the conditions
of a After state given a Before state with conditions. (Bottom) Simplified depiction of
the same process with two states in the TipsResistPulloutBehavior of the Medical
Patch model. The conditions in the Before state are hypothetical and intended only for
illustrative purposes
Figure 4.10 goes into detail about how a given transition is processed. In the process of
simulating a transition, Simulation first reasons by function explanations, then by implicit
value forwarding, and then by equations in explanations. In each step, one ormore conditions
may be added to the After state, reflecting inferred knowledge. Each one of these three
categories of reasoning is covered in subsequent sections.
Note that the order of reasoning strategies here matters. Function reasoning goes first
because it does not depend on any After state values. Next, implicit value forwarding can
inspect the equation explanations proactively to determine what attributes will get set by
the equations (since the left-hand side of all equations state which attribute gets assigned
by it), and the function explanations have already set their values. Thus, implicit value
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forwarding can confidently set all unchanging attribute values in the After state. Finally,
the equation explanations can leverage all the reasoning that came before to resolve any
After state-referenced attributes in their equation expressions.
Input: a Before state; an After state; a transition T
Output: the After state with an updated set of conditions
Process:
1. Update the After state’s conditions by reasoning through all function explanations
in T (see Figure 4.27)
2. Update the After state’s conditions by reasoning with implicit value forwarding
(see Figure 4.29)
3. Update the After state’s conditions by reasoning with all equations in explanations
in T (see Figure 4.11)
Figure 4.10: Pseudocode for Before state to After state simulation in the Simulation
technique
4.4.3 Reasoning about Equations in Explanations
This section describes how DESC infers state conditions by reasoning about equations
in explanations. All explanation types that support descriptions (except for the function
explanation type, whose descriptions are ignored) may be annotated with Quantitative,
Qualitative, or Descriptive equations.
Figure 4.11 presents pseudocode for the overall process. Essentially, DESC iterates
through the set of equations. Each iteration, it solves the first equation that it encounters and
deems solvable, where a solvable equation is one where the values of all references to other
attributes are known. Once an equation is solved, it is removed from the set of possible
equations, and the process iterates again. The process ends either when all equations are
solved (a success state) or when no solvable equation can be found (an error state). When
a given equation is to be solved, DESC executes a different procedure depending on if the
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equation is of Quantitative, Qualitative, or Descriptive type, determined by the type of the
attribute being assigned to.
Input: a Before state; an After state; a set of explanations with equations
Output: the After state with an updated set of conditions
Process:
1. Put all explanations in a list L
2. While L is not empty
(a) Let X be any one explanation in L with a solvable equation Q, meaning the
values of all right-hand-side referenced attributes are known. If there exists
no such X, fail and exit.
(b) If there exists no such X, fail and exit
(c) Solve the right-hand side of Q (see Figures 4.13 through 4.23) and create a
condition that pairs the left-hand side’s attribute with the resulting value
(d) Remove X from L
Figure 4.11: Pseudocode for reasoning with equations in the Simulation technique
4.4.3.1 Reasoning about Descriptive Equations in Explanations
A component attribute can be one of three types: Quantitative, Qualitative, and Descriptive.
When the attribute on the left hand side of the equation is of theDescriptive type, the equation
is a descriptive equation. A Descriptive attribute is one that holds a textual value and should
be reserved for those attributes with values that are neither numerical nor terms that could
exist within a quantity space. For example, a Color attribute that holds English names for
colors would be a good Descriptive attribute, for color names are non-numeric and they do
not (at least not explicitly) exist within an ordered range of names.
The syntax for Descriptive equations in explanations is shown in Figure 4.12.
<Attribute> on the left hand side of the equation is the descriptive attribute to be set
in the After state. <Value> is any chunk of text occurring in the right-hand side. This
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eq : <A t t r i b u t e > = <Value >
Figure 4.12: Descriptive equation syntax
text is not reasoned about by Simulation, it is merely assigned as <Attribute>’s value.
Descriptive equation reasoning is as simple as that.
Figure 4.13 presents the pseudocode for how Simulation reasons about Descriptive
equations. Given that Descriptive values are arbitrary text strings, Simulation simply
assigns the value on the right-hand side of the equation to the Attribute on the left-hand
side.
Input: a Before state; an After state; a descriptive equation with the syntax
eq: <attribute> = <any text>
Output: the After state with a new condition
Process:
1. Set the left-hand side’s <attribute> value in the After state to <any text>
Figure 4.13: Pseudocode for descriptive equation reasoning in the Simulation technique
Figure 4.14 depicts a snippet of the Train model where a Descriptive equation (bolded
and pointed to by an arrow) is used. The Train model (see Appendix D) describes a train
with small vortex generators that does not make much sound, and it is used as an example
here because the Medical Patch model does not contain any Descriptive equations.
4.4.3.2 Reasoning about Quantitative Equations in Explanations
A Quantitative equation says that an Attribute’s value in the After state will be equal to
the result of a mathematical expression in which variables denote component attributes that
resolve to numerical values. The syntax of a Quantitative equation is shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.14: Example of reasoning with descriptive equations from the Train model
eq : <A t t r i b u t e > = <Exp re s s i on >
Figure 4.15: Quantitative equation syntax
Here, eq: signifies that this is an equation to be reasoned about by Simulation.
<Attribute> is a quantitative attribute (signifying to Simulation that the equation is
quantitative) of a component to which we are assigning a value (e.g., Box.Weight, where
Box is a component and Weight is one of its attributes). <Expression> refers to a math-
ematical expression that may contain quantitative attributes as variables. Each attribute in
<Expression> has an additional :Before or :After tag, indicating if the value should be
taken from the Before state or the After state, respectively.
Figure 4.16 presents the pseudocode for how Simulation reasons about Quantitative
equations. This is a three-step process. First, Simulation replaces all Quantitative attribute
references in the right-hand side of the equation with their numerical values (note that
the equation will thus experience an error upon solving if any Qualitative or Descriptive
attributes are referenced here because they will not be replaced). Second, Simulation
mathematically solves the right-hand side of the equation. Finally, Simulation assigns that
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result to the attribute in the left-hand side, setting its as a condition in the After state.
Input: a Before state; an After state; a quantitative equation with the syntax
eq: <attribute> = <expression>
Output: the After state with a new condition
Process:
1. Resolve any referenced attribute values
2. Solve <expression> as a mathematical equation
3. Set the left-hand side’s <attribute> value in the After state to the result of
solving <expression>
Figure 4.16: Pseudocode for quantitative equation reasoning in the Simulation technique
Figure 4.17 depicts a snippet of the Medical Patch model where a Quantitative equation
is used. The Quantitative equation is bolded and pointed to by an arrow.
Figure 4.17: Example of reasoning with quantitative equations from the Medical Patch
model
4.4.3.3 Reasoning about Qualitative Equations in Explanations
In addition to reasoning with Descriptive and Quantitative equations, Simulation can also
reason about Qualitative equations. Qualitative equations refer to qualitative reasoning,
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which is a naive reasoning strategy whereby one reasons with abstract quantities like low,
medium, and high rather than precise numbers. Reasoning in this manner allows one to still
consider how values change and effect each other without knowing the level of detail implied
by quantitative reasoning2. The qualitative reasoning semantics developed for Simulation
were inspired by the Garp3 technology [118] circa Summer 2011.
Quantity Spaces: Before describing how qualitative equations work, quantity spaces
must be discussed. Each Qualitative-type attribute must define a quantity space in its
description if that qualitative attribute is used in the function or behavior parts of the model.
A quantity space is an ordered sequence of quantities, each a term that represents either a
specific value (like zero) or a range of values (like medium). One orders quantities from
the lowest values to the highest values (i.e., left to right in the sequence), and the quantity
space captures the complete set of all possible values that the attribute may hold. For an
example of a quantity space, consider the Size attribute of the ConicalTips component in
the Medical Patch model. This attribute has the quantity space Small, Medium, Large,
Maximum.
Qualitative attributes also cover when an attribute has a predefined set of values that can
be expressed as a quantity space. For example, the Inserted attribute of the ConicalTips
component in the Medical Patch model is Qualititative and has the quantity space False,
True.
Simulation internally treats an attribute’s quantity space as a zero-indexed array, with
the first (or leftmost) quantity at index zero and going upwards from there. This provides a
simple means to compare quantities and compute differences between them since smaller
quantities correspond to smaller index numbers and vice versa. Thus, when Simulation
converts quantities into their numerical forms, the quantity terms (or the quantity term
corresponding to a referenced attribute’s value) is converted to its index in the quantity
2That said, as the gold standard models in the Usefulness Study (chapter 6) show, one can use numbers as
abstract values if needed.
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space it corresponds to.
Conceptually, quantities originating from different quantity spaces should not necessar-
ily be compared to each other because they are not actually numbers and may be on different
scales. However, the term-to-number conversion done by Simulation makes this possible.
One area for future work could be to explore the ramifications of doing this, such as if doing
so creates opportunity for confusion.
On a related note, although one can use Qualitative attributes or Quantitative attributes
in the right-hand side of a Qualitative equation, one cannot use both kinds of attributes si-
multaneously, including mixing Quantitative attributes with directly referenced Qualitative
values in the <Component>.<Attribute>.<Quantity> construction (see below). How-
ever, one can use Qualitative attributes in addition to raw numbers (which are quantitative
values), and one can also use Quantitative attributes in addition to raw numbers. Again,
these decisions create opportunity for future work. Do these constraints and allowances help
or hinder modeling? Is a different configuration (e.g., allowing qualitative and quantitative
attributes to mix) better for model builders?
One final point about quantity spaces before discussing the Qualitative equation syntax
in Simulation. Within a Qualitative equation, one can directly reference a quantity in a quan-
tity space using the following construction: <Component>.<Attribute>.<Quantity>,
where <Component> refers to a component in the structure submodel, <Attribute> refers
to one of its attributes (which must be a qualitative attribute to be semantically correct),
and <Quantity> refers to a quantity in that attribute’s quantity space. For example,
ConicalTips.Size.Large would refer to the Large quantity in of the Size attribute of
the ConicalTips component in the Medical Patch model.
Qualitative Equation Forms: Qualitative equations take multiple forms in Simulation.
In Form 1, the qualitative equation specifies whether an attribute’s value in the After state is
either directly or inversely proportional to a qualitative or quantitative expression.
The syntax for Form 1 is shown in Figure 4.18. Here, eq: signifies that this is an equation
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to be reasoned about by Simulation, and Simulation determines that this is a qualitative
equation because <Attribute>, which is the attribute to be changed, is Qualitative.
eq : <A t t r i b u t e > i s ( d i r e c t l y | i n v e r s e l y )
p r o p o r t i o n a l t o <Exp r e s s i on >
Figure 4.18: Qualitative equation syntax for Form 1
Figure 4.19 depicts pseudocode for the process by which Simulation reasons about Form
1 qualitative equations. Simulation first replaces all attributes in <Expression> (which
must either all be Qualitative or all be Quantitative) with their numerical equivalents, and
then it solves <Expression> as if it were a Quantitative expression. This produces a
number. Simulation then inspects the result to see if it is either less than, equal to, or
greater than zero. If the specified relationship is directly proportional and the result
is greater than zero, the value of <Attribute> will increase in its quantity space. If equal
to zero, the value will remain the same. And if less than zero, the value will decrease.
If the relationship were inversely proportional, the increase and decrease conditions
are reversed. However, the change in <Attribute> is limited in that an attribute’s value
can never increase beyond the maximum quantity in its quantity space, nor can it decrease
below the minimum quantity. In such cases where an equation would cause that, the value
of <Attribute> simply remains unchanged.
The syntax for Form 2 of Qualitative equations is shown in Figure 4.20. The syntax
is a short-hand version of Form 1. Here, <Other-Attribute> represents a component
attribute. Figure 4.21 gives the pseudocode for this form. Simulation will convert the
short-hand into its Form 1 equivalent and then calculate the result in the same manner as
described in Form 1’s description.
Forms 1 and 2 cause the value of <Attribute> to increase or decrease by at most
one step. Form 3 enables one to set the value to an arbitrary value in the quantity space.
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Input: a Before state; an After state; a qualitative equation with the syntax
eq: <attribute> is (directly | inversely) proportional
to <expression>
Output: the After state with a new condition
Process:
1. Resolve any referenced attribute values. If the attribute is Qualitative, set its
value in the right-hand side to the quantity’s numerical value
2. Solve <expression> as if it were a quantitative expression
3. If directly proportional:
(a) If result is positive, increase the left-hand side’s <attribute> value by one
in its quantity space if possible
(b) If result is negative, decrease the left-hand side’s <attribute> value by
one in its quantity space if possible
(c) If result is zero, no change
4. If inversely proportional, use the same results as those under the previous
step but reverse the increase/decrease outcomes
Figure 4.19: Pseudocode for qualitative equation reasoning (Form 1) in the Simulation
technique
eq : <A t t r i b u t e > i s ( d i r e c t l y | i n v e r s e l y )
p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e change i n <Other−
A t t r i b u t e >
Figure 4.20: Qualitative equation syntax for Form 2
Form 3’s syntax is shown in Figure 4.22 and its pseudocode is in Figure 4.23. Simulation
resolves <Expression> in the same manner described for Form 1, but it then sets the value
of <Attribute> to whichever index in <Attribute>’s quantity space corresponds to the
numerical result (assumed to be a plausible whole number).
Figure 4.24 depicts examples of Forms 1 and 2 of Qualitative equations, bolded and
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Input: a Before state; an After state; a qualitative equation with the syntax
eq: <attribute> is (directly | inversely) proportional
to the change in <other-attribute>
Output: the After state with a new condition
Process:
1. Convert syntax to Form 1 like so: eq: <attribute> is (directly
| inversely) proportional to <other-attribute>:After -
<other-attribute>:Before
2. Process as a Form 1 Qualitative Equation.
Figure 4.21: Pseudocode for qualitative equation reasoning (Form 2) in the Simulation
technique
eq : <A t t r i b u t e > i s e qu a l t o <Exp re s s i on >
Figure 4.22: Qualitative equation syntax for Form 3
Input: a Before state; an After state; a qualitative equation with the syntax
eq: <attribute> is equal to <expression>
Output: the After state with a new condition
Process:
1. Resolve any referenced attribute values. If the attribute is Qualitative, set its
value in the right-hand side to the quantity’s numerical value
2. Solve <expression> as if it were a quantitative expression
3. Set the left-hand side’s <attribute> value to the quantity in <attribute>’s
quantity space corresponding to the numerical result of <expression>
Figure 4.23: Pseudocode for qualitative equation reasoning (Form 3) in the Simulation
technique
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pointed to, from the Medical Patch model. The way the Form 2 equation is interpreted
by Simulation is also shown. Figure 4.25 depicts an example of Form 3 of Qualitative
equations, bolded and pointed to. This is also from the Medical Patch model.
Figure 4.24: Example of Form 1 and Form 2 qualitative equations from the Medical Patch
model
Figure 4.25: Example of Form 3 qualitative equations from the Medical Patch model
4.4.4 Reasoning about Function Explanations
A function explanation on a transition in a behavior indicates that a subfunction is responsi-
ble for the change in some or all of the attribute values from the Before state to the After
state. Figure 4.26, the functional decomposition of the Medical Patch model, illustrates that
in SBF* modeling, behaviors mediate the functional decomposition: a behavior specifies
how a function is decomposed into subfunctions.
To reason about a function explanation, Simulation effectively pauses the simulation of
the current behavior then simulates the behavior linked to the function in the explanation.
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Figure 4.26: Functional decomposition for the Train model with mediating behaviors
The system then sets the attribute values based on that subbehavior simulation’s output and
resumes simulation of the current behavior.
Pausing a superbehavior to simulate a subbehavior through a function explanation can
be a recursive process, enabling the simulator to traverse functional decompositions of any
length (albeit in practice the length is practically constrained by the implementation details).
This model traversal also places a constraint on the models. If a model has a cycle in its
function-subfunction decomposition, Simulation will be caught in an infinite loop and either
continue forever or (more practically speaking) eventually fail due to finite computational
resources. Fortunately, a cycle such as this is semantically unsound since it makes no sense
for a given function to be both a superfunction and a subfunction (either directly or through
some multi-step cycle) to another function, so errors arising from this situation will trigger
a useful model investigation.
Figure 4.27 presents the pseudocode for function explanation reasoning in DESC. Sim-
ulation will set the Start state conditions values to be the superbehavior’s Before state
conditions plus any original Start state conditions of the subbehavior whose attributes
were not covered. Simulation will then simulate the subbehavior as normal. Once done,
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After state condition will be created in the superbehavior for every attribute in the sub-
behavior’s output whose value differs from that in the subbehavior’s Before state or who
explicitly is mentioned in the subbehavior’s associated function’s provides conditions. This
nuanced approach was created because, if all the output conditions were applied to the su-
perbehavior’s After state, then a function explanation could wind up setting a lot of After
state values coincidentally that may collide with other explanations on the superbehavior’s
transition being reasoned about.
Input: a Before state; an After state; a set of function-type explanations FX
Output: the After state with an updated set of conditions
Process:
For each function-type explanation FXi in FX
1. Let F be FXi’s function
2. Let B be the behavior pointed to by F
3. Simulation B per the behavior simulation process (apply process in Figure 4.7
for one behavior), except set the Start state conditions equal to the Before state
conditions plus any existing Start state conditions whose attributes do not appear
in the Before state conditions
4. Let the result of the previous step be the generated behavior’s output P, defined as
the union of all of its Stop state conditions
5. Create a condition in the After state for each condition in P that either (i) has an
attribute in one of F’s provides conditions or (ii) has an attribute value that differs
from the Before state’s value for that attribute
Figure 4.27: Pseudocode for function explanation reasoning in the Simulation technique
Figure 4.28 depicts reasoning with a function explanation in the Medical Patch model.
Specifically, this depicts the model transitioning from State2 to State3 through the
transition T2, which contains a function explanation. The example shows how the function
TipsSwell is pointed to and its associated behavior, TipsSwellBehavior, is called and
then its output returned. Note how only the first two conditions in the behavior’s output
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are returned. These represent attribute values that have changed since State2 and/or are
attributes in the function’s provides conditions.
Figure 4.28: Example of reasoning with a function explanation from the Medical Patch
model
4.4.5 Reasoning with Implicit Value Forwarding
In addition to reasoning about equations in explanations and about function explanations,
Simulation uses a technique here termed implicit value forwarding to address the Frame
Problem in SBF* behavioral modeling. In a given Before and After state pair, Simulation
may not always be able to infer After state values for all the attributes in the Before
state through equation and function reasoning alone. When this is the case, it assumes
that the values of those attributes remain unchanged from the Before state. Thus, it will
set the After state values to be the same as the Before state values. This is implicit value
forwarding. From a model-building perspective, this feature also simplifies modeling by
not requiring that a modeler specify unchanging attribute values in every transition.
Figure 4.29 depicts the pseudocode for implicit value forwarding. Simulation will create
an identical condition in the After state for each condition in the Before state whose value
will not change in the transition being reasoned about.
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Input: a Before state; an After state; the set of changing attributes (determined by
previously running function reasoning and looking ahead to determine what attributes
will get changed by equations)
Output: the After state with an updated set of conditions
Process:
For each condition C in the Before state
1. If C’s attribute is not in the set of changing attributes, create a condition in the
After state identical to C
Figure 4.29: Pseudocode for implicit value forwarding in the Simulation technique
Figure 4.30 depicts reasoning with implicit value forwarding in the Medical Patch
model. This figure shows State1 transitioning to State2 through the transition T1. The
condition ConicalTips.Inserted = True is implicitly forwarded to State2 (shown as
drawn-on bold text with a dashed arrow) because Simulation could not resolve it through
the two explanations on T1. The two explanations resolve the ConicalTips.Size and
ConicalTips.FrictionAmount attributes through their associated equations. These at-
tributes are highlighted in the equations with boxes drawn around them.
Figure 4.30: Example of reasoning with implicit value forwarding from the Medical Patch
model
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4.4.6 Evaluating the Behaviors
Evaluation of the behaviors ensures that they represent consistent descriptions of the design’s
processes. To this end, Simulation determines to what extent a behavior’s state conditions
are all justified by the transition explanations. After Simulation completes the behavior
simulations, it evaluates the input behaviors. Figure 4.31 depicts the pseudocode for this
process.
Simulation compares each condition in each state of each input behavior against the
conditions in the matching state in the simulated or generated behavior. There will always
be a known matching state because Simulation only alters the state conditions; it leaves the
structure of the behavior (i.e., the states and their transitions) the same. A input condition
is viewed as having an issue if, for the same component and attribute pair, there is no
matching condition in the generated state or if there is a matching condition and the values
differ. Note that Simulation does not view as issues if the generated state has a superset of
conditions relative to the input state.
Input: input behaviors IB; generated behaviors GB
Output: behavior evaluation results
Process:
For each behavior IBi in IB and matching behavior GBi in GB:
1. For each state SIB in IBi and matching state SGB in GBi:
(a) Identify as issues all conditions in SIB whose attribute (i) is not in SGB’s
conditions or (ii) is in SGB’s conditions but with a different value
Figure 4.31: Pseudocode for comparing simulation results to the input model’s behaviors
in the Simulation technique
Figure 4.32 visualizes this for the TipsResistPulloutBehavior behavior of the
Medical Patch model. The top part of the figure represents the behavior as given as input,
and the middle part represents hypothetical (only for illustrative purposes) results from
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running Simulation across the behavior. The conditions of each state are compared, and
differences (visualized in the dashed boxes at the bottom) are detected. Simulation has been
configured only to print differences in its human-readable output that relate to conditions
that appear in the input behavior, so some of these differences, while detected, will not be
shown to the practitioner.
Figure 4.32: Visualizing behavior evaluation through difference detection in states. (Top)
Input TipsResistPulloutBehavior from the Medical Patch Model. (Middle) Hypothet-
ical (only for illustrative purposes) output of running Simulation on this behavior. (Bottom)
Dashed boxes represent condition differences between the states. Some differences will not
be printed in the human-readable output of Simulation to reduce clutter
Figure 4.33 depicts a reformatted snippet of the behavior results output produced by
Simulation as set up for theComputational Experimentation. Specifically, these results show
an example of issues detected in behavior evaluation. The model was configured as Wrong
Value in a Function Provides Condition, which means a function provides condition in the
inputted model was given an incorrect value. The technique (Simulation) was configured
as No Function Reasoning, which means reasoning by functions was disabled. See Chapter
5 to better contextualize these terms.
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• For PatchResistsPulloutBehavior:
– For state State3:
∗ You said ConicalTips.FrictionAmount = 10.0. I think that it should be
0.0
∗ You said ConicalTips.Size = Large. I think that it should be Small.
Figure 4.33: Example results of behavior evaluation for the Medical Patch model from
the Computational Experimentation. Model configuration was Wrong Value in a Function
Provides Condition. Technique (Simulation) configuration was No Function Reasoning
4.4.7 Evaluating the Functions
Evaluation of the functions ensures that the design being modeled achieves its purposes
(intended or perceived) through the behaviors. To this end, Simulation determines the
extent to which the behavior responsible for achieving each function actually does achieve
it according to the provides conditions associated with the function.
After Simulation has completed its behavior simulations and evaluations, it evaluates
all the functions. Conceptually, the provides conditions of a function specify the attribute
values that must be true at the completion of the function. Therefore, the Stop state of a
behavior should reflect a world state that is consistent with these provides conditions.
Figure 4.34 depicts the pseudocode for this process. For a given function, Simulation
compares the attribute and value pairs from the function’s provides conditions with the
attribute and value pairs that result from the associated simulated behavior. It looks for
contradictions in these values (i.e., the output is missing a value or has a different value),
thereby determining to what extent the behavior actually achieves the function. Note that
attribute values that result from the behavior but are not defined by the provides conditions
are ignored, for the missing attribute value pairs in the function’s provides conditions are
interpreted as aspects of the world state that the function does not care about.
Figure 4.35 visualizes this for the TipsResistPullout function and the
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Input: input functions IF; generated behaviors GB
Output: function evaluation results
Process:
For each function IFi in IF:
1. Let GBi be the behavior in GB whose matching input behavior achieves IFi
2. Let P be the output of GBi, defined as the union of all of its Stop state conditions
3. Identify as issues all conditions in IFi whose attribute (a) is not in P or (b) is in P
but with a different value
Figure 4.34: Pseudocode for comparing simulation results to the input model’s functions
in the Simulation technique
TipsResistPulloutBehavior behavior that achieves it, both from the Medical Patch
model. The top part of the figure represents the function as given as input, and the middle
part represents hypothetical (only for illustrative purposes) results from running Simulation
across the behavior. The provides conditions of the function (in this case, there is only one)
are compared against the output of the inferred (or generated) behavior, which comes from
its Stop state. Any inconsistencies between the provides conditions and the behavior’s
output–that is, values of attributes that differ–are reported as differences. Note that the extra
attribute values in the behavior’s output are not viewed as inconsistencies.
Figure 4.36 depicts a reformatted snippet of the results output produced by Simulation
as set up for the Computational Experimentation. Specifically, these results show an
example of an issue detected in function evaluation. The model was configured as Wrong
Value in a Function Provides condition, which means a function provides condition in the
inputted model was given an incorrect value. The technique (Simulation) was configured
as Complete, which means all features of Simulation were enabled. See Chapter 5 to better
contextualize these terms.
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Figure 4.35: Visualizing function evaluation through consistency evaluation of the func-
tion’s provides condition against the simulated behavior’s output. (Top) The function
TipsResistPullout from the Medical Patch model and its provides condition. The
behavior TipsResistPulloutBehavior from the same model achieves this function.
(Middle) Hypothetical (only for ilustrative purposes) output of running Simulation on the
TipsResistPulloutBehavior behavior. (Bottom) Dashed box represents that the func-
tion’s provides condition was found to be inconsistent with a condition in the Stop state of
the behavior
• For TipsSwell:
– Your function said ConicalTips.FrictionAmount = 20.0. However, based on
your associated behavior, I think that it should be 10.0.
Figure 4.36: Example results of function evaluation for the Medical Patch model from
the Computational Experimentation. Model configuration was Wrong Value in a Function
Provides Condition. Technique (Simulation) configuration was Complete
4.4.8 Technical Architecture
Figure 4.37 depicts the technical architecture for the Simulation technique of DESC. The
boxes in this diagram represent process units, with the underlined heading categorizing them
by major task. The circles represent knowledge units. The process units are represented
in chronological order starting from the top although the various equation reasoners under
the core algorithm could occur in any order and any given reasoner could never occur,
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depending on the input model. Indentation signifies that the more-indented process unit is
conceptually a subprocess of the less indented one.
As with the description of and pseudocode for Simulation, the implementation descrip-
tion here acts as if the processing to enable multiple trajectories does not exist because this
experimental feature was scoped out for this dissertation.
First, a converter translates or ingests a textual representation of an SBF* model to an
internal data object representation. This converter consists of a library generated by Xtext
[174] using the language definition from Appendix A. Then, the core Simulation algorithm
is executed. This core algorithm leverages process units that execute different reasoning
strategies. All of this produces a results internal data structure that is used by another
process unit to generate Markdown [70] text for human consumption. Finally, a third-party
library converts this text into HTML to be consumed by the end user. The first and last
steps of this process occur outside of the core functionality of Simulation.
4.5 Comparison Technique
The other technique in DESC is Comparison. Comparison and its associated analogical
mapping techniques cover the following research questions and hypotheses:
• Research Question 3. How might an AI agent check a design model for external
consistency?
Hypothesis 3. It may do so by analogically comparing a given model against an-
other model of the same design, where differences represent potential issues. The
Comparison technique of DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
• Research Question 4. Analogical comparison implies mapping. How might an AI
agent map two models?
Hypothesis 4. It may do so by decomposing the mapping task, solving the subtasks,
and using solutions from earlier subtasks to constrain and inform solutions to future
subtasks. Compositional Mapping illustrates this hypothesis.
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Figure 4.38 diagrammatically depicts the overall process of Comparison. Given two
SBF* models of the same topic (the Input model and an Alternative model), (1) align those
models (a.k.a., map them) using some mapping algorithm then (2) leverage that mapping to
detect difference between them. Differences between the models may signal that one of the
models (or both of them!) contain misconceptions, omissions, or extraneous information
at these points of difference. This process reflects an act of external consistency checking
because the Alternative model acts as another opinion about the real-world concept being
modeled or the vision of that concept (for the candidate design).
The Alternative model can be of any level of authority to be valuable. It need not
be considered a kind of ground truth. If the Alternative model is believed to be more
authoritative than the Input model, identified differences are likely issues with the Input
model. For example, the Alternative model could come from a trustworthy source such
as a teammate with greater expertise or from an external domain expert; or it could be
automatically generated from a trustworthy source such as a scientific paper. (Motivating the
plausibility of the last thought, [124]’s work automatically extracts “partial SBF models of
biological systems from their natural language documents.”) In these cases, the practitioner
may simply take the word, so to speak, of the Alternative model and repair their Input model
so that it aligns perfectly with the Alternative model. That said, more meaningful cognitive
change (i.e., change in the practitioner’s cognitive, internal representation of the concept
that drove construction of the Input model) may occur if they investigated each difference
before repairing their model to determine why the change is necessary.
If this is not the case for the Alternative model, identified differences may still be issues
with the Input model, but care must be taken to vet those differences before making repairs.
Perhaps the Alternative model originated from a teammate with the same or worse level of
domain expertise as the practitioner who generated the Input model. In this circumstance,
detected differences may reflect legitimate issues in the Input model, but they also might
reflect issues in the Alternative model. The practitioner is best served by investigating
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the identified differences with a skeptical eye. They are potential issues, but one should
only repair the Input model after confirming their authenticity and determining the correct
content.
Regardless of the authority of the Alternative model, Comparison’s utility is in raising
areas of concern for investigation. When neither model is viewed as ground truth, problems
may exist in either (or both) of them, thus differences should be deliberately addressed by the
practitioner and any involved teammates to determine the best path forward. Indeed, perhaps
a difference is merely a different modeling decision and does not require reconciliation.
Figure 4.39 depicts the pseudocode for the overall Comparison process. This also
is a two-step process like described above. First, a map is generated between the two
models and then differences are identified. How mapping works is described below. Figure
4.40 depicts the pseudocode for the difference identification step of the process. This is
generalized pseudocode that does not completely apply to everything, but rather, it depicts
a generic case. A model element EIM in the Input model is identified as being a difference
if (a) it is not mapped to an element in the Alternative model. Or, if (b) EIM is mapped to
some element EAM in the other model, it is identified as a difference if EIM and EAM should
not map (defined below and applicable only to a set of model element types) or if at least
one of their associated elements are not mapped to each other. A model element EAM in the
Alternative model is identified as being a difference if it is not mapped to an element in the
Input model. More reasoning is unnecessary because the Input model logic covers it.
For functions, components, attributes, attribute values, conditions, and explanations,
Comparison checks if two mapped model elements should be mapped in detecting dif-
ferences. To start, a couple assumptions: first, the mapping algorithm will only map
representation elements of the same type. For example, a component should only map to
another component and not to a state, transition, or something else. Second, when both
the Input and Alternative models share terminology then they are referring to the same
concept. That is, model elements identified by the same words in both models mean the
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same thing (e.g., the component MicroneedleArray in the Input model and the component
MicroneedleArray in the Alternative model both refer to the same concept) and are thus
identical. This greatly simplifies the task of identifying equivalence between mapped model
elements.
Figure 4.41 gives the rules for determining whether two model elements should map
for the types that this applies to. At an abstract level, Comparison checks the literal and
semantic equivalence of two representation elements. Literal similarity asks if two repre-
sentation elements (usually represented by their names) are superficially identical. That is,
MicroneedleArray is literally identical to MicroneedleArray but not to ConicalTips.
Semantic similarity asks if the two representation elementsmean the same thing, despite
the extent to which they are literally the same. A proper implementation of semantic
similarity is outside the scope of this dissertation, but a proxy form was implemented in two
ways. First, when considering equivalence for aspects like component names, Comparison
uses both the aforementioned literal similarity and a synthetic semantic similarity checker.
This combination considers two text strings to be identical if (a) they are literally identical
or (b) if they are literally identical except that one is prefixed with Alt_ (synthetically
approximating different terminology with the same meaning). For example, Comparison
would consider ConicalTips in the Input representation to be identical to ConicalTips
and Alt_ConicalTips in the Alternative representation.
Second, when considering equivalence for descriptions (such as equations) on transi-
tion explanations, Comparison will leverage prior Component and Attribute mappings
to replace all Component.Attribute constructions in one of the descriptions with their
mapped versions from the other representation. It will then run a literal equivalence check
on the two descriptions. For example, assume that the component ConicalTips and its
attribute FrictionAmount in the Input representation are mapped to Alt_ConicalTips
and its attribute Alt_FrictionAmount in the Alternative representation3. The goal is to
3This technique is not limited to only the Alt_ constructions.
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determine if the explanation description eq: ConicalTips.FrictionAmount =
ConicalTips.FrictionAmount:Before + 5.0 in the Input representation is identical
to the description eq: Alt_ConicalTips.Alt_FrictionAmount =
Alt_ConicalTips.Alt_FrictionAmount:Before + 5.0 in the Alternative represen-
tation. With only literal similarity, Comparison would say that these are not identical.
Instead, Comparison converts the Input representation’s description into eq:
Alt_ConicalTips.Alt_FrictionAmount =
Alt_ConicalTips.Alt_FrictionAmount:Before + 5.0
before checking for literal similarity between the descriptions, leading in this case to them
being identical. This approach is a form of semantic similarity because ConicalTips and
Alt_ConicalTips and their attributes mean the same thing (in a sense) within the context
of these descriptions given the existing mapping.
Figures 4.42, 4.43, and 4.44 depict example output (reformatted for this document) of
Comparison. Figure 4.42 depicts a snippet of the output for the behaviors aspect of the
models, using the Behavior/Function Reorganization configuration of the Medical Patch
model as the Alternative model for comparison and using the Compositional Mapping
configuration of Comparison. Figure 4.43 depicts the complete functions output for this
same setup. Finally, Figure 4.44 depicts the complete structure submodel results for the
Combined Components configuration of the Friction Drag model with the Compositional
Mapping configuration of Comparison. The Friction Drag model describes a flat plate
generating drag as it moves through a fluid.
4.5.1 Assumptions
Comparison assumes two important things. First, (for the sake of this dissertation) this
technique assumes that all designs are articulated as SBF* models. Two features of SBF*
models are important for Comparison. They are discrete, structured representations and
thus detecting differences at the model element level makes sense. Additionally, specifically
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with regard to Compositional Mapping (see below), SBF* as a modeling language has a rich
semantics, enabling one to form logical partitions that are needed to usefully decompose
the mapping problem for Compositional Mapping.
As the second assumption, Comparison assumes that there exists an Alternative model
to compare against. The origin of this Alternative model is technically irrelevant to the
technique because difference detection occurs the same in any case. However, as mentioned
above, the user of this technique should take into consideration the relative authority of the
Alternative model when interpreting Comparison’s results.
Note that this second assumption makes Comparison unlikely to be useful for a novel,
candidate design, for it’s possible that the candidate design is unique in the world. However,
in the context of team-based design, multiple teammates might articulate their vision of
the candidate design, thus enabling Comparison’s use. In this circumstance, external
consistency checking refers to how well the articulated design accurately represents the rest
of the team’s (or the people within the team’s) vision of the candidate design.
4.5.2 Compositional Mapping
Step 1 of the Comparison process involves forming a mapping (or alignment) between two
models, and to do so, Comparison leverages a mapping algorithm. Two such algorithms
were implemented in this dissertation. The first, discussed here, is a novel approach to
analogical mapping that is called Compositional Mapping, which embodies Hypothesis 4
of this dissertation. The second technique is called Uniform Mapping, and it exists as a foil
for Compositional Mapping. Uniform Mapping is described in the next section.
Hypothesis 4 (which Compositional Mapping illustrates) says that an AI agent may map
two models by decomposing the mapping task, solving the subtasks, and using solutions
from earlier subtasks to constrain and inform solutions to future subtasks. Implicit in this
hypothesis is that this technique will produce superior results compared to an approach
without these ideas. Good results are operationalized as those that identify only salient
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differences between the models (i.e., related to representation elements that are actually
different between the two). Superior results thus will have more salient results and fewer
non-salient results.
Figure 4.45 visualizes this mapping strategy. The large circles at the top represent the
two models (a.k.a., in this case, designs) to be mapped, and the small circles within them
are their model elements. At the bottom, the models have been decomposed into partitions
(the larger circles at the bottom), which contain model elements (small circles) that may
overlap partitions. Mapping occurs on a per-partition basis. The results of mapping earlier
partitions constrain and guide the mapping process of future partitions, represented by the
dashed lines.
Compositional Mapping leverages problem decomposition and constraint satisfaction
to tackle the task of mapping two models. Thus, one must first conceptually decompose the
knowledge representation into logical chunks, or partitions, at the language level, without
knowledge of what is to be represented. Each partition represents a mapping subproblem to
be solved by a subalgorithm. Next, one defines the order by which Compositional Mapping
will address the subproblems. Order matters because the results of each subproblem
along with the results from all prior subproblems get propagated as constraints to the next
subproblem in the sequence, and subalgorithms promise to abide by the constraints given
to them. Once partitions and ordering have been determined, Compositional Mapping can
be used to solve all the subproblems. Once all subproblems have been solved, the global
task of mapping the two knowledge representations is also solved.
Figure 4.46 depicts the pseudocode for Compositional Mapping. Note that the parti-
tioning and ordering has already been determined and baked in to this algorithm. However,
the subalgorithms that will actually solve each subproblem are provided as input and are
thus configurable. Essentially, the algorithm steps through the different partition types in
the defined order. To map a partition, Compositional Mapping uses a partition mapper and
a set of constraints (which may be empty, as in the first partition addressed) to generate
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mapping results. These mapping results are then added to the set of constraints where they
did not already exist. Then the algorithm moves on to the next partition in the order.
By decomposing the larger mapping problem into a sequence of subproblems, this dis-
sertation hypothesizes two benefits4. First, the smaller size of the subproblems relative to
the complete problem should be computationally simpler to solve since each problem has
less relative complexity. Moreover, if the problem decomposition and the knowledge repre-
sentation allow for it, this decomposition should aid scaling up to larger representations (in
terms of the number of partition instances), since the complexity of at least some individual
subproblems would likely remain relatively unchanged. For example, the decomposition
created for SBF* models solves each behavior as its own subproblem. Input models could
scale up the number of behaviors that they had, and although there would of course be more
behavior subproblems to solve, each individual behavior subproblem would be about the
same level of complexity as in a model with fewer behaviors. That said, an unsolved issue
with scalability is the memory burden of tracking a growing set of propagated constraints
and a growing results set. Note also that this potential benefit is not always applicable.
For example, the functions (as a submodel) subalgorithm used in both Compositional Map-
ping configurations for the Computational Experimentation uses the complete functions
submodel and thus would not benefit from this scaling concept.
Second, the implementor of Compositional Mapping can optimize the subalgorithms
to best address each subproblem type. Perhaps certain subproblems require more compu-
tationally demanding solvers whereas others can achieve good results cheaply. Perhaps a
strategy works well on certain subproblem types but poorly on others. Decomposing the
mapping problem allows one to address situations like these on an ad hoc basis. Attempting
to solve the mapping task all at once with a single algorithm, on the other hand, is less likely
to facilitate localized optimization of this sort.
4This dissertation ignores the edge case where decomposing the larger problem somehow results in a
single subproblem that is identical to it.
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The results of subproblems (plus all preceding results in the sequence) are propagated
forward as constraints to (a) maintain consistency across subproblem solutions and to
(b) simplify future subproblem solving. To understand functional role (a), consider two
theoretical assumptions on mapping. First is the notion of one-to-one mapping. One-to-one
mapping is defined here as saying that a given element X in (say) the one representation
will map to at most one element Y in another representation, and no other element Z in the
first representation will map to Y. Second is symmetrical mapping, which is defined here
as saying that if X in one representation maps to Y in another representation, then Y in that
other representation will also map to X in the first representation. (In other words, mapping
is bidirectional.) To adhere to both of these mapping assumptions, it is important that the
subalgorithms construct an overall map of the two representations that violates neither of
them.
Constraint propagation ensures that these two theoretical assumptions are not violated
by enabling communication between the subalgorithms. Future subalgorithms receive past
subalgorithm solutions and promise not to generate any solutions of their own that contradict
the past solutions in terms of one-to-one and symmetrical mapping. (They also implicitly
promise not to violate either assumption in their own solution set.) The communication is
expressed in the form of constraints because these past solutions are constraining the space
of possible solutions from the perspective of the future subalgorithms.
Adhering to one-to-one and symmetrical mapping in this way gives the impression of
coherence in the global mapping when viewed from the outside. Final results will appear
to be the product of a coordinated whole rather than from a disjointed set of subalgorithms
and should thus, it is hypothesized, be more comprehensible and valuable to whoever or
whatever intends to use the results.
The second functional role ((b) above) of constraint propagation is to simplify future
subproblems. This is essentially a positive spin on the previous functional role. Past
solutions may help to partially or completely solve a subproblem for a future subalgorithm,
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for the propagated results may map elements that are also present in the future subproblem.
This simplifies the subproblem precisely because the subproblem thus begins partially or
completely solved.
4.5.2.1 Partitioning the Knowledge Representation
The overall process of Compositional Mapping raises some questions that must be answered
to implement this technique towards solving a task. How should one partition a knowledge
representation? How should the subalgorithmswork? Inwhat order should the subproblems
be solved? This and subsequent sections address these questions by providing guidance and
discussing what choices were made for the implementation of Compositional Mapping in
the Computational Experimentation of this dissertation.
To use a knowledge representation with Compositional Mapping, one needs to partition
it. Each partition should be a logical unit in the knowledge representation at the language
level, without assuming anything about the incoming model contents. This lets the method
be generalizable beyond a specific topic or set of topics. A chunk can be subsumed
by another chunk. The point here is to form the parts of the representations that will
become the mapping subproblems to be solved. This step requires that the knowledge
representation language used be rich enough to accommodate partitioning. SBF* is, but a
simpler representation such as a basic semantic networkwould not be. With only entities and
relationships as one’s language definition, it is unclear how to partition the representation
without advanced knowledge of the content being represented.
With regard to SBF* models, partitions were created along the major organizing units:
the structure submodel, the functions (as a submodel), a function, the behaviors (as a
submodel), a behavior, a behavioral state, and a behavioral transition. As one can see,
some partitions subsume others (e.g., behaviors subsumes a behavior). This works because
the different subalgorithms have different responsibilities for what to map. For example,
the subalgorithm related to the behaviors only maps each behavior to another behavior. It
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does not map anything inside a behavior. Whereas the subalgorithm for a behavior maps
states to states and transitions to transitions, but it does not map anything inside a state or a
transition.
4.5.2.2 Developing the Subalgorithms
There should be one subalgorithm per knowledge representation partition type. This en-
ables optimization of subalgorithms on a per-partition basis (as previously mentioned). A
subalgorithm can work however one desires, but it must accept a set of mapping constraints
as input (among anything else it wants to accept as input) and it must produce a mapping as
output, which can be empty if nothing gets mapped. Further, this output mapping should
not contradict any constraints given to the subalgorithm nor should the mapping violate the
one-to-one and symmetrical mapping assumptions.
Only these few constraints are placed on the functioning of a subalgorithm to give subal-
gorithm developers large flexibility in how they solve a mapping subproblem. Furthermore,
specifying how a subalgorithm should operate is at best unnecessary at this level of ab-
straction and is at worst presumptuous because it assumes foreknowledge of the knowledge
representation partitions being addressed.
With regards to SBF* models, the Compositional Mapping configuration with interac-
tion used the following subalgorithms during the Computational Experimentation. This set
of subalgorithms was developed with the intent of getting strong results for the experimen-
tation. That said, no claim is made that this represents the optimal set up for SBF* models.
Further optimization would be a good topic for future research, especially regarding the
trade off between efficiency and performance.
The subalgorithms fell broadly into three categories: analogical algorithms, a heuristic
algorithm without interaction, and interactive algorithms with interaction. The analogical
algorithms covered these partitions: the structure submodel, a behavior, and the functions (as
a submodel). The structure submodel subalgorithm is responsible for mapping components,
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attributes, and connections. The behavior subalgorithm is responsible for mapping states
and transitions within a single behavior. The functions (as a submodel) subalgorithm
is responsible for mapping functions together but not their contents. For both behavior
and functions, the subalgorithms used the Case Mapper implementation of the Structure-
Mapping Engine tomap those partitions. CaseMapper appears to support giving constraints
to its mapping process, so the constraint satisfaction aspect of Compositional Mapping was
realized while using an external tool. For the structure submodel, a heuristic approach is
first used to create an initial mapping in the form of constraints to give to Case Mapper,
which was used to create the partition mapping. The heuristic approach was conceptually
the same as what was described earlier in this chapter about checking if two model elements
are identical for difference identification in Compositional Mapping. Two elements only
map if they are of the same type and are literally or semantically the same, with the same
proof-of-concept implementation of semantic similarity as discussed earlier.
The second category of subalgorithms was heuristic without interaction. This was the
subalgorithm corresponding to the behaviors (as a submodel) partition. This partition is
responsible for mapping behaviors to each other, but it mapped nothing inside the behaviors.
This subalgorithm is a case where the constraint propagation aspect of Compositional
Mapping actually completely solved the subproblem, for in the implementation, the function
partition was solved before the behaviors partition. In the function partition, the internals of
functions are mapped. Since each function points to a behavior, this means that behaviors
are also mapped. Thus, the subalgorithm for behaviors need not actually do anything. Its
job was already done! Note that the behaviors subalgorithm implementation does actually
create a mapping between behaviors as its output using the constraints given to it as input,
but this was, upon reflection, unnecessary.
The third category of subalgorithms were heuristic with interaction. The associated
partitions: a function, a state, and a transition. The function subalgorithm is responsible
for mapping conditions (specifically, the provides conditions), components, attributes, and
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behaviors (those that are associated with the functions under analysis). The state subal-
gorithm is responsible for mapping conditions, components, and attributes. Components
and attributes in these two partitions relate to those that appear in the conditions. Function
and state subalgorithms share the same functionality for mapping their provides conditions
and (state) conditions, respectively. The transition subalgorithm is responsible for mapping
explanations along with the functions and connections that appear in explanations.
Each one of these subalgorithms works in a two stage process. First, the subalgorithm
uses heuristics like those described for the structure submodel (except without any relation-
ship to Case Mapper) to create a map for the partition. Second, if any unmapped elements
remain that could be mapped without violating a constraint, the subalgorithm will prompt
the user of Compositional Mapping (assumed to be a human) to finish mapping these el-
ements to the extent they think is appropriate. Once two elements are mapped, they are
removed from consideration so as to not allow violation of the one-to-one and symmetrical
mapping assumptions. The interactive mode also prohibits the user from creating mappings
that violate constraints.
This represents the complete set of subalgorithms implemented for the Compositional
Mapping configuration with interaction for the computational experimentation. The Com-
positional Mapping (No Interaction) configuration (see Chapter 5) differs from this con-
figuration only in that the function, state, and transition subalgorithms only implement the
heuristic stage of the two stage process described above.
One can see from these descriptions that there are a variety of approaches to solving the
subproblems to map SBF* partitions. This illustrates how one need not be confined to a
single mapping strategy when using Compositional Mapping.
4.5.2.3 Ordering the Subproblems
The third and final question to be answered to fully realize Compositional Mapping is in
what order to solve the subproblems (a.k.a., in what order to execute the subalgorithms).
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Because constraint propagation is an important aspect of Compositional Mapping, it is
important that the subproblems are solved in sequential order. That said, an interesting
area for future work could be exploring ways to add simultaneous processing to improve
Compositional Mapping’s efficiency.
The implementor of a Compositional Mapping instance defines this order. In so doing,
they are defining a process layer to Compositional Mapping–do this first, then that, and
so on–including ensuring results get collated along the way and constraints are propagated
forward. Selecting the order goes hand in hand with defining the subalgorithms, for one
can start to take shortcuts in certain subalgorithms knowing that results from a previous
subalgorithm will be available, such as described above with the behaviors (as a submodel)
subalgorithm. Thus, it may be worthwhile to define the order before deciding on how the
subalgorithms operate.
It is hard to provide general guidance for how to define the order of subalgorithms
for Compositional Mapping. However, given that one of the functional roles of constraint
propagation is to simplify future subproblem solving, it may be useful to consider starting
with partitions whose elements are most connected to other parts of the representation. For
example, the structure submodel is a good starting place for SBF* because components and
attributes are present in both behavior state conditions and function provides conditions
as well as being referenced in equation explanations. Results of the structure submodel
mapping thus may constrain elements in both the functions and the behaviors. A top-down
strategy was also used for SBF* ordering. For example, the behaviors are processed before
processing within each behavior. This makes sense because the behaviors subalgorithm
maps behaviors to each other. Once they are mapped, then one can map the contents of
individual behaviors.
With regards to the SBF* models and Compositional Mapping, the ordering for the
Computational Experimentation5 was as follows: the structure submodel, then the functions
5This ordering is true for both Compositional Mapping configurations.
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(starting with the submodel level), and then the behaviors (starting with the submodel level).
The structure submodel is solved by a single subalgorithm. With regards to the functions,
first the functions (but nothing within them) are aligned, then within each mapped function
pair is aligned. With regards to behaviors, the behaviors (but nothing within them) are first
aligned; then the states and the transitions (but nothing within them) within each mapped
behavior pair; then the conditions of each mapped state pair; and finally, the explanations
within each mapped transition pair. This ordering reflects the top-down strategy mentioned
above, and upon reflection, it also reflects the strategy of giving precedence to subalgorithms
in the mapping process that deal with elements that may appear in future subalgorithms.
This ordering is also reflected in the pseudocode description of Compositional Mapping in
Figure 4.46.
4.5.3 Uniform Mapping
Uniform Mapping is an alternative approach to Compositional Mapping for Comparison.
Uniform Mapping says that the way to map two models is to provide complete models to a
single algorithm that will then return results for the complete models. There are otherwise
no constraints placed on this single, all-at-once algorithm except that it should produce
a one-to-one, symmetrical mapping. Figure 4.47 visualizes this mapping strategy. Each
large circle represents a model (a.k.a., in this case, a design), and the small circles represent
elements within the models. The mapping occurs all-at-once across the whole models.
This dissertation’s implementation of Uniform Mapping is essentially an interface or
bridge to the server version of CaseMapper [119]. Specifically, it is a bridge to its Structure-
Mapping Engine (SME) [44] aspect. (Note: this same bridge technology was also used for
mapping partitions for the analogical-category subalgorithms in Compositional Mapping.)
Thus, Uniform Mapping’s implementation can be considered an instance of using SME
with SBF* models.
There are thus three ways to think of Uniform Mapping’s role in this dissertation. First,
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it is another approach to the mapping stage in Comparison, illustrating how the technique is
not bound to a single mapping approach. Second, it is a conceptually ablated form of Com-
positional Mapping, lacking its problem decomposition feature and (because constraints
are unnecessary without decomposition) its constraint satisfaction feature. Finally, Uniform
Mapping is representative of a more conventional approach to mapping two representations.
How to represent SBF* models with Case Mapper’s representational language posed an
interesting research challenge, for the chosen representational schema is linked to the results.
The schema (or language, so to speak) defined for this purpose is in Appendix B6. Figure
4.48 depicts an example of the conversion from SBF* to the Case Mapper representation for
a snippet of the Medical Patch model. Getting an optimal Case Mapper representation for
SBF* models was outside the scope of this dissertation, but it would make for an interesting
piece of future work for exploring SME’s relationship with SBF* models. That said, the
results of the computational experimentation suggest that Case Mapper does reasonably
well with the current schema.
Figure 4.49 depicts the pseudocode for Uniform Mapping. First, the Input and Alterna-
tive models are converted to SME-appropriate representations. SME is then ran on them,
producing results. Finally, those results are converted back into SBF*-friendly representa-
tions for further reasoning.
4.5.4 Technical Architecture
Figure 4.50 depicts the technical architecture for DESC’s Comparison technique with the
mapping stage intentionally left as a placeholder. The boxes in this diagram and the others
in this section represent process units, with the underlined heading categorizing them by
major task. Note that “Determine Similarity Between Matches” is actually done by three
modules: one for the structure, one or the behaviors, and one for the functions, and this
process is actually the first part of the method that generates human-readable results. The
6The analogical sub-algorithms in Compositional Mapping also used this language and mostly the same
implementation technology to convert SBF* models into this form.
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circles represent knowledge units. The process units are represented in chronological
order starting from the top, and indentation signifies that the more-indented process unit is
conceptually a subprocess of the less indented one.
In this architecture, first a converter translates or ingests textual representations of two
SBF* models to internal data object representations upon receiving the two models for
comparison as input. This converter consists of a library generated by Xtext [174] using
the language definition from Appendix A. Given in-memory SBF* representations, the
core Comparison algorithm then begins, first generating a map between the two models.
This Map declares what model elements are mapped together and leaves out any unmapped
elements. Afterwards, Comparison determines whether thematchedmodel elements should
have matched (a.k.a., similarity checking), and finally generates a Markdown [70] human-
readable textual set of results that identifies the model differences. In the last step of this
architecture, the textual output is converted into HTML for human consumption by a third
party library. The first and last steps of this process occur outside of Comparison’s core
functionality.
Figure 4.51 depicts the technical architecture for how Compositional Mapping fulfills
the mapping stage of the overall Comparison process. Again, boxes are process units,
with the underlined heading categorizing them by major task; and circles are knowledge
units. Given in-memory SBF* models, Compositional Mapping addresses model partitions
related to the Structure submodel, Functions, then Behaviors. This order is configurable
and a submodel is skipped if either of the two input models is missing that submodel. Along
the way, the process units build up and use a set of Constraints (if constraint propagation
is enabled), and they build up an informal results map (not shown) that eventually gets
converted into the results data object, called the Map here and in the generic architecture.
Figure 4.52 depicts the technical architecture for how Uniform Mapping fulfills the
mapping stage of the overall Comparison process. Boxes are process units and circles
are knowledge units. Given in-memory SBF* models, Uniform Mapping leverages a
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subalgorithm that maps two complete SBF* models. This subalgorithm works by first
converting the models into their Case Mapper representations. (See Appendix B for the
language developed to represent SBF* models for Case Mapper for this dissertation.)
Constraints would also be converted for use in Case Mapper in this subalgorithm as well,
but none ever exist for the Uniform Mapping technique, so this is ignored here. Then it
leverages an interface that communicates with a Case Mapper server. The results of Case
Mapper are eventually translated back into SBF* elements and used to produce the Map.
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Figure 4.37: Technical architecture for Simulation. Circles are knowledge elements. Boxes
are processes
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Figure 4.38: Overview of DESC’s Comparison technique
Input: input model IM; alternative model AM; set of partition mappers P (if using
Compositional Mapping)
Output: evaluation results for IM
Process:
1. Generate map between IM and AM. (See Figures 4.46 and 4.49) Call this MAP
2. Identify differences between IM and AM using MAP (See Figure 4.40)
Figure 4.39: Pseudocode for Comparison
Input: input model IM; alternative model AM; map MAP between IM and AM
Output: evaluation results for IM
Process:
1. For each checked model element EIM in IM:
(a) Identify a difference if EIM has no entry in MAP
(b) OR Identify a difference if (i) EIM should not map with EAM or (ii) EIM’s as-
sociated elements (e.g., parent elements) are not mapped to EAM’s associated
elements
2. For each model element EAM in AM:
(a) Identify a difference if EAM has no entry in MAP
Figure 4.40: Pseudocode for identifying differences for Comparison (Generalized case)
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Attribute values: They should map if one of the following is true:
• If numbers, they represent the same number.
• If not numbers, they are literally identical strings.
Conditions: They should map if their components, attributes, and attribute values all
should map.
Explanations: They should map if their types are the same and one of the following is
true:
• They are function type or connection type and have names that pass (i) or
(ii) below
• They are not function type, do not have descriptions, and have names that
pass (i) or (ii) below
• They are not function type, at least one has a description, and the descriptions
are identical strings after all attribute references in one of the explanation’s
descriptions are replaced with mapped versions.
Components and Attributes: They should map if one of the following is true:
(i) Their names are literally identical strings.
(ii) Their names are semantically the same.
Figure 4.41: Rules for identifying if two model elements should map
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Differences in Behaviors
• I matched your behavior PatchResistsPulloutBehavior to my
behavior PatchResistsPulloutBehavior.
– I matched your state Sub_State2 to my state State3.
∗ I matched your condition ConicalTips.Size = Medium to
my condition ConicalTips.Size = Large, but I do not
think our values mean the same thing.
∗ I matched your condition ConicalTips.FrictionAmount
= 5.0 to my condition ConicalTips.FrictionAmount =
10.0, but I do not think our values mean the same
thing.
– I matched your state State3 to my state State4.
∗ I did not find a match for your condition
ConicalTips.FrictionAmont = 10.0.
∗ I did not find a match for your condition
ConicalTips.Size = Large.
∗ I did not find a match for my condition
Patch.PullForceApplied = 5.0.
– I did not find a match for your state State4.
– I matched your transition Sub_T1 to my transition T2.
∗ I did not find a match for your explanation
TipsStartSwelling of type Equation with description
"eq: ConicalTips.Size is directly proportional to
1.0".
Figure 4.42: Differences in behaviors identified by Comparison, using the Behavior/-
Function Reorganization configuration of the Medical Patch model and the Compositional
Mapping configuration of the technique (Comparison)
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Differences in Functions
• I matched your function PatchResistsPullout to my function
PatchResistsPullout.
– I did not find a match for your condition
ConicalTips.FrictionAmount = 10.0.
• I did not find a match for my function TipsSwell.
Figure 4.43: Differences in functions identified by Comparison, using the Behavior/Func-
tion Reorganization configuration of the Medical Patch model and the Compositional Map-
ping configuration of the technique (Comparison)
Differences in the Structure Model
• I matched your component Flat_Plate_With_Interface to my
component Flat_Plate, but I do not think they mean the same
thing.
– I did not find a match for your attribute
Coefficient_for_Energy_Required_to_Transfer_Momentum
– I did not find a match for your attribute
Coefficient_for_Heat_Generated_from_Interaction
– I did not find a match for your attribute
Coefficient_for_Amount_of_Bursting_Vortices_Created
– I did not find a match for your attribute
Coefficient_for_Amount_Momentum_Transferred
• I did not find a match for my component
Flat_Plate_and_Fluid_Interface.
Figure 4.44: Differences in structure submodel identified by Comparison, using the Com-
bined Components configuration of the Friction Drag model and the Compositional Map-
ping configuration of the technique (Comparison)
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Figure 4.45: Visualization of Compositional Mapping. Given two models (top), one
first decomposes the models into partitions (the larger circles at the bottom), which contain
model elements that possibly overlap partitions (the smallest circles at the bottom). Mapping
occurs on a per-partition basis, and the results of mapping earlier partitions constrain and
guide (the dashed lines) the mapping process of future partitions
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Input: input model IM; alternative model AM; set of partition mappers P
Output: map between IM and AM
Process:
1. Let C be an empty set, representing constraints
2. Map the Structure submodel of IM and AM using the Pi in P for this partition
type and given constraints C
3. Record the elements mapped in (2) and add a constraint in C for each result if not
already present
4. Repeat (2) and (3) for the Functions (top-level only) of IM and AM
5. Repeat (2) and (3) for each mapped function pair in IM and AM
6. Repeat (2) and (3) for the Behaviors (top-level only) of IM and AM
7. For each mapped behavior pair, BIM in IM and BAM in AM:
(a) Repeat (2) and (3) for BIM and BAM (top-level only)
(b) Repeat (2) and (3) for each mapped state pair in BIM and BAM
(c) Repeat (2) and (3) for each mapped transition pair in BIM and BAM
Figure 4.46: Pseudocode for mapping two models via Compositional Mapping
Figure 4.47: Visualization of Uniform Mapping. Each large circle represents a model, and
the small circles represents elements within the models. The mapping occurs all-at-once
across the entire model
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Figure 4.48: Example of conversion from SBF* to developed Case Mapper representation
Input: input model IM; alternative model AM
Output: map between IM and AM
Process:
1. Convert IM to SME-appropriate representation (for Case Mapper). Call this
IMSME
2. Convert AM to SME-appropriate representation (for Case Mapper). Call this
AMSME
3. Run SME (via Case Mapper) on IMSME and AMSME
4. Convert results to SBF*-friendly representations
Figure 4.49: Pseudocode for mapping two models via Uniform Mapping
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Figure 4.50: Technical architecture of Comparison (with placeholder mapping). Circles
are knowledge elements. Boxes are processes
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Figure 4.51: Technical architecture of Compositional Mapping. Circles are knowledge
elements. Boxes are processes
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This chapter discusses the Computational Experimentation that was conducted with an
implementation of the Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC)
AI agent. The purpose of this experimentation is two-fold. First, it presents concrete
results of applying said implementation against actual models. This provides supporting
evidence that the Simulation and Comparison techniques work as expected. In doing so,
the experimentation also places the techniques against concrete input and sees how they
perform.
More precisely, the Computational Experimentation addresses Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 3,
and 4 and their Research Questions. In so doing, it also addresses part of Hypothesis 1.
The directly addressed hypotheses and research questions are repeated here:
• Research Question 2. How might an AI Agent check a design model for internal
consistency?
Hypothesis 2.1. It may do so by simulating the model and using the results to check
the process and functional claims made by the model. The Simulation technique of
DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2.2. The SBF* functional modeling language provides the syntax and
semantics needed for automated simulation.
• Research Question 3. How might an AI agent check a design model for external
consistency?
Hypothesis 3. It may do so by analogically comparing a given model against an-
other model of the same design, where differences represent potential issues. The
Comparison technique of DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
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• Research Question 4. Analogical comparison implies mapping. How might an AI
agent map two models?
Hypothesis 4. It may do so by decomposing the mapping task, solving the subtasks,
and using solutions from earlier subtasks to constrain and inform solutions to future
subtasks. Compositional Mapping illustrates this hypothesis.
5.1 Design
To test the above hypotheses, computational experimentation was conducted in the form
of something like an ablation study. In ablation studies, one changes the object of interest
to reveal how it works underneath the black box. For this work, there are two interesting
dials to turn: the techniques and the models given as input. Both were varied here (i.e., the
configurations of the techniques and the models). Across a series of trials, implementations
of Simulation and Comparison ran against models, and the resulting output and the time
taken were both captured.
Not all changesmade to themodels were strictly ablations because that implies themodel
got worse, which was not always the case. However, the changes made to the techniques
were, either directly or with Uniform Mapping as a proxy, intended as ablations in this
worsening sense. Compositional Mapping with No Interaction is an exception to this, for
it was created simply to better track how long Compositional Mapping takes to run. This
will be discussed below.
In these trials, the techniques were ran independent of each other. While Simulation
and Comparison are conceptually linked as complementary approaches within DESC to
evaluating a design, neither technique’s operation impacts the other. Thus, they were tested
independently for simplicity. Furthermore, the reasoning in one trial does not impact other
trials, so each trial should be viewed as completely independent of all others. Enabling the
techniques such that they directly complement each other’s reasoning and enabling learning
between reasoning episodes are both interesting topics for future work.
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5.1.1 Independent Variables
The independent variables are those aspects of the experimentation that were intentionally
varied by the experimenter.
5.1.1.1 IV: Model Used as Input
There were six models used in this experiment: three from the Usefulness Study in Chapter
6 (Synthetic Car, Friction Drag, and Electric Toothbrush) and three more (Train, OwlWing,
andMedical Patch). Two of these models are related to biology: Friction Drag (although see
below) and Owl Wing. Four are related to technology (Electric Toothbrush, Train, Medical
Patch, and Synthetic Car). The Synthetic Car model is so named because it is synthetic
(was not derived from source materials). One could reasonably argue that Friction Drag is
actually a model of a general physics phenomenon rather than strictly a biological system,
but it was derived from materials in the context of a biological system, so it is classified as
such. Short descriptions and text representations of these models can be found in Appendix
D under the code names used here.
To give a sense for the complexity of the models used in the Computational Experi-
mentation, Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 describe the number of various model elements and (in
the last table) the sum of all these values for each model used. Model elements range in
complexity from the smallest at 38 total elements for the Owl Wing model to the largest at
149 total elements for the Electric Toothbrush model.
5.1.1.2 IV: Configuration of the Model
In addition to changing the model used as input, a given model will be set into a particular
configuration to further vary the inputs given to the techniques. When not in the Original
configuration, each represents an ablated or altered version of the original. The generic
term configuration will be always used hereafter for simplicity.
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Table 5.1: Model complexities, part 1








Car 3 12 9 23 9
Train 5 16 11 35 19
Owl Wing 2 5 3 9 5
Medical Patch 3 11 8 32 15
Friction Drag 3 15 12 35 13
Electric
Toothbrush 7 23 16 49 20
Table 5.2: Model complexities, part 2
Model # Components # Attributes # Connections
Synthetic Car 5 6 0
Train 4 10 2
Owl Wing 4 4 2
Medical Patch 6 8 6
Friction Drag 5 14 0
Electric Toothbrush 6 7 0
Table 5.3: Model complexities, part 3
Model # Functions # FunctionProvides Conditions Total Elements
Synthetic Car 3 6 76
Train 5 5 112
Owl Wing 2 2 38
Medical Patch 3 3 95
Friction Drag 3 3 103
Electric Toothbrush 7 14 149
There were two sets of configurations, one for the Simulation trials and one for the Com-
parison trials. These configurations, while not comprehensive for pragmatic reasons, are
intended to generally address modeling situations that the two techniques address. Compar-
ison model-configurations demonstrate different modeling decisions, whereas Simulation
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model-configurations demonstrate errors that the simulation can detect.
Each model underwent a subset, for brevity, of all possible model configurations. That
said, all configurations were represented across the full set of trials, and every model
configuration has more than one model associated with it (typically it has two). The full list
of the trials is given later in this section.
Model Configurations for Comparison Trials: The Original configuration represents
the original version of the model, and the other configurations reflect alternative modeling
decisions.
Original: This is the model as it was intended.
Different Terminology: The names of various modeling elements are all systematically
prefixed with Alt_, simulating a modeler using different terminology compared to the
original model. The simple prefixing was chosen as an objective, straightforward way
to alter the text of the model, and this standard prefix also enabled synthetic semantic
similarity as described in Chapter 4. Figure 5.1 depicts both a snippet of the Original model
configuration of the Electric Toothbrush model and a snippet of the same model but in the
Different Terminology configuration.
Combined Components: Two components and their attributes are combined in the
structure submodel, and this combination gets propagated throughout the model where
appropriate to maintain internal model consistency. This configuration simulates a modeler
deciding to represent the structure of the concept differently than what is given in the
original model. Figure 5.2 depicts both a snippet of the Original model configuration of
the Synthetic Car model and a snippet of the same model but in the Combined Components
configuration.
Behavior/Function Reorganization: A subfunction and its behavior are integrated into
its superfunction and superbehavior, shrinking the functional/behavioral decomposition
of the model by one behavior-function pair while maintaining model consistency. This
configuration simulates a modeler deciding to decompose the function and behavior aspects
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Original_ExpertTechnologicalModel is an SBF model
The model has a structure
Teeth is a component
It has a connecting point named C1
It has an attribute Amount_of_Bacteria of type Quantitative
On_Off_Switch is a component
It has a connecting point named C1
It has an attribute State of type Descriptive
Motor is a component
It has a connecting point named C1
It has an attribute Continuous_Mechanical_Rotational_Energy
of type Quantitative
Snippet of the Original configuration of the Electric Toothbrush model.
DifferentTerminology_ExpertTechnologicalModel is an SBF model
The model has a structure
Alt_Teeth is a component
It has a connecting point named Alt_C1
It has an attribute Alt_Amount_of_Bacteria of type
Quantitative
Alt_On_Off_Switch is a component
It has a connecting point named Alt_C1
It has an attribute Alt_State of type Descriptive
Alt_Motor is a component
It has a connecting point named Alt_C1
It has an attribute
Alt_Continuous_Mechanical_Rotational_Energy
of type Quantitative
Snippet of the Different Terminology configuration of the Electric Toothbrush model.
Meaningful changes from the Original configuration are in bold
Figure 5.1: Example for the Different Terminology model configuration
of the concept differently than the original model. Figure 5.3 depicts both a snippet of
the Original model configuration of the Medical Patch model and a snippet of the same
model but in the Behavior/Function Reorganization configuration, both from the function
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Car is a component
It has a connecting point named C1
It has an attribute Velocity of type Quantitative
Wheels is a component
It has a connecting point named C1
It has an attribute RPM of type Quantitative
Snippet of the Original configuration of the Synthetic Car model
Car_With_Wheels is a component
It has a connecting point named C1
It has an attribute Velocity of type Quantitative
It has an attribute RPM of type Quantitative
Snippet of the Combined Components configuration of the Synthetic Car model.
Meaningful changes from the Original configuration are in bold
Figure 5.2: Example for the Combined Components model configuration
perspective of this configuration. Note that the TipsSwell function is missing in the second
figure. Figure 5.4 depicts both a snippet of the Original model configuration of the Medical
Patch model and a snippet of the same model but in the Behavior/Function Reorganization
configuration, both from the behavior perspective of this configuration.
Figure 5.5 visualizes the Behavior/Function Reorganization configuration for the Train
model in diagrammatic form. The function EngineCausesTrainToAccelerate and
the behavior that achieves it, EngineCausesTrainToAccelerateBehavior, are inte-
grated up into the superfunction TrainGeneratesAerodynamicNoise and superbehavior
TrainGeneratesAerodynamicNoiseBehavior.
Model Configurations for Simulation Trials: The Original configuration represents
the original version of the model, and the other configurations reflect hypothetical modeling
mistakes.
Original: This is the model as it was intended. The Original model also intentionally
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contains no Simulation issues.
Wrong Equation: An equation in an explanation is changed. This configuration simu-
lates a modeler cognitively reasoning about the behavior wrong, perhaps due to misunder-
standing of the equation syntax or thinking about the equation incorrectly.
Figure 5.6 depicts both a snippet of the Original model configuration of the Electric
Toothbrush model and the same model snippet but in the Wrong Equation configuration.
Wrong State Value: The value of an attribute in a state is changed such that it is
inconsistent with the rest of the enclosing behavior. This configuration simulates a modeler
cognitively reasoning about the behavior wrong, perhaps because something elsewhere was
changed (like the output of a function) and this value was not updated to reflect that.
Figure 5.7 depicts a snippet of the Original model configuration of the Synthetic Car
model and the same model snippet but in the Wrong State Value configuration.
Wrong Value in a Function Provides Condition: The value of an attribute in a function’s
provides condition is changed such that it is inconsistent with the output of the function’s
behavior. This configuration simulates a modeler cognitively reasoning about the function
and its behavior wrong, perhaps misunderstanding the expected output of the behavior.
Figure 5.8 depicts both a snippet of the Original model configuration of the Medical
Patch model and the same model snippet but in the Wrong Value in a Function Provides
Condition configuration.
The sets of model configurations reflect a subset of a possible set of model differences
and defects. Comparison addresses model differences. Figure 5.9 lists a speculated set
of possible model differences and identifies which among these are both addressed by
Comparison and tested in this Computational Experimentation. The figure organizes the
taxonomy from the top down, using indentation to signify sub-categories. “Different
function decomposition”, “Different structure decomposition”, and “Different terminology”
all in the “Non-contradictory modeling decisions” category are covered by the “Combined
Components”, “Different Terminology”, and “Behavior/Function Reorganization” model
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configurations, respectively.
Simulation addressesmodel defects. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 list a projected set of possible
modeling defects and identify which among these are both addressed by Simulation and
tested in this Computational Experimentation. The figure organizes the taxonomy from the
top down, using indentation to signify sub-categories. The subcategory “Incorrect attribute
value” in “Function satisfying” is covered by the “Wrong Value in a Function Provides
Condition” model configuration. “Incorrect condition” and “Incorrect explanation”, both
in “Behavior consistency”, were covered by “Wrong State Value” and “Wrong Equation”
model configurations, respectively.
5.1.1.3 IV: Technique Used
A given trial in the Computational Experimentation was ran using an implementation of
either the Simulation or Comparison technique of DESC.
5.1.1.4 IV: Configuration of the Evaluation Technique
The Comparison and Simulation implementations were also configured in various ways
to illustrate how changes to them impact their results. Again, the techniques were tested
individually, so the two sets of configurations are independent of each other.
Configurations of Simulation: The configurations here are aimed at exploring the impact
of each major aspect or feature of Simulation by systematically ablating one aspect at
a time.
Complete: Everymajor feature is enabled. The configuration has function reasoning,
equation reasoning, and implicit value forwarding all enabled.
No Function Reasoning: This configuration has function reasoning disabled and the
other two aspects enabled.
No Equation Reasoning: This configuration has equation reasoning disabled and
the other two aspects enabled.
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No Implicit Value Forwarding: This configuration has implicit value forwarding
disabled and the other two aspects enabled.
Configurations of Comparison: The configurations here are aimed at exploring the im-
pact of changing the underlying mapping algorithm, targeting Hypothesis 4 that
hypothesizes a mapping strategy illustrated by Compositional Mapping. In all cases,
the subsequent step in the Comparison process that utilizes the mapping to derive the
results is unchanged.
Compositional Mapping: This configuration utilizes Compositional Mapping. See
Chapter 4 for a description of Compositional Mapping. The specific subalgo-
rithm setup, which will be described later in this chapter, was chosen as an
example that produces good results. Note that optimal results are not claimed
in this dissertation.
Compositional Mapping (No Interaction): This configuration is the same as the
Compositional Mapping configuration except that the subalgorithms that invoke
user interactionwhen necessary are replacedwith versions that do not invoke this
interaction. This configuration was primarily used to demonstrate performance
without the confounding variable of interaction time.
Uniform Mapping: The configuration utilizes Uniform Mapping. This algorithm
does not use the theoretical ideas present in Compositional Mapping. Thus,
Uniform Mapping acts as a proxy for a fully ablated form of Compositional
Mapping and reflects a more conventional approach to analogical mapping. See
Chapter 4 for a description of Uniform Mapping.
5.1.2 Dependent Variables
The dependent variables are those aspects of the experimentation that vary yet were not
intentionally varied by the experimenter.
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5.1.2.1 DV: Output Produced
The Computational Experimentation involves running a configured technique against a
configured model (or two, in the case of Comparison trials) and capturing its output. This
represents the essential dependent variable in this work. The critical issues here are (1) to
what extent does the technique produce correct output (correctness) and (2) to what extent
does the technique identify either the total set of expected differences or the total set of
expected modeling problems (completeness).
5.1.2.2 DV: Processing Time
The amount of time each run takes was also captured. Because performance is not a
central question to this dissertation, this aspect of the Computational Experimentation will
receive limited coverage. Nevertheless, it does provide some insight into the feasibility of
Simulation and Comparison (and thus DESC) as implemented.
5.1.3 Procedure
TheComputational Experimentation has an intentionally simple and straightforward design.
Comparison and Simulation techniques were tested separately because the operation and
results of one does not impact the other, and trials are independent of each other. The below
procedures are a simplified description of the final process and ignore situations irrelevant
to the final theory experimentation such as re-runs, testing runs, or small alterations to the
procedure that may have occurred due to bug fixing, implementation improvement, and
theory development.
The procedure for Comparison trials was to run each trial below and then save all the re-
sults for further processing. Each trial involves running a particular technique configuration
against a particular model configuration. One model is always the Original configuration
of a model and the other model may be any configuration (including Original) of that same
model. Note that the specific subalgorithm configuration of the Compositional Mapping
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configuration may require an interactive step whereby the experimenter (the dissertation
author) selected an answer. When requested to intervene, the experimenter selected what
they thought were reasonable answers in all cases.
The procedure for Simulation trials was to run each trial below and then save all the re-
sults for further processing. Each trial involved running a particular technique configuration
against a particular model configuration.
5.1.4 Trials
The Computational Experimentation consisted of a series of trials. Below describes the
trial setups.
5.1.4.1 For Comparison
Table 5.4 lists the trials for Comparison experimentation. In the trials, the source model
configuration is always Original, and the samemodel is always compared against an alterna-
tive version of itself as the target model. The target model configurations were determined
by assigning each model in a list to a random non-Original configuration and controlling
the assignment such that all the model non-Original configurations were selected twice.
In addition to this random assignment, two models were randomly selected to have their
Original model compared against itself. All technique configurations ran on each trial. All
told, 24 trials were ran across all technique and model configurations.
The trials below are ordered into logical groupings to ease understanding and make it
clearer that there is equal representation across configurations. The ordering of trials does
not impact the results because each trial run is independent of the others.
5.1.4.2 For Simulation
Table 5.5 lists the trials for Simulation experimentation. The model configurations were
determined by assigning each model in a list to a random non-Original configuration and
controlling the assignment such that all themodel non-Original configurations were selected
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Table 5.4: Trials for Comparison
ID Model Target Model Configuration
1 Electric Toothbrush Different Terminology
2 Owl Wing Different Terminology
3 Friction Drag Combined Components
4 Hypothetical Car Combined Components
5 Train Behavior/Function Reorganization
6 Medical Patch Behavior/Function Reorganization
7 Owl Wing Original
8 Hypothetical Car Original
twice. In addition to this random assignment, a trial was created for each Original model.
For brevity, two of these trials (10 and 12) were randomly chosen to have all the technique
configurations applied to them whereas the remaining only had the Complete technique
configuration applied to them. All technique configurations were ran on all non-Original
trials. All told, 36 trials were ran across all technique and model configurations.
The trials below are ordered into logical groupings to ease understanding and make it
clearer that there is equal representation across configurations. The ordering of trials does
not impact the results because each trial run is independent of the others.
5.1.5 Analysis Strategy
This section describes the strategies used to analyze the experiment results.
5.1.5.1 For Comparison
Comparison results analysis involved three questions. The first two were asked of each trial.
First, how long did it take to run? This was computed automatically by the implementation.
For trials with interactivity, the implementation also automatically calculated the duration
of each interactive session. These durations weremanually summed and subtracted from the
total computed time to get an adjusted time that, essentially, reflects only the computational
time.
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Table 5.5: Trials for Simulation
ID Model Model Configuration
1 Electric Toothbrush Wrong Equation
2 Owl Wing Wrong Equation
3 Friction Drag Wrong State Value
4 Hypothetical Car Wrong State Value
5 Train Wrong Value in a Function Provides Condition
6 Medical Patch Wrong Value in a Function Provides Condition
7 Electric Toothbrush Original*
8 Owl Wing Original*
9 Friction Drag Original*
10 Hypothetical Car Original
11 Train Original*
12 Medical Patch Original
* Only the Complete technique configuration was run on this trial for brevity.
Second, to what extent are the identified differences valid? At a minimum, Comparison
should not detect a difference if the modeling elements (or element if unmapped) identified
did not change between the Original model configuration and the configuration of the other
model compared against. Thus, the differences detected by Comparison are valid if they are
directly related to the model elements (i.e., involve the model elements) that were changed
due to the model configuration or would be changed if they are in the Original configuration.
The differences are invalid otherwise. This acts as a baseline to determine validity. Finally,
to further simplify the question, comprehensiveness was not considered (since that places
judgment again on what is considered a valid difference); the evaluation is simply howmany
invalid results that the technique produced, with the ideal state being 0 invalid results.
The third question is broader: when comparing the difference detection (second ques-
tion) results between technique configurations for the same model configuration, which
technique was superior? This question explores whether Compositional Mapping was
superior to Uniform Mapping.
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5.1.5.2 For Simulation
Simulation results analysis asked two questions of each trial. First, how long did the trial
take to run? This was computed automatically by the implementation.
Second, to what extent was the set of expected model issues identical with the set of
issues identified in the trial? To determine this, each non-Original model configuration used
in the trials was analyzed manually (assisted by a diff tool to compare against the Original
configuration) to identify the expected set of issues that the Complete configuration of
Simulation should identify. Analysis of the Original model configurations was skipped
because they have no Simulation-detectable issues. Next, after collecting the trial results,
each result set of issues was compared against the expected set to determine if they were
equal. In situations where they were not identical sets, two issues were sampled1 and
manually analyzed to verify that the results were due to the technique configurations rather
than some other error. This sampling process was skipped for the Complete technique
configurations.
Some of the trials failed to run to completion because the simulator hit an error. In
these circumstances, neither of the aforementioned questions are applicable. Time is invalid
because the simulator failed before it completed its work. Results analysis is invalid because
the simulator does not produce results in this circumstance. Instead, in these cases, themodel
was manually inspected with the technique configuration in mind to (a) verify that the error
could reasonably result from the trial set up and (b) provide reportable insight into why the
error likely occurred.
5.2 Results & Analysis
This section presents results analysis for the Computational Experimentation according to
the strategies presented above. Sample results are provided to ground this analysis in real
1(i) Or one issue if only one existed. (ii) One sample each was taken from functions and behaviors if
possible. (iii) Sample selection sometimes preferred those that would simplify manual analysis.
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data. The results for each technique are addressed individually.
5.2.1 Simulation
The results for Simulation trials are presented here. First, the length of time it took the trials
to run is reported on. Next, this document discusses the extent to which the differences
detected by the trial runs were contained by the set of manually identified model differences.
After that, the trials that ran into errors are reported along with thoughts on why.
5.2.1.1 Q1: Time Durations
Each trial run was automatically timed to determine how long the computer spent processing
the model. Every Simulation trial run was conducted on a personal laptop (Windows 10,
Intel Core i5-7200U, 8 GB RAM) in similar conditions. Across the trials, neither the mean
and median amount of time (excluding runs that hit errors from these calculations) exceeded
one second. This informal performance test on a personal laptop illustrates the feasibility
of the Simulation technique, as this is a non-exceptional amount of running time.
These numbers do not reflect the amount of time it would take a person to analyze
the output of Simulation. Future work could quantify and (if needed) refine the output
presentation to improve human-reasoning speed. However, these numbers do suggest that
Simulation is a reasonable approach to model evaluation since human reasoners would not
be waiting any meaningful amount of time for the implementation to produce output.
5.2.1.2 Prologue to Q2: Sample Simulation Results
Figure 5.12 depicts the Function and Behavior findings for Trial 1 in the Complete technique
configuration. This text, and the text for the results that follow, is slightly adjusted for
formatting reasons. Header information (such as the configurations used and the run time)
also present in the output has been excluded for brevity. These results are provided to give
a sense for what the output looked like to contextualize the results and analysis.
These results reflect a typical case where the simulator found issues in a model. If the
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simulator found no issues, as in the Complete technique configuration for Trial 12, it would
say what is in Figure 5.13.
If the simulator ran into an error, the error message would look something like what
is depicted by Figure 5.14, which is from the No Implicit Value Forwarding technique
configuration of Trial 5:
5.2.1.3 Q2: Valid/Invalid Identified Issues
As described in the analysis strategy section, the results of each trial run were manually
analyzed to determine the extent to which (a) the output covered the total set of valid (or
expected) model issues and (b) the output produced any invalid (or unexpected and thus
wrong) model issues. Here are those results. Note that discussion of the trial runs with
errors is postponed until later (Section 5.2.1.4) to simplify the discussion here.
Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 present the results of this analysis. The tables are divided
up into which model configuration type that the trials represented. Table 5.6 lists trials for
the Wrong Equation model configuration; Table 5.7 lists trials for Wrong State Value; Table
5.8 for Wrong Value in a Function Provides Condition; and Table 5.9 for Original.
The results for Trial 1 in Table 5.6 show that the Complete technique configuration
detects all valid issues present in the model, whereas the other technique configurations
either hit an error or miss one of the issues. There were four valid issues to be found in
this trial. Also, the Complete technique configuration does not detect any invalid issues,
whereas the two technique configurations that run to completion do, with No Equation
reasoning in particular detecting quite a few. These results make sense because the Electric
Toothbrush model has both function and equation explanations so it is plausible that No
Function Reasoning and No Equation Reasoning would incorrectly reason about the model
and thus detect issues that are not real.
The results for Trial 2 do not follow the same pattern, but they nevertheless are consistent
with the simulator’s capabilities. There was one valid issue to be found in this model. The
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(13 in F’s, 21 in B’s)
No Implicit








(2 in F’s, 3 in B’s)
No Implicit
Value Forwarding Yes 0
Complete Yes 0
* When a non-zero value, the total is broken down into the number of issues
in the Behaviors (B’s) and Functions (F’s)
Complete configuration detects the valid issue and no invalid issues as expected. No
Function Reasoning interestingly fails to run to completion, which is discussed in Section
5.2.1.4. No Equation Reasoning correctly detects the valid issue, but it also detects several
invalid issues. The former result makes sense because the change made to the model
results in a component attribute value remaining the same across states, which would
happen without equation reasoning too. The latter also makes sense because this model
has equations in explanations, which are being ignored. Finally, the No Implicit Value
Forwarding technique configuration both correctly identifies the valid issue and finds no
invalid issues. This result makes sense because, when manual analysis of the model
determined that it does not require implicit value forwarding for the simulator to correctly
reason about it.
The results for Trials 3 and 4 are given in Table 5.7. Both trials each only have a single
valid issue to be identified. The results in both trials show a pattern similar to each other,
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which is that the No Implicit Value Forwarding trial runs hit errors, the Complete trial runs
find the valid issue and no invalid issues, and the other technique configuration runs find
the valid issue but typically through a wrong inference (more on this in a moment) and do
detect invalid issues.

















(3 in F’s, 14 in B’s)
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(5 in F’s, 8 in B’s)
No Implicit
Value Forwarding N/A: Hit Error
Complete Yes 0
* When a non-zero value, the total is broken down into the number of issues
in the Behaviors (B’s) and Functions (F’s)
The No Implicit Value Forwarding trial is addressed in Section 5.2.1.4. The Complete
trial’s results are as expected because it reflects the simulatorwith all of its features. From the
perspective of the invalid results, the No Equation Reasoning and No Function Reasoning
results are plausible considering that both models in these trials contain both function
explanations and explanations with equations, opening the door to erroneous reasoning in
these technique configurations.
When the results for the valid issue column (both in these trials and later) say that
the trial run did detect the issue but had a wrong inference, this means that the output of
the trial run (a) identified the issue that was expected to exist within the model, but (b)
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claimed that the expected value should have been something different than analysis suggests
it should be. For example, in Trial 3, the value of Flat_Plate.Relative_Velocity in
State_2 of the behavior Behavior_For_Flat_Plate_in_Fluid_Generates_Drag is
declared in the model to be 2.0 but it should be 1.0. The No Equation Reasoning trial
run successfully identifies this component attribute value as an issue, but it says “You said
Flat_Plate.Relative_Velocity = 2.0. I think that it should be 0.0.” Hence, the valid issue
was identified, but the inferred value of 0.0 is wrong. That the wrong inference fit with the
technique configuration was not manually checked, but in the case of this example, it is clear
that the lack of equation reasoning causes the simulator to ignore an equation in a transition
that would have incremented the value of Flat_Plate.Relative_Velocity to 1.0, and
ignoring this causes the incorrect inferred value. Incidentally, the No Function Reasoning
run for trial 3 does not suffer from this issue because the single transition leading to the
valid issue does not use a function explanation, and thus, the lack of function reasoning
does not impact this issue.
Zooming out, these findings where the technique configuration detects the valid infer-
ence but fails to correctly infer the appropriate value illustrate that the related features of
Simulation are necessary to completely support model evaluation for internal consistency
checking. That is, while lacking a feature may still allow the technique to identify the flawed
issue, the lack of the feature causes the simulator to suggest the wrong value to the user.
The results for Trials 5 and 6 are given in Table 5.8. Both trials each only have a single
valid issue to be identified. Like with the previous two trials, here we see the following
pattern: both No Implicit Value Forwarding trial runs hit an error, the Complete trial runs
detect the valid issue and no invalid issues, and the other technique configuration runs find
the valid issue but typically through a wrong inference and do detect invalid issues.
The No Implicit Value Forwarding trial is discussed in Section 5.2.1.4. The Complete
trial’s results are as expected because it reflects the simulatorwith all of its features. From the
perspective of the invalid results, the No Equation Reasoning and No Function Reasoning
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Table 5.8: Trials 5 and 6: Valid vs invalid identified issues for theWrongValue in a Function


















(4 in F’s, 19 in B’s)
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(1 in F’s, 13 in B’s)
No Implicit
Value Forwarding N/A: Hit Error
Complete Yes 0
* When a non-zero value, the total is broken down into the number of issues
in the Behaviors (B’s) and Functions (F’s)
results are plausible considering that both models in these trials contain both function
explanations and explanations with equations, opening the door to erroneous reasoning in
these technique configurations. See above for what it means when a trial run found the valid
issue but made the wrong inference about its component attribute value.
The results for Trials 7 through 12 are given in Table 5.9. Unlike the prior sets of results,
all of these trials ran against models in the Original configuration, which means that they
have no valid issues. Thus, this column always has N/A since the set of valid issues for
every trial is empty. Also note that, for brevity, only the Complete technique configuration
was run for trials 7 through 9 and also for 11.
For all trials 7 through 12, the Complete technique configuration found no invalid
issues. This is expected since the Complete configuration represents Simulation with all of
its features enabled.
For trials 10 and 12, a similar pattern is seen with the other technique configurations
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7* Electric Toothbrush Complete N/A 0
8* Owl Wing Complete N/A 0









(5 in F’s, 9 in B’s)
No Implicit
Value Forwarding N/A: Hit Error
Complete N/A 0









(2 in F’s, 13 in B’s)
No Implicit
Value Forwarding N/A: Hit Error
Complete N/A 0
* Only the Complete technique configuration was run on this trial for brevity.
** Original models have no valid issues, so the result for this column is always N/A.
*** When a non-zero value, the total is broken down into the number of issues
in the Behaviors (B’s) and Functions (F’s)
as previously encountered. The No Implicit Value Forwarding trial runs hit errors, and
both the No Function Reasoning and No Equation Reasoning trial runs find invalid issues.
For the latter findings, these are plausible because both the Synthetic Car and Medical
Patch models have both function explanations and explanations with equations, potentially
allowing erroneous reasoning in those technique configurations.
5.2.1.4 Trial Runs with Errors
Table 5.10 lists the trial runs that failed due to running into an error. The error displayed
for each of these runs was manually confirmed to be reasonable considering the absence
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of the feature in the given technique configuration. A few points are worthy of note.
First, nearly all of the runs listed in the aforementioned table are from a No Implicit Value
Forwarding technique configuration run. In fact, nearly all trials that had the No Implicit
Value Forwarding technique configuration (recall trials 7-9 and 11 did not) hit an error.
Trial 2 is an exception to this, discussed below.
Table 5.10: Trials with errors
Trial Model andModel Configuration
Technique
Configuration
2 Owl Wing,Wrong Equation
No Function
Reasoning
1 Electric Toothbrush,Wrong Equation
No Implicit Value
Forwarding
3 Friction Drag,Wrong State Value
4 Synthetic Car,Wrong State Value
5
Train,








Why is No Implicit Value Forwarding fertile ground for an error? The absence of the
implicit value forwarding feature of Simulation means that only those component attribute
values implied by the equations in explanations and the function explanations will be created
in the subsequent states, meaning that it is likely for one or more component attribute values
to drop. Generally speaking, this creates a situationwhere an equation in an explanationmay
be unresolvable due to missing one or more needed values that would have been forwarded.
This in turn means the simulator cannot complete simulation of the model, which causes
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the reported error.
The run from trial 2 is an interesting exception. Here, uniquely, the run has a No
Function Reasoning technique configuration. Why is this the case? Here, the function
explanation call creates a component attribute value that is needed for the equation in the
same transition. By ignoring the function explanation, the simulator thus does not create
this value, which makes the equation unresolvable and leads to an error. Also note that
trial 2 does not have an error for Implicit Value Forwarding. Manually inspection of the
model confirmed that the specific description of the behaviors in this model makes it so that
implicit value forwarding in fact is not necessary for successfully simulating this model.
5.2.2 Comparison
The results for Comparison trials are presented here. First, the length of time it took the
trials to run is reported. Next, the document discuses the trials that ran into errors. Finally,
the extent to which the non-erroneous trials identified the expectedmodel issues is analyzed.
5.2.2.1 Q1: Time Durations
Each trial run was automatically timed to determine how long the computer spent processing
the model. Every Comparison trial run was conducted on a personal laptop (Windows 10,
Intel Core i5-7200U, 8 GB RAM) in similar conditions. Across the trials, the largest
mean and median amount of time for a trial (combining technique runs and excluding any
interaction time) was about 11 seconds and about 6 seconds, respectively. Trial 1 with the
Uniform Mapping technique had the longest run time at about 22 seconds. This informal
performance test on a personal laptop illustrates the feasibility of the Comparison technique,
as this is a non-exceptional amount of running time.
As with the Simulation time results, these numbers do not reflect the amount of time
it would take a person to analyze the output of Comparison. Additionally, the results do
not consider (since this experiment did not consider it) how long it would take to retrieve
a relevant alternative model. Nonetheless, the time results provide some insight into the
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feasibility of a Comparison implementation.
5.2.2.2 Q2: Number of Invalid Differences
The results of each trial run were manually analyzed to determine the number of invalid
model differences. An invalid difference is one that involves neither the parts of the source
model that would be intentionally changed (if any) in the target model due to that model’s
configuration or the parts of the target model that were changed. Tables 5.11 and 5.12
present the results of this analysis. The exact number of differences is not necessarily worthy
of detailed consideration here because, for example, an unmapped model element like a
transition that may contain one or more sub-elements (explanations in this example) will
still show in the results as a single difference. Fortunately, the results in the aforementioned
tables are stark enough that the exact number of invalid differences need not be considered
when comparing Compositional Mapping configurations against Uniform Mapping.
In trials 1-3 and 7-8, all three technique configurations found no invalid differences.
Indeed, in trials 1, 2, 7, and 8, the three configurations identified no differences between the
twomodels. In trials 7 and 8, this is expected since the source and target models are identical
to each other, so this is evidence of baseline good functionality in the approaches. Similarly,
the models in trials 1 and 2 only differ from each other in that some of their terminology has
changed. The structure of the models (e.g., the number and composition of the behaviors,
or the number of components) did not change. This makes sense for Uniform Mapping
because it utilizes an implementation of the Structure-Mapping Engine (SME) [44], which
ignores superficial differences. This also makes sense for Compositional Mapping, which
(a) also utilizes an implementation of SME for its analogical subalgorithms and (b) uses a
synthetic semantic comparison technique to also ignore the particular superficial differences
introduced in this model configuration. Furthermore, the second step of Comparison, which
utilizes the alignment results produced by Compositional Mapping or Uniform Mapping,
also uses the same synthetic semantic comparison technique, also allowing it to ignore the
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Table 5.11: Number of invalid differences detected by trial and technique configuration,
trials 1 through 4




































Uniform Mapping 5(1 in S, 2 in F’s, 2 in B’s)
* When a non-zero value, the total is broken down into the number of differences
in the Structure Submodel (S), Behaviors (B’s), and Functions (F’s)
superficial differences in the Different Terminology model configuration.
Next, consider trials 3 through 6. All four of these trials represent situations where
the structure of the model did change. Trials 3 and 4 cover the Combined Components
model configuration, which was where two components and their attributes in the structure
submodel were combined into a single component and single set of attributes, and this
combination was reflected elsewhere in the model. In the case of both trials 3 and 4,
this means changes in both the behaviors and functions. In trial 3, all three technique
configurations found 0 invalid differences. However, in trial 4, both CompositionalMapping
configurations found 0 invalid differences whereas Uniform Mapping found 5. Why was
this the case?
Comparing the structure submodel results of both trials, one sees a potential reason.
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Table 5.12: Number of invalid differences detected by trial and technique configuration,
trials 5 through 8

































* When a non-zero value, the total is broken down into the number of differences
in the Structure Submodel (S), Behaviors (B’s), and Functions (F’s)
In trial 3, all three technique configurations detected differences related only to those
components and attributes that were changed or (if the source) would be changed. However,
in trial 4, while the CompositionalMapping technique configurations continued this pattern,
Uniform Mapping made a map involving an unchanged component, causing an unchanged
component in the other model to go unmapped. Although one cannot directly, causally
link this difference to the outputs, it makes sense. Upon reviewing the invalid differences
in Uniform Mapping’s results, all of the differences relate either directly or indirectly to
this mismapped component in either the source or target model. Uniform Mapping must
have gotten confused by the structural change in the models, leading to invalid differences
detected, whereas Compositional Mapping did not.
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Perhaps the reason that neither Compositional Mapping technique configuration fell to
this confusion is due to theway inwhichCompositionalMapping decomposes the alignment
problem. Analogical mapping for the structure submodel in Compositional Mapping (both
configurations) is done first and is isolated from the other parts of the model. Thus, the
information presented to the Structure-Mapping Engine (via CaseMapper) is different. This
may have led the reasoner to decide to map things differently.
Trials 5 and 6 cover the Behavior/Function Reorganization model configuration. This
model configuration also involved structural change in the models. In Behavior/Function
Reorganization, a subfunction and its associated behavior were integrated into the super-
function and the superbehavior. Note that both configurations of Compositional Mapping
had identical results for these trials because nothing was manually aligned at the interaction
prompts, so these results will be treated as if they were one configuration for simplicity. In
trial 5, Compositional Mapping with its zero invalid differences did better than Uniform
Mapping with its 3. However, in trial 6, the situation was flipped: Compositional Mapping
had 8 invalid differences compared to Uniform Mapping, which had zero.
Reviewing the results and analysis, these trials illustrate an interesting difference between
theCompositional andUniformMapping approaches. CompositionalMapping decomposes
the alignment problem into subproblems and solves each in isolation (plus constraints), so
it will never, for example, look outside of a mapped pair of behaviors when trying to map
states within a behavior. By contrast, Uniform Mapping attempts to align both models
(conceptually) all at once, giving it the flexibility of looking anywhere in the model for
alignment. This is especially meaningful in the case of Behavior/Function Reorganization
because parts of the changed superbehavior and superfunction literally come from a second
function and behavior in the other model.
Trials 5 and 6 show that this difference can be both a strength and a weakness. In trial 5,
Uniform Mapping maps some states and transitions across behaviors. It does successfully
(and smartly) map some new states and transitions in the superbehavior to the subbehavior
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counterparts in the other model. Unfortunately, cross-behavior mapping also leads to it
mapping two transitions not involved in the model configuration across behaviors and one
unrelated transition going unmapped. It is this confusion that leads to the invalid differences
detected in this technique configuration. Compositional Mapping, which literally cannot
do such cross-behavior mapping, does not suffer from this issue.
Trial 6, however, shows the other potential in action. In it, Uniform Mapping still
does cross-behavior alignment (and does it well!), and it does so without introducing any
invalid differences. However, Compositional Mapping gets confused and mismaps states
and transitions (and thus their conditions and explanations) within a mapped behavior. This
may be due to the changed behavior having a different number of states and transitions
than the other behavior, opening the door for such confusion. Thus, because Compositional
Mapping was unable to look outside of the mapped behavior pair, it failed to reconcile these
differences, leading to invalid differences. This did happen somewhat in trial 5’s results as
well, but there Compositional Mapping did not raise any invalid differences due to it.
How exactly to optimize the ability to do (or not to do) cross-behavior mapping–or, more
generally, cross-model element mapping–with an eye to avoid invalid differences remains
an area for future research. A good starting point would be to identify what differs between
the models in trials 5 and 6 that causes these split results between the two strategies. This
starting point could be expanded to also consider the differences in results during trials 3
and 4 as well: what was different about the models in trial 4 that triggered the confusion
seen in Uniform Mapping when trial 3 did not?
5.2.2.3 Q3: Which Technique Configuration was Superior?
Given the results of the previous question, Table 5.13 synthesizes these results into which
technique configuration was superior per trial. A technique configuration is superior to
the others if it has fewer invalid model differences. The analysis found that overall, the
two Compositional Mapping technique configurations (i.e., Compositional Mapping and
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Compositional Mapping (No Interaction)) were superior to Uniform Mapping. The two
Compositional Mapping technique configurations were superior in two trials (4 and 5),
whereas the Uniform Mapping technique configuration was only superior to them in one
trial. In the other four trials, the configurations were tied, with all three of them having no
invalid differences in those trials.
Table 5.13: Which technique configuration was superior per trial



















8 None(all were perfect)
These results are positive in favor of Compositional Mapping, providing partial support
of its superiority over Uniform Mapping for the purposes of comparison-based evaluation.
However, they also suggest room for improvement. All technique configurations were very
good in cases where the structure of the model (note: this phrase should not be confused
with SBF*’s structure submodel) did not change (Original andDifferent Terminologymodel
configurations), but they start to break down when the structure does change (Combined
Components and Behavior/Function Reorganization). Given that Uniform Mapping was
better than Compositional Mapping in one of the Behavior/Function Reorganization trials,
this kind of structural change should be prioritized for future work.
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Furthermore, the analysis technique for this dissertation only attempts to address a
baseline criterion for good results: did they reflect things that actually changed or, for the
source models, were going to be changed? This does not address if the results were useful
to human reasoners or if they reflected reasonable alignment decisions. For example, both
the Compositional Mapping technique configurations mismapped two component attributes
in trial 4. These attributes fell within the scope of valid differences and so did not detract
from Compositional Mapping’s score, but they nevertheless were poor alignment decisions.
Future research should conduct a deeper analysis of Comparison’s output along these lines
to determine the extent to which the results were good results and then how to improve the
reasoning process to better those results.
5.3 Conclusions and Takeaways
This final section of the chapter discusses to what extent the relevant hypotheses were
confirmed or rejected based on the Computational Experimentation.
5.3.1 Reflection on Research Questions and Hypotheses
The Computational Experimentation addresses Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 3, and 4 and their
related Research Questions. It also indirectly tests part of Hypothesis 1 and its Research
Question. Each will be addressed in turn, with Hypothesis 1 addressed last.
• Research Question 2. How might an AI Agent check a design model for internal
consistency?
Hypothesis 2.1. It may do so by simulating the model and using the results to check
the process and functional claims made by the model. The Simulation technique of
DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2.2. The SBF* functional modeling language provides the syntax and
semantics needed for automated simulation.
These hypotheseswere supported by the results of this Computational Experimentation.
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The experimentation results show the sufficiency of Simulation’s features for checking the
internal consistency of a model, specifically with regards to the class of modeling problems
captured by the variousmodel configurations. The Complete configuration always identifies
all valid issues when any exist and never identifies and invalid issue. Additionally, the results
also show the necessity of these features for the class of problems because (a) the technique
configuration without implicit value forwarding fails to run to completion in most cases and
(b) there is at least one trial for each of the other two ablated technique configurations where
it either fails to correctly identify all valid issues or identifies one or more invalid issues.
Thus, Hypothesis 2.1 is supported in light of these findings. Additionally, all of these
trials operated over the SBF* knowledge representation that illustrates a representation with
the syntax and semantics for automated simulation. This supports Hypothesis 2.2, for its
features supported automated simulation.
• Research Question 3. How might an AI agent check a design model for external
consistency?
Hypothesis 3. It may do so by analogically comparing a given model against an-
other model of the same design, where differences represent potential issues. The
Comparison technique of DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
This hypothesis was also supported by the results of the Computational Experimenta-
tion. Across the board the number of invalid differences found by the technique configura-
tions were either zero or in the single digits. This is a reasonably small number. (Granted,
some differences may hide others.)
To justify that claim, consider the following. Trial 4 was one trial that had invalid
differences. The Synthetic Car model in the Combined Components configuration has
4 components with 6 total attributes in its structure submodel; 3 functions with 6 total
conditions in them; and 3 behaviors with 12 total states, 23 total conditions within those
states, 9 total transitions, and 9 total explanations within those transitions. The 5 invalid
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differences detected by Uniform Mapping in this circumstance is small compared to the
size of one of the models involved in the comparison. Consider the behaviors (where the
invalid differences occurred) in the configured models for Trials 5 and 6. In the Train model
in the Behavior/Function Reorganization configuration, there are 4 behaviors with 14 total
states, 31 total conditions within those states, 10 total transitions, and 18 total explanations
in those transitions. The 3 invalid differences detected by Uniform Mapping again is small
compared to this size. The Medical Patch model in the Behavior/Function Reorganization
configuration has 2 behaviors with 9 total states, 27 total conditions within those states,
7 total transitions, and 14 total explanations within those transitions. Again, although 8
invalid differences is a higher number than the other invalid difference totals, this is small
compared to the size of all the behaviors in one of the two models in the comparison.
Therefore, because the number of invalid differences detected was small when they
occurred and because invalid difference detection trending towards zero means that Com-
parison succeeds at mostly detecting only those differences relevant to the change that
occurred in the models (either model elements that were changed or were going to be
changed), Hypothesis 3 is supported in that the Comparison technique would be decent as
a method for external consistency checking. Granted, there is room for improvement and
for further study to determine what valid differences would be helpful (salient) to detect for
this purpose.
• Research Question 4. Analogical comparison implies mapping. How might an AI
agent map two models?
Hypothesis 4. It may do so by decomposing the mapping task, solving the subtasks,
and using solutions from earlier subtasks to constrain and inform solutions to future
subtasks. Compositional Mapping illustrates this hypothesis.
Implicit in this hypothesis is that the ideas presented herein (and illustrated by Compo-
sitional Mapping) are superior to a mapping technique without them.
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This hypothesis was partially supported by the results of the Computational Experi-
mentation. The previous discussion on the support for Comparison also provides evidence
for Compositional Mapping’s efficacy since it was part of the Comparison trials, so the
question really becomes whether Compositional Mapping as a theory of analogical map-
ping is superior to a mapping algorithm without its features. Such a mapping technique is
embodied by Uniform Mapping. The results (number of invalid differences) showed that
Compositional Mapping with and without interactive subalgorithms is superior to Uniform
Mapping in 2 trials, whereas Uniform Mapping only bests either Compositional Mapping
configuration on 1 trial. Although Compositional Mapping is superior, that it only narrowly
bests Uniform Mapping leads Hypothesis 4 to be given only partial support.
• Research Question 1. How might an AI agent support systematic and repeatable
incremental design revision?
Hypothesis 1. It may do so through checking the internal and external consistency
of design models.
Because the hypotheses for internal consistency and external consistency checking were
both supported, the aspect of this hypothesis that relates to an AI agent being capable of
checking for internal and external consistency issues is supported. Note that the Com-
putational Experimentation does not test the extent to which such checking will lead to
incremental model revision. However, this is explored in the Usefulness Study in Chapter
6.
5.3.2 On Feasibility
Finally, although only a very limited, informal performance evaluation was done via col-
lecting run times, these results support the feasibility of Simulation and Comparison im-
plementations in actual use. Both techniques showed trials whose mean and median times
lasted well under one minute. This implies that users of these techniques would not have
long to wait for feedback from the computer about their models. While not taking into
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account the amount of time it takes for a person to cognitively process the feedback given by
DESC or to develop the models given as input, this nevertheless provides promising results
for the use of DESC in the broader hypothesized incremental design revision cycle since its
computation will not present a bottleneck.
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PatchResistsPullout is a function




It is achieved by the behavior PatchResistsPulloutBehavior
TipsResistPullout is a function




It is achieved by the behavior TipsResistPulloutBehavior
TipsSwell is a function




It is achieved by the behavior TipsSwellBehavior
Snippet of the Original configuration of the Medical Patch model
PatchResistsPullout is a function
It is denoted by the verb "Resist"
It provides: (
Patch.Attached = "True"
and ConicalTips.FrictionAmount = "10.0"
)
It is achieved by the behavior PatchResistsPulloutBehavior
TipsResistPullout is a function




It is achieved by the behavior TipsResistPulloutBehavior
Snippet of the Behavior/Function Reorganization configuration of the Medical Patch
model. Meaningful changes from the Original configuration are in bold
Figure 5.3: Example for the Behavior/Function Reorganization model configuration from
the function perspective 190
T2 is a transition from State2 to State3
It has the explanation: (
the function TipsSwell
)
Snippet of the Original configuration of the Medical Patch model
Sub_T1 is a transition from State2 to Sub_State2
It has the explanation: (
the equation TipsStartSwelling, described as "eq:
ConicalTips.Size is directly proportional to 1.0"
and the equation LargerTipsMeansMoreResistanceForce, described
as "eq: ConicalTips.FrictionAmount =
ConicalTips.FrictionAmount:Before + 5.0"
)
Sub_State2 is a state
It has the condition: (
ConicalTips.Size = "Medium"
and ConicalTips.FrictionAmount = "5.0"
)
Sub_T2 is a transition from Sub_State2 to State3
It has the explanation: (
the equation TipsFinishSwelling, described as "eq:
ConicalTips.Size is directly proportional to 1.0"
and the equation LargerTipsMeansMoreResistanceForce, described
as "eq: ConicalTips.FrictionAmount =
ConicalTips.FrictionAmount:Before + 5.0"
)
Snippet of the Behavior/Function Reorganization configuration of the Medical Patch
model
Figure 5.4: Example for the Behavior/Function Reorganization model configuration from
the behavior perspective
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Figure 5.5: Diagrammatic visualization of the Behavior/Function Reorganization configu-
ration for the Train model. A behavior/function pair is integrated into their superbehavior/-
superfunction
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Transition_1 is a transition from Start_State to State_2
It has the explanation (
the equation Brush_Head_Rotates_to_New_Orientation, described









Snippet of the Original configuration of the Electric Toothbrush model
Transition_1 is a transition from Start_State to State_2
It has the explanation (
the equation Brush_Head_Rotates_to_New_Orientation, described









Snippet of theWrongEquation configuration of theElectric Toothbrushmodel. Mean-
ingful changes from the Original configuration are in bold
Figure 5.6: Example for the Wrong Equation model configuration
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State-3 is a state
It has the condition: (
Wheels.RPM = "10.0"
and Car.Velocity = "10.0"
)
Snippet of the Original configuration of the Synthetic Car model
State-3 is a state
It has the condition: (
Wheels.RPM = "20.0"
and Car.Velocity = "10.0"
)
Snippet of the Wrong State Value configuration of the Synthetic Car model. Mean-
ingful changes from the Original configuration are in bold
Figure 5.7: Example for the Wrong State Value model configuration
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TipsSwell is a function




It is achieved by the behavior TipsSwellBehavior
Snippet of the Original configuration of the Medical Patch model
TipsSwell is a function




It is achieved by the behavior TipsSwellBehavior
Snippet of the Wrong Value in a Function Provides Condition configuration of the
Medical Patch model. Meaningful changes from the Original configuration are in
bold
Figure 5.8: Example for the Wrong Value in a Function Provides Condition model config-
uration
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Non-contradictory modeling decisions: Twomodels of the same design differ in ways
such that their details are not in direct contradiction of each other.
Different function decomposition: The model has a different number of func-
tion/behavior pairs because the modeler decomposed the functions of the
system are differently. This is covered by the Behavior/Function Reorga-
nization model configuration.
Different structure decomposition: The model has a different number of com-
ponents (and potentially different number of attributes) because the modeler
decomposed the structure of the system differently. This is covered by the
Combined Components model configuration.
Different terminology: Themodel has different names formodel elements. This
is covered by the Different Terminology model configuration.
Less/more information: Agivenmodel is either a subset or a superset of another
model, reflecting more or less detail given in the model.
Different attribute types: One or more attributes have different types, perhaps
reflecting a decision to go with qualitative over quantitative reasoning.
Contradictory differences: Two models of the same design differ in ways such that
their details are in direct contradiction of each other.
Behavioral differences: One or more behaviors of the model differs from the
other model in such a way that they do not capture the same process account.
For example, meaningfully different explanations are given, or values are
not compatible even accounting for attribute type differences.
Functional differences: One ormore functions of themodel differ from the other
model in such away that they do not capture the same functions. In SBF* as it
appears in this dissertation, this could be due to different component attribute
values in provides conditions that cannot be accounted for by attribute type
differences and/or a non-sub/super set of provides conditions relative to the
other model.
Structural differences: One or more components of the model or the set of
connections differ from the other model in such a way that the structure sub-
models depict conflicting structures of the design. For example, the sets of
components and/or attributes are not a sub- or superset of the components/at-
tributes in the other model nor do they reflect a different decomposition.
Figure 5.9: Speculated taxonomy of SBF* model differences
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Syntax: The syntax of the modeling language is incorrect.
Equation: The syntax of an equation in an explanation is incorrect.
Anywhere else: The syntax elsewhere in the model is incorrect.
Cross-referencing: A reference is incorrectly made in the model to an element else-
where in the model.
Non-existent: A reference is made to a non-existing model element.
Function satisfying: One or more of a function’s provides conditions is not achieved
by the function’s associated behavior.
Incorrect attribute value: The associated behavior’s output does not achieve
one of its provides conditions. This is covered by the Wrong Value in a
Function Provides Condition model configuration.
Missing attribute value: The associated behavior’s output does not contain an
attribute value expected to be set by a function’s provides conditions.
Figure 5.10: Speculated taxonomy of SBF* model defects, part 1
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Behavior consistency: Given two states and a transition between them, one or more
state conditions in the later state does not logically follow by starting with the
earlier state’s conditions and tracing the impact of the transition explanations.
Incorrect condition: One or more conditions are assigned blame for this defect.
This is covered by the Wrong State Value model configuration.
Incorrect explanation: One or more explanations are assigned blame for this
defect. This is covered by theWrong Equation model configuration.
Behavior semantics: Covers other semantic defects in behaviors besides consistency
issues.
Unsolvable equations: One or more equations in explanations has references on
the right-hand side that are not resolvable to values given their chronological
position within their behavior.
Function subfunction infinite loops: The function-subfunction decomposition
created by tracing function explanations in behaviors forms at least one cycle
of any length. This is semantically nonsensical.
Structure submodel semantics: An aspect of the structure submodel violates the se-
mantics of the modeling language.
Self-referential connections: A connection is between one component and that
same component, both with the same connecting point. This is nonsensical
and thus a defect.
Missing quantity space: A Qualitative-type component attribute does not have
a quantity space declared as its description. This prohibits qualitative rea-
soning involving this attribute because no quantities can be referenced or
reasoned about.
Figure 5.11: Speculated taxonomy of SBF* model defects, part 2
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I ran a simulation to verify your functions and behaviors. Below, I point out any issues
that I identified with them.
Functions
• For Move_Head_Clockwise:
– Your function said
Brush_Head.Clockwise_Rotation_Orientation_in_Degrees = 90.0. How-
ever, based on your associated behavior, I think that it should be 45.0.
Behaviors
• For Behavior_for_Clean_Teeth:
– For state State_5:
∗ You said Brush_Head.Clockwise_Rotation_Orientation_in_Degrees =
90.0. I think that it should be 45.0.
– For state State_6:
∗ You said Brush_Head.Clockwise_Rotation_Orientation_in_Degrees =
0.0. I think that it should be -45.0.
• For Behavior_for_Move_Head_Clockwise:
– For state State_2:
∗ You said Brush_Head.Clockwise_Rotation_Orientation_in_Degrees =
90.0. I think that it should be 45.0.
Figure 5.12: Sample Simulation results
I ran a simulation to verify your functions and behaviors. Below, I point out any issues
that I identified with them.
I identified zero issues with your model. Good job!
Figure 5.13: Sample Simulation output when it finds no issues
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Error: runNoImplicitValueForwardingTrial, caught sim exception: Could not process
all equations in transition T2 in behavior EngineCausesTrainToAccelerateBehavior,
probably due to incorrect syntax or one or more unresolved attributes in the expression.




This chapter discusses a pilot study with human participants that tested the usefulness of the
Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) computational technique.
It describes the purpose, design, results, and analysis of the study.
6.1 Purpose
In the Usefulness Study, participants were tasked to complete a partially constructed model
related to either a technological system (an electric toothbrush) or a physical phenomenon
relevant to a biological system (friction drag). Some participants were given access to
an implementation of DESC (referred to in this experiment as the automated verification
technology(ies)) to help them in their modeling exercise, whereas others were not. (Note
that this was an earlier implementation than that described in Chapters 4 and 5.)
To scope this experiment, participants conducted their task outside of a design context.
However, future work could incorporate such a context to make the experiment more
authentic to design and to provide participants with greater motivation to understand the
concept being modeled.
The Usefulness Study explores the part of Hypothesis 1 (implied in this hypothesis) and
its associated Research Question that relate to the AI agent supporting incremental design
revision. The hypothesis and research question are as follows:
• Research Question 1. How might an AI agent support systematic and repeatable
incremental design revision?
Hypothesis 1. It may do so through checking the internal and external consistency
of design models.
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Relative to the Computational Experimentation in Chapter 5, the Usefulness Study
serves a different purpose. The Computational Experimentation shows the extent to which
an implementation of DESC can evaluate the internal and external consistency of models.
However, the Experimentation does not address DESC’s impact on human reasoners, which
is important because it gets to DESC’s ability to support incremental design revision. By
contrast, this Usefulness Study does explore to what extent can the AI agent (DESC) can
support incremental design revision by observing DESC’s impact on human reasoners.
Due to the way the Usefulness Study was conducted and the results analyzed, the hy-
pothesized incremental design revision cycle was not directly observed. Instead, the final
model and final version (plus the initial version to use as contrast) of a participant’s under-
standing were analyzed, which are the outcomes of any revising that was done during the
experiment. Thus, this experiment explores the topic of an AI agent supporting incremental
design revision, but more research is warranted to analyze it in detail.
6.2 Description
The Usefulness Study was a controlled, between-subjects study. It had the following
independent and dependent variables.
6.2.1 Independent Variables
• Whether a participant had access to and training about DESC’s implementation for
model-building (Experimental condition) or not (Control condition).
• Whether a participant was prompted and given information to construct a model
of friction drag (Biological condition) or of an electric toothbrush (Technological
condition).
These conditions form a 2x2 matrix of all the conditions in the experiment. Table 6.1
visualizes this matrix. When only a single dimension of this matrix is referred to (e.g., the
Experimental condition) without the other, it includes participants in both of the second type
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of condition (e.g., the Experimental condition refers to participants in both theExperimental
and Biological and Experimental and Technological conditions).
Table 6.1: Matrix of participant conditions in the Usefulness Study
Biological Technological
Experimental Experimental and Biological Experimental and Technological
Control Control and Biological Control and Technological
The ordering of the conditions was randomly generated except that each group of four
assignments had to fulfill all four conditions. For example, if the first assignment was
randomly selected to be Control and Biological then the second assignment was randomly
selected to be either Experimental and Biological, Experimental and Technological, or
Control and Technological. This meant that the fourth assignment was always the last
remaining condition in the set of four rather than being randomly picked. This assignment
strategy ensured an even distribution of conditions across the participants. Because P1 was
excluded (see Section 6.2.6 below), their condition was treated as if it had not happened
when constructing assignments for P2 and onwards.
Participants were assigned to a condition based on the order in which they actually
participated in the experiment. When participants had to reschedule, rescheduling deci-
sions were made without considering how this would change the participant to condition
assignment.
6.2.2 Dependent Variables
The experiment also had the following dependent variables.
• Participant demographics.
• Survey results.
• The model that each participant constructed.
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6.2.3 Experimental Procedure
Each participant in the study underwent the following procedure.
1. Informed consent was gained.
2. (Demographics) Participants took the Initial Survey, which collected demographic
information.
3. (Training) Participant was trained on Structure-Behavior-Function modeling, how to
read the modeling interface website and how to construct behaviors within it, and how
to write formulas (equations). If the participant was in the Experimental condition,
they were also trained on the automated verification technologies.
4. (Pre-Test) Participant read the appropriate Modeling Prompt for their condition and
then took the Pre-Modeling Survey for their condition.
5. (Model-building Preparation) Participant was given the appropriate Source Materials
and Set of Expected Function-Subfunction Relationships. They were given access
to the modeling interface with the appropriate model preloaded into it. Here, the
Structure and Function models were filled out and unchangeable. Relatively empty
behaviors (containing only an empty Start State, an empty Stop State, and an empty
Transition between them) were also provided. Participants were only able to work
within the given behaviors; they could not add or delete whole behaviors.
6. (Model-building) Participants were told that they had up to 45 minutes to build their
model. They would be stopped at 45 minutes but could end early if they chose to
do so. They were to use the Source Material as their main source of information but
could go beyond it if they knew more or disagreed with it. They also had access to
the Formula Writing Guide, the Modeling Prompt, and the Set of Expected Function-
Subfunction Relationships. If the participant was in the Experimental condition, they
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were also told to write down any circumstances where they intentionally disregarded
or ignored the automated verification technologies’ advice and why. (See Section
6.5). Participants were not allowed to use anything else to work with during their
modeling besides the modeling interface. Participants were allowed to ask questions
of the person running the experiment (which in all cases was the dissertation author)
if they wished, who responded to all questions when asked but intentionally did not
provide answers to questions regarding the content of the model being built.
7. (Post-Test) Once model-building was completed, the model being built was closed
and the participant only kept access to the Modeling Prompt and Formula Writing
Guide. They were then asked to complete the Post-Modeling Survey appropriate for
their condition, which was identical to the Pre-Modeling Survey.
8. (Exit Survey) The participant then lost access to all materials and was asked to com-
plete the Exit Survey. Participants in the Experimental condition had more questions
on their exit survey, corresponding to topics related to the automated verification
technologies. Note that there was accidentally a one word difference (technology ver-
sus interface) in the first question between the Control and Experimental conditions
instead of them being identical as intended.
See Appendix C for re-creations of the experiment materials. Note that the source
materials for model building are given brief descriptions and citations rather than being
re-created since they were taken from others’ work.
6.2.4 Configurations of Functional Model Simulation and Comparison
Participants in the Experimental condition had access to an implementation of DESC, which
was referred to as the automated verification technologies. Due to when the Usefulness
Study occurred, this was an earlier version of DESC compared to that described and tested
in Chapters 4 and 5. Nevertheless, the version that the participants had access to in this
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experiment was conceptually similar: the Simulation technique evaluated the participant’s
model through simulation and Comparison did so by comparing it against another model.
Furthermore, based on records, the participants should have used the same version of
the SBF* modeling language as used in the Computational Experimentation. Thus, the
results of the Usefulness Study remain relevant to the theoretical questions asked in this
dissertation.
The implementations of the Simulation and Comparison techniques of DESC had par-
ticular configurations in the Usefulness Study. Simulation was implemented with implicit
value forwarding, function reasoning, and reasoning with equations in explanations all en-
abled. This configuration was intended to enable Simulation to work as well as possible.
That said, participants were not taught about qualitative equations for the sake of simplicity,
so that aspect of Simulation was effectively disabled for the experiment.
Comparison utilized Compositional Mapping, with the top-level ordering of sub-
problems being Structure model, Function model, then Behavior model. All of the sub-
problem algorithms were heuristic-based algorithms, with the behavior subalgorithm being
a particularly advanced one that traversed behaviors. This configuration was used for two
reasons. First, heuristic algorithms were used instead of analogical ones because (although
this appears to have been a fluke) the implementation of the analogical algorithms was quite
slow at the time and (as a practical reason) time ran out to set up analogical algorithm func-
tionality. Second, the Usefulness Study is constrained such that a participant’s model will
always have an identical Structure submodel and Functions to the model it gets compared
against, so more sophisticated algorithms beyond heuristic algorithms were unnecessary to
map those parts.
6.2.5 Gold Standard Models
With the help of two domain experts, a gold standard model was created for each of the
Biological and Technological conditions. To develop the gold standard models, a series
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of meetings were conducted separately with two domain experts, Dr. Julie Linsey and Dr.
Marc Weissburg (both from Georgia Tech), with the intent of developing expert versions
of the models for the Technological and Biological conditions, respectively. The content of
these meetings varied and the modeling topics evolved, but this work eventually resulted in
the dissertation author constructing a model (or finishing the construction of a model, in
the case of the work with Dr. Linsey) of what are now the Technological and Biological
modeling topics. This model was then presented (in an accessible form) to the appropriate
expert for review. Afterwards, the model was revised based on their feedback and on any
additional appropriate changes. These revised versions were used in the experiment. These
models are present–except with their names changed in the text of the model–in Appendix D
under the code names Friction Drag (for the Biological condition) and Electric Toothbrush
(for Technological)1.
A gold standard model in this experiment serves multiple purposes: (a) it acts as the
perfect or correctmodel of the topic in question for analysis purposes, (b) parts of it were used
as the starting place for a participant’s model, and (c) they populated the implementation’s
knowledgebase and were used by the Comparison technique to derive comparisons with
participant models.
6.2.6 Preparation for Usefulness Study
Two informal tests with one person each were ran in preparation for the Usefulness Study
to evaluate the per-participant procedure of this experiment. The goal was to identify if
the training was the appropriate length relative to experimental time constraints and if the
experiment flowed as expected. As a result of these tests and follow-up discussion with
colleagues, the training was reformulated, modeling was simplified, and the experiment
was overall more polished. Next, another test was conducted with the second person used
in the earlier tests specifically to address usability of the modeling interface, resulting in
1Due to organizing reasons, there is a small possibility that these models are not identical to those used in
the Usefulness Study. However, it is believed that they are.
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more polish.
Additionally, the first participant of the experiment, P1, acted as an unintentional addi-
tional test. P1 encountered a severe error when they created a function-subfunction infinite
loop (defined below in Operationalization 4, Measure 2). After P1’s trial, a preventative
check for this error was added to the modeling interface. Simulation’s error reporting was
also improved, responding to feedback from both P1 and from the second informal test
helper. Thus, P1’s experience led to improvements in the experiment. The cost was that
P1’s data is not reported below because they received a different treatment (used a different
version of the modeling interface and automated verification technologies) than the other
participants.
6.3 Results Preface
The following sections present the results and analysis of the models that participants
constructed and the surveys that they filled out. First, some preliminary information.
6.3.1 Participants
Table 6.2 presents the conditions of the experiment’s participants.
Table 6.2: Participants and conditions
Participant Condition
P1 Experimental and Biological
P2 Experimental and Technological
P3 Control and Biological
P4 Control and Technological
P5 Experimental and Biological
P6 Experimental and Biological
P7 Experimental and Technological
P8 Control and Technological
P9 Control and Biological
Note two things. First, P1 is excluded from the below results for reasons identified
above. Second, P7 has been retroactively re-categorized as a Control condition participant
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despite being in the Experimental group. This is because P7 did not use the automated
verification technologies despite them being available. Thus, this participant was effectively
a Control condition participant.
Given these notes, the sample sizes for the conditions can be seen in Table 6.3. The
results will note when these sample sizes differ due to particular circumstances.
Table 6.3: Sample sizes by condition after P1 exclusion and P7 recategorization
Control Experimental
Biological n = 2 n = 2
Technological n = 3 n = 1
6.3.2 Statistical Significance Calculation
Note that p-values were calculated for many of the results below, using an independent
samples, two-tailed t-test. In no circumstance were the p-values calculated for these ex-
perimental results found to be statistically significant. Thus, the p-values are not shown
hereafter and none of the analysis will rely on statistical significance as part of its argument.
6.4 Models
Each participant constructed a model during the experiment. This section analyzes those
models. Specifically, this dissertation inspects only the last snapshot of each constructed
model that was saved according to timestamps for simplicity. The critical question in this
analysis is how to determine whether one model was better than another; essential to get at if
Control or Experimental condition participants developed better models. Four operational-
izations were created to determining this, each phrased as a hypothesis and representing
a different perspective one might take on model quality. Each operationalization then has
one or more measures, also phrased as hypotheses, that were applied to each model. The
measures can be viewed as more detailed versions of the operationalizations.
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The analysis done for the models in the Usefulness Study occurred over a long period of
time, thus (for example) analysis that utilized the DESC implementation was done with the
final versions (that which is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5) whereas the Usefulness Study
was conducted with an earlier version of the implementation. Also, there exists a small
possibility (due to organizing issues) that variants of the gold standard models may have
been used in the analysis. Nevertheless, for any given measure, the same gold standard
model version should have been used across all participants in that measure.
For reasons related to the trajectory of this dissertation research, the operationalizations
here were not created with internal and external consistency in mind. However, in the
descriptions of the operationalizations, whether or not they can be viewed as addressing
these ideas is commented on. Regardless, the multiple operationalizations used to analyze
models give a diverse perspective on the goodness of a model.
6.4.1 Operationalization 1
Experimental condition models will be more similar to the gold standard model than will
the Control condition models.
This operationalization assumes that the gold standard model represents the perfect or
correct model of the topic being modeled. Given this assumption, the closer a model comes
to matching the gold standard model, the better it is. The following measures are thus three
ways to investigate the amount of difference between a participant model and the related
gold standard model.
Relating this back to questions of external and internal consistency, this operational-
ization relates to external consistency. The gold standard models act as an accurate rep-
resentation of a concept that a given model should mirror, so by comparing (in various
ways) a given model against its associated gold standard model, this operationalization
can be viewed as checking the external consistency of the model. Measure 3’s look at
complexity has a somewhat tenuous relationship to this idea, but it is still essentially an act
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of comparison between the two models.
6.4.1.1 Operationalization 1 - Measure 1
Experimental condition models will more closely match the gold standard model than will
the Control condition models.
This measure was calculated by comparing the participant’s model against the relevant
gold standard model using the final version of Comparison in the Compositional Mapping
(No Interaction) technique configuration from Chapter 5. After running comparison, the
number of identified differences was counted. Since the two models should be identical,
the fewer the differences the better.
The number of differences is an imperfect tool for comparison between participants
because (a) the computational experimentation shows that the Comparison technique is im-
perfect, (b) Comparison requires nearly exact equality between component attribute values
and explanation descriptions (when they are used for reasoning) for them to be considered
a non-difference, and (c) it will undercount the number of differences when states and tran-
sitions are unmapped by not showing any of the conditions or explanations, respectively,
underneath them. Nevertheless, this approach provides an approximate, consistent measure
of how different the two models are.
Results: The Experimental condition (n = 3) had an average of 50.33 differences. The
Control condition (n = 5) had an average of 76.6 differences. Note that numerical values
reported here and below may be rounded from their raw values for simplicity (e.g., 50.33 is
rounded).
6.4.1.2 Operationalization 1 - Measure 2
The trajectory of attribute values in the Experimental condition models will more closely
align with the gold standard model than will the Control condition models.
This measure focuses on how attribute values change in the behaviors. The change in
attribute values represents a meaningful aspect of behavioral modeling, and this measure
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attempts to get at that perspective while avoiding other differences that might complicate or
obscure comparison at this level of abstraction.
To calculate this measure, a Start value, Stop value, and Abstract, Directional (AD)
value for each attribute on a per-behavior basis were determined for both the gold standard
and participant models. For Start and Stop values represent only what was explicitly written
in the states by the modeler or (see below) <Undeclared-Q> or <Undeclared-D> if no
relevant value was present. AD values were derived from the Start and Stop values as
described below.
The Start value for an attribute is that which appears in the Start state (first state) in the
behavior. If there was no such value and the attribute appears elsewhere in the behavior
(or appears in the matching behavior of the model against which this model is compared),
its value was either <Undeclared-Q> or <Undeclared-D> depending on whether it was a
Quantitative or Descriptive attribute, respectively.
The Stop value for an attribute is that which appears in the Stop state (final state) in the
behavior. If no value appeared in the Stop state, the behavior was traversed backwards until
finding the last declared value for that attribute, eventually repeating the Start state value if
necessary. Again, if no such value was found (possible if the attribute only appears in the
matching behavior of the model against which this model is compared), its value was either
<Undeclared-Q> or <Undeclared-D> depending on the attribute type.
The Abstract, Directional (or AD) value represents another layer of abstraction. The
numbers used in the models may not be tied to specific values in the source materials or
elsewhere, so theymay representmore general notions of quantities increasing or decreasing.
Thus, differences in the precise values may not necessarily be meaningful and an abstraction
(the AD value) may be useful. Given a Start and Stop value for a Quantitative attribute, the
AD value for the attribute is either Increasing-Q if the Stop value is greater than the Start
value, Decreasing-Q if the Stop value is less, Static-Q if they are equal, or Unknown-Q if
either/both of the Start and Stop values were <Undeclared-Q>. Descriptive values are not
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numbers. However, it may still be valuable to look at how they change at an abstract level, so
an abstract level was created for them an lumped in with AD values. They are classified as
Static-D if both Start and Stop values were the same, Different-D if they were different,
or Unknown-D if either/both of the Start and Stop values were <Undeclared-D>. (Note:
there were no Qualitative attributes in the Usefulness Study models.)
Once the Start, Stop, and AD values were determined, the percent of these values
in a participant’s model that matched with the related gold standard model across all
the behaviors was then calculated. A higher percentage is better because the percentage
corresponds with how closely aligned the participant’s model is with the gold standard
model.
Results: Table 6.4 presents the results for this measure, which consist of the mean
percent of matching values for Start, Stop, and Abstracted, Directional (AD) values.
Table 6.4: Operationalization 1, Measure 2 Results. Mean percent matching. (Higher is
better)
Condition Start Values Stop Values AD Values
Control (n = 5) 26.78 13.99 29.66
Experimental (n = 3) 35.27 22.64 40.23
6.4.1.3 Operationalization 1 - Measure 3
The complexity of the Experimental condition models will be closer to that of the gold
standard model than will the Control condition models.
Another way to abstractly compare a participant model against the gold standard model
is to look at their level of complexity. To do so, the number of explanations, conditions,
formulas (equations), and states in both the gold standard models and the participant models
were counted. Anything in the formula field counted as a formula. Then the difference (as
an absolute value) was calculated for the number of each model aspect (e.g., explanations)
between the participant’s model and the related gold standard model. A lower number is
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better because it corresponds with the participant’s model more closely aligning with the
gold standard model.
The number of transitions was not calculated because in this experimental setup it is
nearly always equal to one less than the number of states (except if a model had multiple
behaviors with only one state. This edge condition is ignored for this dissertation). Thus,
there is a consistent relationship between the number of states and the number of transitions.
Results: Table 6.5 presents the results for this measure, which consist of mean absolute
value differences of different model elements between the participants’ models and the
relevant gold standard model.
Table 6.5: Operationalization 1, Measure 3 Results. Mean absolute value difference be-
tween the number of a modeling element in participants’ models compared to relevant gold
standard model. (Lower is better)
Study Condition Explanations Conditions Formulas States
Control
(n = 5) 7.2 35.6 7 7.2
Experimental
(n = 3) 11.33 18.33 8.67 7
6.4.2 Operationalization 2
Experimental condition models will be more precise than Control condition models.
Operationalization 2 evaluates model from the perspective of evaluating explanations.
Rugaber’s [125] Explanatarium website lists a set of generic criteria with which to evaluate
explanations, with precision being one of them. Rugaber’s definitions of precision act as a
jumping off point towards constructing a similar, simple definition of precision for SBF*
models. Precision in the context of SBF* models is defined here as the complexity or size
of the model, for every detail provided by the modeler represents a precise commitment
made by the explanation.
This operationalization does not meaningfully relate to notions of internal and external
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consistency.
6.4.2.1 Operationalization 2- Measure 1
Experimental condition models will have more model elements of a given type than Control
condition models.
Consider eachmodel element as a commitment made by themodeler about the modeling
topic. Better models thus are those with higher numbers of any given model element
type (e.g., explanations), building on the parent operationalization’s argument that more
commitments equal higher precision. The model elements targeted here specifically relate
to the behaviors in the models. The participants’ structure submodel and functions were
premade and unchangeable, so they provide no discriminatory insight.
This operationalization is very similar to Operationalization 1, Measure 3, and the
numbers from that measure were used here. However, this operationalization and its
measures instead look at the raw numbers of the model elements, defining a higher number
as better. Note that the number of transitions is not considered in this operationalization for
the same reason that it was not considered in Operationalization 1, Measure 3.
Results: Table 6.6 presents the results for this measure, which consist of the mean
number of modeling elements.
Table 6.6: Operationalization 2, Measure 1 Results. Mean number of model elements.
(Higher is better)
Study Condition Explanations Conditions Formulas States
Control
(n = 5) 10 38.2 5.8 12.6
Experimental
(n = 3) 4 21.33 3.33 10.67
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6.4.3 Operationalization 3
Experimental condition models will be more syntactically correct than Control condition
models.
SBF* models have a precise syntax. Having correct syntax is analogous to having
correct grammar in a natural language. Thus, more syntactically correct models are better
than those with less correct syntax. This operationalization covers this perspective.
This operationalization does not meaningfully relate to either internal or external consis-
tency. Although syntax is important for the model itself to make sense, internal consistency
is about how aspects of the model relate to each other rather than the physical construction
of the model.
6.4.3.1 Operationalization 3 - Measure 1
Experimental condition models will have fewer formulas with incorrect syntax than Control
condition models.
The modeling interface enforced well formed syntax for most situations. However, the
formula field in the modeling interface allowed for anything to be written within it. This
measure checks the syntax of the formulas.
This measure reports on the number of formulas with syntax errors. The fewer formulas
with syntax errors, the better. To arrive at this number, the final version of Simulation in its
Complete configuration (see Chapter 5) was ran against each participant model within the
modeling interface. Simulation’s implementation should fail if any formulas have incorrect
syntax or semantics because it will be unable to solve the equation expression. This feedback
loop was used to check the formulas. If Simulation threw errors, formulas were manually
inspected for syntax and semantic errors.
This measure was skipped for participants whose model had at least one function-
subfunction infinite loop. A function-subfunction infinite loop prevented the model from
running to completion with Simulation without making ablations to the model.
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Results: The mean number of formulas with syntax errors in participant models was
0 for the Experimental condition (n = 3) and 1.25 for the Control condition (n = 4). P8
(Control and Technological) was skipped due having at least one infinite loop, so the n value
for Control is reduced by 1.
6.4.4 Operationalization 4
Experimental condition models will be more semantically consistent than Control condition
models with regards to their behaviors and functions.
The SBF* modeling language also has semantics associated with it, which refers to
the meaning expressed by the language. Better models will be those models that are more
consistent with these semantics. Again, only the behaviors get investigated here because
the structure and functions were identical and unchangeable and thus do not provide any
discriminatory insights.
Connecting to internal and external consistency, this operationalization relates to in-
ternal consistency. In checking model semantics, this operationalization can be viewed as
(essentially) looking at ways in which parts of the model make sense relative to other parts
of the model. The connection with Measure 2 is more tenuous, but one can consider that a
function-subfunction infinite loop fails internal consistency because cycles in the functional
decomposition (caused by how functions relate to each other in the model) do not make
sense semantically.
6.4.4.1 Operationalization 4 - Measure 1
Experimental condition models will have a higher percentage of attribute values of the
same type as the attribute’s type (i.e., Quantitative and Descriptive2) compared to Control
condition models.
Each attribute in the experiment was defined as being of the Quantitative or Descriptive
type in the structure submodel. Quantitative attributes are numerical, and Descriptive
2Qualitative attributes, while supported by DESC, were not in the Usefulness Study for simplicity.
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attributes are not. Attribute values given in conditions in the behaviors (and in the functions,
for that matter) should correspond to these types. This measure inspects to what extent the
values written in the model match with their defined types. Superior models have more
matching values.
This was investigated by manually looking at condition values in the behaviors and
determining if they matched with their attribute’s type. For simplicity, Descriptive attribute
values were allowed to be anything, so this boiled down to ensuring that all non-numerical
values were only assigned to Descriptive attributes.
Results: The mean percent of values that match their attribute’s type was 100% for the
Experimental condition (n = 3) and 90.83% for the Control condition (n = 5).
6.4.4.2 Operationalization 4 - Measure 2
Fewer Experimental condition models will have a function-subfunction infinite loop through
function explanations than Control condition models.
An explanation can point to a function, meaning that function (a subfunction in this
context) helps the system being modeled to transition from one state to the next. Given
these semantics, the function-subfunction graph formed by these relationships should be
a directed, acyclic graph. It makes no sense for what was a superfunction to help the
behavior of a subfunction (or one even further down the graph) make a transition. Further,
cycles create situations where Simulation will loop endlessly (or, if implemented, until the
program breaks).
If a modeler ever composes a model with such a cycle, this is thus a semantic error
termed here as a function-subfunction infinite loop. Each participant’s model was manually
analyzed to determine if it contained at least one infinite loop. Superior models do not have
any infinite loops.
Results: The number of participants with at least one function-subfunction infinite loop
was 0 for the Experimental condition (n = 3) and 1 for the Control condition (n = 5).
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6.4.4.3 Operationalization 4 - Measure 3
Fewer Experimental condition models will have at least one semantic error (erroneous
attribute value references or descriptive values in Quantitative formulas) in their formulas
compared to Control condition models.
Operationalization 3, Measure 1 investigated the syntax of the formulas within partic-
ipant models. This measure focuses on semantic issues. Formulas have rich semantics
behind them (see Chapter 4). If a formula violates any of these semantics, it counts as
having a semantic error.
This analysis was conducted alongside that for Operationalization 3, Measure 1. Please
see the description in section 6.4.3.1. If a formula was identified with a semantics error,
this counted as the model having at least one formula with a semantics issue. Superior
models have no semantic errors in their formulas. As in Operationalization 3, Measure 1,
this measure was skipped if the model had any function-subfunction infinite loops.
Results: The number of participants with erroneous formula semantics for at least one
formula was 0 for the Experimental condition (n = 3) and 1 for the Control condition (n = 4).
P8 (Control and Technological) was skipped due to having at least one function-subfunction
infinite loop.
6.4.4.4 Operationalization 4 - Measure 4
Experimental conditionmodelswill have a higher percentage of attribute values in behaviors
that Simulation agrees with compared to Control condition models.
Simulation verifies the extent to which the conditions in states are consistent with and
justified by the explanations on transitions. This is a form of semantic analysis, and thus it is
repeated here as a measure in the semantics operationalization. To investigate this measure,
the final version of Simulation in its Complete configuration (see Chapter 5) was ran against
the participant’s model. The number of condition-related issues it found were manually
counted, and the number of conditions that the simulator agreed with was determined by
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subtracting this value from the total number of conditions in the behavior. Superior models
will have a higher percentage of agreed-with conditions.
Before doing so, any previously identified syntactic errors within formulas that had
obvious fixes not requiring anymeaningful interpretation (such as an underscore accidentally
in place of a period) were fixed.
This measure was skipped if previous analysis identified any function-subfunction infi-
nite loops. It was also skipped if formulas contained any semantic errors or non-obvious
syntactic errors (none of these were found). P3 (Control and Biological) was skipped be-
cause they had erroneous formula semantics. P8 (Control and Technological) was skipped
because they had an infinite loop.
Results: The mean percent of conditions in the behaviors of a participant’s model that
Simulation agreed with was 82.86% for the Experimental condition (n = 3) and 86.89% for
the Control condition (n = 3).
6.4.4.5 Operationalization 4 - Measure 5
Experimental condition models will have a higher percentage of attribute values in the
provides conditions of the model’s functions that Simulation can determine are consistent
with the results of its behavioral simulations compared to the Control condition models.
Thismeasure follows the same logic asMeasure 4. Simulation also verifies the semantics
of the model by checking for consistency between the outcomes of the behaviors (i.e., the
final attribute values) and the provides conditions of the functions that they achieve.
To be consistent with a provides condition in the function, a final attribute value must
(a) be defined and (b) not contradict the function’s condition. Since all conditions in
the functions are equality statements, part (b) works out to mean that the final attribute
values from the behaviors must match the values defined in the provides conditions of
the function. If (a) isn’t true, Simulation cannot determine what the appropriate value
in the function should be. If (b) isn’t true, Simulation determines that the value in the
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function is inconsistent with what is given in the behavior. Superior models will have a
higher percentage of provides conditions that Simulation could determine and found to be
consistent.
This measure was investigated simultaneously and with the same results as those for
Measure 4, except here the number of issues related to functions were counted. Note that
attributes that were in the behavior but not in the function were ignored by Simulation.
Results: The mean percent of function provides conditions that Simulation could
determine and found consistent was 55.56% for the Experimental condition (n = 3) and
14.29% for the Control condition (n = 3). Like in Measure 4, P3 (Control and Biological)
and P8 (Control and Technological) were skipped. P3 had erroneous formula semantics.
P8 had an infinite loop.
6.5 Model Conclusions
The previous section presented the results of analyzing the models that participants con-
structed. This section discusses these results and then touches on the participant who
explicitly disregarded some of DESC’s output.
Table 6.7 shows the overall results by operationalization and measure, categorizing at
a high level which condition (if either) produced superior results. Overall, Experimental
condition models were superior to Control condition models. Experimental had superior
results in 7 out of 10 operationalization and measure combinations, whereas Control was
superior in only 2 and the results were inconclusive in 1. At the operationalization level, Ex-
perimental condition models had superior results in 3 out of 4 operationalizations compared
to 1 for Control.
These results follow the expected outcome, suggesting that the addition of DESC’s
evaluative feedback helps people develop better models. To put it another way, these results
provide evidence (albeit high-level because the cycle itself was not observed/analyzed)
that DESC does indeed support the hypothesized incremental design revision cycle as it
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Table 6.7: Overall results of model analysis
Operationalization Measure Outcome
1
1 Experimental was better
2 Experimental was better
3 Inconclusive. Half in favor of Control,half for Experimental
2 1 Control was better
3 1 Experimental was better
4
1 Experimental was better
2 Experimental was better
3 Experimental was better
4 Control was better
5 Experimental was better
relates to the external model, providing feedback that leads to revising that model. It makes
intuitive sense that having a support tool that helps you reflect on and thereby improve your
model would enhance your work product.
However, the Experimental condition was not superior in every measure, and this
needs to be accounted for. Specifically, the Control condition produced superior results in
Operationalization 2, Measure 1 (precision as defined by counting the number of various
modeling elements) andOperationalization 4,Measure 3 (semantic consistency in behaviors
as defined by the percent of state conditions that Simulation agreed with).
One hypothesis for Operationalization 2, Measure 1’s (precision) outcome: it could be
that a trade off between model development speed and quality was created by DESC. In
other words, the results may be due to slower modeling velocity. If one periodically pauses
to reflect on one’s model (via DESC’s feedback), this would naturally slow down modeling
progress. However, the broader trend suggests that DESC-influenced (i.e., Experimental
condition) models are otherwise generally higher-quality. Thus, the trade off suggested
here is model size versus quality. Note that this explanation assumes Control condition
participants did not spend as much time reflecting on their models, which needs to be
confirmed before accepting this hypothesis.
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The Operationalization 4, Measure 4 (semantic consistency in behaviors) results are
more troubling because Experimental condition participants had access to Simulation that
(even though it was an earlier version) gave them feedback about these semantic issues.
Why then would Control condition participants do better on this measure?
First, note that two Control condition participants, P3 (Control and Biological) and P8
(Control and Technological), were excluded from Measure 4 (and 5) because of erroneous
formula semantics and a function-subfunction infinite loop, respectively. Also, P7 (Exper-
imental and Technological, recategorized to Control and Technological) and P9 (Control
and Biological) had formulas with syntax errors that were fixed before generating results
for these measures. Thus, in the broader context of the experiment, four out of five Control
condition participants had issues related to simulation, whereas none of the Experimental
condition participants did. Because the participants with issues were either excluded or
had their issues fixed before computing the results, the results for the Control condition in
Measures 4 and 5 should be taken with a grain of salt.
That said, one hypothesis to explain these results is that DESC’s output was (at least
partially) ineffective at triggering participants to correctly repair their models when they
were shown to be erroneous. Perhaps the output was confusing to participants and in so
doing, caused them to attempt repairs that worsened the situation. A less extreme take on
this is to consider that the difference between Control and Experimental conditions on this
measure is rather small (a little more than 4 percentage points between them), so perhaps it
is simply that the participants could not determine how to solve their semantics issues due
to ineffective Simulation output and thus have about the same amount of errors as Control
condition participants. In any case, the solution to this situation could be to improveDESC’s
output (including internally improving how it diagnoses modeling errors) to make it more
useful.
Finally, consider the inconclusive results for Operationalization 1, Measure 3 (model
similarity versus a gold standard model defined as complexity similarity). In this case, half
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of the model element types were more similar for the Experimental condition and half for
the Control condition. It is difficult to draw an explanation for split results such as these, so
they are pointed out here simply to say that the lack of a firm result here suggests need for
further investigation with more participants to determine if a meaningful pattern exists.
6.5.1 Disregarding DESC
Participants in the Experimental condition of the Usefulness Study were given access to the
automated verification technology. They were asked to document times when they chose to
disregard or ignore the technology’s advice and why. Only participant P2 chose to produce
such documentation. P2’s documentation contained a mix of commentary and what appear
to be Simulation results.
Their document was analyzed qualitatively to derive themes. The first theme was a
belief that the technology was suggesting the wrong answer. The second theme related to
the technology being too literal or, to put it another way, unreasonably precise. Finally, the
last comment seemed almost like a summary comment and related to both of these themes.
Assuming that P2 is responding to the Simulation results in particular, both of these
themes suggest that the participant was not receiving helpful feedback. Unless the partic-
ipant was seeing bugs in the software, the simulation’s suggested values are derived from
how it reasons about the model. They are neither arbitrary nor unreasonably precise (since
they reflect the participant’s choices), nor are they wrong (since they are generated through
reasoning about the simulation and not some external source). However, that the participant
felt these things implies that Simulation needs to provide better, more explanatory feed-
back. This would at least contextualize the answers so that they do not appear erroneous or
misguided.
P2’s feedback is valuable and illuminating. Even this single participant’s feedback
guides future work to improve the usefulness of DESC. Indeed, upon reflection, improving
Simulation’s explanations intuitively sounds like a fruitful avenue for future work, and this
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feedback motivates that work.
6.6 Surveys
This section presents the results of the surveys. They are named here using the same nomen-
clature as used in Appendix C so readers may easily cross-reference with that appendix to
see the contents of the surveys in question.
6.6.1 Initial Survey
The Initial Survey collected demographic information from participants with the intent of
capturing details from the participants that provides insight into the people who participated
in this experiment.
Zooming out from the specific answers and even away from the answers per condition,
the Initial Survey shows that the participants overall were not homogeneous. Questions 2
and 3 reveal a mix of male and female participants, different college degree levels (ranging
from Bachelor’s to Ph.D.), and both Electrical Engineering and Computer Science majors
(ignoring those who did not answer the major question). Similarly, there is some variety in
the answers of all parts of question 4 (the number of classes taken in a few fields) although
some parts lean heavily towards a particular answer choice. Again, there is overall a variety
of answers on question 5 (years of experience in conducting design).
Although variety was not present across all questions for all conditions in the Usefulness
Study, overall there is variety in the participants across the whole set. The non-homogeneity
of the participant set supports that the findings in this experiment could generalize beyond
a single participant profile.
6.6.2 Pre- and Post-Modeling Surveys
The Pre- and Post-Modeling Surveys were identical with each other within each of the
Biological and Technological conditions and were designed to be analyzed as a pair. They
reflect a kind of pre- and post-test given to participants. The surveys capture a participant’s
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knowledge through two questions. If the hypothesized incremental design revision cycle
worked correctly, a participant’s external model and internal model (cognitive understand-
ing) of the topic should be improved moreso than if this cycle was not supported by the AI
agent.
The topic-related parts of the questions differ depending on whether the participant was
in the Biological or Technological condition, but the idea behind the questions remains the
same. Given this, the surveys will be discussed as if they were the same despite being
topic-dependent.
The Pre-Modeling Survey captured the amount of knowledge of the modeling topic that
a participant had before the modeling exercise. This sets a baseline for their knowledge.
The Post-Modeling Survey captured the amount of knowledge of the modeling topic that
a participant had after the modeling exercise. Thus, the difference in results between the
Pre- and Post-Survey reflect how the participant’s knowledge on the topic being modeled
changed due to the modeling exercise.
6.6.2.1 Question 1
The first question asks the participant to rate how well they understand the topic on a scale
from 1 to 7, with 1 meaning “I do not understand it at all” and 7 being “I understand it
completely.” Answers to this question provide a self-reported, discrete understanding score.
Such a score is valuable because it is easy to analyze, but the score is also prone to bias and
thus cannot be the sole data point from which to draw conclusions.
To analyze this question, the difference (Post-Survey minus Pre-Survey) was calculated
for each participant. This difference reflects the direction and scale of change in under-
standing (if any) that a participant underwent through the modeling exercise. The means of
the conditions were then compared.
The mean Post - Pre-test difference in participant responses for question 1 were 1.2 for
the Control (n = 5) condition and 2 for the Experimental (n = 3) condition.
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6.6.2.2 Question 2
The second question asks the participants to describe the modeling topic. To avoid par-
ticipants being forced to write nonsense if they did not know anything, a participant was
allowed to skip this question on a test if they answered 1 in Question 1 for that test.
Answers to this questionwere analyzed qualitatively, first using P1’s answers as a test and
then analyzing the rest of the participants. The technique and codes were refined during the
first run of the analysis. Analysis was donewithout being blind to the participant’s condition,
but the condition was not taken into consideration. During the first run, participant data was
analyzed in order of participant ID (P2 then P3, etc.). To avoid ordering bias, the second
run had a randomized ordering.
Coding looked at three dimensions and did so in the following order: (1) size, (2)
substance, and (3) correctness. This multidimensional approach allows for nuanced results.
Before conducting any of the analysis dimensions, answers were separated into an ordered
set of sentences. If the answer was empty, no analysis was done.
The size dimension assumes that a larger answer reflects a greater understanding of the
topic. Each sentencewas coded as either relevant or irrelevant. Size of a participant’s answer
was measured by counting the number of relevant sentences that it contained. Counting
only relevant sentences avoids overcounting due to sentences that did not directly explain
the modeling topic. A relevant sentence is about the modeling topic, and an irrelevant
sentence is not. Only flagrantly irrelevant sentences were coded as such. P9’s (Control and
Biological) post-test had the only sentence coded as irrelevant, “A more efficient flat plate
will enable trailing vortices that can propel a flat plat towards its intended direction.” This
sentence was about vortices propelling a flat plat and did not seem related to friction drag.
The mean Post - Pre-test differences for the size dimension were 0.6 for the Control
condition (n = 5) and 1 for the Experimental condition (n = 3).
The following substance and correctness dimensions assume that at least one sentence
was coded as relevant. If there were no relevant sentences in the answer, substance and
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correctness analysis was not done.
Substance looks at to what extent the participant’s answer refers to behaviors, functions,
or structures. Each relevant sentence, as determined by the size dimension, was coded as
either structure, behavior-function, or other based on what it is primarily about. When
necessary, other sentences in the answer were considered to add context to a current
sentence’s meaning and intent. A structure-coded sentence is one primarily concerned
with details about the components of the topic, connections between those components,
and attributes (but not value change) of the components. For example, this sentence from
P2’s pre-test was coded as structure: “An electric toothbrush consists of a power source, a
motor, a frame, a driveshaft, and a brush.” A behavior-function-coded sentence is primarily
concerned with processes that the topic undergoes and/or objectives, goals, or purposes of
the topic or some part within it. For example, this sentence from P3’s pre-test was coded
as behavior-function: “The friction is generated by the material of the skin (or plate).” If a
sentence had both strong structural aspects and clear behavior-function aspects, behavior-
function was the favored code. If a sentence did not belong to structure or behavior-function,
it was decided whether (a) the sentence was still relevant and should be coded as other or (b)
whether I should recode the sentence as irrelevant in the size dimension. A sentence coded
as other means that it is relevant but does not fall into the structure of behavior-function
categories. For example, this sentence from P3’s post-test was coded as other: “The friction
drag can be somewhat explained by an analogy of throwing a deck of cards onto a table.”
Table 6.8 reports the mean differences (Post-test minus Pre-test) on the number of
structure, behavior-function, and other sentences, respectively.
Correctness is the final dimension, and it is essential because it measures the extent
to which the participant has an accurate understanding. To test for correctness, each
relevant sentence (as determined by the size dimension) was checked against the condition-
appropriate gold standard model. When necessary, other sentences in the answer were
considered to add context to a current sentence’s meaning and intent. Each sentence was
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Table 6.8: Mean Post - Pre difference in number of structure, behavior-function, and other







(n = 5) 0 0.4 0.2
Experimental
(n = 3) -0.33 1.33 0
coded as either (a) completely correct, (b) partially correct, (c) completely incorrect, or (d)
unknown. Completely correct means that all the statements in the sentence corresponded
to contents of the model and everything in that sentence is confirmed by the contents of the
gold standard model. Completely incorrect means the same thing about correspondence
but that everything was completely contradicted, or it means that part of the sentence was
incorrect but no correspondence could be found for the rest. Partially incorrect means
part of the sentence corresponded and was confirmed but the rest either corresponded and
was contradicted or could not be confirmed by the model due to lack of correspondence.
Correctness and correspondence was approached liberally, looking for general, abstract
(especially in the case of values) matches rather than precise equality.
After doing this coding, a normalized score was derived for the participant’s answer.
Sentences coded as completely correct were given 1 point, partially correct were 0.5 points,
and completely incorrect were 0 points. Unknown sentences were not considered in the
score. Values were summed and divided by the number of relevant sentences minus the
number of unknown sentences, which normalizes the score. Each participant thus earns
a score from 0 (everything was completely incorrect) to 1 (everything was completely
correct). Normalized scores were rounded at the second decimal place. A participant might
have a score whose denominator was zero because all the sentences were coded as unknown.
In these cases, the reported score is N/A. Such situations reflect an answer that was not at
all covered by the gold standard model. Although not necessarily implying an erroneous
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answer, this raises questions about the information in the answer because the gold standard
model is a relevant model of the modeling topic.
The mean Post - Pre-test difference in participant responses were 0.35 for the Control
condition (n = 5) and 0.13 for the Experimental condition (n = 2). The Experimental
condition’s n-value is reduced by 1 due to P6 (Experimental and Biological)’s removal from
having a denominator of zero for their Pre-test normalized score.
6.6.2.3 Analysis
Most of the results for the Pre- and Post-Modeling Surveys produced similar and thus in-
conclusive outcomes for both conditions. Question 1 results show that the mean differences
that the lift provided by the Experimental condition is slightly superior to that provided by
the Control condition. This could be due to the feedback provided by DESC enhancing the
learning process by supporting the hypothesized incremental design revision cycle.
Regarding Question 2, the size dimension results show us that the Experimental con-
dition answers grew fractionally more than the Control condition ones. In the substance
dimension, the differences in changes between the conditions were very small. Note that
the substance dimension does not inherently have a better-or-worse aspect to it, but patterns
of results may have been informative. The differences in these dimensions were too small
to draw any firm conclusions, suggesting at most that the presence of DESC’s evaluation
techniques does not dramatically skew the abstract structure of the model (i.e., whether one
favors more functions or behaviors, etc.).
Finally, let us consider the correctness dimension to Question 2. Based on the mean
differences, we see that, surprisingly, the Control condition participants grew more than
the Experimental condition participants. Considering that results were normalized to be
out of 1, the differences between conditions appears sizable. This suggests that access to
the DESC implementation does not enhance learning more so than lacking that access and
may in fact inhibit it. This might be the case due to the cognitive overhead of learning a
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new technology (the techniques of DESC) in addition to learning about the modeling topic.
Perhaps if participants were allowed to gain proficiency with the DESC implementation
first, it would help their design concept learning. Alternatively, perhaps participants used
DESC’s feedback to improve their models but did not integrate the changes into their
cognitive understanding, suggesting a need to teach the right answers rather than tell them.
6.6.3 Exit Survey
The participants in the Control condition received a one-question exit survey. The Ex-
perimental condition participants received a survey that included that one question (with
one word accidentally different) plus several additional more. These extra questions were
related to the automated verification technologies that they used and so were not relevant to
Control condition participants.
6.6.3.1 Question 1
This question was given to both conditions although the Experimental and Control condition
versions accidentally differed by one word. It asked participants to describe at least three
ways that they would improve the model building technology that they used. This question
serves to drive further refinement of the interface for future research and deployment.
Qualitative analysis was conducted on the answers to derive categories, which were as
follows: Auto-Populate, Better Equation Editor, Better Training, Better User Feedback For
Buttons, More Info Available On Screen At a Time, More Precision, No Issues, Online
Help, Visual Design of UI, and Visual Representation (With or Without Interaction).
6.6.3.2 Question 2
This question and all future ones were only given to the Experimental condition. Question
2 asked participants to rate on a scale from -3 (Very Negatively Impacted) to 3 (Very
Positively Impacted) to what extent the automated verification technology impacted their
model building.
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Three participants answered the question, giving scores of 1, 1, and 2.
6.6.3.3 Question 3
This question asked participants to list at least three ways that the automated verification
technology (sic) impacted their model building. They were allowed to give both positive
and negative answers, regardless of their Question 2 answer. Participants were told to skip
this question if they answered 0 (No Impact) to the prior question. Qualitative analysis was
again used to derive categories. Although P7 was not normally considered an Experimental
condition participant, their results are included in this analysis in case they shed useful
insights. P7’s results (two instances of Modeling UI Point (Irrelevant to Auto. Verification
Tech.)) were relevant to the broader modeling interface, and thus they remain in the findings
as legitimate responses.
The categories derived were as follows: Easier Than Verifying With Scientific Paper;
Modeling UI Point (Irrelevant to Auto. Verification Tech.); Reference Model Was Confus-
ing; Structured the Thought Process; Useful Initially, But Ignored For Long Term; and Was
Not Useful.
6.6.3.4 Question 4
This question asks to what extent did the automated verification technology impact a
participant’s understanding. Participants were to give a numerical rating on the same scale
as in Question 3.
Three participants answered the question, giving scores of 1, 2, and 2.
6.6.3.5 Question 5
In this final question, participants were asked to describe at least three ways that they
would improve the automated verification technology. Qualitative analysis was again used
to derive categories. Like with Question 3, although P7 was not normally considered an
Experimental condition participant, their results are included in this analysis. P7’s result
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(the instance of Auto-Populate) was relevant to the broader modeling interface, and thus it
remains in the findings as a legitimate response.
The categories derived were as follows: Auto-Populate; Avoid Spelling Glitches; Con-
tinuous Feedback; No Changes; Simplify Interaction With Reference Model; Unsure Why
Model Was Incompatible; Vague Error Messages; and Visual Representation of Model. All
categories had only a single instance associated with them because no patterns were seen
in the data.
6.6.3.6 Analysis
Questions 1 and 5 solicited feedback from participants. The results of these questions
provide guidance for how to improve the modeling interface and DESC implementation for
future work.
For Question 2, the three Experimental condition participants all gave a score greater
than zero (two 1’s and one 2), suggesting that they felt the automated verification technology
had a positive impact on their model building to some degree. This is a positive finding,
suggests that participants generally had a positive (although not strongly so) experience
with the DESC implementation, and encourages further research in this area.
Question 3 asked participants to explain how the automated verification technology
impacted their model building if they felt it had any impact. The analysis suggested that
the participants may have conflated the automated verification technology with the broader
modeling interface. This is troubling and calls into question the results of Questions 2
through 5 on this survey. Additionally, the results suggested room for improvement, with
a third of the categories being negative. That said, there were also two positive categories
across two instances.
Question 4 asked about the automated verification technology’s impact on the partici-
pants’ understanding of their modeling topics, using the same scale as in Question 2. Again,
the three Experimental condition participants all gave a score greater than zero (one 1 and
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two 2’s), suggesting a positive impact. This result is interesting considering the Pre- and
Post-Modeling Survey results that showed understanding was not necessarily improved with
access to the DESC implementation. Perhaps participants perceived that DESC was useful
in this area even though it was not necessarily, which reinforces that participants had a
positive experience with the technology.
6.6.4 Overall Conclusions on the Surveys
Overall, the surveys produced largely inconclusive results relative toHypothesis 1. Although
Experimental condition participants self-reported that they found the DESC implementation
had a positive impact onmodel building and understanding (granted theymay have conflated
DESCwith themodeling interface) and there is a fractionally larger growth for Experimental
condition participants versus Control condition participants in self-reported understanding
on the Pre- and Post-Modeling Surveys, correctness analysis of the written answers on those
surveys showed that Control condition participants grew more in their ability to accurately
describe the modeling topic.
This suggests, conservatively, that DESC did not achieve success at supporting the hy-
pothesized incremental design revision cycle because participants did not transfer improved
external models into improved internal models (cognitive understanding). It is unclear why
the DESC implementation did not transfer to greater correctness given the generally positive
model results above and the positive (if only slightly so) self-reported understanding re-
sults. Perhaps participants did not have the inclination to integrate feedback fromDESC into
their internal cognitive understanding of the topic, suggesting a need to consider DESC’s
human-computer interaction design from a pedagogical perspective. Further investigation
is warranted with a larger sample size to determine exactly why this occurs, what can be
done about it, and even if the small sample size here reflects a larger pattern or not.
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6.7 Overall Conclusions
This final section discusses overall takeaways from the Usefulness Study. Overall, the
Usefulness Study findings partially supported Hypothesis 1. Participant models in the
Experimental (i.e., DESC equipped) condition showed a trend of being superior to Control
condition models across the operationalizations and measures, and Experiment condition
participants had a somewhat larger self-reported growth in modeling topic understanding
compared to Control condition participants on the surveys. These results do not directly
comment on the incremental design revision process because they only view the end of the
modeling session (relative to the beginning, in the case of understanding). However, they
do suggest that the presence of DESC supports the incremental design revision cycle in
terms of development of better external models. Additionally, it may increase one’s feeling
of understanding about the modeling topic.
However, written explanations about the modeling topics were mixed and, importantly,
the correctness dimension strongly favored Control condition participants. Additionally,
Control condition models were superior on a couple measures. These results suggest that
improved external models from the Experimental condition did not necessarily transfer to
improved understanding and that the external models were not universally improved from
all perspectives, respectively. It appears that DESC does not support the incremental design
revision cycle in terms of producing improved internal models (cognitive understanding).
That Experimental condition participants produced superior models but Control condi-
tion participants produced more correct written explanations is an issue that needs further
investigation in future work. These results imply that refinements in external model building
did not transfer to improved understanding. Perhaps participants were merely reacting to
DESC and not integrating the changes to their mental models. In any case, DESC had a
partial positive impact (external model building), so it partially supports Hypothesis 1.
Overall, these findingswarrant a larger, refined study to determine the extent towhich the
results of this Usefulness Study represent patterns and why exactly certain results happened.
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Hypotheses were given earlier in this chapter for why (for example) Experimental condition
models had worse behavior condition semantics than Control condition models, and a
refined study and its analysis should be conducted to test these hypotheses (or otherwise
determine the reason) and to act on that finding by modifying DESC, the experiment design,
etc. Beyond running another experiment, one could also conduct further analysis on the
existing data by, for example, analyzing the timestamped model snapshots that were saved
from this study to determine if the hypothesis about model velocity is accurate and to get
into more detail about DESC’s role in incremental design revision.
Finally, three points of reflection on the Usefulness Study:
• Amulti-dimensional analysis was used to investigate the models built by participants,
and the outcome reveals the utility of such a nuanced approached because different
conclusions would have been drawn if only one dimension had been used. For exam-
ple, if onlyOperationalization 2 had been used, the Control conditionwould have been
viewed as completely superior, and the reverse would occur if only Operationalization
3 had been used.
• Although they are only lightly covered in this dissertation, asking participants for
feedback on the modeling interface and automated verification technologies (the
latter of which is synonymous with this study’s version of DESC) gathered useful
hints for future work. These questions, even if they are not directly useful to verifying
research hypotheses, are straightforward to ask and provide utility.
• The experiment successfully acted as a proof of concept for how one might situate
DESC within a modeling context. A concrete starting point now exists for what such
an interaction looks like and what kind of training accompanies that interaction, and




This chapter summarizes the dissertation’s problem and high-level solution, the formal
research questions and hypotheses, and the thesis statement. It reflects on the extent to
which the hypotheses are supported by the evaluation of the Design Evaluation through
Simulation and Comparison (DESC) AI agent that occurred through the Computational
Experimentation and the Usefulness Study in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. The theoretical
and technical contributions of thework are presented. Finally, the chapter discusses potential
future work directions.
7.1 Summary
7.1.1 Research Problem & High-level Solution
Biologically inspired design (BID) is a design method where practitioners take inspiration
from nature to help address their design challenges, and conceptual design is an early phase
of designwhere a function to structuremapping is initially developed, producing a candidate
design. Conceptual design in the BID context may engage knowledge of prior designs and
biological source cases. Practitioners may operate with less-than-ideal understandings of
these topics, perhaps because the interdisciplinarity of the practice means that one may have
expertise in one (e.g., the engineering field associated with the prior designs) but not the
other (e.g., biology, for the biological source cases). Additionally, intuition suggests that
the candidate design is unlikely to come into being fully formed. Revising these three type
of knowledge is desirable because issues may have negative consequences.
This dissertation hypothesizes that an AI agent that can evaluate the internal and ex-
ternal consistency of external models of designs (which represent either the practitioner’s
understanding or vision of the designs) can support a hypothesized cycle of incremental
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design revision. A practitioner would develop a model that represents (externalizes) their
understanding of a design, give it to the AI agent to get feedback, and then decide whether to
make revisions or to stop based on that feedback (and external pressures, etc.). If revisions
are made, the cycle may begin again.
Such a hypothesis leads to the focus of this dissertation and its essential research problem:
how would this AI agent actually conduct internal and external consistency evaluation to
support incremental design revision? The answer presented by this dissertation is theDesign
Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) AI agent, which is a computational
theory (implemented as an operational AI agent) to evaluate functional design models in
the form of Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) models. Design here is defined as any
one of: a prior technological design, a biological source case, or a candidate technological
design.
DESC contains two techniques called Simulation and Comparison. The Simulation
technique of DESC evaluates the internal consistency (i.e., it evaluates that parts of the
model align with each other) of the model’s behaviors and functions by simulating the
model and using those results to check claims made by it. Simulation had to resolve
two core challenges: (1) computer-readable simulation syntax and semantics for SBF*
models and (2) the simulation process, including the processing post-simulation that leads
to the evaluation results. The Comparison technique evaluates the external consistency of
a model. This is the extent to which it accurately represents its topic. Comparison does so
by comparing the given model against an alternative one on the same topic, which given
the interdisciplinary BID context, could come from a teammate with a different level or
kind of expertise than the design practitioner doing the revising. Any differences detected
represent potential areas of concern to be further investigated. Comparison had to resolve
the challenge of how to computationally detect salient differences without knowing how
and to what extent the two models might differ. As part of addressing this challenge,
this dissertation hypothesized a novel analogical mapping technique called Compositional
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Mapping that uses problem decomposition and constraint satisfaction.
7.1.2 Research Questions & Hypotheses
This dissertation has the following research questions, each with its own hypothesis or
hypotheses.
• Research Question 1. How might an AI agent support systematic and repeatable
incremental design revision?
Hypothesis 1. It may do so through checking the internal and external consistency
of design models.
• Research Question 2. How might an AI Agent check a design model for internal
consistency?
Hypothesis 2.1. It may do so by simulating the model and using the results to check
the process and functional claims made by the model. The Simulation technique of
DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2.2. The SBF* functional modeling language provides the syntax and
semantics needed for automated simulation.
• Research Question 3. How might an AI agent check a design model for external
consistency?
Hypothesis 3. It may do so by analogically comparing a given model against an-
other model of the same design, where differences represent potential issues. The
Comparison technique of DESC illustrates this hypothesis.
• Research Question 4. Analogical comparison implies mapping. How might an AI
agent map two models?
Hypothesis 4. It may do so by decomposing the mapping task, solving the subtasks,
and using solutions from earlier subtasks to constrain and inform solutions to future
subtasks. Compositional Mapping illustrates this hypothesis.
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7.1.3 Thesis Statement
This dissertation’s thesis statement is as follows:
The conceptual phase of biologically inspired design entails incremental de-
sign revisions across multiple knowledge entities. An AI agent may support
systematic and repeatable incremental design revision by checking the internal
and external consistency of functional models of candidate designs as well as
biological source cases and prior designs.
7.2 Reflection onResearchQuestions, Hypotheses, and Thesis Statement
To what extent did the two studies (Computational Experimentation and Usefulness Study)
support the above hypotheses and the thesis statement? To answer this question, each
hypothesis will be reflected on and then the thesis statement will be reflected on.
Hypothesis 1. While not perfect, this hypothesis was supported through both the Compu-
tational Experimentation and the Usefulness Study. The Computational Experimen-
tation demonstrated that an AI agent is capable of checking the internal and external
consistency of externalized design models. It showed that through implementations
of the Simulation and Comparison techniques of DESC, respectively. While not
directly observing the hypothesized incremental design revision cycles that may have
occurred during it, the Usefulness Study provided preliminary evidence from the
outcome of a modeling session that the presence of such an AI agent can support
production of superior external design models. However, the Usefulness Study did
not show that this led to better internal models. Thus, more work is needed to more
deeply analyze DESC’s role in supporting incremental design revision and to improve
how the DESC AI agent supports internal (cognitive) model improvement.
Hypothesis 2.1. This hypothesis was supported by the Computational Experimentation,
which demonstrated that an implementation of the Simulation technique of DESC,
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acting as an illustration of using simulation to check for internal consistency issues,
was capable of successfully addressing a set of model ablations relating to internal
consistency issues.
Hypothesis 2.2. This hypothesis was supported by the Computational Experimentation.
The Simulation technique in the Computational Experimentation operates over the
Structure-Behavior-Structure Star (SBF*) representation. That Simulation could
operate over this representation to conduct automated simulation supports this hy-
pothesis.
Hypothesis 3. While there was room for improvement, this hypothesis was supported
by the Computational Experimentation. The experimentation demonstrated that the
Comparison technique of DESC was reasonably capable of not identifying invalid
differences when comparing two models. This is a baseline capability for external
consistency checking by analogical comparison that sets the stage for further refine-
ment of this work, for the goal is to identify only salient differences as feedback for
the design practitioner.
Hypothesis 4. This hypothesis was partially supported by the Computational Experi-
mentation. Specifically, Compositional Mapping, which illustrates the ideas raised
by this hypothesis, was shown to be decent as a mapping technique for the purposes of
DESC’s Comparison technique. However, implicit in this hypothesis is also that Com-
positional Mapping is a superior technique compared to one without its ideas. The
Computational Experimentation showed that Compositional Mapping was slightly
superior for the purposes of Comparison when compared to a more conventional
analogical mapping technique illustrated by Uniform Mapping. This is a positive
outcome, but more work is needed to fully support this implicit claim.
The results of this dissertation thus provide at least some positive support for all of the
hypotheses. More research on improving Compositional Mapping over Uniform Mapping
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is warranted for Hypothesis 4 since it is only partially supported. Additionally, while DESC
does appear to contribute to incremental design revision when it comes to models, it does
not appear to cause improved understanding, which is an area that needs improvement.
However, the results nevertheless show that DESC is pursuing a promising direction.
The thesis statement is supported by this dissertation in two ways. First, the Computa-
tional Experimentation illustrated that an AI agent can check the internal consistency (via
DESC’s Simulation technique) and external consistency (via DESC’s Comparison tech-
nique) of candidate designs as well as biological source cases and prior designs. The results
showed that both techniques were at least decent at these tasks for the class of problems
tested in that experimentation. Second, the Usefulness Study provided preliminary evidence
that access to such an AI agent may lead to superior external models of topics thematically
related to biological and technological designs although this did not appear to translate to
superior internal models. Thus, while DESC was not completely successful at supporting
incremental design revision, it produced positive results for evaluating design models and
promising results at helping people in a modeling context.
7.3 Contributions
This section discusses the theoretical and technical contributions of this dissertation. Theo-
retical contributions are those that exist at the level of ideas, whereas technical contributions
are artifacts (computer programs, languages, etc.).
7.3.1 Theoretical Contributions
The theoretical contributions of this dissertation get to how it conceptually breaks new,
valuable ground in related fields.
This dissertation contributes a novel AI agent for design evaluation in the service of
incremental design revision in the context of conceptual design in biologically inspired de-
sign. The designs evaluated encompass source cases, prior designs, and candidate designs.
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This AI agent, Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC), evalu-
ates functional model of designs, specifically in the form of Structure-Behavior-Function
Star (SBF*) models. It evaluates a model’s internal consistency by simulating the mod-
elâĂŹs behaviors, and it evaluates the model’s external consistency by comparing it with
an alternative model on the same topic.
Biologically inspired design (BID) may engage knowledge of biological source cases,
prior designs, and candidate designs (and possibly others not covered here). Each of these
may contain errors that in turn may impact the conceptual design reasoning process or
later stages of the design process. In the conceptual design field and the case-based and
analogical design fields, DESC is the first work, based on those closely surveyed, that
evaluates all three of these knowledge types.
In BID, DESC appears to be only one of three computational (or computationally-
informed) tools to address evaluation, thus inherently contributing to a small body of
research on this topic. Given that BID is an interdisciplinary technique and practitioners
may not have expertise in either the biological or engineering sides of the designing, the
possibility exists for misconceptions and incomplete knowledge. This makes DESC well
suited to this domain by evaluating the prior designs and biological source cases used in
designing, which neither of the existing two tools do. DESC also evaluates the output of
the conceptual design phase, which again neither of the existing tools do. That said, the
other two tools address the mapping or the applicability of the biological source, capturing
a different (and complementary) set of possible errors. DESC is thus different from this
prior work and useful for the domain.
In the field of design critics, DESC is the first work among those closely surveyed to
explore both the source case and prior design in addition to the candidate design. Also,
the design critics surveyed typically used rules for their evaluation, with one also using
comparison in a way similar to DESC. DESC is thus unique in its use of both simulation
and comparison together. Further, the Simulation technique is itself novel on its own. Thus,
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DESC expands the scope of design critics into different knowledge entities and does so with
a novel use of two techniques, one of which (Simulation) is novel on its own.
From the perspective of using simulation to verify functional models, the surveyed
articles typically do so using qualitative reasoning (although there may exist work that does
quantitative simulation or amix of quantitative and qualitative simulation). Thismakes sense
for early stages of understandingwhere knowledge is still being developed. However, what if
one also had quantitative knowledge and/or wanted to upgrade/transition qualitative models
to include quantitative information? For example, one ismoving from a vague understanding
of a design concept to a more precise understanding. Checking such precise, quantitative
values can help ensure that these beliefs about the system make sense and are correct
(since they too could have issues), whereas without quantitative reasoning the evaluation
would be forced to remain at the more abstract, qualitative knowledge level. Relative
to the closely surveyed works, DESC uniquely supports both qualitative and quantitative
knowledge (via essentially algebraic equations) and reasoning in simulation. This facilitates
both the early stages of knowledge development (qualitative) and allows for intermixing or
adding/replacing more detailed information (quantitative), all within the same modeling
and evaluation framework.
Furthermore, existing work surveyed in this area tends to generate results for the com-
plete model (or for the entirety of what part was simulated), which has the potential to
grow difficult digest as models increase in size. Although DESC’s internal simulation
reasoning may incorporate multiple parts of the model (e.g., in processing subbehaviors),
it organizes and presents the results on a per-function and per-behavior basis. This should
help practitioners focus their attention on individual behaviors and functions (units of the
greater model) when cognitively processing evaluation results. This process will be aided
if they address issues from the lowest level behaviors and upward so that subbehaviors are
not unknowingly producing erroneous results.
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In addition to a theory of evaluation, this dissertation presents a version of the Structure-
Behavior-Function (SBF) modeling language that was co-developed by the dissertation
author and is called Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*). SBF* adds syntax and
semantics to SBF (and via the reasoning algorithms enacted by DESC) to facilitate the
automated simulation done by the Simulation technique of DESC. The experimentation and
model-building done in this dissertation illustrates the languageâĂŹs usability and the kind
of knowledge it is capable of representing.
This dissertation also contributes to computational analogical mapping–that is, how to
computationally align two concepts. Compositional Mapping is novel compared to the
closely surveyed techniques by decomposing the mapping problem into a series of sub-
problems to be solved in a coordinated (through constraints) fashion and where subproblem
solvers can be tailored to the associated representation partition, whereas two of the sur-
veyed prior works approach the mapping problem all-at-once, albeit in different ways, and
the third surveyedwork (while similar at one level) can be thought of as two, related episodes
of analogical reasoning. Additionally, in developing the Uniform Mapping approach that
uses the Structure-Mapping Engine (SME) [44] to contrast against Compositional Mapping,
this dissertation tacitly explores the utility of SME (via Case Mapper’s [119] implementa-
tion) at mapping two SBF* models to facilitate DESC’s Comparison technique and found
encouraging results.
Overall, DESC is unique amongst all closely surveyed works in its total combination
of what it evaluates and how it evaluates them. No surveyed prior work has the particular
combination of evaluating the biological source case, prior designs, and candidate design
using both simulation and comparison. In so doing, DESC contributes a novel approach to
computational evaluation in design.
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7.3.2 Technical Contributions
The technical contributions of this dissertation reflect produced artifacts. The contributions
can be mostly divided along two categories: DESC and SBF*.
Regarding theDesign Evaluation through Simulation andComparison (DESC)AI agent,
this dissertation contributes an operational implementation of the AI agent, written in the
Java programming language. The high-level technical architecture of this agent is described
in Chapter 4. The Simulation and Comparison techniques (and supporting code) are capable
of processing Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) models and producing human-
readable output. Included in this contribution are implementations of both Compositional
Mapping and Uniform Mapping. Where interfacing with Case Mapper [119] is needed, an
automated interface was developed on DESC’s side to interact with Case Mapper’s server
interface. All of this implementation facilitates further investigation by future researchers
who can concretely test the current version of DESC with novel input and future versions
of DESC with updated implementations derived from this one.
Regarding SBF*, the dissertation author co-developed a formal language definition for
this modeling language, which is given in Appendix A. This facilitates reproduction of this
work and the use of this knowledge representation in other works. Six illustrative models in
this formal language, five of which with topics derived from real-world examples, were also
developed or co-developed in the case of Electric Toothbrush and Friction Drag. These may
be used by future researchers as examples for their own reasoning strategies. A language
definition used to represent the parts of SBF* models relevant to this dissertation in Case
Mapper was also developed (see Appendix B). This may aid future exploration into applying
SBF* models to the Structure-Mapping Engine [44] mapping technique.
Finally, combining these two categories, an operational web application for constructing
SBF* models and getting feedback on them from DESC was developed for the Usefulness
Study. This could support future experimentation, andmore interestingly, it could be refined




This section of the dissertation discusses potential areas of future work for this research.
The most obvious area for future work is to revisit the Usefulness Study. In addition
to running the study with more participants to understand what results represent legitimate
patterns and what were artifacts of the sample, the Design Evaluation through Simulation
and Comparison (DESC) AI agent implementation and the model-building interface could
be improved. The results of the current Usefulness Study can inform how onemight improve
these. A more detailed look into the revising process would also be useful to better inspect
the hypothesized incremental design revision cycle. The modeling interface already took
snapshots of the model under development; analyzing these snapshots is one way to inspect
this. One could also imagine a version of the experiment where the participant was surveyed
about their knowledge more than once to capture the notion of incremental revision over
time.
The Computational Experimentation and Usefulness Study scoped out the broader
biologically inspired design context. Although this provided a useful simplification to
focus this dissertation, a fruitful line of future research would be to investigate DESC in a
design context. Perhaps one could integrate a DESC implementation in an instance of a
design team conducting the conceptual design phase of biologically inspired design, which
would explore the (perhaps unexpected) ways in which the technique gets used in a design
context and would further test its usefulness and capabilities at supporting incremental
design revision.
Along similar lines, another area to investigate DESC deeper would be to test it against
models developed without the involvement of the dissertation author. Some of this was
done coincidentally through the Usefulness Study, but a deeper exploration with topics
selected by participants and complete models constructed by them would be interesting.
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This could be viewed in performance terms: how well does DESC work in light of this
new, more natural data? It could also be a means to improve the techniques, guiding work
into what DESC should be able to detect for classes of model construction issues, issues
in internal understanding reflected in the models, and comparison-based issues if multiple
people model the same topic, all informed by these models constructed by other people (as
a source of more realistic data).
This research is contextualized in biologically inspired design, but model evaluation
could apply to other design contexts. For example, to what extent could Simulation gen-
eralize beyond concepts related to physical systems (e.g., the design of software)? How
would that reasoning process look? What about Comparison? Comparison likely has more
potential for generalization because it depends less on the content of the concept repre-
sentation. That is, Comparison more plausibly could occur outside of functional models.
However, Compositional Mapping depends on a representation’s ability to be partitioned,
so this may place some constraints on its use if one wishes to pair Compositional Mapping
with Comparison.
7.4.0.1 Simulation Technique of DESC
Specifically regarding the Simulation technique of DESC, one could explore how to enhance
the qualitative equation reasoning aspect of this technique to address ambiguous situations,
such as (for example) whether increasing the qualitative value of Medium means it should
nowbecomeLarge or still remain atMedium. In so doing, the simulator could project a space
of potential simulation trajectories that could then be compared against the values given in
the model. (Note that exploration of this topic already began in the DESC implementation
but was conceptually scoped out of this dissertation.) Such a Simulation feature raises even
more questions: (a) how does one present the potentially quite complicated results of such
an envisionment? (b) At what point does the inputted model have a legitimate issue? Is a
value wrong if a single trajectory contradicts it, if a majority of the trajectories contradict
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it, or some other circumstance? These questions would be interesting to explore as future
work for Simulation.
One of the limitations given in Chapter 1 is regarding the inability of the Simulation
technique to handle nonlinear behaviors. Consider three types of nonlinear behaviors: (a)
multiple independent graphs, (b) branches, and (c) cycles. Multiple independent graphs: a
behavior consists of more than one interconnected subgraphs (where a subgraph is a set of
states connected together by transitions), perhaps representing multiple ongoing processes
that are conceptually related but modeled separately. Branches: a state can have more than
one outgoing transition, perhaps representing alternative paths that the behavior could take
given different situations. Cycles: a transition can point to an earlier state in the behavior
(or the back to the state it extends from), perhaps representing a part of the process that
repeats before moving on to a later state (e.g., a train generating speed towards a maximum
velocity).
As implemented, the Simulation technique of DESC would not be capable of handling
any of the three nonlinear types for various reasons. There is also a theoretical issue
raised by branching. If branches are intended to represent alternative paths through the
behavior (i.e., a given instance of a behavior traverses a single path rather than all paths),
how should function-explanation reasoning interpret the output of a behavior with regards to
resolving attribute values during simulation? If a given behavior’s output is ambiguous (i.e.,
one of multiple options) then Simulation perhaps needs to consider ambiguous outcomes.
Interestingly, this connects to the above discussion about ambiguity in qualitative equations.
Future work that thus considers such theoretical issues with qualitative equations may also
wish to consider them with regards to alternative paths through behaviors.
Lest this discussion about nonlinear behaviors be exclusively negative, one can specu-
late what modifications to make to enable nonlinear behaviors in Simulation. Regarding
branching, one could explore ambiguous transition explanation outcomes, projecting an
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envisionment (a state space) for all possible paths through the behavior. One (computation-
ally challenging) approach to analyzing such an envisionment for evaluation is to compare
a given behavior to each generated path through the state space and present results for the
path with the fewest issues, which is most likely to be the path that the modeler (the design
practitioner) intended. A tie break process would need to be determined if multiple paths
have the same number of issues.
If multiple independent graphs represent a single behavior trajectory (i.e., they are not
alternatives), Simulation should only need to account formultiple Start states in a behavior,
something it cannot currently do. This should make it capable of addressing this type of
nonlinear behaviors with the non-alternatives assumption. If however they do represent
alternative trajectories, a similar approach to what was proposed for branching could be
usedwith each independent graph representing an alternative path (or set of alternative paths
if mixed with branching), assuming each independent graph is supposed to be interpreted
as such.
Cycles could be achieved by modifying the SBF* language (and Simulation’s reasoning
to handle the changes) in the following three ways: (1) any state may have multiple outgoing
and multiple incoming transitions with the exception of the Stop states that may not
have any outgoing transitions. (2) Create a new explanation type called Precondition
that holds an equation of the form pc: <expression> <operator> <expression>.
For example, a precondition explanation might be Precondition PC1, described as
“pc: Train.Velocity < Train.Velocity.High”. A Precondition acts as a guard
on a transition. Simulation will not traverse a transition unless all of its Precondition
explanations evaluate to true. Because of this, all attributes referenced in Preconditions
must refer to values in the outgoing, Before state. And (3) An attribute value in a
condition can now be a comma separated, ordered list of values, with the nth value in the
list representing the value for that attribute during the nth time the state gets traversed.
Features (1) and (2) essentially incorporate the programming concepts of branches
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(if-statements) and loops into behavior graphs. Feature (2) also enhances the concept of
branching to only selectively traverse branches. A modeler must be careful, however, to
use Preconditions to prevent infinite cycles and to establish Preconditions such that there
will always be at least one traversable branch (except for from a Stop state) to prevent
prematurely ending behavior traversal. Feature (3) accommodates cycles by enabling a
modeler to declare all the values (in order) that an attribute will have as traversal crosses
it multiple times. One can speculate an addition convenience feature (4) that if there are m
listed values and the state gets traversed m+1 or greater times, one should still use the mth
value for all traversals > m. This makes it so that unchanging attribute values (or values
that reach some upper bound and stop changing) need not be repeated
7.4.0.2 Comparison Technique of DESC
One area to improve the Comparison technique of DESC is to improve the Compositional
Mapping algorithm that it can use to map two models. Regarding Compositional Mapping,
one could identify the subalgorithm(s) associated with the invalid differences detected
during the Computational Experimentation andwork to improve it/them. Future testingwith
more/different model differences may reveal more subalgorithms that need improvement.
Compositional Mapping allows one to optimize specific subalgorithms because of how it
decomposes the analogical mapping problem.
7.4.0.3 Considerations for Both Techniques of DESC
Finally, considering both techniques of DESC, it would be interesting to add learning
into their reasoning strategies. For example, Compositional Mapping can have interactive
subalgorithms. Perhaps the human intervention captured by these subalgorithms could be
used to inform future attempts to map with the same models. Alternatively, if a human
reasoner could provide feedback about the quality of the results produced by either technique,
the techniques could adapt to this feedback. For example, if feedback said that a particular
Simulation result was invalid, the technique could omit that result from future outputs.
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Another open area for future investigationwould be to see if the Simulation andCompari-
son techniques of DESC could inform each other. Right now, they conceptually complement
each other but never literally interact with each other. If one could find some way to leverage
the results generated by one technique to support the other, perhaps better results could be
found. For example, Simulation could first be ran against the two models to be given as
input to Comparison, and the results could be used to increase the amount of information
in the behavior states of both models by using implicit value forwarding to add component
attributes (values are not considered in mapping) that the modelers left out. This increase
in information might help Comparison align the two models.
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APPENDIX A
THE STRUCTURE-BEHAVIOR-FUNCTION STAR (SBF*)
LANGUAGE DEFINITION
This appendix presents the formal language definition for the Structure-Behavior-Function
Star (SBF*) modeling language. All internal comments have been removed from this
definition, and it has been formatted for this document. This definition is presented without
commentary because it is intended merely to aid in recreating and furthering the work
in this dissertation. For a discussion of the SBF* language, see Chapter 3. Historically,
the particular syntax here is a revision of the original SBF* language definition that was
co-developed with members of the Design & Intelligence Lab at Georgia Tech, including
Dr. Spencer Rugaber.
This language definition was used to formulate the models used in this dissertation, and
the implementation of the Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC)
AI agent ingested and understood themodels through this definition. The language is defined
in the format used by the Xtext [174] extension to the Eclipse IDE, which automatically
generated the Java classes that allowed the implementation to interface with the models.
Note that, while the complete language is defined here, some parts of this total language
(such as the environment submodel) were not used in this dissertation.
grammar org . d i l a b . SBFStar wi th org . e c l i p s e . x t e x t . common .
Te rm ina l s
g e n e r a t e s b f S t a r " h t t p : / /www. d i l a b . o rg / SBFStar "
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Mode lF i l e :
( ( ’ Also ’ | ’ a l s o ’ ) ’ i n c l u d e ’ im p o r t e d F i l e s +=FILEPATH) ∗
( sb fMode l s+=SBFModel ) ( sb fMode l s+=SBFModel ) ∗
;
t e rm i n a l IDENTIFIER :
( ’ a ’ . . ’ z ’ | ’A’ . . ’ Z ’ ) ( ’ a ’ . . ’ z ’ | ’A’ . . ’ Z ’ | ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ | ’ _ ’ |
’− ’)∗
;
t e rm i n a l FILEPATH :
’" ’ ( ’ a ’ . . ’ z ’ | ’A’ . . ’ Z ’ | ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ | ’ _ ’ | ’− ’ | ’ . ’ | ’ / ’ |
’ ’ ) + ’ . s b f s t a r ’ ’ " ’
;
A t t r i b u t e :
’ named ’ ? name=IDENTIFIER
’ of ’ ’ type ’ t ype =Type
( ’ and ’ ’ u n i t ’ u n i t =Un i t ) ?
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
;
Behav io r :
name= Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r ’ i s ’ ’ a ’ ’ behav io r ’
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?




( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( b e h a v i o r s +=Behav io r ) +
;
Component :
name=IDENTIFIER ( ’ i s ’ | ’ a re ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ component ’
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( ( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ They ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ f u n c t i o n ’ ’ named ’ ?
f u n c t i o n s +=IDENTIFIER )
| ( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ They ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ( ’ sub−model ’ | ’ sub ’ ’
model ’ ) ’ named ’ ? subModel=IDENTIFIER )
| ( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ They ’ ’ have ’ ) ( ’ a ’ | ’ an ’ ) ’ a t t r i b u t e ’
a t t r i b u t e s += A t t r i b u t e )
| ( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ They ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ( ’ c onnec t i ng−po i n t ’ | ’
c onnec t i ng ’ ’ po i n t ’ ) c o n n e c t i n g P o i n t s +=Conne c t i n gPo i n t )
) ∗
;
Cond i t i o n :
p r im i t i v e C o n d i t i o n = P r im i t i v eC o n d i t i o n |
( ’ ( ’ p r im i t i v e C o n d i t i o n = P r im i t i v eC o n d i t i o n ’ ) ’ ) |
( ’ not ’ n o tCond i t i o n =Cond i t i o n ) |
( ’ any ’ ’ of ’ ’ ( ’ o rCo n d i t i o n s +=Cond i t i o n ( ’ or ’ o rCo n d i t i o n s +=
Cond i t i o n ) + ’ ) ’ ) |
( ’ ( ’ a ndCond i t i o n s +=Cond i t i o n ( ’ and ’ a ndCond i t i o n s +=Cond i t i o n
) + ’ ) ’ )
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;
Condi t ion_Atom :
v a l u e =Value |
qua l i f i e dName=Qual i f i ed_Name
;
Conne c t i n gPo i n t :
’ named ’ ? name=IDENTIFIER
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
;
Connec t i on :
f i r s t C o n n e c t i n g P o i n tQu a l i f i e d _Name =Qual i f i ed_Name
( ’ i s ’ | ’ a re ’ ) ? ( ’ a ’ | ’ an ’ ) ?
mechanism=Mechanism
secondConnec t i ngPo i n tQua l i f i e d_Name=Qual i f i ed_Name
’ i s ’ ’ a ’ ’ c onnec t i on ’ ’ named ’ ? name=IDENTIFIER
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
;
D e s c r i p t i o n :
STRING
;
Doma inP r i n c i p l e :
name=IDENTIFIER ( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =




name=Qual i f i ed_Name ( ’ i s ’ | ’ a re ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ component ’
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ( ’ i t ’ | ’ them ’ ) ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =
D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( ( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ they ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ f u n c t i o n ’ ’ named ’ ?
f u n c t i o n s +=Qual i f i ed_Name ) |
( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ they ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ a t t r i b u t e ’ a t t r i b u t e s +=
A t t r i b u t e ) |
( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ they ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ the ’ ( ’ sub ’ ’model ’ | ’ sub−
model ’ ) ’ named ’ ? subModel=IDENTIFIER ) |
( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ they ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ( ’ c onnec t i ng ’ ’ po i n t ’ | ’
c onnec t i ng−po i n t ’ ) c o n n e c t i n g P o i n t s +=Conne c t i n gPo i n t ) ) ∗
;
EnvironmentModel :
( ’ named ’ name= Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r ) ?
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( ( components+=EnvironmentComponent )
| ( s u b s t a n c e s +=Env i r onmen tSubs t ance )
| ( s t i m u l i += S t imu l u s )
) +
;
Env i ronmen tSubs t ance :
name=Qual i f i ed_Name ( ’ i s ’ | ’ a re ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ s ub s t a n c e ’
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
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( ( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ they ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ f u n c t i o n ’ ’ named ’ ?
f u n c t i o n s +=Qual i f i ed_Name ) |
( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ they ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ a t t r i b u t e ’ a t t r i b u t e s +=
A t t r i b u t e ) |
( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ they ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ the ’ ( ’ sub ’ ’model ’ | ’ sub−
model ’ ) ’ named ’ ? subModel=IDENTIFIER ) ) ∗
;
Equa t i on :
name=IDENTIFIER ( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =
D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
;
E xp l a n a t i o n :
p r i m i t i v e E x p l a n a t i o n = P r im i t i v e E x p l a n a t i o n |
( ’ ( ’ p r i m i t i v e E x p l a n a t i o n = P r im i t i v e E x p l a n a t i o n ’ ) ’ ) |
( ’ not ’ n o t E x p l a n a t i o n =Exp l a n a t i o n ) |
( ’ any ’ ’ of ’ ’ ( ’ o r E x p l a n a t i o n s += Exp l a n a t i o n ( ’ or ’
o r E x p l a n a t i o n s += Exp l a n a t i o n ) + ’ ) ’ ) |
( ’ ( ’ a n dExp l a n a t i o n s += Exp l a n a t i o n ( ’ and ’ a n dExp l a n a t i o n s +=
Exp l a n a t i o n ) + ’ ) ’ )
;
Func t i o n :
name= Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r ’ i s ’ ( ’ a ’ | ’ a no t h e r ’ ) ’ f u n c t i o n ’
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
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( ( ’ I t ’ ’ i s ’ ’ deno ted ’ ’ by ’ ’ the ’ ’ verb ’ ’ named ’ ? f u n c t i o nVe r b =
Func t i onVerb ) ? &
( ’ I t ’ ’ r e q u i r e s ’ ( ( ’ the ’ ’ f o l l ow ing ’ ) ? ’ : ’ ? r e q u i r e s C o n d i t i o n
=Cond i t i o n | r e q u i r e sNo t h i n g ?= ’ no th ing ’ ) ) ? &
( ’ I t ’ ’ p r ov i d e s ’ ( ’ the ’ ’ f o l l ow ing ’ ) ? ’ : ’ ? p r o v i d e sCon d i t i o n =
Cond i t i o n ) &
( ’ I t ’ ’ i s ’ ’ ach i eved ’ ’ by ’ ’ the ’ ’ behav io r ’ ’ named ’ ? b e h a v i o r
=IDENTIFIER ) )
;
Func t ionMode l :
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( f u n c t i o n s +=Func t i o n ) +
;
Func t i onVerb :
STRING
;






P r im i t i v eC o n d i t i o n :
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( l e f tA tom=Condi t ion_Atom re lOp=RelOp r igh tAtom=Condi t ion_Atom )
|
( ( s o l oA t t r i b u t eQu a l i f i e d _Name = Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r
| c o n n e c t i o n =Connec t i on )
’ i s ’ ’ t r u e ’ )
;
P r im i t i v e E x p l a n a t i o n :
’ the ’
(
( ( ’ domain ’ ? ’ p r i n c i p l e ’ | ’ domain−p r i n c i p l e ’ ) ’ named ’ ?
d oma i nP r i n c i p l e =Doma inP r i n c i p l e ) |
( ’ e qua t i on ’ ’ named ’ ? e q u a t i o n =Equa t i on ) |
( (
( ’ f u n c t i o n ’ ’ named ’ ? f un c t i o nQua l i f i e d_Name=
Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r ) |
( ’ s t a t e ’ ’ named ’ ? s t a t eQua l i f i e d _Name=Qual i f i ed_Name ) |
( ’ t r a n s i t i o n ’ ’ named ’ ? t r a n s i t i o nQu a l i f i e d _N ame =
Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r ) |
( ’ c onnec t i on ’ ’ named ’ ? connec t i onQua l i f i e d_Name=
Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r ) |
( ’ e x t e r n a l ’ ? ’ s t imu l u s ’ ’ named ’ ? s t imu l u sQua l i f i e d_Name=
Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r ) |
( ( ’ domain ’ ? ’ p r i n c i p l e ’ | ’ domain−p r i n c i p l e ’ ) ’ named ’ ?
doma i nP r i n c i p l eQua l i f i e d_Name=Qual i f i ed_Name ) |
( ’ e qua t i on ’ ’ named ’ ? equa t i onQua l i f i e d_Name=Qual i f i ed_Name )
|
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( ’ b ehav io r ’ ’ named ’ ? behav i o rQua l i f i e d_Name=Qual i f i ed_Name )
|
( ( ’ da t a ’ ’ c o n d i t i o n ’ | ’ da t a−c o nd i t i o n ’ ) d a t aCon d i t i o n =
Log i c a l E x p r e s s i o n )
) ( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ? )
)
;
Qua l i f i ed_Name :
IDENTIFIER ’ . ’ IDENTIFIER ( ’ . ’ IDENTIFIER ) ∗
;
Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r :
( Qua l i f i ed_Name | IDENTIFIER )
;
RelOp :
( ’ < ’ ’= ’? ) | ( ’ > ’ ’= ’? ) | ( ’ ! ’ ? ’= ’ )
;
SBFModel :
name= Q u a l i f i e d _ o r _ I d e n t i f i e r ’ i s ’ ( ’ a ’ | ’ an ’ ) ’SBF ’ ’model ’
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
(
( ’ The ’ ’SBF ’ ? ’model ’ ’ has ’ ’ a ’ ’ s t r u c t u r e ’ ’model ’ ?
s t r u c t u r eMod e l = S t r u c t u r eMode l ) ?
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& ( ’ The ’ ’SBF ’ ? ’model ’ ’ has ’ ( ’ a ’ ’ s e t ’ ’ of ’ ) ? ’ f u n c t i o n s ’
f unc t i onMode l =Func t ionMode l ) ?
& ( ’ The ’ ’SBF ’ ? ’model ’ ’ has ’ ( ’ a ’ ’ s e t ’ ’ of ’ ) ? ’ b eh av i o r s ’
behav io rMode l=BehaviorModel ) ?
& ( ’ The ’ ’SBF ’ ? ’model ’ ’ has ’ ’ an ’ ’ env i ronment ’ ’model ’
env i ronmentModel=EnvironmentModel ) ?
)
;
S t a t e :
name=IDENTIFIER ’ i s ’ ( ’ a ’ | i s S t a r t S t a t e ?= ’ the ’ ’ s t a r t ’ |
i s S t o p S t a t e ?= ’ the ’ ’ s top ’ ) ’ s t a t e ’
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ ’ the ’ ’ f o l l ow ing ’ ? ’ c o n d i t i o n ’ ’ : ’ ? c o n d i t i o n =
Cond i t i o n ) ?
;
S t imu l u s :
name=Qual i f i ed_Name ’ i s ’ ( ’ a ’ | ’ an ’ ) ’ e x t e r n a l ’ ? ’ s t imu l u s ’
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ ( ’ a ’ | ’ an ’ ) ’ a t t r i b u t e ’ a t t r i b u t e s += A t t r i b u t e ) ∗
;
S t r u c t u r eMode l :
( ’ named ’ name=IDENTIFIER ) ?
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( ( components+=Component )
| ( s u b s t a n c e s +=Subs t anc e )
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| ( c o n n e c t i o n s +=Connec t i on ) ) +
;
Sub s t an c e :
name=IDENTIFIER ( ’ i s ’ | ’ a re ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ s ub s t a n c e ’
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( ( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ They ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ’ f u n c t i o n ’ ’ named ’ ?
f u n c t i o n s +=IDENTIFIER )
| ( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ They ’ ’ have ’ ) ’ a ’ ( ’ sub−model ’ | ’ sub ’ ’
model ’ ) ’ named ’ ? subModel=IDENTIFIER )
| ( ( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ | ’ They ’ ’ have ’ ) ( ’ a ’ | ’ an ’ ) ’ a t t r i b u t e ’
a t t r i b u t e s += A t t r i b u t e )
) ∗
;
T r a n s i t i o n :
( ’ There ’ | name=IDENTIFIER ) ’ i s ’ ’ a ’ ’ t r a n s i t i o n ’ ’ from ’
s o u r c e S t a t e =IDENTIFIER
’ to ’
t a r g e t S t a t e =IDENTIFIER
( ’ , ’ ? ’ d e s c r i b e d ’ ’ as ’ ’ , ’ ? d e s c r i p t i o n =D e s c r i p t i o n ) ?
( ’ I t ’ ’ has ’ ’ the ’ ’ f o l l ow ing ’ ? ’ e x p l a n a t i o n ’ ’ : ’ ? e x p l a n a t i o n =














THE STRUCTURE-BEHAVIOR-FUNCTION STAR (SBF*)
LANGUAGE DEFINITION FOR CASE MAPPER
This appendix presents the language definition to represent Structure-Behavior-Function
Star (SBF*) models (specifically: the parts that were deemed relevant for this purpose) in
CaseMapper’s [119] knowledge representation. This definition is presented without further
comment. It is provided to help recreate this body of work and also to be transparent about
how SBF* models were represented in Case Mapper, for this representation undoubtedly
impacted the dissertation results involving it.
Note that the language definition here uses the term “aems” in reference to the old
name of the Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) AI agent in
this thesis. This is kept here to be consistent with the actual language definition used in
the Computational Experimentation and implementation. If the reader prefers to replace
“aems” for “desc” in this language definition in their own research, it should not impact any
results.
To utilize this language definition, insert it into a plain text file. Next, via CaseMapper’s
graphical user interface, open a knowledge base and then import that text file as a “meld”
file.
( in−mic r o t h e o r y Un ive r s a lVocabu l a ryMt )
( i s a aems−component C o l l e c t i o n )
( i s a aems−a t t r i b u t e R e l a t i o n )
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( a r i t y aems−a t t r i b u t e 4 )
( i s a aems−connec t i ng−p o i n t R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−connec t i ng−p o i n t 2 )
( i s a aems−c o nn e c t i o n R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−c o nn e c t i o n 4 )
( i s a aems−f u n c t i o n C o l l e c t i o n )
( i s a aems−f u n c t i o n−s u b f u n c t i o n R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−f u n c t i o n−s u b f u n c t i o n 2 )
( i s a aems−f u n c t i o n−r e q u i r e s−p r im i t i v e−c o n d i t i o n R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−f u n c t i o n−r e q u i r e s−p r im i t i v e−c o n d i t i o n 6 )
( i s a aems−f u n c t i o n−p rov i d e s−p r im i t i v e−c o n d i t i o n R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−f u n c t i o n−p rov i d e s−p r im i t i v e−c o n d i t i o n 6 )
( i s a aems−f u n c t i o n−ve rb R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−f u n c t i o n−ve rb 2 )
( i s a aems−f u n c t i o n−b eh av i o r R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−f u n c t i o n−b eh av i o r 2 )
( i s a aems−b eh av i o r C o l l e c t i o n )
( i s a aems−s t a t e R e l a t i o n )
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( a r i t y aems−s t a t e 2 )
( i s a aems− t r a n s i t i o n R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems− t r a n s i t i o n 4 )
( i s a aems−s t a t e −p r im i t i v e−c o n d i t i o n R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−s t a t e −p r im i t i v e−c o n d i t i o n 6 )
( i s a aems−p r im i t i v e−e x p l a n a t i o n R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−p r im i t i v e−e x p l a n a t i o n 4 )
( i s a aems−s t a r t −s t a t e R e l a t i o n )
( a r i t y aems−s t a r t −s t a t e 1 )
( i s a aems−s top−s t a t e R e l a t i o n )




This appendix presents recreations of the materials used for the Usefulness Study (Chapter
6). These are recreations because formatting may not be identical with the actual materials
used and superficial details (e.g., a space for the Participant ID; the title of the survey) are
omitted for simplicity. However, the meaningful contents are the same.
Regarding the source materials used in the study, the reader will find brief descriptions
of them rather than recreations. The source materials came from others’ work, so it is more
appropriate to provide a description and a reference to their work rather than copying their
contents into this document.
The models used in the Usefulness Study can be found in Appendix D under the
names Synthetic Car, Friction Drag, and Electric Toothbrush1. The Synthetic Car model
corresponds to the synthetic model used during training. The Friction Drag model acted as
the gold standard model during the Biological condition. Additionally, a version of it with
the behavior contents removed and replaced with placeholder information was used as the
starting model for participants in that condition. The Electric Toothbrush model acted as
the gold standard model during the Technological condition. Similar to the Friction Drag
model, a version of it with the same replacement done was used as the starting model for
the participants in that condition.
Initial Survey
Below is the set of questions asked in the Initial Survey.
1Note that due to organizational issues, the versions of Friction Drag and Electric Toothbrush may
accidentally be different than those used in the experiment. However, it is believed that they are the same.
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Survey
1. What is your name?
2. What is your gender? Please circle one.
(a) Male (b) Female (c) Other
3. If you are currently in school, what degree are you in school to earn? Please circle
one and provide your name, e.g., Computer Science.
(a) Bachelor’s (b) Master’s (c) Ph.D.
Major:
4. Howmany classes have you taken in college (both undergraduate and graduate) about
the following subjects? For each category, please circle one.
a. Biology
(i) Zero classes (ii) 1 to 3 classes (iii) More than 3 classes
b. Engineering
(i) Zero classes (ii) 1 to 3 classes (iii) More than 3 classes
c. Design (except biologically inspired design or biomimicry)
(i) Zero classes (ii) 1 to 3 classes (iii) More than 3 classes
d. Biologically inspired design or biomimicry
(i) Zero classes (ii) 1 to 3 classes (iii) More than 3 classes
5. How many years of experience do you have in conducting design, including biologi-
cally inspired design or biomimicry? (Please circle one.)
(a) Zero years (no experience) (b) Up to 1 year (c) 1-3 years (d) Greater than 3 years
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Training Script
Below is the training script that the proctor (which was the dissertation author) used during
participant training. Although this script was embellished during training, it formed the









7. Build model – up to 45 minutes by may end early
8. Post-Survey
9. Exit survey
[Modeling Training for Usefulness Experiment. Read this document aloud to partici-
pants then take questions afterwards. Do not read aloud anything within square brackets
([ ]), such as this.]
[Have this web interface on the screen and load/input the example car model. Refer to
it during this.]
In this experiment, you will model part of a biological or technological system based on
source material about that system. To model a system means to express your understanding
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of that system in a systematic, structured way. We want the model you build to reflect your
understanding of the system, so you may add detail to the model beyond what is in the
source material if you know more.
We build models in modeling languages. I am now going to teach you a subset of one
called the Structure-Behavior-Function language or SBF for short. You will create a model
in SBF in this experiment. SBF models the structure, behaviors, and functions of a system.
I will briefly walk through each of these aspects. Along the way, I will point to parts of an
example model. The model describes how a car transports a passenger.
We begin with the structure of a system. In SBF, the structure of a system is denoted
by components and the attributes of those components. A component denotes a physical
part of the system. For example, Car and Wheels are components of this system. An
attribute is either Quantitative, meaning its values are numbers, or Descriptive, meaning its
values are words. For example, Velocity is a Quantitative attribute of Car, and Engaged is
a Descriptive attribute of Brakes.
Do you have any questions about modeling structure?
[Pause to answer questions about the structure model]
Next, the functions of a system. A function is an objective or goal of the system or
some part of it. A function may either come from the system’s designer or, especially
when talking about biological systems, it may come from our interpretation. For example,
the function of a car may be that a Car Transports a Passenger. Each function points to a
behavior that achieves it and a set of results– values of a component attributes– that must
be true at the completion of the function. For example, one result for Car Transports a
Passenger is that the Passenger’s Distance Travelled is 10.0.
A function may have subfunctions that help to achieve it. For example, Engine Turns
Wheels and Brakes Stop Car. In the experiment, I will give you a page that shows all the
expected function-subfunction relationships for the system you will be modeling.
Do you have any questions about modeling functions?
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[Pause to answer questions about functions]
Finally, the behaviors of a system. You will be modeling behaviors in this experiment,
so this portion is especially important. A behavior describes a process that the system goes
through to achieve one of the its functions.
A behavior consists of a linear sequence of states. Each state is a snapshot of a moment
in time, which is expressed as a set of attribute values. A behavior must have at least two
states, a Start state representing the beginning of the process and a Stop state representing
the end of it; but it can have more if needed. For example, the Start State of Car Transports
a Passenger Behavior describes how the distance travelled of the passenger is 0.0, the car’s
velocity is 0.0, and so on. The state after that describes that the Engine’s State is now On.
Transitions exist between states and describe the process moving from one state to the
next. A transition should be annotated with one or more explanations that say why that
move happens. Each explanation describes why and/or how attribute values change. There
are four types of explanations: principle, stimulus, function, and equation.
[pause for questions]
A principle explanation says that the transition happens because of some physical
principle. For example, in Transition-2 of Engine Turns Wheels Behavior, we say that
Traction_of_the_tires_against_the_street is why the car’s velocity increases. When the
wheels turn, the velocity increases because the wheels grip the road and propel the car
forward.
A stimulus explanation says that the transition happens because some entity not part of
the system changed something in the system. For example, in Transition-1 of Car Transports
a Passenger Behavior, we say that the Engine’s state becomes On because the driver– which
we have chosen to be external to the system– turns it on.
A function explanation says that the transition happens because of some subfunction.
For example, inTransition-2 ofCarTransports PassengerBehavior, we say that this transition
happens because of the subfunction Engine Turns Wheels.
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Finally, an equation explanation says what an attribute’s value will be in the next state
based on some formula, which may contain references to other attributes. For example, in
Transition-3 of Car Transports Passenger Behavior, the equation relates to Passenger’s new
Distance Travelled value to be her old Distance Travelled plus the velocity of the Car.
Formulas present in principle, stimulus, and equation explanations have a particular
form or syntax, and I will give you more details about that in a moment.
Do you have any questions about modeling behaviors?
[Pause to answer questions about behaviors]
Since you will be creating behaviors as part of this experiment, I would like to teach
you how to use the modeling interface. Let us try to build part of a behavior together. First,
we will erase most of the Car Transports a Passenger Behavior.
[Show how to delete conditions, explanations, and states]
[Show how to add states, add conditions, and add explanations. Have the participant
rebuild part of the behavior you just deleted. Use the last page of this document to help.]
Do you have any questions about using the modeling interface?
[Pause to answer questions about using the modeling interface]
We have now talked about all three parts of an SBF model: the structure, the functions,
and the behaviors. Please remember that you will be asked to model behaviors. Do you
have any additional questions?
[Pause to answer questions]
[IF PARTICIPANT IS NOT IN EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION, SKIP TO “END SKIP
HERE”]
While building a model in this experiment, you will have the ability to use automated
verification technologies to check your model through simulation and model comparison.
These technologieswill appear in the right-side of themodeling interface if they are available
to you. Simply press the Verify My Model button to ask the computer for its feedback. You
may have to wait a moment to receive it. You may press this button as many times as you
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would like during the experiment.
[Show user what pressing the button does.]
When using the Model Comparison tab, you will see a link to view the model from the
computer’s knowledgebase. This opens an image in a new tab. The model in the computer’s
knowledgebase will always have the same structure and functions as your model, but its
behaviors may be different. I will now show you now to read a behavior in this image.
[Show user how to read a behavior.]
Finally, I will give you some paper while you model. Please use this paper to write
down when you choose to disregard something that the automated verification technologies
tell you if you ever choose to do that. Please also write down a sentence or two about
why you chose to do so. You are absolutely allowed to disregard things if you think that is
appropriate. This paper will help me know that you saw what the automated verification
technologies said and intentionally chose to do something else or not take action and why
you chose to do this.
Do you have any questions about the automated verification technologies?
[Pause to answer questions about the verification technologies]
[END TO SKIP HERE]
[Hand out the equation explanation sheet.]
I have just given you a short guide on how to write formulas for equation, principle, and
stimulus transition explanations. Formulas have a precise form or syntax because we want
them to be readable by a computer. Please read through this handout and let me know when
you are done. Note that you may keep this handout for the remainder of the experiment to
refer back to it.
[Wait for them.]
Do you have any questions about what you just read?
[Pause to answer questions]
Participant has 45 minutes to make model.
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Part of the Model for Reconstruction
Formula Writing Guide
Below is the guide given to the participants about how to write formulas in the model
interface during this experiment. All participants, regardless of condition, received this
guide and received the same version of it.
Guide
How to write formulas for this experiment
In transitions, the principle, stimulus, and equation explanation types can accept a
formula to describe the change in an attribute’s value because of that explanation. Formulas
in this experiment have a precise form, or syntax, because we want them to be readable by
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a computer. This document will explain that syntax.
First, please note that although these formulas look very mathematical and may use
numbers, the numbers do not necessarily need to capture precise, technical values. Instead,
the numbers may refer to abstract amounts where we only really care about how they change
over time (if they increase, decrease, or stay the same) and relate to each other.
Below are two examples formulas from the Car Transports a passenger model.
(a)
(b)
A formula assigns a value to the attribute written on the left-hand side of the equals
sign to the result of the expression on the right-hand side of the equals sign. Attributes
are written as Component.Attribute, meaning the Attribute of the Component such as the
Engine’s State in Engine.State and the Wheels’ RPM in Wheels.RPM in our examples.
The attribute will take on its assigned value in the state after the transition containing the
formula. For example, in the next state, Engine.State will equal On and Wheels.RPM will
equal its value in the previous state plus 10.0.
As in these examples, you write a formula in the Formula: field associated with an
Equation, Stimulus, or (not pictured) Principle explanation. There must always be a for-
mula for an Equation explanation, but it is optional for a Stimulus or Principle explanation.
That said, a formula always needs to be provided if you want the explanation to express a
change in an attribute value. Otherwise, the computer will not know how to interpret your
explanation. This is true even if the explanation is a repeat of one elsewhere in the model.
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Syntax of equation descriptions
Equation descriptions have the following syntax.
<assigned-to-attribute> = <expression>
<assigned-to-attribute> is the attribute that gets assigned the result of
<expression>. It should be in the form Component.Attribute. For example, Engine.State
in example (a) or Wheels.RPM in example (b).
When your <assigned-to-attribute> refers to a Descriptive attribute, such as in
Engine.State in example (a), the computer will assign everything in <expression> to be
the value of <assigned-to-attribute> in the next state. In (a), this means that the
word On will be the value of the State of Engine (Engine.State) in the next state. Note
that the computer will not do any interpretation of <expression> when assigning values
to Descriptive attributes, so you cannot refer to other attributes here as in the instructions
below.
When your <assigned-to-attribute> refers to a Quantitative attribute, such as in
Wheels.RPM in example (b), <expression> is a mathematical expression. For operators
in this expression, you may use addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (*), and division
(/). You may also use parentheses to define order of operations. For values in this expres-
sion, you may use numbers and may reference other attributes (e.g., Car.Velocity). Only
Quantitative attributes should be referenced. To reference an attribute, use the same Com-
ponent.Attribute construction as in <assigned-to-attribute>. Attributes referenced
in <expression> look to the state before the transition containing this formula for their
values. For example, in (b) the Wheels.RPM appearing in the <expression> refers to the
value of Wheels.RPM in the state before Transition-1.
Multiple Formulas in a Transition
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Although it is not pictured here, multiple formulas may appear in a transition because
a transition may have multiple explanations and you can have one formula per Equation,
Principle, or Stimulus explanation. This is absolutely allowed. However, please note that
formulas within a single transition cannot influence each other. Any attributes referenced in
the <expression> part of the formulas will refer to attribute values in the state before their
transition (i.e., the previous state), and the formulas will thus be unaware of any attribute
values that will exist in the next state.
Therefore, if you wish to model the change in one attribute causing a change in another
attribute, we recommend that you do this across two or more transitions.
Pre- and Post-Modeling Surveys
Below are the Modeling Surveys used in the experiment. There is one for the Biological
condition and one for the Technological condition. Both the Pre-Survey (given to a par-
ticipant before getting the Source Materials, getting the Expected Function-Subfunction
Relationships, and constructing a model) and the Post-Survey (given to a participant after
they finished model-building) were identical within the same condition, so only one version
of each survey is given.
Biological Condition
1. How well do you understand the system described in the Modeling Prompt: friction
drag (a.k.a., viscous drag) generated by a flat plate moving through a fluid? Please
select the number that best reflects your answer.
I do not understand it at all I understand it completely
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. As best as you can, please describe the system in the Modeling Prompt: friction drag
(a.k.a., viscous drag) generated by a flat plate moving through a fluid. If you chose 1
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(I do not understand it at all) for the previous question, you may skip this question.
Please ask for more paper if you need more room to write.
Technological Condition
1. Howwell do you understand the system described in theModeling Prompt: an electric
toothbrush that cleans teeth by rotating its brush head clockwise and counterclock-
wise? Please select the number that best reflects your answer.
I do not understand it at all I understand it completely
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. As best as you can, please describe the system in the Modeling Prompt: an electric
toothbrush that cleans teeth by rotating its brush head clockwise and counterclock-
wise. If you chose 1 (I do not understand it at all) for the previous question, you may
skip this question. Please ask for more paper if you need more room to write.
Modeling Prompts
Below are the two modeling prompts used in the experiment. One was given to participants
in the Biological condition, and the other was given to participants in the Technological
condition.
Biological Condition Prompt
Biologically inspired designers look to nature for inspiration to address design challenges.
Shark skin is one such source of inspiration. It reduces the amount of drag that the shark
generates while swimming underwater.
Rather than modeling how the shark skin achieves this, we want you to model a more
fundamental phenomenon. We would you like to model how friction drag (a.k.a., viscous
drag) gets generated as a flat plate moves through a fluid. Note that friction or viscous drag
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is not the only kind of drag that gets generated in this situation, but we want you to focus
solely on this kind of drag.
If you have access to the model verification technology, please note that the model in the
computer’s knowledgebase that it will use to compare against your model is at a conceptual
level and at a very high level of abstraction. In it, lots of details are left out, and the numbers
in the model are used solely to show how values increase, decrease, and relate to each other.
The numbers do not reflect precise quantities. You may also use numbers in this way in
your model, but that is not required.
Technological Condition Prompt
An electric toothbrush is a device that people use to clean their teeth. In this experiment, we
would like you to model how an electric toothbrush cleans teeth by turning its brush head
clockwise and counterclockwise. As part of this, please include how the electric toothbrush
moves its head clockwise and counterclockwise.
If you have access to the model verification technology, please note that the model in
the computer’s knowledgebase that it will use to compare against your model uses numbers
solely to show how values increase, decrease, and relate to each other. The numbers do not
reflect precise quantities. You may also use numbers in this way in your model, but that is
not required.
Expected Function-Subfunction Relationships
Below are the Expected Function-Subfunction Relationships handouts given to participants
at the beginning of theirmodel-building time. One versionwas given toBiological condition





















Note: Clean_Teeth is the only function with expected subfunctions for this system.
Source Materials
Participants were given Source Materials to use in constructing a model of their condition’s
topic. One version of the Source Materials was given to Biological condition participants,
and another version was given to Technological condition participants.
For copyright reasons, the Source Materials are not recreated here. Instead, a brief




The Biological condition Source Material was part of a scientific paper [38] on shark skin.
In particular, the material given to participants was pages 4776-4779 with parts at the
beginning and ending hidden to simplify the document. These pages mostly described how
fluid drag (including friction drag) works. The document provided both textual descriptions
and images to help the participant reason about the topic.
Technological Condition
The Technological condition Source Material was part of a printed out2 website [173] that
described how electric toothbrushes worked. Thewebsite provided both textual descriptions
and images that participants could use to understand the topic. Participants were shown
content up until (but not including) the “What’s the difference between a sonic toothbrush
and an ordinary electric one?” part of the website that existed at the time of the printout.
This worked out to about four and a half pages of content.
Exit Survey
Below is the Exit Survey given to participants. One version of the Exit Survey was given
to Control condition participants, and another version was given to Experimental condition
participants. Note that the first question in both surveys was intended to be identical but
there is an accidental one word difference between them (technology versus interface).
Control Condition
1. Please describe at least 3 ways that you would improve the model building technology
that you used.
2Remote participants received a file containing the printed out version, so even though they didn’t have a
physical copy like local participants, the content and presentation between the two situations were identical.
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Experimental Condition
1. Please describe at least 3 ways that you would improve the model building interface
that you used.
2. Towhat extent did the automated verification technology impact yourmodel building?
If you built more than one model, please consider all models that you built. Please









-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
3. Unless you answered 0 (No Impact) for question 2, please describe at least 3 ways
that the automated verification technology impacted your model building. You may
describe both positive and negative impacts regardless of your answer to question 2.
4. To what extent did the automated verification technology impact your understanding
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SBF* MODELS IN DISSERTATION
This appendix presents the Structure-Behavior-Function Star (SBF*) models developed for
and used in this dissertation along with brief descriptions of their topics and diagrams
of their functional decompositions to aid in understanding. These models are all in the
Original model configuration as per the Computational Experimentation (see Chapter 5),
meaning that they are in a form intended to accurately represent their modeling topic, do not
have any intentional ablations or modifications, and all will pass the Simulation technique
of the Design Evaluation through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) AI agent without
issues. For models that also appeared in the Usefulness Study (Chapter 6), these models
should be identical to those that were in the computer’s knowledge base1 except that their
names (e.g., Original_ExpertTechnologicalModel for Electric Toothbrush’s model)
may have been changed.
Eachmodel is presented in the textual version of the SBF* language described in Chapter
3 and whose language definition is in Appendix A. Comments have been removed and the
contents have been formatted but not meaningfully changed. The models are presented in
alphabetical order by their code name. The code names used here for the models (e.g.,
Electric Toothbrush) are also used in the rest of this dissertation to aid cross-referencing
between the body of the document and this appendix.
1This is believed to be accurate, but there is a possibility that they differ due to organizing issues.
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D.1 Electric Toothbrush
D.1.1 Description and Functional Decomposition
This model was derived from a website article by Woodford [173]. Note that the currently
available version of these source materials appears to be a newer version than what was
used to develop this model and what was used by the Usefulness Study participants.
This model describes how the head of an electric toothbrush rotates clockwise and
counterclockwise to reduce the amount of bacteria on teeth. To do so, once the toothbrush
is turned on, the rechargeable battery supplies electrical energy that gets converted into first
continuous rotational energy and then intermittent rotational movement. This results in the
brush head rotating one way and then back to its original orientation before the toothbrush
gets turned off. As the brush head rotates, the amount of bacteria on teeth is reduced. Note
that the quantities present in this model are abstract amounts and not intended to reflect
precise real-world values.
Due to the complexity of this model and space limitations, the functional decomposition
is broken into two figures. Figure D.1 diagrammatically presents the set of functions (white
boxes) and the names of the behaviors that achieve them (black rounded boxes). Within each
function box is its name and set of provides conditions. Figure D.2 presents the decompo-
sition of these functions, with arrows going from the superfunction to the subfunction. In
this case, Clean_Teeth is the sole superfunction and all others are subfunctions of it. The
height of the subfunctions is not meaningful, but they are ordered from left to right in the
order in which they appear in Clean_Teeth’s associated behavior.
D.1.2 The Model
Or i g i n a l _Exp e r t T e c hno l o g i c a lMode l i s an SBF model
The model has a s t r u c t u r e
Tee th i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
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Figure D.1: Functions in the Electric Toothbrush model and their associated behaviors
Figure D.2: Functional decomposition of the Electric Toothbrush model
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
On_Off_Switch i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e S t a t e o f t ype D e s c r i p t i v e
Motor i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy
of t yp e Q u a n t i t a t i v e
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Rech a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d o f t ype
Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Rema i n i n g _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y of t ype
Q u a n t i t a t i v e
Cam_and_Gears i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Ro t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s o f t yp e
Q u a n t i t a t i v e
Brush_Head i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s
o f t yp e Q u a n t i t a t i v e
The model has b e h a v i o r s
Behav i o r _ f o r _C l e an_Tee t h i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 1 0 . 0 "
and On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = " Off "
and Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 0 . 0 "
and Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . R ema i n i n g _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y =
"100 . 0 "
and Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 0 . 0 "
and Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s =
" 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = "On"
and Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 2 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 3 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . R ema i n i n g _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y = " 80 . 0 "
and Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy = " 2 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 4 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy = " 0 . 0 "
and Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = "180 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 5 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 9 . 0 "
and Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 9 0 . 0 "
and Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s =
" 9 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 6 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 8 . 0 "
and Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 0 . 0 "
and Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s =
" 0 . 0 "
)
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S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = " Off "
and Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 0 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e _ 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Turn_On_Power
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 2 t o S t a t e _ 3
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Conv e r t _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y _ t o _Con t i n u o u s
_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 3 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 3 t o S t a t e _ 4
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Conve r t _Con t i n uou s _Mech an i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l
_En e r g y_ t o _ I n t e rm i t t e n t _Ro t a t i o n a l _Movemen t
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 4 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 4 t o S t a t e _ 5
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Move_Head_Clockwise
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 5 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 5 t o S t a t e _ 6
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Move_Head_Counterc lockwise
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 6 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 6 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Turn_Off_Power
)
Behavior_for_Move_Head_Clockwise i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 1 0 . 0 "
and Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s =
" 0 . 0 "
and Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = "180 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s =
" 9 0 . 0 "
and Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 9 0 . 0 "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 9 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e _ 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n Brush_Head_Ro ta t e s_ to_New_Or i en t a t i on ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s =
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Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s : Be fo r e
+ 90 . 0 "
and t h e e q u a t i o n Av a i l a b l e _ I n t e rm i t t e n t _Ro t a t i o n a l _Mov emen t
_ i s_Used_ to_Ro ta t e_Brush_Head , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s
= Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s : Be fo r e −
90 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 2 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e p r i n c i p l e Ro ta t ing_Brush_Head_Removes_Bac te r i a ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a =
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a : Be fo re − 1 . 0 "
)
Behav io r_ fo r_Move_Head_Coun te rc lockwise i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 9 . 0 "
and Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s =
" 9 0 . 0 "
and Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 9 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 0 . 0 "
and Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 0 . 0 "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 8 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e _ 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n Bru sh_Head_Ro t a t e s _Back_ t o_Or i g i n a l
_O r i e n t a t i o n , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s =
Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s : Be fo r e
− 90 . 0 "
and t h e e q u a t i o n Av a i l a b l e _ I n t e rm i t t e n t _Ro t a t i o n a l _Mov emen t
_ i s_Used_ to_Ro ta t e_Brush_Head , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s
= Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s : Be fo r e −
90 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 2 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e p r i n c i p l e Ro ta t ing_Brush_Head_Removes_Bac te r i a ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a =
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a : Be fo re − 1 . 0 "
)
B e h a v i o r _ f o r _Conv e r t _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y _ t o _Con t i n u o u s
_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 2 0 . 0 "
and Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . R ema i n i n g _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y =
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" 100 . 0 "
and Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy = " 0 . 0 "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . R ema i n i n g _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y = " 80 . 0 "
and Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy = " 2 0 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ i s _Co n v e r t e d _ i n t o _Co n t i n u o u s
_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy_Pa r t _1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy =
Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy : Be fo re +
Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d : Be fo r e "
and t h e e q u a t i o n E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ i s _C o n v e r t e d _ i n t o
_Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy_Pa r t _2 ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . R ema i n i n g _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y =
Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . R ema i n i n g _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y : Be fo r e −
Rech a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d : Be fo r e "
)
Beh av i o r _ f o r _Conve r t _Con t i n uou s _Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy
_ t o _ I n t e rm i t t e n t _Ro t a t i o n a l _Mov emen t i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 0 . 0 "
and Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy = " 2 0 . 0 "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = "180 . 0 "
and Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy = " 0 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n Con t i n u ou s _Mech an i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _En e r g y_ i s
_ C o n v e r t e d _ i n t o _A v a i l a b l e _ I n t e rm i t t e n t _ R o t a t i o n a l
_Movement_Part_1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s =
Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s : Be fo r e
+ 180 . 0 "
and t h e e q u a t i o n Con t i n u ou s _Mech an i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _En e r g y_ i s
_ C o n v e r t e d _ i n t o _A v a i l a b l e _ I n t e rm i t t e n t _ R o t a t i o n a l
_Movement_Part_2 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy =
Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy : Be fo re −
20 . 0 "
)
Behavior_for_Turn_On_Power i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = " Off "
and Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 2 i s a s t a t e
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I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = "On"
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 2 0 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e _ 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e s t im u l u s Use r_P r e s s e s_Swi t ch , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = On"
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 2 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e p r i n c i p l e On_Swi t ch_Al lows_Elec t r i ca l_Ene rgy_To_F low ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = 20 . 0 "
)
Behav io r_ fo r_Turn_Of f_Power i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = "On"
and Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 2 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = " Off "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 0 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e _ 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e s t im u l u s Use r_P r e s s e s_Swi t ch , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = Off "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 2 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e p r i n c i p l e O f f _ Sw i t c h _P r e v e n t s _E l e c t r i c a l _E n e r g y
_From_Flowing , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = 0 . 0 "
)
The model has f u n c t i o n s
C lean_Tee th i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Behav i o r _ f o r _C l e an_Tee t h
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 8 . 0 "
and Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . R ema i n i n g _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y = " 8 0 . 0 "
)
Move_Head_Clockwise i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r
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Behavior_for_Move_Head_Clockwise
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 9 0 . 0 "
and Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 9 . 0 "
)
Move_Head_Counterc lockwise i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r
Behav io r_ fo r_Move_Head_Coun te rc lockwise
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Brush_Head . C l o c kw i s e _Ro t a t i o n _O r i e n t a t i o n _ i n _Deg r e e s = " 0 . 0 "
and Tee th . Amoun t_o f_Bac t e r i a = " 8 . 0 "
)
Co n v e r t _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y _ t o _Con t i n u o u s _Me c h a n i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l
_Energy i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r
B e h a v i o r _ f o r _Conv e r t _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y _ t o _Con t i n u o u s
_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy = " 2 0 . 0 "
and Re c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . R ema i n i n g _E l e c t r i c a l _En e r g y = " 8 0 . 0 "
)
Co n v e r t _Con t i n u o u s _Me c h a n i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _En e r g y _ t o _ I n t e rm i t t e n t
_Rota t iona l_Movement i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r
Beh av i o r _ f o r _Conv e r t _Con t i n u ou s _Mech an i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l
_En e r g y_ t o _ I n t e rm i t t e n t _Ro t a t i o n a l _Movemen t
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Cam_and_Gears . R o t a t i o n _Av a i l a b l e _ i n _Deg r e e s = "180 . 0 "
and Motor . Con t i n uou s_Mechan i c a l _Ro t a t i o n a l _Ene r gy = " 0 . 0 "
)
Turn_On_Power i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Behavior_for_Turn_On_Power
I t p r o v i d e s : (
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 2 0 . 0 "
and On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = "On"
)
Turn_Off_Power i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Behav io r_ fo r_Turn_Of f_Power
I t p r o v i d e s : (
R e c h a r g e a b l e _Ba t t e r y . E l e c t r i c a l _ E n e r g y _ S u p p l i e d = " 0 . 0 "
and On_Off_Switch . S t a t e = " Off "
)
D.2 Friction Drag
D.2.1 Description and Functional Decomposition
This model was derived from [38]. This model describes the phenomenon of friction drag
occurring with a flat plate in a fluid. Starting with a non-moving flat plate in a fluid, some
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external force causes the plate to start moving through the fluid, which gives it both relative
velocity and momentum. The model then calculates the amount of momentum that will be
transferred to the fluid. The amount of momentum transferred is related to bursting vortices
and to a combination of the relative velocity of the flat plate, dynamic viscosity of the fluid,
and a coefficient in the interface between the flat plate and the fluid. This momentum is
lost from the flat plate and will go to the fluid. Drag is the amount of energy required to
transfer this momentum, and this is calculated. Additionally, some of the momentum to
be transferred is lost as it is converted into heat. After all of these calculations, the model
describes the remaining total momentum being transferred to the fluid.
Figure D.3 diagrammatically presents the functional decomposition of the Friction
Drag model. White boxes represent the functions, and behaviors that achieve them are black
rounded boxes. Within each function box is its name and set of provides conditions. Arrows
are drawn from functions to behaviors to illustrate that association. Arrows from behaviors
to functions represent the function-subfunction relationship with the origin extending from
the superbehavior (and thus superfunction) and head of the arrowpointing to the subfunction.
In this case, Flat_Plate_in_Fluid_Generates_Drag is the topmost superfunction.
D.2.2 The Model
Or i g i n a l _Ex p e r t B i o l o g i c a lMod e l i s an SBF model
The model has a s t r u c t u r e
F l a t _ P l a t e i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Drag o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Momentum of t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Momentum_Transferred o f t ype
Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e R e l a t i v e _V e l o c i t y o f t ype
Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Mass o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d _ I n t e r f a c e i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Co e f f i c i e n t _ f o r _E n e r g y _R e q u i r e d _ t o
_Transfer_Momentum of t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Co e f f i c i e n t _ f o r _He a t _Gen e r a t e d _ f r om
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Figure D.3: Functional decomposition of the Friction Dragmodel with mediating behaviors
_ I n t e r a c t i o n o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Co e f f i c i e n t _ f o r _Amoun t _ o f _Bu r s t i n g
_Vo r t i c e s _C r e a t e d o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Coef f ic ien t_for_Amount_of_Momentum
_T r a n s f e r r e d o f t yp e Q u a n t i t a t i v e
F l u i d i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Momentum of t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Dynamic_Vi scos i t y o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
B u r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Amount o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Momentum_Trans fe r r ed_Per_Burs t_Vor tex
o f t yp e Q u a n t i t a t i v e
Gene ra t ed_Hea t i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Energy_Amount o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
The model has b e h a v i o r s
B e h a v i o r _ f o r _ F l a t _ P l a t e _ i n _ F l u i d _Ge n e r a t e s _D r a g i s a
b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Drag = " 0 . 0 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum = " 0 . 0 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e . R e l a t i v e _V e l o c i t y = " 0 . 0 "
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and F l u i d . Momentum = " 0 . 0 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e . Mass = " 1 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . R e l a t i v e _V e l o c i t y = " 1 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 3 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum = "10 . 0 "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum = " 8 . 0 "
and F l u i d . Momentum = " 1 . 5 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e . Drag = " 2 . 0 "
and Gene ra t ed_Hea t . Energy_Amount = " 0 . 5 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e _ 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e s t im u l u s E x t e r n a l _ f o r c e _mov e s _ f l a t _ p l a t e , d e s c r i b e d
as " eq : F l a t _ P l a t e . R e l a t i v e _V e l o c i t y =
F l a t _ P l a t e . R e l a t i v e _V e l o c i t y : Be fo r e + 1 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 2 t o S t a t e _ 3
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e p r i n c i p l e Momen tum_i s_p ropo r t i ona l_ to_mass_and
_ v e l o c i t y , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum =
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum : Befo r e + F l a t _ P l a t e . Mass : Be fo r e ∗
F l a t _ P l a t e . R e l a t i v e _V e l o c i t y : Be fo r e "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 3 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 3 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Momentum_Transfer_Genera tes_Drag
)
Behav io r_ fo r_Momen tum_I s_T ran s f e r r ed_Due_ to_Bu r s t i ng
_Vo r t i c e s i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d _ I n t e r f a c e . Co e f f i c i e n t _ f o r _Amoun t
_ o f _Bu r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s _C r e a t e d = " 1 . 0 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = " 1 . 0 "
and Bu r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s . Amount = " 0 . 0 "
and Bu r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s . Momentum_Trans fe r red_Per_Burs t
_Vor tex = " 1 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
B u r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s . Amount = " 1 . 0 "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = " 2 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e _ 2
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I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n B u r s t i n g _ v o r t i c e s _ a r e _ c r e a t e d , d e s c r i b e d as
" eq : B u r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s . Amount =
Bu r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s . Amount : Be fo re + F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d
_ I n t e r f a c e . C o e f f i c i e n t _ f o r _Amoun t _ o f _Bu r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s
_Crea t ed : Be fo re "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 2 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n Momen t um_ i s _ t r a n s f e r r e d_du e_ t o_bu r s t
_ v o r t i c e s , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred =
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred : Be fo r e +
Bu r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s . Amount : Be fo re ∗ Bu r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s .
Momen tum_Trans fe r r ed_Per_Burs t_Vor t ex : Be fo r e "
)
Behav io r_ fo r_Momen tum_Trans fe r_Gene ra t e s_Drag i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Drag = " 0 . 0 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = " 0 . 0 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum = "10 . 0 "
and F l u i d . Momentum = " 0 . 0 "
and F l u i d . Dynamic_Vi scos i t y = " 1 . 0 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d _ I n t e r f a c e . C o e f f i c i e n t _ f o r
_Energy_Requi red_to_Transfe r_Momentum = " 1 . 0 "
and Gene ra t ed_Hea t . Energy_Amount = " 0 . 0 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d _ I n t e r f a c e . C o e f f i c i e n t _ f o r _H e a t
_G e n e r a t e d _ f r om_ I n t e r a c t i o n = " 0 . 5 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e . R e l a t i v e _V e l o c i t y = " 1 . 0 "
and F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d _ I n t e r f a c e . C o e f f i c i e n t _ f o r
_Amount_of_Momentum_Transferred = " 1 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = " 1 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 3 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = " 2 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 4 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum = " 8 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 5 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Drag = " 2 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 6 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = " 1 . 5 "
and Gene ra t ed_Hea t . Energy_Amount = " 0 . 5 "
)
S t a t e _ 7 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
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F l u i d . Momentum = " 1 . 5 "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = " 0 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e _ 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n Momen tum_ i s_ t r an s f e r r ed , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum
_T r a n s f e r r e d : Be fo r e + F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d _ I n t e r f a c e .
Coe f f i c i en t_ fo r_Amoun t_o f_Momen tum_Trans f e r r ed : Be fo re
∗ F l u i d . Dynamic_Vi scos i t y : Be fo r e ∗
F l a t _ P l a t e . R e l a t i v e _V e l o c i t y : Be fo r e "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 2 t o S t a t e _ 3
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Momen tum_Is_Trans f e r r ed_Due_ to_Bur s t i ng
_Vo r t i c e s
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 3 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 3 t o S t a t e _ 4
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n Momen t um_ t r a n s f e r r e d _ i s _ l o s t _ f r om_ t h e _F l a t
_P l a t e , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum =
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum : Befo r e −
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred : Be fo r e "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 4 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 4 t o S t a t e _ 5
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e p r i n c i p l e D r a g _ i s _ e n e r g y _ r e q u i r e d _ t o _ t r a n s f e r
_momentum , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : F l a t _ P l a t e . Drag =
F l a t _ P l a t e . Drag : Be fo r e + F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d
_ I n t e r f a c e . C o e f f i c i e n t _ f o r _E n e r g y _R e q u i r e d _ t o _T r a n s f e r
_Momentum : Be fo re ∗ F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum
_T r a n s f e r r e d : Be fo r e "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 5 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 5 t o S t a t e _ 6
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e p r i n c i p l e Some_Transferred_Momentum_is_Not
_T r a n s f e r r e d _ b u t _ i s _Ac t u a l l y _Gen e r a t e d _He a t , d e s c r i b e d
as " eq : F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = F l a t _ P l a t e .
Momentum_Transferred : Be fo re − F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d
_ I n t e r f a c e . Co e f f i c i e n t _ f o r _He a t _Gen e r a t e d _ f r om
_ I n t e r a c t i o n : Be fo re "
and t h e e q u a t i o n Exp l an a t i on −21 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Gene ra t ed_Hea t . Energy_Amount = Gene ra t ed_Hea t . Energy
_Amount : Be fo r e + F l a t _ P l a t e _ a n d _ F l u i d _ I n t e r f a c e .
C o e f f i c i e n t _ f o r _H e a t _G e n e r a t e d _ f r om_ I n t e r a c t i o n : Be fo re "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 6 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 6 t o S t a t e _ 7
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n Momen t um_ t r a n s f e r r e d_ t o _ t h e_ f l u i d ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : F l u i d . Momentum = F l u i d . Momentum :
Befo r e + F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred : Be fo re "
)
T r a n s i t i o n _ 7 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 7 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
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t h e e q u a t i o n Ze ro_ou t _momen tum_ t r an s f e r r e d_ t o_ show_ i t
_ h a s _ n ow_a l l _ b e e n _ t r a n s f e r r e d , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = 0 . 0 "
)
The model has f u n c t i o n s
F l a t _ P l a t e _ i n _ F l u i d _G e n e r a t e s _D r a g i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r B e h a v i o r _ f o r _ F l a t _ P l a t e
_ i n _F l u i d _Gene r a t e s _D r ag
I t p r o v i d e s : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Drag = " 2 . 0 "
)
Momentum_Transfer_Genera tes_Drag i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Behavior_for_Momentum
_T r an s f e r _Gene r a t e s _D r ag
I t p r o v i d e s : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Drag = " 2 . 0 "
)
Momen tum_I s_T r an s f e r r ed_Due_ to_Bu r s t i ng_Vor t i c e s i s a
f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Behavior_for_Momentum_Is
_T r a n s f e r r e d _Du e _ t o _Bu r s t i n g _Vo r t i c e s
I t p r o v i d e s : (
F l a t _ P l a t e . Momentum_Transferred = " 2 . 0 "
)
D.3 Medical Patch
D.3.1 Description and Functional Decomposition
This model was derived from McKeag [101]. That article contains a brief section about a
medical adhesive mechanism that was inspired by a mechanism of the spiny headed worm.
The design works to secure a patch by inserting microneedles and, once inserted, expanding
their tips to create fiction and hold the patch in place. The model thus describes a patch
being inserted, the conical tips of the microneedle array (which is in the patch) expanding,
and the patch resisting an applied pull force because of the friction created by the expanded
tips.
Figure D.4 diagrammatically presents the functional decomposition of the Medical
Patchmodel. White boxes represent the functions, and behaviors that achieve them are black
rounded boxes. Within each function box is its name and set of provides conditions. Arrows
are drawn from functions to behaviors to illustrate that association. Arrows from behaviors
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to functions represent the function-subfunction relationship with the origin extending from
the superbehavior (and thus superfunction) and head of the arrowpointing to the subfunction.
In this case, PatchResistsPullout is the topmost superfunction.
Figure D.4: Functional decomposition of theMedical Patchmodelwithmediating behaviors
D.3.2 The Model
Or i g i n a l _Med i c a l P a t c h i s an SBF model
The model has a s t r u c t u r e
Po l y s t y r e n eCo r e i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
Con i c a lT i p s i s a component
I t has an a t t r i b u t e named F r i c t i onAmoun t o f t ype
Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e named I n s e r t e d o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Fa l s e , True "
I t has an a t t r i b u t e named S i z e o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Small , Medium , Large , Maximum"
I t has an a t t r i b u t e named Pu l l F o r c eApp l i e d o f t ype
Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
Po l y s t y r e n e i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
Po l y a c r y l i cA c i d i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
Mic roneed l eAr r ay i s a component
I t has an a t t r i b u t e named App l i ed o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Fa l s e , True "
I t has an a t t r i b u t e named Pu l l F o r c eApp l i e d o f t ype
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Qu a n t i t a t i v e
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
Pa t ch i s a component
I t has an a t t r i b u t e named At t a ched of t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Fa l s e , True "
I t has an a t t r i b u t e named Pu l l F o r c eApp l i e d o f t ype
Q u a n t i t a t i v e
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
Con i c a lT i p s . C1 i s Oute rLayerOf Po l y s t y r e n eCo r e . C1 i s a
c o nn e c t i o n named Connec t i on1
P o l y s t y r e n e . C1 i s Pa r tO f Con i c a lT i p s . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n
named Connec t i on2
P o l y a c r y l i cA c i d . C1 i s Pa r tO f Con i c a lT i p s . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n
named Connec t i on3
Po l y s t y r e n eCo r e . C1 i s Pa r tO f Mic roneed l eAr r ay . C1 i s a
c o nn e c t i o n named Connec t i on4
Con i c a lT i p s . C1 i s Pa r tO f Mic roneed l eAr r ay . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n
named Connec t i on5
Mic roneed l eAr r ay . C1 i s In Pa t ch . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n named
Connec t i on6
The model has f u n c t i o n s
P a t c h R e s i s t s P u l l o u t i s a f u n c t i o n
I t i s deno t ed by t h e ve rb " R e s i s t "
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Pa t ch . A t t a ched = " True "
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r P a t c hR e s i s t s P u l l o u t B e h a v i o r
T i p s R e s i s t P u l l o u t i s a f u n c t i o n
I t i s deno t ed by t h e ve rb " R e s i s t "
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d = " True "
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r T i p s R e s i s t P u l l o u t B e h a v i o r
T i p sSwe l l i s a f u n c t i o n
I t i s deno t ed by t h e ve rb "Grow"
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t = " 1 0 . 0 "
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r T i p sSwe l lBehav i o r
The model has b e h a v i o r s
P a t c hR e s i s t s P u l l o u t B e h a v i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a t e 1 i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Pa t ch . A t t a ched = " F a l s e "
and Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d = " F a l s e "
and Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t = " 0 . 0 "
and Mic roneed l eAr r ay . App l i ed = " F a l s e "
and Con i c a lT i p s . S i z e = " Smal l "
and Pa t ch . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d = " 0 . 0 "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 1 t o S t a t e 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
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t h e e x t e r n a l s t im u l u s P e r s o n I n s e r t s P a t c h , d e s c r i b e d as
" eq : Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d i s e qu a l t o
Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d . True "
and t h e c o nn e c t i o n Connec t ion5 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Mic roneed l eAr r ay . App l i ed i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o
t h e change i n Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d "
and t h e c o nn e c t i o n Connec t ion6 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Pa t ch . A t t a ched i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e change
i n Mic roneed l eAr r ay . App l i ed "
)
S t a t e 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Pa t ch . A t t a ched = " True "
and Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d = " True "
and Mic roneed l eAr r ay . App l i ed = " True "
)
T2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 2 t o S t a t e 3
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e f u n c t i o n T ip sSwe l l
)
S t a t e 3 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t = " 1 0 . 0 "
and Con i c a lT i p s . S i z e = " Large "
)
T3 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 3 t o S t a t e 4
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e x t e r n a l s t im u l u s Pu l l Fo r c eApp l i e dToPa t ch , d e s c r i b e d
as " eq : Pa t ch . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d = 5 . 0 "
)
S t a t e 4 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Pa t ch . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d = " 5 . 0 "
)
T4 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 4 t o S t a t e 5
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e f u n c t i o n T i p s R e s i s t P u l l o u t
)
S t a t e 5 i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Pa t ch . A t t a ched = " True "
)
T i p sSwe l lBehav i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a t e 1 i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Con i c a lT i p s . S i z e = " Smal l "
and Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d = " True "
and Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t = " 0 . 0 "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 1 t o S t a t e 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e q u a t i o n T i p s S t a r t Sw e l l i n g , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Con i c a lT i p s . S i z e i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o 1 . 0 "
and t h e e q u a t i o n La rge rT ip sMeansMoreRes i s t anceFo rce ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t =
Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t : Be fo r e + 5 . 0 "
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)
S t a t e 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Con i c a lT i p s . S i z e = "Medium"
and Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t = " 5 . 0 "
)
T2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 2 t o S t a t e 3
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e q u a t i o n T i p s F i n i s hSwe l l i n g , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Con i c a lT i p s . S i z e i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o 1 . 0 "
and t h e e q u a t i o n La rge rT ip sMeansMoreRes i s t anceFo rce ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t =
Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t : Be fo r e + 5 . 0 "
)
S t a t e 3 i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Con i c a lT i p s . S i z e = " Large "
and Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t = " 1 0 . 0 "
)
T i p sR e s i s t P u l l o u t B e h a v i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a t e 1 i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Pa t ch . A t t a ched = " True "
and Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t = " 1 0 . 0 "
and Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d = " True "
and Pa t ch . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d = " 5 . 0 "
and Con i c a lT i p s . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d = " 0 . 0 "
and Mic roneed l eAr r ay . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d = " 0 . 0 "
and Mic roneed l eAr r ay . App l i ed = " True "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 1 t o S t a t e 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e c o nn e c t i o n Connec t ion6 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Mic roneed l eAr r ay . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d =
Pa t ch . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d : Be fo r e "
and t h e c o nn e c t i o n Connec t ion5 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Con i c a lT i p s . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d =
Mic roneed l eAr r ay . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d : A f t e r "
)
S t a t e 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Mic roneed l eAr r ay . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d = " 5 . 0 "
and Con i c a lT i p s . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d = " 5 . 0 "
)
T2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 2 t o S t a t e 3
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e q u a t i o n Con i c a lT i p sE f f e c t edByCompe t i ngFo r c e s ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d i s d i r e c t l y
p r o p o r t i o n a l t o Con i c a lT i p s . F r i c t i onAmoun t : Be fo re −
Con i c a lT i p s . P u l l F o r c eApp l i e d : Be fo r e "
and t h e c o nn e c t i o n Connec t ion5 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Mic roneed l eAr r ay . App l i ed i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o
t h e change i n Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d "
and t h e c o nn e c t i o n Connec t ion6 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Pa t ch . A t t a ched i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e change
i n Mic roneed l eAr r ay . App l i ed "
)
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S t a t e 3 i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Con i c a lT i p s . I n s e r t e d = " True "
and Mic roneed l eAr r ay . App l i ed = " True "
and Pa t ch . A t t a ched = " True "
)
D.4 Owl Wing
D.4.1 Description and Functional Decomposition
This model was derived from two sources [74, 100]. This model describes how fimbriae
on the owl’s wing (which combine to form serrations on the wings) enable it to fly quietly.
(Admittedly, the name of the function OwlFliesSilently in this model is a bit of a
misnomer in retrospect since very low noise is created in this model, not zero.) Specifically,
the model describes the owl deciding to fly, causing the air to move past it. The owl’s
fimbriae create micro-sized turbulences in the air, which in turn create a very low amount
of noise.
Figure D.5 diagrammatically presents the functional decomposition of the Owl Wing
model. White boxes represent the functions, and behaviors that achieve them are black
rounded boxes. Within each function box is its name and set of provides conditions. Arrows
are drawn from functions to behaviors to illustrate that association. Arrows from behaviors
to functions represent the function-subfunction relationship with the origin extending from
the superbehavior (and thus superfunction) and head of the arrowpointing to the subfunction.
In this case, OwlFliesSilently is the topmost superfunction.
D.4.2 The Model
Origina l_OwlWing i s an SBF model
The model has a s t r u c t u r e
Owl i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Moving of t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
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Figure D.5: Functional decomposition of the Owl Wing model with mediating behaviors
d e s c r i b e d as " Fa l s e , True "
I t has an a t t r i b u t e No i s eC r e a t ed o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Very_Low , Low , Medium , High "
Wing i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
S e r r a t i o n s i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
Air i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e MovingPastOwl o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Fa l s e , True "
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Micro , Small , Medium , Large "
Wing . C1 i s Pa r tO f Owl . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n named
WingIsPartOfAnOwl
S e r r a t i o n s . C1 i s Pa r tO f Wing . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n named
OwlWingHasSer ra t ions
The model has f u n c t i o n s
Ow l F l i e s S i l e n t l y i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed = "Very_Low"
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Ow l F l i e s S i l e n t l yB e h a v i o r
FimbriaeBreakDownAir i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e = "Micro "
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r F imbr iaeBreakDownAirBehav ior
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The model has b e h a v i o r s
Ow l F l i e s S i l e n t l yB e h a v i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Owl . Moving = " F a l s e "
and Ai r . MovingPastOwl = " F a l s e "
and Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed = " Zero "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t S t a t e t o S t a t e 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e x t e r n a l s t im u l u s named OwlDecidesToFly , d e s c r i b e d
as " eq : Owl . Moving i s e qu a l t o Owl . Moving . True "
and t h e e q u a t i o n AirMovesPastOwlEQ , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Ai r . MovingPastOwl i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o
Owl . Moving : A f t e r − Owl . Moving : Be fo r e "
)
S t a t e 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Owl . Moving = " True "
and Air . MovingPastOwl = " True "
)
T2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e 2 t o S t o p S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e f u n c t i o n FimbriaeBreakDownAir
and t h e e q u a t i o n Turbu l enceCause sNo i se , d e s c r i b e d as
" eq : Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed i s e qu a l t o Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e : A f t e r "
)
S t o p S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Owl . No i s eC r e a t ed = "Very_Low"
)
F imbr iaeBreakDownAirBehav ior i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . MovingPastOwl = " True "
and Air . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e = " Zero "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t S t a t e t o S t o p S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e c o nn e c t i o n OwlWingHasSer ra t ions , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e . Micro − Air . Tu r bu l e n c eS i z e : Be fo r e "
)
S t o p S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (




D.5.1 Description and Functional Decomposition
This model was created as a synthetic training model for the Usefulness Study. As such, it
has no source materials. This model describes a car transporting a passenger some distance
and then stopping. Specifically, the model describes the driver turning on the engine, which
then turns the wheels (adds to their RPM). The turning wheels add velocity to the car. After
traveling some distance, the driver applies the brakes, stopping the wheels from turning and
thus stopping the car.
Figure D.6 diagrammatically presents the functional decomposition of the Synthetic
Car model. White boxes represent the functions, and behaviors that achieve them are black
rounded boxes. Within each function box is its name and set of provides conditions. Arrows
are drawn from functions to behaviors to illustrate that association. Arrows from behaviors
to functions represent the function-subfunction relationship with the origin extending from
the superbehavior (and thus superfunction) and head of the arrowpointing to the subfunction.
In this case, Car_Transports_a_Passenger is the topmost superfunction.
Figure D.6: Functional decomposition of the Synthetic Car model withmediating behaviors
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D.5.2 The Model
Or i g i n a l _T r a i n i n gMode l i s an SBF model
The model has a s t r u c t u r e
P a s s e ng e r i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e D i s t a n c e _T r a v e l l e d o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
Car i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Ve l o c i t y o f t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
Wheels i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e RPM of t ype Q u a n t i t a t i v e
Engine i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e S t a t e o f t ype D e s c r i p t i v e
Brakes i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Engaged of t ype D e s c r i p t i v e
I t has an a t t r i b u t e RPM_Reduction_Amount o f t ype
Q u a n t i t a t i v e
The model has b e h a v i o r s
Ca r _T r a n s po r t s _ a _Pa s s e ng e r _Beh av i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
P a s s e ng e r . D i s t a n c e _T r a v e l l e d = " 0 . 0 "
and Car . V e l o c i t y = " 0 . 0 "
and Wheels .RPM = " 0 . 0 "
and Engine . S t a t e = " Off "
and Brakes . Engaged = " F a l s e "
)
S t a t e −2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Engine . S t a t e = "On"
)
S t a t e −3 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Wheels .RPM = "10 . 0 "
and Car . V e l o c i t y = " 1 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e −4 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
P a s s e ng e r . D i s t a n c e _T r a v e l l e d = " 1 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e −5 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Brakes . Engaged = " True "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
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Car . V e l o c i t y = " 0 . 0 "
and Wheels .RPM = " 0 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n −1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e −2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e s t im u l u s Dr ive r_Turns_on_Eng ine , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Engine . S t a t e = On"
)
T r a n s i t i o n −2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e −2 t o S t a t e −3
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Engine_Turns_Wheels
)
T r a n s i t i o n −3 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e −3 t o S t a t e −4
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n EQ_2 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
P a s s e ng e r . D i s t a n c e _T r a v e l l e d = Pa s s e ng e r . D i s t a n c e
_T r a v e l l e d : Be fo r e + Car . V e l o c i t y : Be fo r e "
)
T r a n s i t i o n −4 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e −4 t o S t a t e −5
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e s t im u l u s Dr ive r_Engages_Brakes , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Brakes . Engaged = True "
)
T r a n s i t i o n −5 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e −5 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e f u n c t i o n Brakes_S top_Car
)
Eng ine_Turns_Whee l s_Behav io r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t _ S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Engine . S t a t e = "On"
and Wheels .RPM = " 0 . 0 "
and Car . V e l o c i t y = " 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e _ 2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Wheels .RPM = "10 . 0 "
)
S t o p _S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Car . V e l o c i t y = " 1 0 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n −1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t _ S t a t e t o S t a t e _ 2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n EQ_1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Wheels .RPM =
Wheels .RPM: Befo re + 10 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n −2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e _ 2 t o S t o p _S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e p r i n c i p l e T r a c t i o n _ o f _ t h e _ t i r e s _ a g a i n s t _ t h e _ s t r e e t ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Car . V e l o c i t y = Car . V e l o c i t y : Be fo r e +
Wheels .RPM: Befo re "
)
Brake s_S top_Ca r_Behav io r i s a b e h a v i o r
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S t a t e −1 i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Brakes . Engaged = " True "
and Car . V e l o c i t y = " 1 0 . 0 "
and Brakes . RPM_Reduction_Amount = " 1 0 . 0 "
and Wheels .RPM = "10 . 0 "
)
S t a t e −2 i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Wheels .RPM = " 0 . 0 "
)
S t a t e −3 i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Car . V e l o c i t y = " 0 . 0 "
)
T r a n s i t i o n −1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e −1 t o S t a t e −2
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n Exp l an a t i on −20 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Wheels .RPM
= Wheels .RPM: Befo re − Brakes . RPM_Reduction_Amount : Be fo re "
)
T r a n s i t i o n −2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a t e −2 t o S t a t e −3
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n (
t h e e q u a t i o n Ve lo c i t y_p ropo r t i ona l _ t o_whee l _RPMs ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Car . V e l o c i t y = Wheels .RPM: Befo re "
)
The model has f u n c t i o n s
Ca r _T r a n s p o r t s _ a _P a s s e n g e r i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r
Ca r _T r a n s po r t s _ a _P a s s e ng e r _Beh av i o r
I t p r o v i d e s : (
P a s s e ng e r . D i s t a n c e _T r a v e l l e d = " 1 0 . 0 "
and Car . V e l o c i t y = " 0 . 0 "
)
Engine_Turns_Wheels i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Eng ine_Turns_Whee l s_Behav io r
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Wheels .RPM = "10 . 0 "
and Car . V e l o c i t y = " 1 0 . 0 "
)
Brakes_S top_Car i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t i s a ch i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r Brake s_S top_Ca r_Behav io r
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Car . V e l o c i t y = " 0 . 0 "




D.6.1 Description and Functional Decomposition
This model was derived from the same two sources as the Owl Wing model [74, 100]. The
model represents a train with a small vortex generator installed on it, inspired by how an owl
reduces the amount of noise it makes while in flight. This was done to reduce the amount
of aerodynamic noise that the train makes. The model describes how a train conductor puts
the train into motion, leading to air flowing over one of the train’s pantographs, which are
physical structures extending out of the top of the train. Turbulence forms because of this
air flow, but the vortex size moves to small because of the small vortex generator. These
small vortices in turn cause the amount of noise generated by the train to move to low.
Note that this model actually contains an error. The TurbulenceVortexSize attribute
of Air has a quantity with a space in it (Very Large), which is not legal. However, this
specific situation should not have impacted the Comparison technique’s results based on
reflecting on how Comparison works. To ensure it did not effect Simulation, Simulation
trials for the Trainmodel were reranwith awith a fixed version, and the simulator’s outcomes
were the same. It did produce slightly longer run times in all trials where run time was
recorded, but these differences could simply be noise. Only the original run times were
analyzed in the Computational Experimentation in Chapter 5.
Figure D.7 diagrammatically presents the functional decomposition of the Train model.
White boxes represent the functions, and behaviors that achieve them are black rounded
boxes. Within each function box is its name and set of provides conditions. Arrows are
drawn from functions to behaviors to illustrate that association. Arrows from behaviors to
functions represent the function-subfunction relationship with the origin extending from the
superbehavior (and thus superfunction) and head of the arrow pointing to the subfunction.
In this case, TrainGeneratesAerodynamicNoise is the topmost superfunction.
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Figure D.7: Functional decomposition of the Train model with mediating behaviors
D.6.2 The Model
Or i g i n a l _T r a i nMode l i s an SBF model
The model has a s t r u c t u r e
T r a i n i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e A c c e l e r a t i n g o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Off , On"
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Ve l o c i t y o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Low , Medium , High , Maximum"
I t has an a t t r i b u t e No i s eC r e a t ed o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Low , Medium , High , Maximum"
I t has an a t t r i b u t e E n g i n eT h r o t t l e o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Off , On"
Pan tog r aph i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Ve l o c i t y o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Low , Medium , High , Maximum"
Air i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e F lowOverPan tograph of t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Low , Medium , High , Maximum"
I t has an a t t r i b u t e No i s eC r e a t ed o f t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Low , Medium , High , Maximum"
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e o f t ype
Q u a l i t a t i v e , d e s c r i b e d as "None , Small , Medium , Large ,
Very Large "
I t has an a t t r i b u t e F l owD i r e c t i o n o f t ype D e s c r i p t i v e
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Sma l lVo r t e xGene r a t o r i s a component
I t has a c o nn e c t i n g p o i n t named C1
I t has an a t t r i b u t e Vo r t exS i z eP roduced of t ype Q u a l i t a t i v e ,
d e s c r i b e d as " Zero , Low , Medium , High , Maximum"
Sma l lVo r t e xGene r a t o r . C1 On Pan tog r aph . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n
named Sma l lVo r t exGene r a t o rOnPan tog r aph
Pan tog r aph . C1 i s Pa r tO f T r a i n . C1 i s a c o nn e c t i o n named
P a n t o g r a p h I s P a r tO fT r a i n
The model has f u n c t i o n s
T r a i nGene r a t e sAe rodynamicNo i s e i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t p r o v i d e s : (
T r a i n . No i s eC r e a t ed = "Low"
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r
T r a i nGene r a t e sAe rodynamicNo i s eBehav i o r
Eng i n eCau s e sT r a i nToAcce l e r a t e i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t p r o v i d e s : (
T r a i n . A c c e l e r a t i n g = "On"
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r
Eng i n eCau s e sT r a i nToAcc e l e r a t eBehav i o r
A i rF l owAc ro s sPan t og r aphFo rmsTu rbu l en c eVo r t i c e s i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e = " Smal l "
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r
A i rF l owAc ro s sPan t og r aphFo rmsTu rbu l e n c eVo r t i c e sBehav i o r
A i rF l owAc ro s sSma l lVo r t e xGene r a t o rFo rmsSma l lTu r bu l e n c eVo r t i c e s
i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e = " Smal l "
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r A i rF lowAcros sSma l lVor t ex
Gene r a t o r Fo rmsSma l lTu r bu l e n c eVo r t i c e sBeh av i o r
Tu rbu l enceCause sNo i s e i s a f u n c t i o n
I t r e q u i r e s n o t h i n g
I t p r o v i d e s : (
Ai r . No i s eC r e a t ed = "Low"
)
I t i s a c h i e v ed by t h e b e h a v i o r
Tu rbu l enceCaus e sNo i s eBehav i o r
The model has b e h a v i o r s
T r a i nGene r a t e sAe rodynamicNo i s eBehav i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n (
T r a i n . A c c e l e r a t i n g = " Off "
and T r a i n . V e l o c i t y = " Zero "
and T r a i n . No i s eC r e a t ed = " Zero "
and Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y = " Zero "
and Air . F lowOverPan tograph = " Zero "
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and Air . No i s eC r e a t ed = " Zero "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t S t a t e t o T r a i nA c c e l e r a t e s
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e f u n c t i o n Eng i n eCau s e sT r a i nToAcce l e r a t e
and t h e e q u a t i o n E1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y
i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e change i n T r a i n . V e l o c i t y "
and t h e e q u a t i o n E2 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Ai r . F lowOverPan tograph i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e
change i n Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y "
)
T r a i nA c c e l e r a t e s i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
T r a i n . A c c e l e r a t i n g = "On"
and T r a i n . V e l o c i t y = "Low"
and Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y = "Low"
and Air . F lowOverPan tograph = "Low"
)
T2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from T r a i nA c c e l e r a t e s t o
T r a i nC o n t i n u e sA c c e l e r a t i n g
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e q u a t i o n E1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : T r a i n . V e l o c i t y i s
d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o T r a i n . A c c e l e r a t i n g : A f t e r "
and t h e e q u a t i o n E2 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y
i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e change i n T r a i n . V e l o c i t y "
and t h e e q u a t i o n E3 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Ai r . F lowOverPan tograph i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e
change i n Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y "
)
T r a i nC o n t i n u e sA c c e l e r a t i n g i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
T r a i n . V e l o c i t y = "Medium"
and Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y = "Medium"
and Air . F lowOverPan tograph = "Medium"
)
T3 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from T r a i nC o n t i n u e sA c c e l e r a t i n g t o
T r a i nRea che sH i ghVe l o c i t y
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e q u a t i o n E1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : T r a i n . V e l o c i t y i s
d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o T r a i n . A c c e l e r a t i n g : A f t e r "
and t h e e q u a t i o n E2 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y
i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e change i n T r a i n . V e l o c i t y "
and t h e e q u a t i o n E3 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Ai r . F lowOverPan tograph i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e
change i n Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y "
)
T r a i nRea che sH i ghVe l o c i t y i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
T r a i n . V e l o c i t y = " High "
and Pan tog r aph . V e l o c i t y = " High "
and Air . F lowOverPan tograph = "High "
)
T4 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from Tr a i nRea che sH ighVe l o c i t y t o
F lowingAi rFo rmsTurbu l ence
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e f u n c t i o n Ai rF lowAcros sPan tog r aphFo rmsTurbu l ence
Vo r t i c e s
)
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FlowingAi rFo rmsTurbu l ence i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e = " Smal l "
)
T5 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from FlowingAi rFo rmsTurbu l ence t o
Tu rbu l enceCause sNo i s e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e f u n c t i o n Tu rbu l enceCause sNo i s e
and t h e e q u a t i o n E1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : T r a i n . No i s eC r e a t ed
i s e qu a l t o Ai r . No i s eC r e a t ed : A f t e r "
)
Tu rbu l enceCause sNo i s e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
T r a i n . No i s eC r e a t ed = "Low"
)
Eng i n eCau s e sT r a i nToAcc e l e r a t eBehav i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
T r a i n I s S t i l l i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
T r a i n . E n g i n eT h r o t t l e = " Off "
and T r a i n . A c c e l e r a t i n g = " Off "
and T r a i n . V e l o c i t y = " Zero "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from T r a i n I s S t i l l t o T r a i n T h r o t t l e I sO n
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e x t e r n a l s t im u l u s T r a i nConduc t o rTu rn sTh ro t t l eOn ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : T r a i n . E n g i n eT h r o t t l e i s e qu a l t o
T r a i n . E n g i n eT h r o t t l e . On"
)
T r a i n T h r o t t l e I sO n i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
T r a i n . E n g i n eT h r o t t l e = "On"
)
T2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from T r a i n T h r o t t l e I sO n t o
T r a i n I s A c c e l e r a t i n g
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e q u a t i o n E1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : T r a i n . A c c e l e r a t i n g i s
d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o T r a i n . E n g i n eT h r o t t l e : Be fo r e "
and t h e e q u a t i o n E2 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : T r a i n . V e l o c i t y i s
d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o T r a i n . A c c e l e r a t i n g : A f t e r "
)
T r a i n I s A c c e l e r a t i n g i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
T r a i n . V e l o c i t y = "Low"
and T r a i n . A c c e l e r a t i n g = "On"
)
A i rF l owAc ro s sPan t og r aphFo rmsTu rbu l e n c eVo r t i c e sBehav i o r i s a
b e h a v i o r
S t a r t S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . F l owD i r e c t i o n = " Towards Pan tog r aph "
and Air . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e = "None "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t S t a t e t o
Ai rF lowOnSmal lVor t exGene ra to r
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I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e c o nn e c t i o n Sma l lVor t exGene ra to rOnPan tog r aph ,
d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Ai r . F l owD i r e c t i o n = Towards Smal l Vor tex
Gene r a t o r "
)
Ai rF lowOnSmal lVor t exGene ra to r i s a s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . F l owD i r e c t i o n = " Towards Smal l Vor tex Gene r a t o r "
)
T2 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from Ai rF lowOnSmal lVor t exGene ra to r t o
S t o p S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e f u n c t i o n named Ai rF lowAcros sSma l lVor t exGene ra to rFo rms
Sma l l T u r b u l e n c eVo r t i c e s
)
S t o p S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e = " Smal l "
)
A i rF l owAcro s sSma l lVo r t exGene r a t o rFo rmsSma l lTu rbu l ence
Vo r t i c e sB e h a v i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . F l owD i r e c t i o n = " Towards Smal l Vor tex Gene r a t o r "
and Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e = "None "
and Sma l lVo r t e xGene r a t o r . Vo r t exS i z eP roduced = "Low"
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t S t a t e t o S t o p S t a t e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e q u a t i o n E1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq :
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o
Sma l lVo r t e xGene r a t o r . Vo r t exS i z eP roduced : Be fo r e −
Air . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e : Be fo r e "
)
S t o p S t a t e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e = " Smal l "
)
Tu rbu l enceCaus e sNo i s eBehav i o r i s a b e h a v i o r
S t a r t S t a t e i s t h e s t a r t s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e = " Smal l "
and Ai r . No i s eC r e a t ed = " Zero "
)
T1 i s a t r a n s i t i o n from S t a r t S t a t e t o
No i s e I n c r e a s i n gF r omTu rbu l e n c e
I t has t h e e x p l a n a t i o n : (
t h e e q u a t i o n E1 , d e s c r i b e d as " eq : Ai r . No i s eC r e a t ed i s
d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o Ai r . Tu r bu l e n c eVo r t e xS i z e : Be fo r e
− Air . No i s eC r e a t ed : Be fo r e "
)
No i s e I n c r e a s i n gF r omTu rbu l e n c e i s t h e s t o p s t a t e
I t has t h e c o n d i t i o n : (
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